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Drums 

And then some... 

The Alesis DM Pro holds 1,664 of the best acoustic ahcl electronic kicks, snares, toms, 

cymbals, hi-hats, percussion, chromatic/tonal sounds, special effects and much more. 

For MIDI -studios, pro recording facilities and performing percussionists, DM Pro has 

64 programmable kits with up to 64 instruments in each. For triggering from pads and 

re-triggering from tape, you get 16 lightning-fast trigger inputs and 6 independent audio outputs. 

There's more...64 voice polyphony and 20-bit digital resolution for superb realism, 

24- bit onboard multieffects, including reverb, delay, pitch effects and more, plus a front-panel 

expansion card slot...add up to 8MB of user samples and sequences. 

DM Pro. An infinite variety of the best drum sound's. Hear it today at your Alesis dealer, or 

call 800-5-ALESIS or visit www.alesis.com for more information on the world's most 

advanced drum and percussion tool: DM Pro. 

DM Pro is a trademark of Alesis Corporation 

Alesis Corporation 1633 26th Street Santa 

1:::»01Nel I ) 
64 VOICE EXPANDABLE DRUM MODULE 

91.14L .111-5-ALtS1›, , is co: ALesus 
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;TER TAPE 
system you use. 

4 

r0'1 BASF 

DTRS 
MASTER 

HIC1111311, low • 

is introducing a completely new DTRS Master tape that is specifically designed tu give you 

the ultimate performance from any DA-88 compatible digital audio system. DTRS Master 

delivers consistently lower block error rates ( BIER) than other brands of tapes on the market — translating 

into fewer errors on your critical master recordings. BASF's specially formulated metal powder tape and super 

smooth surface prolong head life and stand up to the repeated shuttling and playback required in professional 

audio applications. A specially constructed ABS shell provides precision tracking and reduces risk of dropouts 

caused by static or dirt. Available in 30, 60 and 113 minute lengths. 

EAITEC Ma netics 

Distributed in North America by EMTEC Pro Media, Inc. 1 US I 888-295-5551 Canada 1 800-817 4478 or visit our web site at www.emtec-usa.com 
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Mastering is... 
QUANTUM 

There. We said it. Right there, out in the 

open. No asterisk. No caveat. No "except 

where prohibited by law". 

Introducing the dbx Quantum. The first 

mastering processor that offers a sampling 

rate of up to 96kHz, a true 48 bit digital sig-

nal path with 24 bit output, and the same 

superior dbx dynamics processing that's 

been processing the hits for more than 25 

years. Quite a trio of features. 

/No/metier seer Au Type N Convento SAW, 4 P4F,FAGE REXT Pea' b› 

E011 ALL 'BRNO CHANNEL 

PROGR. METER , 102.4TOR 

Mee 

EO XOVER NOPK.IZER OTHER QUANTUM 
Deal Mastering 

Processor 

• 4 Band Multi Band Stereo 

Compression 

• 5 Band Variable Q Parametric EQ 

• Dual Mono or True Stereo 

Operation 

'TYPE IVTM Conversion System with 

TSE TM Tape Saturation Emulation 

And with the dbx TYPE 1yTM Conversion 

System already on board, your signal retains 

the analog warmth and character it started 

out with, plus the clarity and versatility 

demanded by today's digital standards. Our 

patent-pending TSE TM Tape Saturation 

Emulation processing makes it easy. 

You need to hear it for yourself. So get up 

and go to your pro audio dealer today.Your 

clients will be glad you did. 

dbx Professional Products • 8760 South Sandy Parkway 
Sandy UT 84070 • Phone (801) 568-7660 • Fax ( 801) 568-7662 

email: customer@dbxpro.com • URL: http://www.dbxpro.com 

PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS 
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RECORDING & SOUND 

VOLUME 10, ISSUE 5 
MAY 1999 

ON TIE COVER: 

(From left to right) Engineer 

Jeff Balding, producer 

Dann Huff and Megadeth 

guitarist Dave Mustaine sit 

In Emerald Studios' "The 

Tracking Room." 

Photo by Beth Gwinn. 
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GUITAR RECORDING SPECIAL 62 

Presenting EQ 's third annual look at how to handle six strings in your studio. Stories 
include: 

• MEGADETH: HEAVY METAL IN NASHVILLE? By Lisa Roy 64 

• VERNON REID: REID BETWEEN THE LINES By Rich Tozzoli 70 

• HITTING THE TRAIL(SIDE) By Steve La Cerra 74 

• PERFORMING ENGINEER: GUITAR AND THE BEAT GENERATION By CraigAnderton 78 

• REVIEW: LINE 6 POD GUITAR EFFECTS UNIT Ry Craig A nderton 82 

PC QUARTERLY 86 

Mor. tips and techniques on integrating a computer into your studio and how to Use it 
properly. Stories include: 

• MP3: EVOLVE OR DIE: BECOME A WEB-READY STUDIO By The FezGuys 88 

• COMPUTER DESKTOP CLUTTER SOLUTIONS By Eddie Ciletti 92 

• WAYS TO REDUCE HARD DRIVE NOISE By David Miles Huber 94 
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Up the value of your mic locker without dropping another nickel into it. 

Pit an amateur with $ 10,000 worth of micro-

phones against the pro with a $ 1,000 mic and the better 

recording will emerge from the latter corner, pretty much 

every time. How? Quite simply, pros use their ears. 

The best engineers can hard and often on their 

monitors to listen critically and tweak accordingly   

placing mics, setting gains, adjusting eq   getting every-

thing dialed in before the first take. 

Furthermore, a detailed, accurate monitoring system 

is what patches flesh and blood into the electrical system 

and provides a clear window to the sound at every step of 

the recording process. This is precisely why the best in the 

business agree that their monitors are the single most 

critical piece of hardware in the studio. 

All of which is supported by the thinking behind 

NHTPro active studio monitoring systems. From exactly tai-

lored near and mid-field radiation characteristics to totally 

new and innovative driver control circuitry, NHIPro systems 

embody all we know about high performance sound 

reproduction. Which, as anyone who has had the pleasure 

of hearing them will attest, is considerable. 

To find out more, please visit our website @ 

NHTPro.com or call toll free 1-877-4NHTPro ( 464-8776). 

S•41. 
PRO 
. II I p II III 

s/(-20. lionitoee 

,\:111P,,, s reference monitoring 

system. The ultimate in high-end 

sonies for profret, production 

and post studios. 

The A-20 combines remarbahle 

precision, detail and dynamics 

with real functionality 

and useability. 

. (-20 Cone.,a1. 

1111111111110111  

Configuration: 

Modular sel/-powered 

near/mid/far-feld monitor. 

2-way 6: acoustic suspension. 

Amplifier: 

250w/ch continuous. 400w pea4. 

‹.496 THD tooliz - to.4M. 

Hum/noise, (10 dB SPL 

Monitora: 

Response, 401/z - 20411, 

Peak output, 117c/B. 

Magnetic shielding. 
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EQ EDITORIAL 

Are We There Yet...? 
The EQ tour bus is back in the garage safe and sound, enjoying some R&R, 
sipping vital fluids, and preparing for the next tour. Once again, the nation's high-
ways are safe for every man, woman, and child. 

EQ's Surround Sound Road Tour was an outright success. (I hope you've been 
following along on our Web site.) We hit five major recording and sound programs 
coast to coast, sharing and disseminating information on surround sound. The 
five programs — Peabody Conservatory, Baltimore, MD; Middle Tennessee State 
U., Murfreesboro, TN; Full Sail, Winter Park, FL; Conservatory of Recording Arts 
& Sciences, Tempe, AZ; and Citrus College, Glendora, CA — treated us royally. 
Their sites, studios, equipment, and personnel were all outstanding. Program 
members and faculty came out in big-time support and asked important, in-
formed questions. The combination of pros and pros-to-be in the audiences kept 
discussions flowing on many levels. 

Our Tour objective was to get out there with some of the best young and vet-
eran recording minds in order to pose questions and share information. For ex-
ample, how will surround influence and affect our musical future? What gear do 
we really need to create surround mixes? What are the " correct" speaker place-
ments and calibrations? Do we need encoding/decoding? What's best for your 
music mixes — point source, dipole, or tripole monitoring? Bass management? 
The questions flowed, and we believe we answered the call. After all, informa-
tion sharing is EQ's reason for being. 

Mike Sokol, contributing editor and engineer-producer (to know him is to 
love him...), was our seminar point man. No easy task considering the travel 
schedule, logistics, and the rapidly changing world of surround — the latest up-
dates on speaker designations, DVD-A, Dolby Digital, and more came into us via 
e-mail on a daily basis. Despite being trucked and trailered across these Unit-
ed States during the month of February, the gear held up perfectly — much cred-
it to Mike, who these days is " Mr. Surround." 

Four manufacturers — IBL, Lexicon, Otani, and Panasonic — deserve spe-
cial mention for sharing our surround vision and supporting the Tour with ex-
pertise, equipment, and resources. We installed the Lexicon DC- 1 (2) processor, 
IBL LSR series monitors, Panasonic DA-7 console, and Otani RADAR II hard-disk 
system as the heart of our system. Everything worked brilliantly together. 'I hose 
companies certainly walked the walk for this tour. 

What now? We're taking a short break and then risking white line fever again 
with Phase 2. 1 am checking out more recording programs, so if you are on the 
faculty or are a program participant, drop me a line about bringing the EQ 
Surround Sound Road Tour to your door. You can write me at: EQ 
Magazine, 460 Park Avenue South, 9th Floor, NYC, NY 10016, or log onto www. 
eqmag.com, check out the site and then post an e-mail regarding the Tour. Man-
ufacturers interested in sponsoring future tours should also 
contact us. 

Surround sound is a new, exciting world that should be accessible to us all. 
It can open fresh, sonic vistas for us. EQ will be there to share the information 
you need to do the job right. 

See you on the road. 

—I-LG. La Torre 
Executive Director 
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So you need a USB MIDI interface 

for your iMac, G3 or PC? 

kW>, 

mispiman 

Al *Wm 
TO•ru 

1811-N 

IN-A D"'" O«"' 

We've got a solution for you. 

.15.-rif is the new wave in MIDI and MIDI1VIAN, the leader in MIDI interfaces, has created it's newest MIDI product the 

USB MIDISPORTrm 2x2. The cross platform MIDISPORT'm is a 2 in / 2 out USB MIDI interface with true Plug-n-Play for PCs 

or Macs and requires no external power supply. For more information or to get your hands on a MIDISPORT see your local deal-

er or call MIDIMAN at (800) 969-6434. 

titininirgee 
The First Name in MIDI. 

USA: 800-969-6434 • www.midiman.net • info@midiman.net • UK: +44 1423 886692 • Germany: +49 7941 987000 
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LETTERS TO EQ 

READER SUPPORT 
I just want to apologize for Matt Fusello's 
letter that appeared in the March issue of 
EQ, concerning EQ selling out because you 
printed the article on David Lynch. Per-
sonally, I thought it was a great article, 
which definitely fit into the pages of your 
magazine. Apparently, Matt isn't familiar 
with all the fantastic soundtracks and in-
dependent music on which David Lynch 
works. If he were, I don't think he'd be so 
quick to judge. 

I'll turn the tables, now, in a way that 
better illustrates what Matt tried to say at 
the end of his letter. Let's say Trent 
Reznor, an obviously well-known musi-
cian, decided to make a movie. I'm sure 
that more than one film or video magazine 
"geared for movie industry professionals" 
would pick up on it and write an article, 
and that its readers would find it as inter-
esting as I found your article on David 
Lynch. Matt was off-base, and I'm sorry he 
criticized you when it wasn't necessary. 
Keep up the excellent work! 

Tim Roberson 
Knoxville, TN 

GENE RELIEVER 
I'm a record producer/studio owner/ 
singer/songwriter in Australia, and I just 
wanted to tell you how much I enjoyed 
and related to your editorial titled "The 
DNA of EQ" in the March '99 issue. 

There is always the temptation to get 
a "real job." It's incredibly difficult mak-
ing family, friends, and everyone else un-
derstand why we do this; that is, follow this 
insecure career/dream. I guess it's just 
something that you can only feel by being 
a part of it. Your editorial helped to make 
a few of my harshest critics see things a lit-
tle differently. It helped make it easier for 
them to see why I'd prefer to earn less but 
be so much happier. 

I gave up my day gig at the start of last 
year, and it's only now that I'm starting to 
make ends meet doing music full time. In 
that time, I've managed to make it to the 
U.S. to participate in a pop festival, do 160 
shows in a club band, make two major stu-
dio upgrades that have made my studio a 
wonderful working environment, help, I'd 
like to think, get three bands who I pro-
duced signed to good deals with majors, 
survived a flood, buy an apartment with 
my long-suffering fiancé, and, almost at 
the same time, land myself a deal to re-
lease my own album in the U.S. 

It doesn't mean that I can start plan-
ning to buy a house in the Hollywood Hills, 

but I've achieved more in the last 15 
months by giving everythingto music than 
I did in the 14 years before. 

I'm sure there's a lesson in there 
somewhere. 

Michael C 
via Internet 

COMES IN COLORS 
As a producer myself, it was really heart-
ening to read Bruce Swedien's interview in 
your March '99 issue. I just finished (well 
nearly) an album. Throughout the ses-
sions, I caught myself thinking of the de-
gree to which, in most instances, the in-
stinctive response was indeed "the way" 
things happened best (don't punch where 
you could play it from the top, for exam-
ple). While some hyper-conscious, minute 
manipulation is an essential part of the 
recording process from start to finish, the 
"wholeness" that is achieved in the end 
(hopefully) seems to be governed more by 
inspiration than intentional design. 

By the way, the condition Bruce al-
ludes to of seeing colors when hearing 
sounds is called "synesthesia." In fact, this 
condition appears with taste, touch, and 
smell as well, it is definitely not a "disease." 
(My own mom can see the red frequency 
component in a black-and-white charcoal 
drawing, but that's a whole other story.) In 
short, the experience of art can be so en-
compassing that it has its effects on levels 
we can only dimly envision as they are oc-
curring to us. With someone as technically 
proficient and indeed masterful of the nuts 
and bolts of recording and music as 
Bruce Swedien, to come out as such an in-
stinctive person must give great faith to all 
of us who seek to straddle the ever-
changing line between traditional record-
ing virtues and creative embellishment. 

Aaron Luis Levinson 
Kosherican Music Ltd. 

Philadelphia (-on-the-Delaware), USA 

HEAD DOCTOR 
After reading Steve La Cerra's April '99 
techniques article on aligning analog tape 
machines using the Metric Halo Labs sys-
tem, I'd like to add a few comments to fur-
ther assist EQ readers. 

First, Steve suggests using two edge 
tracks (1&8, 1&16, etc.), or second-to-edge 
tracks, while adjusting azimuth. In my ex-
perience, it always has seemed best to start 
with a pair of adjacent tracks in order to 
minimize the possibility of azimuth mis-
alignment. For example, use tracks 2 and 

3 on a 4-track tape machine, tracks 4 and 
5 on an 8-track, 8 and 9 on a 16-track, etc. 
After you get the azimuth in the ballpark, 
you can choose a pair of tracks that are fur-
ther apart for fine-tuning. If you are 
aligning a stereo cassette machine, you 
have no choice but to use the left and right 
channels — pink noise (via test tape) yields 
the best results. 

Next, I reiterate: before placing a cal-
ibration tape on the machine, I strongly 
suggest cleaning and demagnetizing the 
heads, tape path, and tools. 

Further, in the article's final para-
graph, Steve discusses headwear prob-
lems. If you notice inconsistent level of the 
high frequency tones, especially on the 
edge tracks, the heads are worn and 
should be relappped (or replaced) before 
attempting any electronic adjustments. 

While headwear decreases or desta-
bilizes high frequencies, it also increas-
es low-frequency anomalies. This is a 
particular problem with narrow format 
machines, which often have no low-fre-
quency playback adjustment, resulting in 
a common misperception that noise re-
duction doesn't work. In fact, noise re-
duction systems require a more critical 
alignment than "no noise." 

One final note: Most test tapes are full 
track and not "compensated for multitrack 
reproduction." For this reason, the low-
frequency playback level should be ad-
justed after first recording a bass sweep 
from 200 Hz down to 20 Hz. While either 
monitoring via repro head during record 
or afterwards on playback, note the peaks 
and dips. Pick a "center-frequency" some-
where between 40 Hz and 80 Hz that, 
when set to "0" VU on playback, sym-
metrically places the peaks and dips on ei-
ther side of zero. 

Now, go align your machines. 
Eddie Ciletti 

Contributing Editor 
EQ magazine 

CORRECTION 

The April issue's Performing Engineer 
special had two photos misidentified: 
• On page 90, the picture of Sheldon 
Drake is actually of Frank Heiss. 
• The picture on page 72 shows Dr. 
Walker (Ingmar Koch) on the left; he's 
the driving force behind the Cologne 
music scene. On the right is LL Nino 
(Si Denbigh), the co-developer of the 
Notron live performance MIDI se-
quencer. 
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You CAN W ITH THE YAMAHA D24. 

CAN You REcoRD 24-Brr/96KHz Aumo? 

The Yamaha D24 delivers multitrack recording for film, video and radio onto digital 

media with phenomenal clarity. And then the D24 lets you stretch or compress that 

perfect audio without changing pitch, so you can fit the soundtrack to your time 

limitations. Plus you can cut, copy and paste audio to and from any 

point on the disc with 0.1 frame accuracy and zero quality loss. All for 

just $3499 MSRP. (What else would you expect from the people that 

made digital mixing affordable?) You can't do any of that with your 

tape-based recorder. For more information on the Yamaha D24, contact a Yamaha 

Commercial Audio Dealer, call (800) 937-7171 ext. 643, or visit our web site. You can 

do that—and you should. 

tteAttt 
In MIRIAM 

MINIM 
Beall@ 

MIMZ1 

IYAMAHN 
A ce•mse.temu, 

OMIO 

Professional Digital Audio 

www.yamaha.com/proaudio/index.htm 
.1999 Yamaha Corporation of America, 6600 Orangethorpe Avenue, Buena Park, CA 90620 

024 records to virtually 
indestructible MO 
(Magneto Optical) discs 
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NEVER BEFORE HAS SO MUCH 
POWER BEEN SO AFFORDABLE. 

it's time for you to make the move to digi 

mixing. Analog mixers just don't offer th 

performance, features and sound quality 

required for today's digital recording and 5.1 

surround mixing environments. 

The Panasonic DA7 digital mixer gives you 

16 mic channels with up to 24 channels of analog 

or digital 1/0 in ADAT, TD1F or AES format; 24-bit 

audio quality; moving faders and automation for 

less than you thought possible. 

Quite a remarkable feat, but it's what you have 

come to expect from the company with more 

digital experience than anyone. in fact, Panasonic 

set the standard for digital recording years ago 

with the SV Series of DAT recorders. 

So if you're still on the fence about digital 

mixing, we're certain the DA7 will convince you 

that now is the time to make your move. 

0117 

"The DA7 is extremely 
musical and easy to 
use in any recording 
environment. It offers 
a sound, warmth and 
punch that make it 
truly unique." 

Greg Ladanyi, 
producer/engineer 
Jackson Browne, Don Henley, 
The Violets, Fleetwood Mac, 
Jody Davidson 

With products like the SX-1 and DX1000 

(the DA7's big brothers), and the SV Series 

of DAT recorders, Panasonic is truly 

taking digital further. 

(Below-the DX1000 digita console.) 

0 
0 
-"UMW 

• ED And many magazine editors have raved 
about the DA7's exceptional sonic quality, 

intuitive user interface, automation and 

affordability. (Some editors even bought 

the DA7 after the review!)   

.1rUniinudin 
Mr•.1..Lr 
inureq 
Hate/ 
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Di Don't just take our word for it. World-class producers, including 

; Greg Ladanyi (pictured left) and Denny Purcell are using the DA7 

•. for their high-profile projects.   

"I could not have done iny 
last four major 5.1 projects 
without the DA7." 
Denny Purcell, 
producer/engineer 
kba McEntire. Colin Rave. 

iietti >5.1enl.Je Coclu'r 

RIGHT PRODUCT 
R1G1-IT T11VIE. 
R1G1-1T PRICE. 
R1G1-1T NOW 

THE Al 
DIGITAL MIXER. 

Only 

$170 
THE 

ASSOCIATES e a month! \ 
• \ 

Dill Wevernadelt affordableNow you can own a D 7 
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1-800-777-1146 
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E Q & A QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 

HEAD CASE 

Q I have a problem with my Sony 
DTC-D7. Some time ago, my DAT 

began to behave oddly. It wouldn't play-
back old recordings ata!! or record new 
ones without loud noise on playback. I 
opened it up and found that one of the 
two arms that loads the tape had fallen 
off I managed to put it back, and it 
seems to be firmly attached. 

The DAT is now recording fine on 
blank tape, but it won't completely erase 
previous recordings. Also, ¡fa new record-
ing is made over an old one, both of them 
are still there. When I push Play, sometimes 
1 can hear the old one with that noise, but 
tf at that moment I press Stop and than 
Play again, the new recording can be heard 
without any obvious troubles. 

Is this problem due to this arm I 
"fixed" causing a kind of "azimuth" 
misalignment, or maybe is it something 
even worse (like a bad head)? 

LUX 
via Internet 

A Congratulations on being so me-
chanically inclined. I think these 

miniature DAT machines are technical 
wonders, but Sony did not design 
enough mechanical reliability or ser-
viceability into them. That said, what 
you need is an oscilloscope and a test 
tape. (The test points are labeled on the 
main circuit board as RF and SWP.) With 
them, you can precisely align the guide 
you restored to its proper place. 

The trick is to lock the guide with 
the set screw located at the base after 
achieving the correct guide alignment. 
This is one of the most difficult tasks 
without fully disassembling the mech-
anism, and, even then, it's a bear. You 
need to have very fine tools — a set that 
would make a jeweler jealous! 

Keep it up, and you'll be able to 
make a living at this! 

Eddie Ciletti 
EQ Magazine 

www.tangible-technology.com 

'BASE MANAGEMENT 

QI would like to learn all 1 can 
about equalization and its use. 1 

have Steinberg's Cubase, and I'm still not 
satisfied with the sounds that Jam get-
ting from it. Can you direct me to some 

articles that would help me? What do 
you think about Cubase? Can it sound 
like the big-league studios or did 1 go in 
the wrong direction? 

Greg Cabrera 
via Internet 

A Cubase is a very cool application 
with lots of power, but it will 

sound only as good as the waveforms and 
A/D converters you use for your work-
station. If you're using the samples that 
are included on a generic consumer-
grade "Blaster-type" card that came bun-
dled with your computer, then all the EQ 
in the world won't fix your mix. You need 
some professional outboard sound mod-
ules. Also, consider adding the Yamaha 
DSP Factory, which basically gives you 
the power of an 02R mixer on a comput-
er card. Then you'll have the basic sounds 
and processing to work with. 

If you're attempting to capture au-
dio via the on-board A/D converters in-
cluded with your PC or Mac, you're in big 
trouble. They're almost impossible to 
work with. Get an outboard converter 
from someone like Event Electronics or 
Aardvark (the Midiman Flying Cow is 
pretty decent and inexpensive). I just 
don't consider the line and mic-level pre-
amps on an OEM sound card worthy of 
any production using more than 8 bits. 

Finally, good production techniques 
using decent mic preamps and micro-
phones, good compressors, and a high-
quality reverb are all required. Just because 
you've got a digital workstation doesn't 
mean you can ignore all the basic steps to 
good production. Plus, remember that all 
audio mixing takes place in the gray mat-
ter between the ears. If you can't do a de-
cent mix on an analog console with 8 or 16 
tape tracks, then all the computer power in 
the world won't "fix your mix." The ma-
chinery is just the tool of your craft, noth-
ing more or less. Granted, they can be pret-
ty fancy and expensive tools, but you are 
the craftsman. When you know how all the 
various tools work and can make them do 
your will, then you're a true audio engineer. 

Mike Sokol 
JMS Productions 
Hagerstown, MD 

[Steinberg also replies: How you get 
your sound into the computer is where 
the music begins. This means that, if you 
are serious about sound, you need the 
best converters possible. Steinberg rec-

ommends professional cards like DSP 
Factory, MindPrint En- Voice preamps, 
Lexicon Studio, etc. Cubase VST then 
does the best possible processing 0f24 bit 
196 kHz with internal resolution of 32-bit 
floating point for highest dynamics. 

The beauty of this technology is that 
anybody can start with a cheap sound card 
and then grow with the quality of new con-
veners, but still using the same tools, all while 
becoming familiar with the basic process of 
recording. —Thomas Wendt, Steinberg! 

DRIVEN ONLY ON SUNDAYS 

Q I am about to buy a small multi-
track recorder and have narrowed 

my choices down to a used TASCAM 238 
8- track for $250 or a brand new TASCAM 
424 mk11 (4-track) for $359. Both are ana-
log units, of course, and I am tempted to 
buy the 8-track, though it may be 10 years 
old. Would this be a foolish buy? How 
well do such older 8- tracks hold up? 

Wilson 
via Internet 

A Fitting 8 tracks on 1/8-inch-wide 
tape is an engineering marvel, 

but it's not necessarily the most robust 
production media. I've done a few 
remixes in my studio from projects 
that were tracked on a 238, and while 
the sound was OK, there were a lot of 
dropout problems due to tape mishan-
dling. So if that becomes your format of 
choice, you need to keep things really 
clean. I don't know if I would trust a 10-
year-old deck, especially since you 
don't know what it's been through, 
and, if the heads fail, you're toast. On 
the other hand, I don't know if I would 
buy a new analog 4-track deck either. 

I did a review of the 424 mkII last 
year for EQ's sister publication, Gig 
magazine (212-378-0400), and while it 
was fine as a 4-track production tool, I 
think there are other creative options for 
musicians with a little more money. 
Akai, Yamaha, Fostex, TASCAM, Roland, 
and other manufacturers now make rea-
sonably priced multitrack (4, 8, and 16) 
digital recorders using hard disk or 
MiniDisc as their recording mediums. 
Such mediums give you the ability to 
cut-and-paste edit, as well as to bounce 
tracks digitally without generation loss. 
Or, if you have access to a Pentium-lev-
el computer with a decent sound card 
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E Si A QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 

and a few gigabytes of free hard-disk 
space, you could add something like 
ISyntrillium's] Cool Edit Pro and a basic 
mic preamp. Then you could go to a 
dozen tracks or better, plus have lots of 
editing and creative options. 

Still, it's hard to beat the simplicity of 
a 4-track PortastudioTM and an acoustic 
guitar for playing with song ideas. So don't 
feel bad about the TASCAM 424mkII 
deck if that's how you'll use it. 

Mike Sokol 
JMS Productions 
Hagerstown, MD 

WHAT'S THE BUZZ 

Q I seem to have run afoul of an 
ADATXT problem that is turning 

wit to be most dastardly. I'm dealing 
with an intermittent problem, since the 
symptoms seem to fluctuate between 
barely detectable to completely intoler-
able, an audible artifact on all eight 
tracks. I initially noticed the anomaly 
when procuring tom sounds on a real 
drum kit. The attack is OK, but, during 
the decay, a buzzing sound is heard. 
Creepy! 

At first, only toms would yield the 
buzz — not snare nor kick. The double 
creepy alert was that tracks 1-3-5-7 
have a different "buzz-decay" character 
than do tracks 2-4-6-8. Facts follow: 

1. The problem seems to be on the A-
to-D side of the chain, because tom 
tracks recorded on another deck play 
back fine in the problem deck. 

2. I believe I have eliminated all 
chances of anything outboard as the cul-
prit. (During the process of scientific con-
trol, different mics, cables, mic pre-
amps, and even drums have been used. 
The method has been exhaustive, except 
for moving the deck out of the studio, 
which I am reluctant to do because the 
third deck is fine and, yes, they are all 
plugged into the same power condition-
er. I even eliminated the conditioner and 
tried at least three 115v circuits.) 

3. If you handhold the mic being 
used and pull it away so the ADAT does-
n't have to deal with the decay of the 
drum, the anomaly is not heard. 

4. The deck has been in to Alesis for 
service twice and I have sent a tape and 
descriptive letter. They indicated that 
they changed out the A- to-D converter 
and (Lord only knows why) they changed 
the ELCO connector. They said they 

could detect nothing wrong before or af-
ter the new parts were installed. 

5. I found out they were using a 
drum machine rather than an acoustic 
drum, so I tried a drum machine while 
the deck was symptomatic, and no 
anomaly was heard. An immediate 
switch back to an acoustic drum, and 
boom — there was the buzz again. 

6. Piano can now be added to the list 
of sonic signatures that cause a buzz. 

7. If the deck is used to record, the 
anomaly is printed to tape and can be 
heard on (how does the ad campaign 
go?) 500,000 ADATS worldwide. 

8. When the deck came back from 
service the second time, the problem 
could only be detected on track 7 and al-
most imperceptible at that. The buzz is 
now back on all eight tracks. 

9. The buzz can be heard while the 
deck is in Stop mode and tracks are in 
Record Ready. 

10. Deck two seems to be sympto-
matic, albeit darn near imperceptible. 

Whew! I sure hope you have an idea 
or two, or should I say....Help me Obi-
wan Ciletti, you're my only hope! 

Rob Cimmarusti 
via Internet 

A The problem you refer to is the 
dreaded "D" problem, one that 

has plagued digitized audio "products" 
from their inception... 

All digital audio products are mass 
produced, increasing their potential to 
be inconsistent. (See Eddie's March '99 
column, "The Price of Maintenance.") 
You certainly did all the homework, in-
cluding sending a tape. Since you've 
pretty much ruled out room, mic, and 
preamp-related causes, my guess would 
be clock jitter. This comes from the main 
system board. It might explain why the 
problem was inconsistent when the 
machine was returned to you. You might 
try running the machine with the cover 
off to see if "cool runnin" seems to of-
fer a temporary cure. 

That Alesis could not replicate the 
problem is not a total surprise. They don't 
have a recording studio in-house, nor is 
it likely that each test bench is outfitted 
with a control-room quality audio system 
and acoustic isolation from other test 
benches. Tracking the cause of the prob-
lem back to the system board might be 
equally squirelly, and, if I'm wrong, then 
what else could it be? The only other test 

would be to put the XT in "analog" 
mode, so that the signal is not being dig-
itized (when you are monitoring in Stop 
mode). 

Eddie Ciletti 
Manhattan Sound Technicians 

Now of St. Paul, Minnesota 

SNAKE HANDLING 

Q I just received my order for a 114-
inch-TRS- to-male-XLR snake to 

lay off the 8- track audio we have 
recorded, and discovered the company 
we ordered from made an error and 
shipped me a female- XLR-to- 114-inch 
snake instead. When I called to com-
plain, they said they were on back or-
der and it'd be a week to 10 days before 
I see it. Not good. 

You wouldn't just happen to have a 
male (pin end) XLR-to-114-inch 8- line 
snake laying around for rent, would you? 
I've got to get this music off right away 
(though now I guess it'll be next week) 
and I can't wait 5-10 days. 

Mark Ford 
Review and Herald Publishing 

via Internet 

A Are you really sure you don't 
want the XLR female-to- 1/4-inch 

snake? The outputs on your Otani tape 
deck should be XLR males. This is how 
almost all audio gear is wired, with very 
few exceptions (the Bizarro universe of 
old Bogen PA amps being the only ex-
ample of reverse XLRs that I can think 
of...). 

Here's an easy way to remember 
your IN-ies from your OUT-ies: Look at 
the pins of the XLR male connector on 
a microphone. In the audio universe, the 
pins always point in the direction of sig-
nal flow — always. This holds true for 
tape returns, microphones, power am-
plifiers, equalizers, press mults...even 
AES/EBU connections. You get the idea. 
You wouldn't believe the number of 
times I've asked an assistant to lay a feed 
to the press box and they lay (and gaff 
down) 200 feet of cable with the ends re-
versed. So, let's all say it together in uni-
son: "The XLR pins always point in the 
direction of signal flow." 

Mike Sokol 
Contributing Editor 

EQ magazine 
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The First Integrated Professional 5.1 
Monitoring System We PM, Approval 

a 

No Off the Shelf Parts. No Off the Shelf Thinking. 
The All-New JBL LSR Monitors are, quite literally, just that. Highlighted by a long list of performance-tailored components 
and customer-inspired features, they're like no other systems on the market today. The entire line, including the LSR32 3-way, 

28P 2-way and 12P Subwoofer, is a technical triumph; resulting in new standards and performance levels for a rapidly 
emerging multi-channerreeording-industry.  

Performance-Tailored Components 
Revolutionary transducer designs, optimized network topologies and innovative materials are some of the reasons why the LSR line 
is being hailed as `the world's most advanced monitor'. JB1.1 all-new Differential Drive® woofer permanently dispels the notion that 
better linearity, higher power handling and greater dynamic accuracy are somehow an unobtainable, evil triangle. Dynamic braking 

produces truly accurate bass at higher SPEs with maximum reliability. Composite materials, including Carbon Fiber in the woofer as well 
as Titanium and Kevkne in the high and mid frequency components, insures performance that is always optimally maintained. 

Not Just A Better Spec.. A Better Monitoring System 
While all companies boast about their specifications, JBL went one step further. To guarantee that every component of the 
LSR family worked together for optimal performance, LSR development employed JBL's unique 'system-engineered' design 
philosophy. Simply put: the entire line was researched and refined as one, with an overall performance goal in sight. What this 

means to you is a monitor and subwoofer that work together as a system; delivering stunningly uniform and accurate performance 
in both stereo and multi-channel applications. 

LSR 32 
12" 3-way mid-field 

monitor with rotatable 
Mid/High Elements. 

LSR 28P LSR 12P 
8" 2-way close field 12" Active Subwoofer 

monitor with with Bass Management 
bl-amplification and System. 

active filtering. 

Carbon Fiber 
Composite Cone 

Dual Top Plate 

Dynamic Brake Coil  

Neodymium Magnet 

Aluminum Diecast 
Heatsink 

Dual Drive Coils 

Diecast Frame 

PROFESSIONAL 

if A Harman International Company 

To find out more about the revolutionary LSR Monitors, visit JBL Professional at www.jblpro.com 
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Double threat Michael DeLorenzo's acting credits won him a role 
on "NY Undercover".., his musical gifts landed a recording deal. 
"The sound of this console is as good as any big analog console I've 
worked on." he says. adding "My producer Peter Michael and I 
were so surprised by the quality of the onboard dynamics and re-
verbs that we plan to mix the whole album without outboard gear.-
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Lee Roy Parnell's upcoming Arista album may start a new trend 
in artist-producer- label communication. At every stage of each 

song's progress. mixes get modemed between Parnell's studio. 
producer Ed Cherney in Los Angeles. and Arista-Nashville presi-
dent Tim Dubois' Nashville office on Music Row. (This won't 
make the airline industry too happy.) 

• 

Mad Jef's platinum credits include engineering and programming 
for the likes of Michael Jackson. Janet. Jam & Lewis. and Grammy 
winners Sounds of Blackness. Jef didn't expect much from the 

D8B's processing. His opinion after several mixes? "The onboard 
effects are so good I'm getting rid of a bunch of outboard gear.-

WHY GO DIGITAL? 
Virtually everybody in 

this ad has worked on a Big 
Automated Analog Console. 

Motorized faders... instant recall 
of channel, aux, EQ and effects set-

tings... the ability to polish every facet 
of a mix... It doesn't take long to get used 

to the fantastic creative benefits of automa-
tion. Now, at a tiny fraction of the cost of those Mega-Consoles, 

a whole new breed of affordable digital consoles promises the 
same automation convenience. Our Digital 8.Bus not only deliv-
ers better-than-big-console automation, but it's intuitively easy 
to use, and it has a warm natural sound—while maintaining the 
pristine sonics of 24-bit digital. CALL OR E-MAIL FOR A FREE 
VIDEO AND THE NAME OF YOUR NEAREST DEALER... AND 
FIND OUT WHY YOU SHOULD GO DIGITAL WITH MACKIE. 

Poke (above) and co-creator Tone's credits include "Allure." Will 
Smith's " Big Willie Style" album. and NAS' " It Was Written.- Their 
opinion of our new digital mixer? -Making records on the D8B is 
for real. Tight mixes and we love not having to give up the bread 
it used to cost to get great sound:' 
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Naughty By Nature cut and mixed the platinum album "Next" on 
their analog 8•Bus, so buying a D8B to mix their new release "19 
Naughty IX" was a no-bramer. NBN*s KG says the band avoided 
other digital mixers because they "mess with your sound.-

a 



TOTAL CONTROL. TOTAL CREATIVITY. AND DID WE MENTION... 

SUPERB SOUND 
0 .1\ 

s` 
4• "Sounds as good as an expensive analog console." We hear it over and over. From seasoned recording 

veterans. From new, emerging talent. Though musically diverse, the folks in this ad all have one thing 

in common: highly-tuned BS filters. If the Digital &Bus didn't deliver, they wouldn't be using it. 4 

Call or e-mail for a free video and the name of your nearest Mackie Digital Systems dealer. Get an 

in-depth D8B demo and prove it to yourself: Mackie's Digital 8•Bus simply sounds superb. 

You'd think with more than 100 million album sales to his credit, 
we could have treated pop producer Walter Afanasieff better. But 
even his dazzling production credits and deposit at a local retailer 
couldn't land him a D8B until recently. Was the 9-month wait worth 
it? As Walter's engineer David Gleason says ( in his inimitable Brit-
ish accent): "Walter and I both really love this desk." 
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Virgin/Nashville President/CEO Scott Hendricks has produced over 
forty #1 records. His newest commercial recording facility is built 
around a pair of Mackie D8Bs. With a 48- track Sony . 24-track RADAR. 
oodles of outboard gear, and Pro Tools 24 on hand, Arrowhead Studios' 
double-D8B 144-channel Mackie rig gets a serious digital workout. 

Few know the evolution of recording better than Muscle Shoals 
legend Jimmy Johnson. He engineered hits for Otis Redding on 
a big-knob mono console, did the Stones' "Brown Sugar" on the 
first 8-track, produced Lynyrd Skynyrd on 24-track, and is now 
one of the first to own a Mackie D8B. Johnson says, "The sound 
I'm getting out of this console is phenomenal. Why did I have to 
wait so long to get it?" 

« 
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MADE BY MAMIE IN 
WOODINVILLE.WAH, USA 

8 8 8/553-3203 
www.mackie.com 
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ARTEMIS 
LAUNCHED 

5
 ADiE Digital Editing sys-
tems launched its new 
digital audio worksta-

tion, ARTEMIS, a system capa-
ble of 192 kHz editing and mix-
ing, full surround sound 
panning, and configurable to 
provide up to 24 inputs and 
outputs. Specifically designed 
for applications that require 
large amounts of digital signal 
processing, ARTEMIS systems 
are supplied as fully configured, 
rack mounting turnkey systems in a range of input/output configurations, from 8 to 
24 inputs and outputs. The entry-level ARTEMIS system is equipped with 8 inputs and 
8 outputs, and can replay 24 tracks of edited 16-bit audio. Twenty-bit analog conversion 
is built into the system and external converters are provided for by AES/EBU digital 
I/O on every channel. For additional information, contact SADiE, Inc. at 615-327-1140. 
Circle EQ free lit. # 112. 

A DAC IJKE NO OTHER 

A
nalog Devices announces a 24-bit stereo audio DAC, a stand-alone solution that enables OEMs to meet the new 192-kHz au-
dio sample rate standard for DVD players. Named the AD1853, this new IC combines proprietary data-conversion technolo-
gy with a multibit sigma-delta converter core to deliver improved audio performance at every sample rate from 32 kHz to 192 

kHz. The AD1853 is fully compatible with all known DVD formats and sample rates, and is backwards compatible by supporting the 
50/15 ps digital re-emphasis intended for compact discs, as well as 32 kHz and 49 kHz Fs. For more information, contact Analog De-
vices at 781-329-4700 or visit their Web site at www.analog.com. Circle EQ free lit. #113. 

DEIFIED DISTORTION 

T
he Bixonic Expandora is a Japanese-made distortion pedal dis-
tributed in North America by Godlyke, Inc. It is housed in a 
unique cylindrical, brushed aluminum chassis with engraved 

ei ;laphics and it features gain, tone, and level control, an Effect By-
pass switch, and an effect LED indicator. It works on a 9-volt battery 
or via an AC adapter. Other features of the Expandora are two in-
ternal DIP switches that are used to alter the unit's gain structure, 
as well as in conjunction with the Expandora's other controls, to yield 
a variety of distorted tones. Dynamically sensitive, the Expandora al-
lows users to vary the amount of distortion by backing off on their 
instrument's volume control. The list price for the Expandora is $229 
and it comes with a one-year full parts and labor warranty. For addi-

tional information about the Expandara and other Bixonic products, con-
tact Godlyke, Inc. at 973-835-2100 or e-mail them at godlykehq@aol.com. 

Circle EQ free lit. # 114. 

HAF YOU HEARD? 

ei afler's P1000 Transeana compact single-rack-height amplifier is de-
signed for broadcast studio monitoring and recording, headphone 
system amplification, surround sound applications, and paging sys-

tems. The circuitry of the system is based on TRANSconductance Active 
Nodal Amplifier topology, which operates the output stage with its full volt-
age gain, allowing the input stage to operate from a low-voltage regulat-
ed supply. The signal is then shifted up in level to the high-voltage sec-
tion by the driver stage, which forms an active node at ultrasonic 
frequencies. For further information on the P1000 Transeana, call 

Hafler at 888-HAFLER1 or fax them at 602-894-1528. Circle EQ free lit. # 115. 
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GET THE POWER 

p
ower Technology has announced the 
availability of the 6.0 version of the DSP 
FX Virtual Pack PC DAW-compatible 

software effects plug-in package. Version 6.0 
of the DSP FX Virtual Pack includes the latest 
three Direct X plug-ins, the StudioVerb, the 
Optimizer, and the Aural Activator from Pow-
er Technology. The StudioVerb is a Direct X 
software plug-in that provides a dense and 
warm reverberation sound, the Aural Acti-
vator is a spectral enhancer that adds high-fre-
quency harmonics to the output signal, and 
the DSP-FX Optimizer is a mastering tool that 
combines a look-ahead peak limiter with 
dithering algorithms. Even with the addition 
of these three latest plug-ins, the DSP-FXVir-
tual Pack retains its retail price of $299. A full 
demo of the Virtual Pack, including a free 
Multi-Tap Delay plug-in, is available at 
www.dspficcom. For more information, con-
tact Power Technology at 415-467-7886. Cir-
cle EQ free lit. #116. 

MAKE 

N
eutrik has introduced a new generation 
of the BNC connector. The new BNC se-
ries comes in three versions to cover all 

applications. The Neutrik BNC connector series 
offers a nonlocicing "budget" friction-fit con-
nector, and a push-pull connector for high-den-
sity applications. All three feature a comfortable 
cable clamp principle in which the cable is sim-
ply inserted into the plug and a machined nut is 
turned to complete the assembly and crimp ma-
chined contacts are inserted. 
This design virtually gener-
ates an absolute constant 
wave propagation re-
sistance of 75 or 50 
ohms, which is guar-
anteed throughout the 
connector into the mat-
ing chassis connectors up 
into the lower GHz area. For 
more information, call Neutrik at 
732-901-9488. Circle EQ free lit. # 118. 
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NEW AND IMPROVED NEATO 
EATO LLC has announced the release of the NEATO 2000 CD N 
labeler kit, which includes a compact, one-piece NEATO 2000 
CD label applicator. Also included in the kit is MediaFACE 

label design software, 66 color images suitable for backgrounds, tem-
plates for alignment of designs on labels, and sheets of jewel case in-
serts and CD labels suitable for color ink jet printing. Users who reg-
ister their software also get a free sample pack of labeling and 
packaging materials. Price is $29.95. For more information, contact 
NEATO LLC at 203-466-5170 and visit their Web site at www.neato.com. 
Circle EQ free lit. # 117. 
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PRODUCT 
VIEWS 
MAGIC WERKS 

E
magic's Audiowerk2 is for the MacOS 
and Windows 95/98 platforms and is a 
cost-effective digital audio card com-

plete with bundled Emagic software. The 
Audiowerk2 is based on the Audiowerk8 
technology that offers analog inputs and 
outputs along with stereo digital I/O 
(S/PDIF). The analog and digital inputs can 
be used alternatively, and the analog and 
digital outputs can be used both simulta-
neously or individually. Price is $299. Con-
tact Emagic at 916-477-1051. Circle EQ free 
lit. # 119. 

Lc. electronic 

sr
he Tone Plug from GTC Industries is an 11-function audio test generator, 
no larger than a standard microphone connector. The audio test instru-
ment is capable of generating 11 distinct test functions for the rapid trou-

bleshooting, analysis, and calibration of audio systems and components. Offering 
five user-selectable sine wave test tones at frequencies of 100 Hz, 250 Hz, 400 
Hz, 1 kHz, and 10 kHz, the Tone Plug is phantom powered, requiring no batteries 
or external power supply. An additional five special-function test signals include 
a 40/2400 Hz signal for testing the VLF components of a system such as sub-
woofers, crossovers, and am-
plifiers; a short-duration, multi-
frequency pulse for adjusting 
time delays, reverbs, and echo 
units; and an amplitude sweep 
function for adjusting com-
pressors, limiters, and tape lev-
els. The Tone Plug has a sug-
gested retail price of $49.95. For 
more information, contact GTC 
Industries, Inc. at 630-369-9815 
and visit their Web site at 
www.gtcindustries.com. Circle 
EQ free lit. # 120. 

DIY RECORD PLANT 

ivi
ediaFORM's CD-3702 system delivers simple operation and unattended 
duplication of 100 CD-Rs. The CD-3702 provides unattended dupli-
cation of data or audio CDs and will detect defective blank media and 

place these in a separate reject bin. The CD-3702 is easy to follow, whether the 
user copies immediately from the keypad or uses more advanced features. The 
two-drive standalone system supports 8X drive, features one-button operation 
and Pro Audio Compare mode, and copies all current formats. Additionally, the 
CD-3702's job streaming feature simplifies the task of duplicating sets of CDs. 
For more information, contact MediaFORM at 610-458-9200 and visit their Web 
site at www.mediaform.com. Circle EQ free lit. # 121. 

A
guilar Amplification has introduced the DB 659, a bass preamplifier designed in the tradition of the DB 680. The tube 
bass preamplifier features all-tube gain stages, the Aguilar "Deep" switch, which allows users to fatten up bass and add 
lows to five and six-string basses, and a transformered (Jensen) balanced output. Other features of the DB 659 are the 

EFX loop with two push-pull pots, one for series or parallel operation and one for line or instrument level return, and treble, 
mid, and bass shelving filters. Aguilar's DB 659 retails for $995 and comes with a 10-year limited warranty. For more informa-
tion, contact Aguilar Amplification at 800-304-1875 and visit their Web site at www.aguilaramp.com. Circle EQ free lit. # 122. 
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C Electronic's new Intonator is a vocal intonation processor that features Pitch Correction, De-Essing, and a special Adaptive Lo-Cut 
Filter. The Intonator preserves vocals, allowing vibrato, initial intonation, and limited correction individually at 96 kHz internal pro-
cessing and 24-bit resolution. The Intonator's design is based on TC's DARC-chip technology and has a unique window in which users 

can process one note at a time, a Pitch Window, and Analog Dual I/Os (ADIOS). The De-esser and Adaptive Low-Cut (ALC) filtering tech-
niques allow the user to manipulate and refine the signal without compromising any of the original tonal characteristics. Price is $1499. For 
more information, contact TC Electronic at 805-373-1828 and visit their Web site at www.tcelectronic.com. Circle EQ free lit. # 123. 

NONLINEAR ADAT EDITING 

A
lesis's new solution for affordable nonlinear audio editing for the ADAT cus-
tomer, the ADAT/EDIT, is now shipping, allowing users to add hard-disk edit-
ing and signal processing capabilities to existing ADAT systems. The 

ADAT/ EDIT package includes the ADAT/PCR interface card, ADAT/EDIT audio edit-
ing software, ADAT/ CONNECT audio transfer software, and all required cables for 
connecting ADAT to a PC. Developed specifically for users to combine the benefits 
of tape with the nonlinear world of hard-disk editing, the ADAT/ EDIT is compati-
ble with any model of ADAT from the original ADAT classic to the current genera-
tion of ADAT Type II machines. ADAT/ EDIT is also compatible with popular audio 
editing software using standard WAV or ASIO drivers and the program imports and 
exports AIFF, SDII, and WAV files, as well as 24-bit audio from ADATs with single-
sample accuracy. For more information, contact Alesls at 310-255-3495 or visit their 
Web site at www.alesis.com. Circle EQ free lit. # 124. 

Affordable CD-R Re 
DSR 1000 Series 
• Our one button, cost 

effective duplication series 

• Simple 
sophistication 

OMICFFOROARD5 
Teennel•gy, Ina, 

Web Site: 
www.microboards.com 

rding Solutions by o eliCR°B9ARDS 

miler hquiries 
%owl 

U. SA. Corporate Headquarters 
Phone: (612) 470-1848 
Toll Free: (800) 646-8881 
Fax: (612) 470-1805 

CopyWriter A2D 
Copy existing or 

create original CDs 
with our new 1 to 1 

duplicator. 

• The Copywriter 020 
SP/DIF Ins & Outs. 
will be available 

soon! 

0 MACROGOARCrEe 

let 
Jam Session 

Your complete Macintosh solution 
for burning audio CDs! 

East Coast 
Phone: (888) 215-3966 
Fax: (610) 495-5437 

United Kinadnon 
Phone: 44-1789-415-898 
Fax: 44-1789-415-575 

n. 

Cedar CD Publisher 
2 drive expandable desktop CD 
duplication and full color CD printing 
all in one! Now with Macintosh and 

Audio software support 

SONIC 

SOUNDISr 
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PRODUCT, 
VI ES 
CEDAR UPGRADE 

CHAIRMAN 
OF THE 
BOARDS 

pedal- Racks' custom 
pedalboard sys-
tems are the only 

boards to feature the 
patented folding rack sys-
tem. Designed to be re-
moved quickly and easily 
with a pin and snap ring 
design, the rack system 
folds open and closed to 
allow easy access to up to 
three rack-mount units 
While standard boards are available without the rack unit (starting at $ 175 for a 24-
x 14- inch board), most boards are custom-built to your specific needs and specifi-
cations. For more information, contact Pedal-Racks at 800-616-9444, fax them at 516-
254-3567, or visit them on the Web at www.pedalboards.com. Circle EQ free lit. # 125. 

ust 16 months after its initial release, the CEDAR DCX declicker has received its first major upgrade. The DCX with Version 
2 software saves time because it takes out clicks that previously needed a second pass, or even manual removal. All DCX declick-
ers from serial number DCX-1-01294 include Version 2 software as standard. Owners of earlier units can return them to CEDAR 

Audio USA or their local dealer for a free upgrade. For further information, call CEDAR Audio at 207-828-0024 or fax them at 207-
773-2422. Circle EQ free lit. # 126. 

111 

Capture Every Exhilarating Detail 
Take your recordings to the next level with 24-bit converters from Lucid Technology. 

Lucid provides the ultimate in sonic detail when going from analog to digital and back again. 

411111111111' - 111111M1M11111 

luod 

lucid 

ADA8824 (ADAT) 

Eight channel 24-bit I/O with 

ADAT-optical interface. 

• - • • 
„ zï, ZED 

• • 

11111111111111111111 

AD9624 and DA9624 

Stereo 24-bit 96kHz converters with AES/EBU 

and S/PDIF (coaxial and TOSUNK) I/O. 

im ADA 
12 ENID 

Lucid Technology: Tel: 425.742.1518 Web: www.lucidtechnology.com 

Qi1C1 

-11111111111MBIllak 

è 110 4) 11111111111111111111 

lucid 
TECHNOLOGY 
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MASSIVE PASSIVE STEREO TUBE EQ 
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A PICTURE IS WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS... 
Perhaps, but would photographs of our 

Variable Mu or VOXBOX have created their 

successes alone? 

You have to hear this gear. You have to use 

this gear. Put your hands on the knobs and 

crank ' em. 

Engineers who have already gotten hold of 

the MASSIVE PASSIVE have told us: "Why 

does it make everything sound so much 

better?", " It's organic and orgasmic.", " It's a 

r/o#king powerhouse.", " It's unlike any other 

EQ.", "This is IT. The sound I've always dreamt of 

but couldn't ever get until now." 

GOT THE PICTURE? 

ANLEY 
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Craig 'HUTCH' Hutchison designed these 

monsters... The MASSIVE PASSIVE 

is a two channel, four band equalizer, 

with additional high pass and low pass 

filters. " Passive" refers to the tone 

shaping part of this clever new EQ 

design not using any active circuitry. 

Only metal film resistors, film 

capacitors and hand-wound inductors 

sculpt the sound, kinda like a Pultec EQ 

on hyper-steroids. Super-beefy, hugely - 

high-headroom Manley all-tube make-up 

gain amplifiers deliver your tunes into the 

next realm. You'll need to experience this. 

Contact us for your nearest authorized MANLEY dealer. 

MANI,EY LABORATORIES, INC. 
13880 MAGNOLIA AVE. 

CHINO, CA. 91710 USA 

TEL: ( 909 ) 6 2 7 - 25 6 

FAX: ( 909 ) 6 2 8 - 2 4 8 2 

emanley @ manlelabs.com 

http://www.manIe'Iahs.coni 
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ART Tube Channel 
ART's versatile 

processor can add 

some warmth to 

your tracks 

BY ROGER MAYCOCK 

For those of you in search of a tube pre-
amp that "does a whole lot more," now 
hear this: Applied Research and Tech-
nology (ART) recently introduced the 
Tube Channel, a professional tube pre-
amplifier, compressor, and equalizer 
that is neatly packaged in a 1U, rack-
mount design. In essence, the Tube 
Channel is exactly what the name im-
plies — an additional channel strip, pro-
viding considerable flexibility for the 
recording engineer. In addition to con-
ventional recording applications, the 
Tube Channel can be used as a DI box 
for instruments or integrated into live 
sound environments at FOH (front of 
house). The unit also fits nicely into 
voice-over, broadcast, and edit suites, 
and makes an ideal tool for anyone who 
uses a sampler extensively or records di-
rectly into a computer. 

ART's new Tube Channel is a ver-
satile tube recording channel that fea-
tures individual circuits to provide a 
tube mic preamp, an optical compres-
sor, and a 4-band, tube-based para-
metric EQ. Designed to be used with 
any digital or analog recording equip-
ment, the Tube Channel accommodates 
both mic and line level signals. The 
Tube Channel is an ideal recording ac-
cessory for bypassing a mixer and 
patching directly into a digital recorder, 
and can also be a valuable tool for 
adding that warm, tube sound to a dig-
ital console. 

Comprised of two hand-selected 
12AX7A tubes designed to yield a 
transparent sound quality, the preamp 
features over 60 dB of 
gain, +48 V phantom 
power for use with high-
quality condenser mi-
crophones, and a 20 dB 
pad — ensuring that vir-
tually any input signal 
can be optimized prior to 
feeding the recorder or 
console. For visually 
monitoring the amount 
of tube drive being de-
ployed at any given time, 
the unit incorporates a 
unique tube character 
LED array. 

The Tube Channel's 
optical compressor de-
sign is derived from the 
company's highly ac-
claimed Pro VLA. The op-
tical compressor features 
settings for compression 
and limiting, selectable 
release times, an ad-
justable threshold set-
ting, and output level 
controls. The compres-
sion ratio is 2.3:1 for the 
compressor and 6:1 for 
the limiter. Gain reduc-
tion is displayed via a 
four-segment LED array. 
The unit's 4-band para-
metric EQ section pro-
vides selectable high and 
low shelving filters with two mid-
bands, which sweep from 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. The mid-bands overlap from 200 
Hz to 2 kHz. 

Of particular note, 1/4-inch insert 
points are available between each of 
the Tube Channel's three processing 
sections. These inserts provide direct 
outputs from the preamp and the 

compressor for signal routing flexibil-
ity. These inserts also enable each 
processing section to be isolated for in-

dependent usage or to 
change the order of the 
processing sections. As 
an example, you can eas-
ily place the EQ before 
the compressor. 

The Tube Channel 
sports a black faceplate 
with detented rotary 
controls, VU output lev-
el metering, and its own 
internal power supply. 
On the rear panel, both 
1/4- inch unbalanced 
and XLR balanced input 
and output connectors 
are present. 

The Art Tube Chan-
nel could very well be-
come the Swiss Army 
knife of the recording 
studio — providing not 
just a tube preamp, but 
also the studio essentials 
for shaping a variety of 
signals to improve the 
quality of your recorded 
tracks. After all, who can't 
benefit from an addition-
al compressor/limiter or 
EQ from time to time? It's 
difficult to imagine a 
recording professional 
not being interested in 
this type of studio tool. 
Check out the Tube 

Channel from ART. 

The A 

Chann 

rt Tube 

very well become 

the Swiss Army 

knife of the 

recording studio. 

Price is $499. For more information, 
contact Applied Research and Tech-
nology, Tel: 716-436-2720. Fax: 716-
436-3942. Web: www.artroch.com. 
Circle EQ free lit. #101. 
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As any artist will attest, the best microphone or instrument ' 

can either be the latest in state-of-the-drt technology 
,4e or a timeless classic. 

AKG provides the best of both worlds, offering a 
full pallet of colors and textures,fénabling an artist to fully 
express themselves with a single stroke of the right brush. 

r) /If 
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For over 25 years, this microphone 

has been the defacto standard for 

large diaphragm condensers. 

S tchable polar patterns, pads 

d low frequency attenuation 

ake the C 414 B/ULS ideal for 

virtually any application. 

4-

Designed to combine the benefits 

of solid-state and tube 

technologies, the Solid Tube 

delivers an exceptionally warm 

tube sound while maintaining the 

reliability of solid-state gear. 

Il A Harman International Company 

AKG Acoustics, U. s. 
1449 Donelson Pike • Nashvillei-TN 37217 USA 

Phone: 615-360-0499 • Fax: 615-360-0275 
E-mail: akgusa@harman.com 
www.akg-acoustics.com 
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Specifically designed for vocals, 

the C 414 B/TLII features a 

transformerless output and the 

legendary C12VR capsule that 

enable vocals to soar over the 

rhythm section without disturbing 

the microphone's pristine sound. 



FIRST LOOK 

Royer R-121 Ribbon-Velocity 
Studio Microphone 

Yet another high-

quality project studio 

microphone enters 

the marketplace 

BY ROGER MAYCOCK 

Over the course of the past 9-12 
months, it seems as though new mi-
crophones have been popping up 
everywhere — some from well-known 
companies, others from smaller firms. 
Companies such as Shure, which are 
primarily known as microphone 
providers for live sound applications, 
have introduced high-end studio 
pieces, while smaller firms have be-
come closely affiliated with larger 
manufacturers to increase their market 
penetration, as is the case with GT Elec-
tronics and Alesis. Clearly, the prolific 
amount of new and innovative record-
ing equipment has spurred a resur-
gence in every segment of the market, 
and, for those in search of new micro-
phones, these are indeed good times. 

First introduced last fall at the 
AES (Audio Engineering Society) show, 
Royer Labs has a new offering known 
as the R-121 ribbon-velocity studio mi-
crophone. Royer Labs is a small firm 
based in L.A.'s San Fernando Valley 
that was founded by David Royer, 
who serves as the company's chief en-
gineer, and Rick Perrotta of Matchless 
Guitar Amplifier fame. The R-121 is 
Royer's first production ribbon micro-
phone (the second is the Royer/Spei-
den SF- 12 stereo ribbon) and is gaining 
popularity with several top studio cre-
ativos — including Bruce Swedien, Ed 
Cherney, Sean Beavan, and Joe Satriani. 

Designed to meet the demands of 
the studio environment, the R-121 ex-
hibits a flat frequency response coupled 
with a well-balanced panoramic sound-
field and an extremely low noise resid-
ual. The mic features a high SPL (Sound 
Pressure Level) with no internal active 
electronics to overload or produce dis-

tortion up to its rating of 135 dB. These 
characteristics make the R-121 well 
suited for handling the sharp attack 

transients of per-
cussive sounds, 
as well as an ide-

al microphone 
for recording 
instruments 
such as brass, 
saxophone, or 
electric guitar. 

The heart 
of the R-121 is 
its 99.99-per-
cent pure, low-
mass, 2,5-mi-
cron thick 
aluminum rib-
bon. The rib-
bon transduc-
er assembly 
incorporates 
rare earth 
Neodymium 
magnets in a 
specially de-
signed flux 
frame. This de-
sign forms a 
powerful mag-
netic field while 
reducing un-
wanted stray 
magnetic radia-
tion. Heat or hu-
midity does not 
affect the ribbon 
element, and 
there is equal 
sensitivity from 
either the front 
or back. 

Royer Labs 
claims the ribbon 
element's 
"smooth fre-
quency response 
and phase linear-
ity, coupled with 
sensitivity levels 
surpassing those 
of ' classic' rib-
bons, make the R-
121 an ideal 

choice for digital recording." The micro-
phone exhibits a consistent frequency re-
sponse regardless of distance and an ab-
sence of high-frequency phase distortion. 

The R-121 is designed to deliver a 
transparent, acoustical performance 
with a very high degree of realism. The 
microphone's figure-8 pattern yields a 
very natural ambience when used for 
room-miking applications, and or-
chestral and choral recordings. The 
R-121 works very well for miking 
acoustic pianos, acoustic guitars, harp, 
or similar instruments, and is also a 
competent performer for a variety of 
overhead miking applications. 

The microphone's finish is a bur-
nished satin nickel. A matte black 
chrome finish is optional. Royer pro-
vides a protective wooden case and a 
mic clip as part of the package and 
makes a windscreen and shock mount 
available as optional accessories. Roy-
er Labs provides a lifetime warranty to 
the original owner and, in the event of 
difficulties, will either repair or re-
place the mic as necessary. 

For those of you interested in spec-
ifications, the R-121 weighs in at 8.6 
ounces with dimensions of 6.13 inches 
in length and 1 inch in width. The 
unit's output impedance is 300 ohms at 
1K (nominal), while its rated load im-
pedance is greater than 1000 ohms. If 
you prefer, the R-121 can be optionally 
configured for an output rating of 200 
Ohms. l'he microphone has a frequency 
response ranging from 30 Hz to 15 kHz. 

Whether you're looking for a new 
microphone to handle commercial 
broadcast or voice-over work, close 
miking situations, or any of the appli-
cations mentioned earlier, Royer Labs' 
new R-121 ribbon-velocity studio mi-
crophone merits close examination. 
You can never have too many micro-
phones in your studio arsenal, and the 
R-121 is well worth checking out. 

Price is $995. For more information, 
contact Royer Labs, Tel: 818-760-
8472. Fax: 818-760-8864. Web: 
www.royerlabs.com. Circle EQ free 
lit. #102. 
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Pros Play Peavey 

"It's no secret that I'm a big fan of classic tube gear. I've found that with 
the Peavey VMP -2 and the VC/I: - 2, I get the same vibe of great vintage 
gear of the past, with the reliability that has always been associated with 

the Peavey name. Way to go guys!" 

Chienrrol 2 

VISIT US ON THE WEB www.peavey.com 

Peavey Electronics Corporation • 711 A Street • Meridian, MS 39301 • U.S.A. • 1601) 483-5365 • Fax (601) 486.1278 

Peavey Europe • Great Folds Rood • Oakley Hay • CORBY • Northanh NNI8 9ET • England 

Tel •44 (0) 1536 461234 • Fox: .44 (0) 1536 747222 • C1999 

Check out Lee Roy Parnell's 
latest release, "Every Night's 
a Saturday Night," as well as 

his earlier recordings 
available on Arista/Nashville 

CDs and tapes. 

vvww.leeroy.com 

Vait. eememmelítai., 

PEAVEY 
AUDIO MEDIA RESEARCH 
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ROOM WITH A VU 

Know the Score 
TV and film composer 

Michael Whalen uses his 
digital gear to handle 

his many projects 

STUDIO NAME: The Attic 
LOCATION: Boston, MA 
KEY CREW: Michael Whalen, owner; Paul 
Rowan, studio manager 
CREDITS: Whalen has scored nearly 200 dra-
matic and documentary television projects 
and several independent feature films, as 
well created new themes for HBO, ESPN, 
CBS, PBS, and most recently, Major 
League Soccer. His current CD on the 
EverSound label, The Softest Touch, is a 
solo piano album that features the theme 
from Good Morning America. His next al-
bum, entitled The Shadows of October, is 
a collection of chamber classical works 
scheduled for release on June 15th, 1999 
on Arabesque Recordings. 
CONSOLES: Yamaha 02R [3] and 01V 
DIGITAL WORKSTATIONS: Synclavier 9600 
[System PCI 1.6.2] (768 MB RAM/96 voice]; 
Fairlight Series III System ( 16 MB RAM/16 
voice); Diffidesign Pro Tools 4 
with 888 interface and Yamaha 
CD-R printer; Symbolic Sound 
ICYMA and CAPARA 320 system 
SAMPLERS: Akai S-6000 [2] and 
Alcai S-3000 [2] 
SYNTHESIZERS: Korg Trinity Pro, 
Trinity Rack, Wavestation, 
01/W, and MIR; Roland JD-
990 [3], JP-8080, MKS-70; 
Doepfer Modular, Waldorf 
Wave (32 voice), Waldorf Q, 
Waldorf Micro, Wave H XT, 
and Waldorf 4 Pole Filter; 
Nord Lead II and Modular 
Rack; Yamaha VL- I, TG77, 
EX-5R [2], GS- 1, DX- 1, TX-
816, Formant FSR- I, QX-1, 
and 10C-5; Kurzweil K-2500; 
MiniMoog; Studio Electronics 
MIDI Moog; Rhodes Chroma, 
Prophet-5 (rev. 3.3), Sequen-
tial Poly Sequencer, and Re-
mote Prophet; ARP Quadra, 
Omni-2, and Pro Soloist/DGX 
DIGITAL TAPE MACHINES: Sony 

PCM-7010 timecode R-DAT and PCM-
2800 timecode R-DAT; TASCAM DA-88 
[2] and DA-30 mkII R-DAT 
CASSETTE MACHINES: Sony [2]; TASCAM 122 
mkII 

OUTBOARD: Lexicon 300, PCM-90, PCM-
80, and PCM-42; Neve Dual Mic Pre 
AMPLIFIERS: Bryston 3B; Hafler Pro 1200 
MONITORS: Genelec 1030A and 1031; 
Auratones 

MICROPHONES: Neumann TLM- 103; Shure 
SM57 
VIDEO: Sony BVU-800 w/BVR-8203 /4-
inch recorder player, VO-7600 w/RM-
580 remote 3/4-inch recorder/player, 
UVW-1800 Beta SP recorder/player, 
and UVW- 1600 Beta SP player; Pana-
sonic S-VHS recorder/player 
VIDEO EDITING SYSTEM: Avid Express w/Ap-
ple G3 Mac and After Effects graphics 
package 

MISCELLANEOUS: Brainstorm Timecode 
Refresher; Sony 25-inch monitor, LCD 
16:9 video projector, 20-inch monitor, 
25-inch television, and I3-inch television 
PIANO: Yamaha G Series 5-foot, 7- inch 
piano; Lester spinet piano (Granny 
Whalen's) 
GUITARS: Fender Stratocaster w/Roland 
GK-2 synth pick-ups and Seymor Duncan 
humbuckers, Strat (stock), Roland Gui-

tar w/hex pick-up Synclavier interface 
PERCUSSION: Yamaha Recording Cus-
tom Drums; Zildjian Cymbals; Paiste 
Gongs; LP Congas and toys 
EQUIPMENT NOTES: Michael relies on his 
NED Synclavier as his main controller 
and sequencer. States Whalen: Nothing 
else sounds quite like it, and, with all the 
changes they've made to the software re-
cently, it is as fast as anything out 
there. I've checked out all the alterna-
tives, and they just can't compete for do-
ing music and sound design to picture. 
For inspiration, I turn to my pair of 
Yamaha EX5's. My first major synthe-
sizer was a huge Yamaha DX1, and I've 
just been in love with the Yamaha 
sound ever since. The architecture is 
great, and it's extremely fast to work on. 
STUDIO NOTES: Whalen continues: After 
putting together several rooms, I 
learned to keep things open, friendly, 
and livable. You don't want your clients 
tripping over equipment and cables, 
and you don't want to stick the tech-
nology in their face. You want them to 
feel like the human is always in control 
— not the machines. I kept that in mind 
when designing my current studio, 
and clients really seem to have re-
sponded well to it. Me 
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e biggest thing in 

wouldn't even samplers 
fit on this p • Up to 128 Voice polyphony 

• Up to 256 Mb RAM 

• Up to 16 outputs 

• Multi-channel Digital I/O opt. 

• .WAV File Format 

The complete list of 

features is too massive to 

print here . . . so check out the big 

picture at your local Akai dealer. 

AKAI professional 

)6000 

Muftis 
O PYr>eloirt 

24 &voles 
75% F 

grf.CR7E 3:: 

METE PROS 

meresiseee www.akai.com/akaipro 

Akai Musical Instrument Corporation • 4710 Mercantile Drive • Fort Worth, TX 76137 • [phone] 817-831-9203 • [fax] 817-222-1490 
In Canada contact Power Marketing • 372 Richmond St. W. # 112 • Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5V 1X6 * 1416] 593-8863 
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AKG DX 11 
A dynamic reverb 

mic with built-in spring 

reverberator 

MICROPHONE NAME: AKG DX 11 
FROM THE COLLECTION OF: Jan Paluchowski, 
Springfield, MA (originally from Warsaw, 
Poland) 
PRICE (NEW): $68 U.S., circa January 1969 
TYPE OF MIC: Dynamic reverb microphone 
POLAR PATTERN: Cardioid 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 50 Hz to 18,000 Hz 
MAXIMUM SPL FOR 3% DISTORTION: 114 dB or 
100 microbars 
IMPEDANCE 200 ohms or 15,000 ohms (tol-
erance of 20%) 
POWER REQUIREMENTS: 9 volts DC 
SELF-NOISE: less than 22 dB (Filter 1954 DIN 
45 405) 
DIMENSIONS: 10-1/8 long x 2-1/16 wide x 
1-5/16 thick (inches) 
WEIGHT: 13.9 ounces 
MK NOTES: This AKG DX 11 dynamic reverb 
microphone holds the rare distinction of in-
cluding a built-in spring reverberator. Re-
verb time could be continuously varied by 
the user from 0 to 2.5 seconds at 800 Hz (4 
seconds maximum at 100 Hz). AKG pro-
vided a stand adapter (the SA 13) with the 
DX11 because the mic was not designed to 
be handheld. In fact, movement of the mi-
crophone body caused mechanical vibra-
tion to the spring, resulting in an audible 
noise at the output. In spite of this limitation, 
the DX 11 could be seen in use by singers 
performing at clubs and cafes during the late 
1960s and early 1970s. Output of the DX 11 
could be converted from high-impedance 
unbalanced to low-impedance balanced by 
soldering an otherwise unused lead in the 
5-conductor cable. 
USER TIPS: Owner Jan Paluchowski states: I 
did not use the DX il in recording practice; 
the only testing I did was to plug it into my 
Nagra 4.2 and listen to it through head-
phones. The reverberation characteristic of 
this mic can be regulated, so I simply want-
ed to observe the sonic effect Therefore, the 
only thing I can say is that I fmd it quite use-
ful for reverb effects, added when record-
ing a female voice on location, using a full-
track, analog Nagra 4.2 loaded with QPSE 
(preamplifier for dynamic mics), running at 
7.5 ips with Ampex tape. 
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itnlock thE PowEr of 
DSP Factory with AX881 

Front Panel Combo Jacks 
Accept XLR or 1/4" Phone 
Inputst rl 1.1- \limn,. Patch-ins 

Inside the Yamaha® DSP Factory' is the heart of a powerful 
recording and mixing workstation: 16 tracks of recording, 24 

channels of mix-down into 16 busses, 26 totally parametric 4 band 
EQs, 26 dynamics units (compressor/expander/gate/compander/ 

etc), 2 professional stereo multi-effects units (REV500s, essentially), 
and many more incredible features too numerous to list. 

(he AX-link Interface 
2,'annects to the AX88 and 
)ther AX-link Devices as Far 
.way as 25' (7.62M) from Your 
-2omputet Wow! 

But up until now this power was locked away behind too few 
channels of home quality I/O. Not Anymore. 

Enter AX88TM. Eight channels of input, eight channels of output, 
pristine sound, 24-Bit, PRO +4 levels, fully balanced, Word Clock, 

and more. Designed by AdB, in cooperation with Yamaha, as the 
analog front-end to DSP Factory. 

PERFECT SOUND 

\N, e ly for 
45(o 

LU 

-0 YAMAHA 
CI) 

• 

FACT'ORIet 

DSP Factory provides the same 32-Bit audio quality and digital 
processing power of the 02R mixing console used by thousands of 

professionals around the world to produce chart topping hits and film 
T AX8-1F16W scores. AX88 gives you access to this power with the most transparent 
he  

(pictured) Connects audio available. 
Two AX88s to One 
DSP Factory Card for a 
Fun 20 Channel (16+2+2) The AX88, together with the DSP Factory and your choice of 
LO Capability software interface, will turn your PC or Mac into a powerhouse 

Word Clock 
Synchronization 
Break Out Connector 

Easily Selectable PRO +4 dBu/-10 dBV Levels 
Standard Equipment on Every AX88 

Eight 24-bit Balanced Outputs with —I 
Mains on Both X111 and Phone 

Eight 24-bit Balanced Inputs 
with Mains (1 & 2) Accessible on Rear (Phone) 

and Front (XLR or Phone) 

Fits any Available professional, automated, random access recording and mixing 
ISA or PCI Slot in environment, all for less than the cost of one ADATe. 
a Mac or PC, Uses 
NO Software Drivers, 

IRQs or Other Resources AX88 is available now. Visit our web site or give us a call today. 

For ADAT equipped studios, check out LX88TM. 

2L111431211 (4 4-BIT AUDIO EXPANSION UN: ) 

AdB Digital 
www.adbdigital.com 

ax88@adbdigital.com 
770-623-1410 

770-623-1629/FAx 

Power, Fidelity, Flexibility. 
Unlock the possibilities of your next production 

dB and AX88 we trademarks of AdB internalimai Corporabon. Yamaha. DSP Factory. & 02FI are trademarks or Yamaha Corporabon. Copyright 1999. Aeneas reserved. Spedficabons may change without nonœ 
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TECH TIPS 

Panasonic DA7 
Getting in deep with 

some of the board's 

processing and 

automation functions 

BY BOBBY FRASIER 

CREATIVE USE OF DYNAMICS PROCESSORS 
Brick Wall Limiting: A limiter and a com-
pressor are really the same device. When you 
set the compression ratio above 6:1, you en-
ter the realm of limiting. Let's do a quick re-
view of what happens in a compressor. A 
compressor will let your signal go above a se-
lected threshold at a given ratio. In other 
words, if you set your threshold at -20 dB, and 
your ratio at 3:1, for every 3 dB of signal above 
-20 dB, 1 dB of gain will pass through the cir-
cuit. Your meter will then read -19 dB, since 
you've added 1 dB of gain above your 
threshold. With the same settings, if your 
singer hits a peak of 12 dB above your thresh-
old, only 4 dB will be sent through. Your me-
ter would now read -16 dB. By setting high-
er ratios, particularly the maximum ratio of 
• (infinity): 1, you greatly limit the signal from 
going above your selected threshold. By set-
ting your threshold at -1 dB, and your ratio 
at •: 1, you have now limited the signal to 1 
dB above -1 dB, or a maximum of 0 dB, no 
matter how much signal you feed the limiter. 
This is good for setting maximum levels when 
recording digitally. No worries about "overs," 
and we all know how painful those can be... 
Soft Knee Compression: The compressor is 
one device that, in most instances, should be 
used and not heard! The DA7 has 42 onboard 
compressors. The default settings for the 
compressor are 10 ms Attack Time, 100 ms 
Release Time, -20 dB Threshold, and 1:1 
Compression Ratio. This attack time can 
"clamp down" on a vocal, causing the vocal 
to pump. Increase the attack time to the 
100-125 ms range. Start your compression 
earlier by bringing your threshold down 
slightly lower than you would normally use. 
If your compression starts at say, -30 dB, try 
going down to -33 dB or-36 dB. Then, by us-
ing a mild ratio of 2:1 or 3:1, you will more 
closely emulate a soft knee compression, pro-
ducing a much smoother gain reduction. Try 

increasing your release time to 600-800 ms 
as well. To smooth your signal even further, 
add similar settings on the Master L/R out-
put, or the bus when recording. Using this 
multiple detector technique results in a 
smooth, natural, easy-to-mix compression. 

CREATIVE USE OF DELAY 
Drop a Track Back in the Pocket: If you 
have a lead guitar player on top of the beat, 
a bass player behind the beat, or drum ma-
chine clinically on the beat, use delay to 
drop these performances back in the pock-
et The DA7 has 32 separate onboard delays. 
By delaying the instrument that is on top of 
the beat, you can salvage a performance. If 
an instrument is behind the beat, use de-
lay on all the 
other instru-
ments to bring 
the performance 
under control. If 
a drum machine 
sounds too 
much like a 
drum machine, 
use a little delay 
on the snare to 
"pull the groove 
back." Please use 
this technique 
sparingly! Con-
versely, if you 
wish to push the 
beat ahead 
slightly, do so by 
delaying the kick 
drum back a few 
milliseconds. Ex-
periment to get 
the feel you are 
looking for. 

AUTOMATION 
AUX OFF 
Here's a cool tip 
for turning aux 
sends off, on a 
per channel ba-
sis, when using 
automation. You 
can use the 
Event Editor to 
perform this task 
in the following 
manner: 

As you are 

recording your mix, note exactly where you 
wish to turn the aux send off, via the Time-
code field in the upper right hand Taslcbar 
Area. Stop the automation, save your mix 
in the Automation Set Up Window, then 
turn the automation off. This will allow you 
to get to the Event Editor. Go to the Event 
Editor (it is the third window of the Au-
tomation Window Group) and select the 
channel or channels you wish to work on. 
Then select AUX SND in the Mine Edit Pa-
rameter area. You can select all or individ-
ual auxes. Now the aux send information 
you have recorded shows up in the EDL-
style event edit list. Scroll down to the 
Time/Parameter/Data/CH area, and high-
light the entire row of any event. Press 

continued on page 133 
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32 Channels. Built-in MIDI. Solid sync 
All together. Now. 

Dakota, Montana, Sierra & Tango24 
The superintegrated digital audio, MIDI, and sync 

solution, now with 24-bit analog performance! 

SIERRA 
Dakota expansion box with 
8x8 MIDI and SMPTE I/O 

.1 I fete lufleg 

1 4 1•• / 
• • • • IS Wide 

• 
• 
• 

• 
I, 
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MONTANA 
Dakota expansion card with 

16 more audio channels, 
ADAT 9-pin sync output, and 
video/word clock sync 

TAP•16134' 

(Ar4694 
24-Mc 

#,414024 . 
•• 

-rAsei4 •ere4a 

30-clay money-back 

GUARANTEE 

VISA 

TANGO 

• 16 channels of 2 g pipe ti 
• 2 channels S/PDIF audio (coax or optical) 
• 2x2 low-latency MIDI I/O 
• ADAT 9-pin sync input 
• Ultra-effICient buS-n1aSterIng PCI ititerfaCe 

with scatter-gather DMA 
• SoDA (SMPTE on Digital Audio) 
• True hardware chaselock to timecode 

Professional multichannel 
A/D & D/A converter system 

• 8 analog inputs and 8 analog outputs 
• 24-bit resolution with 128x oversampling converters 
• Frequency response +0.05dB, 20Hz-20kHz 
• S/N ratio (EIAJ) 105dB 
• Dynamic range 105dB A-weighted 
• + 4dBu or - 10dBV signal levels (selectable per channel) 
• True differential balanced signals on professional 1," TAS jacks 
• ADAT optical in/thru/out and word clock in/out 
• Connects to any soundcard with ADAT lightpipe I/O 

TO ORDER or FIND OUT MORE 

800.928.3236 
outside USA 603.448.6283 
www.frontierdesign.corn 

adat 
SYNC 

adat 
OPTICAL 

FRONTIER 
DESIGN 
GROUP 

I (- narks ai, lip property of their respective holders 
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Frankfurt Music Fair Highlights 

It's that time of year 

where we once again 

dust off our " Fine 

Messe" pun and present 

the best from Frankfurt 

BY CRAIG ANDERTON 

It's big, really big: 2044 companies, 
96,000 visitors, and what appears to be 
zillions of products — it's the Frankfurt, 
Germany Musik Messe. Although the 
show occurred shortly after NAMM, 
there was still lots of new gear coming 
out of Europe; besides, Messe provides 
a chance to catch up on some of the 
items missed at NAMM. As to trends, the 
most obvious one is toward devices that 
provide live, real-time control, and 
techno is as big as ever. 

Check out what Eurogearheads 
were lusting over. (Note: Owing to cur-
rency conversions, many prices are 
approximate and subject to change 
without notice.) 
Alesis (tel. 310-255-3495; www.alesis. 
corn): The price of the M20 8-track dig-
ital tape recorder, with 24-bit convert-
ers and numerous synchronization fea-

tures, has been dropped to $4999. 
Allen & Heath (tel. 801-568-7660; 
www.allen-heath.com): Intended pri-
marily for live use, the Icon digital mix-
er series boasts 10 ins, 4 outs, 2 stereo 
FX processors, and 2 master 10-band 
graphic EQs; every input has a noise 
gate, compressor, and 4-band para-
metric EQ. There are 127 "snapshot" 
memories, 9 " set" memories that chain 
snapshots, and 19 "venue" memories 
that include settings for the amp out-
puts and graphic EQs. Two versions are 
available: the DP1000 includes dual 
300-watt amps, while the DL1000 has 
balanced XLR outs. Approx. $ 1700. 
Clavia (tel. 727-519-9669; 
www.clavia.se): The wait is over: Start-
ing this summer, Nord Modular soft-
ware version 3.0 will be available for the 
Mac platform as well as Windows. 
System requirements are PPC hardware 
and system 7.5.3 or higher. 
Digigram (tel. 703-875-9100; www.digi-
gram.com): VX Pocket is a PCMCIA-
compatible linear audio card with bal-
anced, 24-bit, stereo analog in/out 

(with mic preamp) and stereo S/PDIF 
in/out. It works with Microsoft WAY or 
MacOS Sound Manager-compatible 
programs, and is designed to transform 
higher-end laptops into mobile audio 
workstations. Approx. $750. 
Drawmer (tel. 011-44-1924-378669; 
www.drawmer.com; distributed in the 
U.S. by Transamerica Audio Group, 
Inc., 805-241-4443): The DC2476 digi-
tal mastering processor is an all- digital, 
24-bit processor with dynamic EQ, 
main 5-band EQ, 3-band crossover, 3-
band expander, 3-band bootstrap com-
pressor, 3-band limiter, and 3-band 
tube modeling; I/O includes stereo 
analog XLR, AES/EBU, and S/PDIF, 
word clock, and MIDI. Approx. $2500. 
Emagic (tel. 530-477-1051; www. 
emagic.de): EASI, the Enhanced Audio 
Streaming Interface, is a cross-plat-
form, open standard designed to facil-
itate more efficient hard-disk record-
ing. Emagic claims that EASI decreases 
the CPU load, provides multichannel 
support with sample-accurate syn-
chronization, and simplifies software 
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Introducing the new PSM 700 from Shure. 
16 wireless stereo mixes. One solution. And more power to you. 

At this stage in your career, you've heard and seen it all. All, that is, except the PSM 700 wireless personal monitor from Shure. 
;mu 

The EM 700 offers the agility of 2 groups of 16 compatible frequencies, giving you the power to create up to 16 stereo mixes 
`;•;' simultaneously. The system is also available with our new E5 dual- driver earphones. These unique — yet universal — earphones 
\". feature Shure's Low Moss/High Energy' drivers, with an extended frequency response for truly incredible sound. 

Now everyone on stage can experience the benefits of Shure PSM systems: Touring- quality sound. Unmatched flexibility and control. 

NM 700. Master the art of the personal mix. 

To find out more, phone 1-800-25-SHURE. In Europe, phone: 49-7131-72140. Outside Europe and the U.S., phone: 847-866-2200. Fax: 847-866-2585. 

SHUgE' www.shure.com 
1999 Shute Brothers Incorporated 11ZiA 1,10,11 , WOKI 
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development by allowing tasks to be 
handed over to the EASI host. Also new: 
Logic 4.0, rewritten from the ground up, 
now supports 24/96 recording, sports a 

Mil Productions Modulating 2.0 

new user interface, and comes with 31 
high-end plug-ins. 
Fostex (tel. 562-921-1112; www.fos-
tex.com): The VC-8 ADAT analog con-

verter provides 
eight, 20-bit ana-
log ins and outs 
and TOSLINK 
(ADAT or S/PDIF) 
in/out.,.The 
VM200 digital 
mixing console is 
a 20 x 8 console 
with 9 motorized 
faders, 100 scene 
memories, 50 EQ 
preset libraries, 2 
RC processors, 
and 3 fader + 3 
mute groups. The 
20 inputs include 
8 analog ins (4 
with balanced 
XLR/phantom 
power), ADAT op-
tical in, and 4 ana-
log effects returns. 
Outputs are 8 bus 
direct ADAT out, 
as well as stereo 
L/R, FX 1/2, and 
aux sends 1-4... 
The VR800 digital 
multitrack 
recorder offers 8-
track simultane-
ous digital record-
ing via ADAT 
optical interface, 
16 additional 
tracks, 3.5- inch 
drive bay for hard 
drive/ZIP/MO dri-
ve, noncom-
pressed recording, 
scrubbing, vari-
able pitch, and 99 

locate point mem-
ories. 
Hughes & Kettner 
(tel. 847-439-6771; 
www.hughes-and-
kettner.com): In 
conjunction with 
Spectral Designs 
(designers of sev-
eral VST plug-ins), 
H&K has intro-
duced the Zentera 
digital amp with 
dual 100-watt 
amps and dual Ce-
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Synoptic Probe Virtual Analog Studio 

Waves Pro FX Suite of DSP Plug- Ins 

lestion Vintage 30 speakers. Using two 
SHARC floating-point DSP chips, the 
amp is said to model not just a finished 
sound, but the interplay that occurs 
among the various stages in a tube gui-
tar amp. Whatever — it sounded great. 
Approx. $2500. 
Kenton Electronics (tel. 011-44-181-
337-0333; www.kenton.co.uk): The Con-
trol Freak is an 8-channel, real-time 
MIDI controller (d la Peavey PC1600 or 
Keyfax Phat Boy) that can send any type 
of MIDI message. It has 8 sliders, 8 but-
tons, 128 user memories, and a two-line, 
backlit LCD (approx. $599; the 16-chan-
nel version is $899). 
Korg ( tel. 516-333-9100; www. 
korg.com): Optimized for DJ and other 
real-time control applications, the 
ICAOSS pad is an effects processor that 
packs several effects, a 5-second sam-
pler, and MIDI control into a tabletop 
package with a touch-sensitive, X-Y 
control surface. Sliding your finger 
across the surface, or tapping it, controls 
effects in real time; for MIDI, the hori-
zontal and vertical axis can have sepa-
rate controller numbers. It also features 
a mic input for real-time vocal con-
trol...The Triton workstation/sampler 
offers a 32 MB ROM set, 16 MB of sam-
ple memory (expandable to 64 MB), 
sample editing, tons of effects, dual 
polyphonic arpeggiators, 16-track se-
quencer with individual track looping, 
and "pattern play" where you can assign 
sequenced phrases to individual key-
board notes. Yeah, it's deep. 
Mil Productions (tel. 011-33-474-025195; 
www.milprod.com): Modularing 2.0 pro-
vides a set of modular MIDI controllers 
for the MacOS, including sequencers, 
mono/poly triggers, arpegglator, MIDI 
delay, virtual keyboard, mixing con-
troller, GM programmer for QuickTime 
instruments or external MIDI devices, 
synchronizer, etc. It's also easy to take a 
snapshot of the system and swap setups 
with other Modularing users. 
SPL (tel. 011-49-2163-98340; www.spl-
electronics.com; distributed In the U.S. 
by beyerdynamic, 516-293-3200): Con-
sisting of the Atmos 5.1 recording/mix-
ing console and Brauner ASM5 mic ar-
ray, this 3D surround recording system 
includes five Brauner VM1 mic capsules 
designed specifically for picking up 
acoustic sources in surround. The At-
mos console includes matched mic 
preamps, motorized master gain con-
trols, 5.1 surround panning matrix, and 
L/R and SL/SR stereo expander. 
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Synoptic (tel. 011-33-148-180572; 
www.synoptic.net): The Probe virtual 
analog studio for Windows computers 
includes a 16-voice analog synth emu-
lator, 100-note arpeggiator, 17-track se-
quencer, effects processor, and vocoder. 
It responds to MIDI or concurrently run-
ning sequencers such as Cubase, Cake-
walk, Logic, etc. All sounds can be 
recorded in real time to hard disk. 
TASCAM (tel. 323-726-0303; www. 
tascam.com): The TM-D4000 digital 
mixer has 32 mono input channels ( 16 
assignable to motorized faders) with 6 
aux sends, 4-band EQ, and dynamics; 
inputs 1-8 are analog, while expansion 
slots for various interfaces (TDIF, 
ADAT, AES/EBU, or analog) are avail-
able for inputs 9-32. 
IC Electronic (tel. 805-373-1828; 
www.tcelectronic.com): SPARK for the 
MacOS is a digital audio editor that in-
tegrates waveform editing, real-time 
FX (including time-stretching) with 
flexible routing, project file manage-
ment, and playlist functions. It supports 
AIFF, Sound Designer, WAV, and Quick-
Time file formats (up to 24/96), and 
handles VST plug-ins. It looks cool, 
too...The Intonator is a hardware vocal 
intonation processor/pitch corrector 
that also includes vocal-specific de-es-
sing, adaptive low-pass filter, word 
clock input, MIDI automation, and au-
dio- to-MIDI conversion that allows 
tracking the correction signal history. 
I/O consists of analog balanced, 
AES/EBU, S/PDIF, and TOSLINK/ADAT. 
Tracoman (tel. 954-929-8999; www.tra-
coman.com): The MAM SQ16 is a pat-
tern-oriented MIDI sequencer designed 
for live performance — think TB-303. 
There are 16 steps per pattern, MIDI 
echo, 13 instrument tracks, and a DIN-
24 sync connector for sync'ing up vin-
tage analog gear (approx. $599)...The 
VSR 3 vintage spring reverb is based on 
the Musitronics reverb springs used in 
early Hammond organs and ARP syn-
thesizers. Packaged in a 1U rack panel, 
the VSR 3 also has a guitar input (approx. 
$399)...The MAM DRM 1 has eight chan-
nels of analog drum sounds with indi-
vidual controls for level, pitch, decay, 
bend, attack, FM frequency, distortion, 
and other parameters (approx. $995). 
Waves (tel. 423-689-5395; www. 
waves.com): The Pro-FX suite of DSP 
plug-ins is now available for TDM dig-
ital audio systems. The bundle includes 
the UltraPitch, a 6-voice formant-cor-
rected pitch shifter; SuperTap, a 6-

voice multi-tap delay for effortless 
rhythmic repeats and doubling; 
MetaFlanger for vintage tape-flanging 
and phase emulation; and MondoMod, 
a unique combination of AM, FM, and 
Rotation (panning) modulations. Price 
is $700. 
Xaudio (tel. 011-49-9562-921044; 
www.xaudio.de): An MP3 " dual-
turntable" DI mixer? Yup, with mix, cue, 
and all the usual features, as well as Win-
dows software for importing sounds. 
Yes, MP3 has now migrated from your 

hard drive to the local dance club. 
That's it for now. Next issue, it's 

back to applications, techniques, and 
generally making mischief with 
today's gear. 

Craig Anderton has just wrapped up 
a 50-city tour on digital mixing, 
and is hard at work on his next mu-
sic project, which will be released in 
Sonic Foundry's ACID format. Check 
out one of his latest music production 
efforts at www.kac-cohen.com. 

\NOW 
OUT POWER 

Our advanced drivers are designed with 

controlled dispersion patterns and significantly 

improved off-axis performance. The MSP one-

piece woofer diaphragm is geometrically 

optimized for controlled roll off and a high 

dynamic range. The extremely flat membrane 

geometry creates minimal phase lag. And the 

glued and thermically bonded high-grade SBR 

surround ensures excellent power control and 

eternal durability. That's why there will be no 

forces beyond your Dynaudio's control, whatever 

you choose to listen to. We know. L. 

IQ 
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The Art of the Setlist 

The setlist can make 

or break the gig 

so plan it right 

BY AL KOOPER 

I know what you're thinking — you're 
thinking what on earth does a setlist 
have to do with anything. Well, if you're in 
a band, it can make or break you. I've seen 
bands with hit records play a show and 
have people walking out the entire dura-
tion of their show — bad setlist! OK, OK — 
so tell us, Al, what makes a good setlist? I 
thought you'd never ask... 

In the beginning, you must immedi-
ately knock them on their ass. Not for a 
long time either. Just come out, make a big 
impression and keep the audience from 
thinking you're just like everybody else. 
Just do it in three or four minutes. Then do 
a change-up, but keep it up or medium 
tempo — save your ballad for fourth or 
fifth. Energy is the key. If you're a solo per-
former, it's nice to break down the audi-
ence/performer wall, and have a sense of 
humor about what you're doing — it puts 
the crowd on your side, which is a good 
place for them to be. In a standup ball-
room situation, talking to the audience is 

futile except to introduce the song with a 
title and a one-liner if you have one — let 
the music speak for you. The audience is 
standing and their legs don't wanna hear 
chatter, just rock. 

So you've played four or five up-tem-
po tunes, and then it's ballad time. Give 
'em your best one. Your momentum is re-
ally important up there. When we go out 
with The Rekooperators, 
we try and play one long 
show at a club. Two sets 
are death for us because 
we have to build, climax, 
take a break, and start all 
over again. Give me that 
long steady build and a 
killer climax, and I'll 
leave ya with a satisfied 
crowd every time. By 
the end of the second 
show, we're horsemeat 
— physically and intel-
lectually. Your closer is 
everything in your show. 
You can falter along the 
way, make an error in 
judgement or two, but if 
they're still there and 
you close with a wallop, 
it wipes out the bad stuff 
before it. I'm sure 
Lynyrd Slcynyrd had a 
few nights where the 
daily grind produced a 
so-so show, but after 
"Free Bird"? A satisfied 
audience every time. 
And save that extra bit of 
strength to expound on 
that last song. 

Keep ballads to a 
minimum, maybe two 
or three in a 90-minute 
set. Never begin or end 
with one. Good songs, of 
course, are everything. 
Good arrangements 
don't hurt either. But 
put them in the right 
place or they'll get lost in a sea of medi-
ocrity. The hardest setlist is one for a Blues 
band. You can degenerate into three-chord 
hell quite easily, and endless solos by each 
member of the band only works in jazz 
clubs or Phish shows. There are all kinds 
of blues songs: minor-key ones, Latin-beat 
ones, etc. If you just play a buncha shuf-

fles in a row, you'll end up in Buffalo. 
Nothing is more uninteresting than an 
tuxinspired sel from a clues band that is 
just going through the motions on their 
way to Los Angeles. Stevie Ray, Eric Clap-
ton, and Steve Winwood have shown a 
great variety of style under the Blues ban-
ner — it can he done. 

But if you're not having a good time 
onstage, chances are 
the audience isn't ei-
ther. And make no mis-
take about it, it's not 
easy to pump up after 
being in a fart-filled van 
for 13 hours subsisting 
on Cheetos and room-
temperature beer, and 
arriving an hour before 
you play. But you have 
to save something for 
the show. After all, 
that's why you suffer 
all the indignities — it's 
cause you love playing 
music. If you don't, and 
you're just paying the 
rent, the music sounds 
different. Trust me. So 
make sure everyone in 
your band loves the 
music and has their pri-
orities in order or they'll 
ruin the fun for every-
one else. 

OK — I'm off my 
soapbox now — but, 
then again, I'm in a 
dream situation nowa-
days. I'm in a band 
where all the other guys 
play five days a week on 
national TV. You think 
they wanna take their 
weekend and go play 
music? Hell, yeah they 
do! And here's why: In 
our band, they get to 
play what they love to 
play — the TV show 

pays the rent and the weekends are for us. 
We play what we want for the sheer joy of 
it with a mutual respect for each other — 
and a carefully written setlist that takes the 
audiences concerns into consideration. It 
took me 40 years — but that's the ideal 
way to play music live. Hope all this helps 
— see ya next month. I. 
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RODE NTV 
True Condenser Valve Microphone 

The New Gold Standard 
1.15" gold sputtered 
edge-terminated 

Gold-plated jacks and 
connect'', s 

Power supply with 
tube "ready" indicator 

30' double-shlelded 
oxygen free copper 
multicore cable 

Birdcage shockmount 

Custom aluminum 
flight case 

$1199 INSIIP 

DISTRIBUTED BY 

ElECIIIIINIC3 
P.O. Box 4169, 

Santa Barbara, CA 93140-4189 

Voice: 805-566-7777 

Fax: 805-566-7771 

E-mail: info@event1.com 

Web: www.event1.com 
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What gave the best vintage mics their unmistakable warmth and richness? 
On a select few, it was special technology that allowed the diaphragm to he 
suspended in the capsule by its edges. Without a center wire, the capsule 
moves more freely, resulting in super smooth extended low frequency response. 

The NTV brings this special approach to capsule design out of the price 
stratosphere and into your studio. And with it you get audiophile-grade 
components, an extra low noise twin triode ECC81 tube, and a custom Jensen " 
output transformer. Put it all together, and you have 
audio that is as clean and pure as it is rich. 

Get the new RODE NW 
And prepare to have your 
standards raised. 
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Nathaniel Kunkel 

A conversation with the 

producer/engineer behind 

Lyle Lovett's Grammy-

winning sound, as well as 

many others 

BY MR. BONZAI 

Mr. Bonzai: What is your favorite new 
recording gadget/ processor/tool? 
Nathaniel Kunkel: The new TC M3000 

reverb. I sold my [Eventide] SP2016. 
What kind of gear do you have at 
home? 
A Cuisinart \'ari-
SpeedTM blender. 
Same model as 
yours, I believe. 
Makes a great piña 
colada. 
What personal rack 
gear do you carry 
around to sessions? 
Too much to men-
tion. It's a sickness 
really. I need help. 
Do you have a fa-
vorite console? 
Either the SSL 9000 
or the MAD (Mus-
grave Audio De-
sign) Labs Neve 
VR. I love them 
both. 
If you could only 
use one micro-
phone, which one 
would it be? 
A Neumann U 67. 
What's the latest 
good news with 
digital? 
I don't think there's 
anything new real-
ly. It's just all start-
ing to work like it's 
supposed to. 'Though I am looking for-
ward to seeing the Euphonix RI run at 

96k and the new GML Digital EQ. 
Anything surprising in analog? 
I'm surprised to be using my 1/2-inch 

analog AIR- 104 2-
track [restored by 
ATR Services] more 
than my 88.2 digital 
set up. 
What's your first 
musical memory? 
I remember being 
in the basement of 
our house when my 
father had a 4-track 
studio set up. He 
and Danny Kortch-
mar were working 
there. I also re-
member crawling 
underneath the 
console in the main 
room at L.A.'s 
Record One and 
sleeping. 
Did you feel that 
you had a musical 
calling as a kid? 
Musical, yes. I play 
drums as well, and 
have since I was 
about four. It was-
n't until around 
1985 that I got real-
ly into audio, 
though. In grade 

school, I was very interested in tech-
nology and lighting, and when I would 

Suspect: Nathaniel Kunkel 

Occupation: Engineer/Producer 

Birthplace: Los Angeles 

Residence: Los Angeles 

Vehicle: 1957 Chevy 210 wagon 

Notes: Kunkel began apprenticing with 
George Massenburg before entering 
high school. Years of hard work as an 
assistant led to gigs with James Taylor, 
Linda Ronstadt, Little Feat, and his first 
solo recording and mix: Lyle Lovett's I 
Love Everybody in 1994, followed by 
Lovett's Grammy-winning Country Al-
bum of the Year, The Road To Ensena-
da. Kunkel's mix of Lyle Lovett and His 
Large Band — Live in Texas will be out 
this summer. 

Kunkel is currently recording tracks for 
the upcoming album from Crosby, 
Stills, Nash and Young. Kunkel has 
also recorded Kenny Loggins's last 
two albums. 

We met at Conway Recording in L.A. 
while Kunkel was engineering/co-pro-
ducing debut artist Amye Williams, with 
guitarist/co-producer Dean Parks, bassist 
Lee Sklar, and drummer/dad Russell 
Kunkel. 

SCENES FROM THE BONZAI BEAT: ( left) Nathaniel Kunkel and ( right) Arnye Williams. 
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Hard Disk Recording 
The Project II PCI card lets 
you record in 16 or 24-bit 

(dependent on software and 
interface) using your favorite 

digital audio sequencer. 
Thanks to Digidesign's 
Direct 1/0 , it offers the 

lowest latency with effects* 
on the market today. 

Professional Quality I/O 
Choose Digiclesign's 20-bit 

882 20 I/0 Audio Interface 
or the ADAT Bridge I/0- for 

serious sound quality. 

Sampling 
The SampleCell II Plus PCI 
card is an incredibly versatile 

sound source featuring 32 
voices. Control it with your 
favorite MIDI controller or 

sequencer. SampleCell II Plus 
comes with two CD-ROM 

sample libraries plus 
32 MB of onboard RAM. 

MIDI Sequencing, 
Editing, and More 

Logic Audio AV  
from EMagic', specifically 
engineered for Project II, 

offers digital audio recording 
and editing, realtirne DSP 
effects, MIDI sequencing, 
and professional scoring. 

Mastering 
Digide.sign's award-winning 

MasterList CD is the profes-
sional mastering solution for 
creating one-off CDs or Red-
Book standard CD masters 

for mass duplication. 

CD Creation 
The last piece of the puzzle. 
You get a high performance 

CD Recorder so you can 
burn, baby, burn. 

(Model varies by deéi 

*Monitoring with effects processaig 

GreyMatter 
to Gold 

Matter 
—The Easy Way 

The Project II 

A complete solution 

from the leader in digital 

audio, Project II Studio 

includes the best of every-

thing you need to take 

your music from concept 

to final CD master. 

Upqradeable to our award-

winning Pro Tools 124 total audio 

Iproduction solution. TOOLS 

For more information or to schedule a free demo, visit y nearer, 

de, or call us z 300-333-213" ide 447 

c1999. 882120 I/O, ADAT Bridge I/O, Masterbst CI), Digidesign, Direct I/O, Pro Tools124, Project II, and SampleCell II Plus are tredemerks 
or registered trademarks of Avid Technology, Inc., or its subsidiaries or divisions. All other trademarks contained herein are the property of their 

respective owners. All features and specifications are subjected to change mthout notrce 
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BONZAI BEAT 

go on the road with my dad, I wouldn't 
leave Alan Owen IL.D. for Showco] 
alone. It wasn't until I met George 
Massenburg at the Complex that I real-
ly got into audio. 
How old were you at that time? 
II was] 14 or 15. My dad was working 
with Bill Payne and George, scoring 

films, and I was hanging out at the stu-
dio for the summer. The very next year, 
just before I got out of school for the 
year, I spoke with Greg Ladanyi on the 
phone. At that time, Greg and George 
owned the Complex. Greg offered me a 
job — running basically, but I didn't 
have a driver's license. I was just there, 

and would do things like clean the 
snakes when they came in off the road, 
clean the connectors, and solder patch-
bays.. . poorly. There was a great techni-
cal staff there, and I learned how to wire 
and all that. Meanwhile, George taught 
me how to drive. 

At that point, George was doing a lot 

SCENES FROM THE BONZAI BEAT CONT'D: ( left) dad and drummer Russell Kunkel and ( right) Lee Sklar. 
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No Matter HOW You Serve'em. 
Nothing Stacks Up Like A Mk! 

There are hundreds of compressor limiters 
for sale in the world. Some offer extra knobs 

and facilities, yet all miss the fundamental point 
that a compressor was invented to produce 

a psychoaceustic effect of power and dynamics 
and not to perform any electronic protection 

Joemeek is a creative tool and meant to effect, 
not protect! So, no matter how you stack 'em, 

JOEMEEK offers a world class vintage sound 
like no other compressor on today's markot 

JOEMEEK 
PMI Audio Group 

23773 Madison Street, Torrance, CA 90505 
toll-free 877 563 6335 fax 310 373 4714 

sax www.pmiaudio.com mad info@pmiaudio.com 

PMI Audio Group 
Distributors of Professional Audio Products 

JOEMEEK • BPM Microphones • CLM Dynamics • MD Report 
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11M31 The future of 

studio recording 

has arrived. 

With high speed, low noise and low distortion 

electronics, the VSM-1 Tube Microphone's 

servo-valve topology and CAD's exclusive 1.10" 

OptemaTM Series capsule achieve extraordinary 

bandwidth with exceptional frequency 

and transient response. 

In other words, it 

sounds big. Really big. 

The new high performance 

VSM-1 Tube Condenser Mic 

from CAI). 

For a dealer nearest you, 

call 1-888-702-7075. 

Professional Microphones 

The Revolution Continues. 
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BONZAI BEAT 

of R&D for GML. At the end of the day, he 
would say, "Great, you go in there and mix 
because I have to watch the logic analyz-
er hooked up to the automation computer 
while it's working." He'd put a mix up and 
say, "Don't touch any of the EQ — go for 
it." I would mix and mix and mix. 
What is the most important thing you 
learned from George? 
As he used to say to me, "Use those 
things [ears] strapped to the sides of 
your head." 
What was your first solo gig? 
The first record I did solo was Lyle 
Lovett's I Love Everybody. 
What's your secret to getting that great 
guitar sound? 
Actually, my secret is not so much a se-
cret. I just copped what George did on 
the first Lyle record we did. It was a 

C-24 on Lyle's guitar. I run the C-24 up 
the neck, not up and down, so your left-
right is the floor and ceiling. His vocal 
mic is a large part of that sound, too. He 
plays and sings at the same time, and all 
of his vocals are keepers. I use a U 67 on 
his vocal. Because there is so much 
leakage, I don't really try to isolate the 
vocal and guitar. I just try to get a good 
blend going. I use the C-24 in M-S and 
fudge that around, making the guitar 
and the vocal sit right in an image. 
Russ: So how do you punch in vocal 
parts? 
You punch the guitar and the vocal, 
which is really difficult because Lyle 
moves, and a large part of it is just be-
ing in the same space. Move closer, lift 
the head of the guitar a little, or to the 
side, lift your head up. 

How do you record a piano? 
With a C-24 M-S. I open up the piano lid 
and move my head around inside the pi-
ano until I find a good spot. I note where 
the center of my eyes are and put the 
center of the middle capsule there. 
How do you mic your dad's drum kit? 
That changes a lot really. But, in general, 
most of my drum sound is Doug Sax's 
Sheffield microphones on the overheads. 
They are fantastic. I use a Shure BETA 52 
on the kick, AKG 414's on the toms, and 
a Sennheiser MD-431 on the snare. I 
rarely use a hihat mic, but if I think I'll 
need one, I use a U 87 or something big 
like that. Room mics are either Neumann 
M 50's if I can get 'em or B&K 4003's. 
Could you point out one engineer who 
has really inspired you? 
The man who designed the Golden 

CROWD CONTROL: (Standing, L- R) Jim Cox, Russell Kunkel. Dean Parks. Nathaniel Kunkel, Amye Williams. Sarah 
Williams, and Mark Wilshire. ( Foreground. L- R) Lee Sklar and John Nelson 
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Gate Bridge, Joseph Baennann Strauss 
— I find the Golden Gate inspirational. 
What do you listen to while you're 
driving? 
KPCC public radio. 
If you could go back in time before the 
birth of recording, what would you like 
to hear? 
The " 1812 Overture" during the first per-
formance with live rounds. 
Who are some great engineers working 
today? 
Doug Sax and Gavin Lurssen. 
Is there anyone in the world you would 
love to record? 
That's a toss up. Either Jules Shear or the 
'l'uvan throat singers. 
Do you know any interesting business 
tricks? 
Great people make any business or 
artistic endeavor successful and fun. Get 
the best staff. 
Who is the most amazing artist you've 
worked with? 
I just did a session for the handicapped 
children from Widney High School, 
who had a songwriting class. We record-
ed, overdubbed, and mixed in three 
days at Jackson Browne's place. They 
were the most amazing people. They 
loved singing so much; just being able 
to make music made them as happy as 
they could be. I learned a lot. 
What makes a great producer? 
Knowing that you can't do everything. 
Know what you do well, what you don't, 
and who does. Keeping in mind that it 
is your job to get the emotion and soul 
of the music to the listener. 
Any advice for getting a good start as an 
engineer? 
Only do it if you love it. There're easi-
er ways to make a living. But if you are 
going to go for it, my only consistent 
advice would be to pay attention all the 
time. 
What was the most valuable thing your 
dad gave you? 
A drum set. Professionalism. Diligence. 
Commiting yourself and following 
through until the end. It means com-
pleting what you said you would do. In 
terms of records — when it's done, all 
that will be remembered is how the 
record sounds. That ethic is the one that 
has done me the most good in my job, 
because people know that it doesn't 
matter what the budget is — I'm always 
gonna give them everything I can. 
What would you like Santa to bring you 
this year? 
John X's wardrobe. IS 

DIM EI EMSOM FOR 
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PCM-R500 Digital Audio Recorder 
Reliable 4 Direct Drive Motor Transport; a Jog Shuttle Dial for easy operation; 

Super Bit Mapping for near 20-bit performance; and balanced XLR Analog 

& Digital I/O. Eddie Ciletti in bC,1 Magazine said," I hé SCiny PCM-R500 IS a 
great buy for the money...a big improvement for DAT users in this price class." 

Call 1-800-635-SONY ext. R500 or visit www.sony.proaudiO,COM, 

e1999 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. 

Sony and Super Bit Mapping are trademarks of Sony. SONY" 

Learn Audio Recording at the 
Conservatory Like Nowhere Else. 

Avid.. 'Crtutithc:rtizo?Ceater Not all Conservatory 
Graduates are 
Grammy Nominees. 
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TECHNIQUES RECORDING 

Bigger is Better 
Recording engineer Jon 

Gass reveals his R&B 

mixing secrets and how 

he gets such big sounds 

BY BOBBY OWSINSKI 

Babyface, Tony Rich, Mariah Carey, 
Usher, the Waiting To Exhale sound-
track... mixer Jon Gass's credit list reads 
like a Who's Who of R&B greats. And with 
good reason. Gass's unsurpassed style 
and technique has elevated him to an es-
teemed position among engineers — 
working with the best of the best on some 
of today's most creative and demanding 
music. In this excerpt from my upcoming 
book Mixdown, Ion explains his totally 
unique approach to 
mixing. 

EQ: Do you have a 
philosophy about 
what you're trying 
to accomplish when 
you mix? 
Jon Gass: Not really, 
I just go for it. I'm 
kind of a musical 
mixer. I think I try to 
find the more natur-
al tones of instru-
ments and maybe 
boost that direction 
and make everything 
sound natural as 
long as it still fits to-
gether. I always think 
of it as a layer cake or 
something, so I just 
kind of layer the 
thing. 
Can you hear the fi-
nal product in your 
head before you 
start? That is, do you 
know what you're 
going for? 
Yeah, I can. I know 
some people push up 
just the drums and 

work on them for awhile, but I start with 
everything on and I work on it like that. 
The reason is, in my opinion, all the in-
struments are going to be there sooner 
or later, so you might as well just get 
used to it. And I think that's also what 
helps me see what I need to do within 
the first passage. That's when I start pic-
turing. So it doesn't take me long. 
How do you go about building your 
mix if you have everything up? 
I really start searching out the fre-
quencies that are clashing or rubbing 
against each other, then I work back to-
wards the drums. But I really try to keep 
the whole picture in there most of the 
time, as opposed to isolating things too 
much. 
So what's your approach to EQ? Do you 
just go through and look for things that 
are clashing? 
Essentially, yes. If there are two or three 
instruments that are clashing, that's 

probably where I get more into the solo 
— if I need to hear the whole natural 
sound of the instrument. I'll try to go 
more that way with each instrument 
unless there's a couple that are really 
clashing, and then I'll EQ more aggres-
sively. Otherwise, I'm not scared to EQ 
quite a bit. 
How long does it take you to do a mix? 
A day and a half is perfect. Two days is 
long. 
What's your approach to compres-
sion? 
I'm pretty light on compression. Indi-
vidual tracks, pretty light. Just really to 
add attack on acoustic guitars, electric 
guitars...stuff like that. Mostly on things 
I want to poke out of the mix. If the 
stuffs EQ'd and layered right, you 
don't really need to do a ton of com-
pression on the stereo bus. If the 
thing's laying right, at least with R&B, it 
just kind of sits there. 

GASS MAN: Engineer Jon Gass has worked with some of the biggest acts in R&B. 
including such artists as Babyface. Mariah Carey. and Usher. 
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US. 
(And only us) 

Learn to Mix with the 

The world's biggest educator in audio and multimedia is - 
coming to America, and when it comes to the WOW! 

II factor - it is hard to compare anything to the SAE 

Institute of Technology. 
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First, there are 27 SAE Institutes in 14 countries around the world. Our 
students have an impressive graduation rate leading to a high percentage of 
them obtaining professional employment. Only SAE makes it possible for 
students to transfer between any of our schools. Imagine starting in the US, 
moving on to London, Paris, Munich or even Sydney! It's all part of the better 
SAE education system. Currently there are over 12.000 students at SAE! 
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Second, we teach the whole person. Our practical curriculum is designed for 
the individual student, we have more studios and facilities than any other audio 
or multimedia school. Our programs are standardized throughout the world, 
each SAE Institute adapts its courses to fit in with local market needs. There 
is no chance of a class of 30 being taught mixing in cramped conditions - 
not at SAE! 
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Technology Diploma**,the Multimedia Producer Diploma, the Bachelor of 
Arts ( Honors)* degrees in Recording Arts and Multimedia Arts that lead 
to Masters and Doctorates. Graduates of SAE have the opportunity of a 
paid internship with the Walt Disney Corporation. Our programs are 
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For more information and a free color catalog call any of these centres of educational excellence: 
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TECHNIQUES RECORDING 

When you're talking about layering, 
do you mean in terms of frequency or 
level? 
Frequency. My ears have always been 
sensitive to frequency clashing, even 
back when I played in bands. I didn't 
know why, but frequencies onstage 
would drive me insane. Too much 
bottom maybe on the rhythm guitar 
amp clashing with the bass amp or 
something. 
Do you add your effects right from the 
beginning, or do you wait until you 

TOLL FREE DEALER ORDER HOT LINE 

(FAX): 1-800-525-7081 

have everything balanced out and 
then add them? 
As I go. I hardly ever use long hall or 
long reverb effects programs. I use a lot 
of gear, but it's usually for tight spaces. 
Sometimes it doesn't sound like I'm us-
ing anything in the mix, but I might use 
20 different reverb-type boxes, maybe 
not set for reverb, though, just to create 
more spaces. You may not hear it in the 
mix, [but] you can feel it. 
How do you go about getting your sound? 
What determines what you're going to use? 

One fish 
two fish 
red fish 

blue fish 
In an ocean full of nearfield monitors, 

it is almost impossible to know whether 

or not you will make a good catch. 

That is, until now. Clearly, there are two 

distinctively different monitors on the 

scene. Tannoy Reveal and Reveal Active. 

Sure, they feature the latest in transducer 

technology, cabinet integrity and 

styling, but clearly what sets 

them apart is performance. 

Dual high'speed mosfet 

amplifiers are driven by beefy 

toroidal transformers. 

The amplifiers are 

divided by precision • 
active filter networks 

that combine to help you 

clearly navigate the murky depths 

of your next mix, no matter how many 

fathoms deep it is. But let's face it, 

they're all just fish stories until you listen 

for yourself. Go ahead, stick your toes 

in the water at your nearest dealer 

and find out why the New 

Tannoy Active Reveal is 

catching on! 

Tannoy/TGI North America 

300 Gage Avenue, Unit I. Kitchener, 

Ontario, Canada N2h1 2C8 • 519 745 1158 

Fax: 519 745 2364 • Web site: www.tannoy 

I don't have a formula. Whatever feels 
right. I usually have maybe 24 or 30 
'verbs and delays set up almost all the 
time. Not necessarily set to the same 
thing, but up. I think I have probably 
more outboard gear than anybody in the 
world does. I like to use a lot of different 
'verbs. Instead of having 20 Yamaha re-
verbs, I'd rather have one or two Yama-
has and one or 
two Lexicons, be-
cause they each 
seem to have their 
own sound. The 
more different 
ones you use, the 
easier it is to sep-
arate the actual 
sounds. 
Before you start a 
mix then, do you 
have same effects 
set up all the 
time? 
Yeah. For in-
stance, on the last 
song I did, there 
was a MiniMoog-
type sound, and T 
had this kind of ,t 
short, tight room 
'verb on it that set 
it back in the mix 
really nice. On the 
next song, I didn't 
get a chance to 
change the set-
ting, but I just 
happened to flip it 
onto the snare 
and it sounded 
great. So I didn't 
change it. It's the 
same effect from 
the last song, but 
it's on a com-
pletely different 
instrument. 
Do you use most-
ly delays or re-
verbs or a combi-
nation? 
I use a combina-
tion. I do like the 
reverb programs with predelays in them 
so that you can kind of customize them 
to the song and the tempo. 
So everything's timed to tempo...? 
Depending on the song, yes. Mainly the 
1 / 8th's, 1/4's, or 1 / 16th's. But, de-
pending on the tune, I'll add in triplets 
or whatever feels right. 

If the stuff's 

EQ'd and 

layered right, 

you don't 

really need to 

do a ton of 

compression on 

the stereo bus. 
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'lark TDIF 

Aark 20/20 

• Tascam r. TDIF I/O 

• 8 / 8 Out Digital 
• Ta,,,m F. >881)8 

• Yamaha'. 028/03D 

• Any TDIF Devoe 

• 5199 

ILL NEVER WIN A GRAis4Mb 
r-OR CALLING TECH SU PPO 

• 10 Inputs/I0 Outputs 

• +4 dBu/-10 dBv Switchable 

• 24- bit S/PDIF 

• Eight 20-bit A/D D/A 

• MIDI In/Out 

• TOSLINK Optical 

• ASIO & Win 95/98 

• Virtual Monitor Mixer 

• Word Clock In/Out 

• Tone & Silence Generator 

• ADAT` Optional 

• $899 

• 4 Mit/tine Inputs 

• 6 Line Outputs 

• : 4- bit SCDIF 

• MIDI In/Out 

• Real-lene DSP Elfe(ts 

Ant DIRECT • 5599 

Award-winning productions require 

simple, foolproof gear. That's why 

studio pros worldwide trust Aardvark 

digital atidio gear to always del>er 

natural, dyriis soun,LNow we're 

simplifying PC recording with the 

ark 20/20. Its straightforward 

eration will keep you from the 

tech-support, while shielded 

erters and a low-jitter 

athtaking fidelity. 

For more inforMation on the Aark 

20/20 and our other professional PC 

recording products, please call us at 

734-665-8899 or visit us on the WEB: 

www.aardvark-pro.com 

Aardvarks 
Superior sound. Simplified. 
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TECHNIQUES RECORDING 

the 

vocalist's 
solution 
The new Focusrite Platinum 

VniceMasterT''" provides 

all th p functions 
you need to process vocals 

to get that elusive 

hit record sound. 

OUTPUT METER & FADER 

to optimise output level 

OPTO DE-ESSER 

unique desigii Liu ILI Us sibilance 

without degrading vocal 

performance 

VOICE OPTIMISED EQ 

Breath, Presence & Warmth 

controls for immediate results 

OPTO COMPRESSOR 

gives ynii a punchy, fat sound, 

& includes Treble Enhancer to 
boost air & brightness 

VOCAL SATURATOR 

a rich band of harmonics 

adding character 

C  NOISF REDUCING EXPANDER  )  

remove background noise 

includes gate mode for use 

at mixdown 

( DISCRETE TRANSISTOR INPUT )  

Class A design to get the most 

from your microphones 

BEV 

$749 
N./15R P 

Phone USA Group 1 Ltd 516 249 1399 
Web www g1ltd cam 

Ce Wei Sui lard IP 

(Toronto) 416 947 9112 
(Montreall 514 3321581313 

Focusrite UK +44 (011494 462246 
salesigfocusrite corn 

c 

Z (cei 

www.focusrite.corn 

11" VoiceMaster, Platinum & Focusrite are Trademarks of 
Focusrite Audio Engineering Ltd 

The other thing I like to do with de-
lays is to diffuse them. I'll put a delay 
through a bunch of stuff just to make it 
sound worse. We joke about this guy 
that mixed a long time ago, and he'd 
have his delay clearer and brighter and 
louder than the actual lead vocal. I think 
that's what kind of got me experiment-
ing with ways to really tone it down. 
Sometimes I put a delay through an 
[Yamaha] SPX90 and won't even use the 
program. 1 just use it to clip the top and 
bottom end off and diffuse it off the lead 
vocal a little bit. 
When you say you use short spaces, 
are you trying to move stuff back [ in 
the mix) or just put it in its own 
space? 
Put it in its own space. Sometimes it can 
be just a chorus, even a Harmonizer® 
with a really short delay time. What it 
comes down to is that I like short, dry 
sounds. 
How short? 
Like 25 ms or less. I use a lot of 10, 12, 
15 ms on things. For Waiting To Exhale, 
for instance, a lot of that was really dif-
ferent for me because of the big string 
arrangements. That wasn't something 
that I'm used to doing, but I sure 
loved it. 
How did you approach the big strings? 
The trad itional way, that is, by putting 
a big hall [effects program] on them...? 
No, I approached it kind of differently. 
I didn't think that the stereo pairs 
were wide enough, so the first thing I 
did was spread them out about 10 mil-
liseconds or so. Then I took the room 
tracks and kicked them back maybe 80 
or 100 milliseconds, just to really make 
the room bigger. I was trying to create 
a bigger room on the room they already 
had before I started adding 'verb. And, 
finally, I just added a little bit of reverb 
on the delayed room tracks. Once I cre-
ated that, I thought it worked great. It's 
still kind of dryish, but it's gigantic. So 
it's really more of just the delays than 
reverbs. 
With all the effects you're using, it 
sounds like there's a separate effect for 
each instrument. 
Absolutely. I very rarely use the same ef-
fect on more than one thing. 
How about monitoring? Do you carry 
your own monitors with you? 
No, I don't, but 1 really only Work in 
about four different rooms. The rooms 
I work in regularly have stock NSIO's 
with extremely high power on them, and 
the mains are always TAD [George] 
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Augspergers tuned by Steve "Coco" 
Brandon. 

Plus, I mix really quiet on the big 
ones most of the time. That seems 
strange, but it's something that hit me 
about 15 years ago when I went to my 
first mastering session and they were lis-
tening quietly on the big ones and it 
sounded so good. And I was like, "Wow! 
I could've made that sound better if I 
could've heard it this way." 
Do you have any listening tricks, like 
walking down the hall or listening in 
the car? 
I like to listen outside the room, but one 
of my favorite tricks is to turn on the 
vacuum cleaner and lay it up against the 
wall in the front of the room. ¡That] 
sounds a little strange, but I just kind of 
want to see if the mix is still cutting 
through at all. A blender would work, 
making margaritas or something.... 
[Laughs.' 
When you're doing a mix, how many 
versions of the same mix do you do? 
I'll do the main version, a lead vocal up, 
just the backgrounds up, and then the 
lead and backgrounds up. I hardly ever 
do a vocal down version. Then I'll just go 
through and pick some instruments that 
somebody might have questioned and 
put those up. It usually comes out to be 
10 tor 12 versions of each song, believe 
it or not. 
Covers your bases, though. 
¡fi don't do that, somebody always says, 
"It's too bad you didn't do one with this." 
But if I do that, it never happens. Even 
though they always pick the main version, 
I think people just feel better knowing 
that the alternate versions ate printed. 
You have an interesting approach, and 
it certainly does work. You try to make 
things bigger instead of washing them 

I think part of that is probably from my 
early recording days. I didn't really 
have any reverbs, so I had to use more 
of the ambience that was available. That 
started adding such a new twist as op-
posed to everything just miked so close 
and direct all the time. It adds such a 
great depth to everything. 
That must be the secret then. 
I'm sure that helps. But, to me, this 
business is about 95 percent luck, be-
cause if people don't call you and you 
don't have the right stuff to work on, 
with the right gear, then it doesn't really 
matter. There are so many great, great 
engineers that don't have a lot of work. 
It's really luck. MO 

array of sounds 

new 

This new dynamics processor brings you a 

rack full of high performance Focusrite 

CLASS A compression, limiting and Gating 

in one unit to take your sounds to the 

next level Use when ever dynamic control 
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& masterin 

[CLASS A CIROUITFIY Unique Oesign delivers 
Focusrite preformance 

/-COMPRESSOR 
Highly specified sound tool. Make it 
sound clean, squashed, fat or make it 
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INDUCTOR POWERED 
BASS EXPANDER' 

* r—Boost kick drums & Bass riffs! 

"HUGE! - GU EVEN MORE BASS 
If you write, perform or produce dance 
11111S1c, this button alone makes the 
\ Compounder a must have unit. 

[-minx RATIO CONTROL. 
Compression slopes from 
gentle to infinity and beyond! 

-- — 

SOFT" OR HARD KNEE 
Squeeze it or make it soft & 
open like a Classic Focusrite! 

UMITER 
Fast and smooth - protects any 
A/O input when recording digitally. ; 

Easy to use Que. Term:inn 
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TECHNIQUES PERFORMING ENGINEER 

Performing Engineer as NIusician 
DJ Homicide plays his 

tables as an instrument 

to help Sugar Ray stay 

on top 

BY MICHAEL SANCHEZ 

With the help of performing engineer Craig 
"DJ Homicide" Bullock, Sugar Ray has 
managed to take its blend of Southern-Cal-
ifornia punk-rock/hip-hop to the outer 
limits of pop stardom. Bullock explains the 
ins and outs of perform-
ing and songwriting in a 
full band, as well as some 
of the techniques he uses, 

EQ: How did you end up 
in a rock band? 
Homicide: It was just 
luck, I guess. I had a bud-
dy who works for Im-
mortal Records. I used to 
do internships with them; 
they got me on all the hip-
hop radio stations. He 
was like, "You should try 
to hook up with this band. 
They need a DJ." I went 
and tried out, and that 
was it. These guys took 
me off the radio and put 
me on the road. Before 
that, I worked on 92.3 The 
Beat in L.A. I had my 
own show with Snoop 
Dogg's DJ — DJ Jam. 
What is your role in 
Sugar Ray's songwriting 
process? 
Some songs are written 
around stuff that I find. 
For example, for "RPM" 
on the last album, I had 
this race car sound. [Gui-
tarist] Rodney Sheppard 
and I were like, "Let's 
make this race-car sound 
the riff of a song." So, he 
emulated the car sound 
on his guitar, and we 

were going back and forth when the rest of 
the guys chimed in. So when we write like 
that, the DJ becomes a huge part of the 
process. In songs like "Fly" and "Every 
Morning," where I go in and lay down 
drum tracks and sounds, the guys come in 
and play over them. On those songs, if I 
don't run my beat, there's no song. The 
band made me really important in the writ-
ing process. We try to come up with any-
thing we can at any point and time. No-
body's responsible for the bulk of the 
writing. It's a matter of whoever comes up 
with the freshest stuff. 
So, you're just one of the musicians? 
Yeah, turntables are like the newest in-
strument right now. You can actually tune 
records to guitars or any kind of sound. 

PRETTY "FLY": Craig Bullock ( a.k.a. DJ Homicide) provides the building blocks for 
many of Sugar Ray's hit songs. 

Anything that you put on a record, your 
turntable becomes that. I can become a 
drummer or guitarist or anything. We use 
it for everything. We do skits in the mid-
dle of our shows where we'll let a kid from 
the crowd rap over [a song from rapper' 
Eminem. I use sound effects when the kids 
mess up; I like to do comedic references 
or quotes from movies. I just put these 
things on wax and spin them during 
shows. It's brought a whole new color and 
dimension to the music. 
Where do you get your sounds and sam-
ples from? 
I get a lot of sounds from movies, put 
them down on DAT, and I take them to get 
pressed on wax. Also, a lot of stuff that we 
use is from our own vocals. Many songs 
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ou can 

SampleTrak. 
Sample it, stretch it, twist it and turn it with real time control. 

Write songs with the on-board sequencer. Take it to warp 

drive with 22 new effects. AutoSync different 
tempos without changing pitch. Resample it 
in the digital domain. Store your sounds. 
'Cause when you're done, you'll have 

tracks like no one else in the world. 

SampleTrak. The first 
sampler that lets 
linos nnt 

just imitate. 

THE ZOOM SAMPLETRAK DIGITAL SAMPLER SEQUENCER/EFFECTS PROCESSOR 

Z
am r/lA rani,/ 1444dri 
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e ke' buted in the by Samson Technologies Corp., Pc E. 
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LEARN THE ART OF 
RECORDING 
You can get the practical, real-world 
skills needed to successfully start your 
career as a recording engineer, producer 
or studio musician. • Hands-on 
approach, learning by doing *Previous 
experience not required • Complete 300 
hours of training in less than 2 months 
• 6 studios filled with the latest 
equipment *Small classes, excellent 
personal attention 'Job placement 
assistance • Financial aid available 
• Low cost, on-campus housing 

For free brochure, call or write today 
1-800-848-9900 1-614-663-2544 

-r 
Recording 
Work Shop 

THE RECORDING 
WORKSHOP 
455-Q Massieville Rd 
Chillicothe, Ohio 45601 

Ohio State Board of Proprietary School Registration #80-07-0696T 
•  
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Better. 
Super nice compression: three layered 

stereo compressors in one box. 

Cleaner. 
100 kHz bandwidth. Meticulous circuit 

design and layout. 

Cheaper. 
"Compression at a near-unbelievable 
price-performance ratio...absurdly cost 

effective" 
—Craig Anderion, EQ 

RNC1773 
Really Nice Compressor 
Pristine analog audio path iSt precise 
digital control creates what some 

professionals are saying is one of the 
best compressors you can buy for under 

$2,000! 

$1 99.,,s„ 
FMR Audio 

Austin. Texas 

1-800-343-9976 
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on the first album contained hooks and 
samples from vocals the band already 
sang. We take it off the board and put it on 
a record. There's just no limit. 
What equipment do you use on stage? 
I use my Akai MPC2000, and I use a Denon 
MiniDisc that has five presets I put songs in. 
I can play five different things at the touch 
of a button; I trigger them like samples. The 
MiniDisc is huge for me because it saves me 
a lot of time. The most important things are 
my turntables (Technics 1210's, MK3's, and 
1200's) and my mixers (Pro Limited 05 and 
07). I have an entire little studio I bring on 
the road with me. I have a 
TASCAM CD burner, a 2180, 
a 16-track Roland board, 
Alesis effects, and an Alesis 
ADAT. I'm definitely the 
toy guy in the band; I'm al-
ways messing around with 
different equipment. 
Do you use any outboard 
effects or guitar pedals? 
Although it's hard to get a 
clear signal through all the 
pedals — especially with 
the turntables — I still use 
all sorts of effects. With my 
equipment, you've got a 
DJ aspect, you've got a 
MIDI aspect, and then you 
have a guitar aspect. I use 
around seven different ped-
als. It's really fun. It takes 
Dring somewhere else. 

I've got some delays in-
cluding one called a Goncu-
lator, I got it from one of the 
guys in Incubus. It's like a 
robotic-type flange with dis-
tortion. I run guitar sounds 
or a tone through it and just 
make weird noises. For ex-
ample, I created sort of a fly-
ing saucer sound for a song 
called "Personal Space In-
vader" on the new album 
[14:59, Lava/Atlantic]. The 
sound comes from this record I have that 
consists of sounds from old '80s Atari 
video games. I put the sound through a de-
lay pedal and scratched fast backwards and 
forwards to help it sustain. 

Another song, called "Glory," starts 
with a guitar riff, but it's not the guitarist, 
it's me. That guitar riff comes from the end 
riff of an old Sugar Ray song. I sampled it, 
put it on a record, then ran it through my 
Gonculator pedal and a wah-wah. There's 
a lot of stuff like that on the album that 
goes unnoticed because people are simply 

listening for straight scratching. 
I heard that you have well over 20,000 
records in your collection. 
Yeah, I'm a vinyl fiend. Usually I bring be-
tween 100 and 200 records on the road 
with me. Anything from hip-hop to drum 
breaks to jazz records; stuff I can sample 
and make beats with. The guys can come 
in and play over this stuff. That's one of the 
ways the songs get written. 
How do you organize specific samples and 
grooves on stage? 
With a Zip drive, organization is easy. I just 
preprogram the songs — every change 

and every alteration. So 
when I hit play, it's going to 
play exactly how I pro-
grammed it. 
So how do you go about 
sync'ing or matching beats? 
Actually, the band has to 
sync with me a lot of the 
time. Once I program a beat, 
it's gonna play the same 
every time. They just have to 
play live over it. If the band 
doesn't get my sounds right 
in their monitors, they're 
going to be off. On the songs 
that are beat-driven — like 
"Fly," "Every Morning," and 
"She Falls Apart" — the band 
plays around me. 
Have you run into any prob-
lems where the band could-
n't stay in time with you? 
Hell yeah, my whole system 
went down during [the tour 
we did with] Everlast. All of 
my Zip drives broke; all of 
my discs got messed up. 
But that's the downside of 
technology. 
What separates you from 
other Drs? 
Throughout our music, there's 
a lot of stuff where I'm trying 
to be ambient Usually I'm try-
ing to fill in spaces, trying to 

Anything that you 

put on a record, 

your turntable be-

comes that. I can 

become a drum-

HSI 0; 

anything. 

create a mood with textures and colors. Being 
in a band makes me more of a complete artist 
First, I was just a good DJ, but now I'm more 
of a musician. The best part about all this is I 
get to do what I really love, DJ, at a high level. 
What have you got In the works for the 
future? 
I'm always trying to learn new stuff. I want to 
put out some real hip-hop bands that have the 
energy of rock bands. I'm starting to work on 
a few visions right now. I'm working with a few 
bands. I'd love to do a solo album — get to-
gether with some groups and mix it up. E411 
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  There's a buzz on the street... Hafler's the one 
to use. And there's good reason. 

Hafler has been building reference studio amplifiers 1 
for over 25 years. Innovative technology and forward lembe 

thinking have always been the difference between 
'Hafler and everything else, Patented technologies 
iketransmova and Diamond that provide a simpler 

gain path for lower nuise and distortion. 
Technologies that have made Hafler the music pro-

fessional's choice in studio amplifiers for years. Technological 
dvantages that no one else has. 

Now these same technologies are part of the 
Hailer TRM Series. Two near-field monitors - TRM6 
and TRM8 - are built to give you the purest music 

get out of a package their size. Two sub-
monitors - TRMlOs and TRM12s - provide 

ultra low distortion bass and impact that give new TRM8 

definitiOn to your mixes - no matter how diverse or dynamic. 

Hafler monitors all use proprietary drivers that we .dgggp and 

build to work in perfect harmony with their 
built-in electronics. Hafler monitors don't 
use high frequency compression, so you get 
teal dynarnic range at levels well over 120dB. 
  ùr 24dB per octave electronic crossovers 
are digitally designed to ensure seamless 
'performance from low to high. And Hailer's 

ultra- rigid sixth order enclosures ensure that only 
music reaches your ears, 

Hafler monitors will deliver mixes that 
are right on, with sound quality translat 
ed perfectly every time. One listen, and 

you'll get it. 

It's the buzz. 

ED MO. 
UHT ME. 

risk 
Haller 

TRM6 

TRM10% 

Comecy@hafler.com 546 south tiOckfórd Drive • tempe, AZ 85281 
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WHAT IT IS 

The StudioMix package ($899 list) consists of Cakewalk Profes-
sional 8.0 (a MIDI+digital audio recorder; see review by Wade 
McGregor in the March '99 issue), hardware console, and ca-
bles. The console replaces the tedious process of navigating and 
mixing with a mouse, thanks to hands-on, hardware controls. 
These include: nine motorized faders (eight channel modules + 
master); 18 assignable rotary encoders (Iwo per module); nine 
assignable buttons (one per module; typically used for writing 
automation, solo, or mute); five assignable "function keys" that 
can duplicate any standard menu function (open file, print nota-
tion, cut, groove quantize, etc.); and a set of MC-compatible 
transport controls — yes, you can control your ADAT, DA-88, 
etc., from the same control surface. 
A jog/shuttle wheel allows for transport control beyond the 

usual play, stop, go to end, and go to beginning. "Quantiz-
ing" the jog wheel moves it by specific amounts (measure, 
beat, frame, etc.) — all the way down to individual clock 
pulses when set to "fine" control. 
The final element is an audio section, designed to interface with 

analog sound cards and a mixdown deck, that is ideal for those 
on a budget. Connections include XLR balanced mic in, stereo 
line in, monitor out (with headphone out), stereo to sound card, 
stereo from sound card, master out, and tape input (a tape moni-
tor switch toggles between the latter Iwo connections). There are 
also controls for mic gain, line gain, master out, and monitor out. 
System requirements are a Windows 95/98/NT comput-

er with minimum 120 MHz Pentium. With slower machines, 
continued on page 133 

AnschluBvielfiilti 

Ricky Recordo started off with a four track, just like 

you, he then saved up and bought an ADAT. He 

was swingin' when a DAT machine showed up. 

Ricky's wife Juicy came home with a computer one 

day and the Recordo's surfed! Juicy knew that Ricky 

knew it would be way cool to plug eveything into 

Juicy's new box, and he dreamed of a perfect sound 

card. 

We intercepted his dream and built him his perfect 

card: PRODIF PRO - the ADAT, Cassette, DAT and 

digital mixer connection of dreams! 

, 

Features: 
- PCI inteez card 
- Stereo ut 

(20-Bot/96 kH 
— Stereo digitallilif(r ,,, 

(24-Bit/96 kHz)  
- AES/EBU, S/PDIF, optical , 
- ADAT'" In/Out 
- Wordclock In Sync 
- Windows'. 95/98 drivers 

INT and M. 2nd (2/991 

Surf . . . www.sekd.com 

Talk . 1-800-330-7753 

Studio fur elektronische Klangerzeugung dei Univeisitat Dresden SEK'D 

the 16 measures. Now, suppose you want 
to duck the level to 25 percent for the 
duration of measure 8. You enable au-
tomation prior to measure 8, duck the fad-
er to the desired level, and then disable 
automation at the beginning of measure 
9. However, the fader will not return to 
halfway, because the last controller value 
it saw was the one at the beginning of 
measure 8, not the one at the very begin-
ning of the 16 measures. For these types 
of "micro-edits," consider using the vec-
tor-based audio track automation, and for 
MIDI tracks, edit controller values. Or just 
remember to return the fader to the de-
sired position after making any changes. 

• Two CAL programs, Wipe Automa-
tion and Wipe Selected Automation, are ex-
tremely useful (CAL is Cakewalk's pro-
gramming language for creating your own 
commands). Go to Tools > Run CAL Pro-
gram, and choose the appropriate program 
to remove the desired automation data. 

• When panning with the rotary en-
coders, assign them to the top-most row. 
When a fader is all the way up, turning a 
knob on the lower rotaries could acci-
dentally cause your finger to brush against 
the fader and move it. 

• Although Cakewalk Professional can 
play back a maximum of eight digital audio 
tracks, you can record far more. This is ex-
cellent for assembling composite solos, 
where you lay down multiple solos, then 
mix down the best parts of each solo into 
one final, composite part. Snapshots are 
particularly helpful for this: go to where you 
want part of a track to play, turn down 
faders for all the other channels, and click 
on the mixer's snapshot (camera) icon. Re-
peat this process for all tracks until the solo 
is perfected, then bounce the completed 
version over to an open track. 

The StudioMix is very cool, because it 
brings spontaneity and multiple-fader mix-
ing into a computer-based environment. 
Hopefully, these tips will help you get more 
out of an already clever system. MO 
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EQ's annual look at how 

to handle six-strings 

(and their players) in your 

project studio. In this 

special section, you'll find 

tips from Dave Mustaine 

(pictured), Vernon Reid, 

Craig Anderton, and 

Steve La Cerra. 
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BY LISA ROY 

1111P,Mottal 
Megadeth e4Us iVusi w for ILe uand's laigeelease 

Ill IV bud 1110, de' 
What do you get when you combine two 
parts guitar gods, equal parts guitar 
techs, one carefully picked engineer, an 
amassment of creativity, and a moun-
tain of cool gear? You get the perfect 
mixture for a successful rock record and 
the sound that is found on Megadeth's 
latest CD, Cryptic Writings. The main in-
gredients of this finely tweaked recipe 
for success are guitar guru and produc-
er Dann Huff, his longtime 
engineer, Jeff Balding, and 
Megadeth's ultra-fly guitar 
man, Dave Mustaine. This 
powerful team has been 
holed up at Emerald Sound 
Studios in Nashville for al-
most five months, creating 
the follow-up to Cryptic 
Writings, which is to be re-
leased this summer. 

This project marks the 
second collaboration be-
tween producer Huff and 
Megadeth, a pairing that 
raised a few eyebrows in the 
beginning. According to 
Mustaine, "My manager, 
Bud Prager, had an idea for 
a potential producer, some-
one who hadn't really done 
much Rock recently, but was 
very credible. Dann and I hit 
it off really well, and now it's 
reassuring as well as moti-
vating for us to know that we 
have his backing and input 
on this project." Huff agrees 
that. although he spends the 
majority of his year produc-
ing Country music's "A-list," 
he and Balding have a 
unique opportunity to bring 

another perspective to the recording 
process for the band. But he admits that 
recording with Mustaine and crew is 
"not really a set process. It's more like 
flying by the seat of our pants!" 

Balding concurs that it's difficult to 
find a method to their madness, but of-
fers a bit more insight into capturing 
the ultimate mega-guitar sound. "Once 
they've kind of given me what they're 

expecting, I try to find what I can do dif-
ferently to bring it one notch above 
that. For example, let's not just put 
Dave's Marshall amp through a great 
mic preamp to tape, but what can we do 
to pump it up and go to the next level." 

Taking guitar tone to the next lev-
el has included using one of Balding 
and Huff's favorite toys to bring a new 
dimension to the signature guitar 

MEGA-TRIO: The team behind Megadeth's last release. Cryptic Writings, as well as the one 
currently in production. ( L- R) Dave Mustaine. Dann Huff. and Jeff Balding. 
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sound: Digidesign's Pro Tools. "On the 
last project," Balding continues, "we 
used a lot of different amps and a lot of 
different layers. For this record, we 
want to go further, maybe not as much 
layering. I began turning towards Pro 
Tools and looking at plug-ins. There's a 
wide variety of stuff out 
there that's really great. 
One of the things that I've 
used a lot on this project is 
a plug-in called Amp Farm 
that simulates different 
guitar amps. It will simu-
late a Marshall, it'll do a 
Fender. On a new song 
called 'Breadline,' we used 
Dave's Jackson guitar and 
Marshall (DI) track 
through a ' balls-to-the-
wall' Amp Farm setting 
and blended it in with the 
amp sound off tape," he 
explains. 

Pro Tools is not the 
only change that can be 
found during the second 
set of sessions shared by 
this talented trio. Mus-
taine admits that his rack 
— which now consists of a 
Rocktron Piranha preamp, 
Marshall amps, TC Elec-
tronic effects unit, and 
Rocktron Intellifex, has 
gone through somewhat 
of a metamorphosis since 
the first time he walked 
into Emerald's "The 
Tracking Room" in 1996 to 
work on Cryptic Writings. 
"The first time in, I was 
proud of my rack because 
I had semi-decent gear 
compared to what I have 
now. I had Marshall EL34 
100/100 dual-monoblock 
power amps (which I still 
use) and a 1960 4x12 cabinet. I think 
Marshall amps are the greatest rock 
amps in the world. But, when we came 
in this time, I started using a Piranha 
(preamp) from Rocktron. Dann really 
liked that, and, in fact, some of the 
scratch tracks we put on this record are 
tucked into the song in some places. I 

know that I want the guitars to sound 
powerful, but I don't want them to be 
overbearing." 

Fortunately, honing that " non-
overbearing" sound that Mustaine de-
sires is Huff and Balding's specialty, 
and, apparently, a consensus on the 

TESTING, 1,2, 3: Experimenting was a big part of Mustaine's sound on the new project. 

sound was reached early on after much 
trial and error with effects and amps. 
Mustaine agrees that the experimental 
process has been essential during the 
production of this record. "We tried a lot 
of different things. There was a point 
where we finally just said, 'OK, this is 
what we want. We want the guitars to 

sound youthful.' You see these kids 
wearing baggy clothes, body art, and 
piercings who listen to this crunchy, gut-
tural-sounding guitar. We wanted that 
sound to be there along with the artic-
ulation. You want to play really well, you 
want to play fine-crafted instruments 

that sound good. But when it comes 
down to EQ'ing at the end of the 
process, you want to also make it fa-
vorable to people who like listening over 
and over again. You don't want a grat-
ing sound so when you hear it it's like, 
'Not these guys again.'" 

To accomplish this, Balding has 
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called on myriad effects to push the lim-
it, including the D-Fi and Opcode 
Vocoder plug- ins for Pro Tools. He be-
lieves that these plug-ins allow them to 
go completely left of center with a vari-
ety of distortions and ring modula-
tions. " If you have the wrong touch with 
a certain sound, it's not going to work. 
The sound will do a certain thing when 
you have an effect on it, and if you don't 
play to that effect, it's not going to hap-
pen. A couple of sounds on this record 
are really whacked out — like the song 
'Insomnia.' The main guitars on this 
song are Dave's rack — his Piranha. It 
was two scratch passes. It's easy, we 
don't have to worry about anything. We 
just plug in, put a SM57 on it, go to tape, 
and we're done." 

But everyone knows that you can 
only do so much with effects and amps. 
There must be an incredible source to 
draw from, and many might say that 
Mustaine's fretboard talent is unparal-
leled. His sound is as unique as the gui-
tar he most often turns to for creating it, 
the Dave Mustainc Signature Model 
Jackson V. "What I play almost 100 per-
cent of the rhythm on is the silver V. The 
serial number is DM010, and I've had it 
for years. It's been on just about every 
single record I've ever cut. This is going 
to sound perverted, but, to me, music is 
very sexual and the way the V sits on my 
lap is a turn on. The neck is kind of flat 
and fits my hand properly. It has certain 
overtones to it that I like." 

His guitar tech, Ernie Hudson, 
notes that they travel with a large se-
lection of acoustic guitars as well, in-
cluding guitars by Guild, Fender, Bour-
geois, and Mustaine's favorite acoustic 
choice — a 12-string Alvarez. "I played 
a 12-string on this record, and, for me, 
playing an electric 12-string is OK if 
you're using it for banging out chords. 
But when you have to pick it really clean 
like Dann does, well it's hard enough 
playing six strings as good as Dann, let 
alone 12! One of the beauties of having 
good gear is that when you get out on 
the road, you can pretty much emulate 
the sound. We really take a lot of pride 
in trying to match stuff up as much as 
we can, so it's important to us when 
we're in the studio to pay attention to 

what Jeff and Dann are doing because 
they put all this mojo on the songs." 

Some of that "mojo" Mustaine is re-
ferring to is the result of Balding's mik-
ing techniques, which were carefully de-
veloped while recording Megadeth. 
Although some of the most guarded se-
crets of any engineer are those of mik-
ing, balding gave EQ a glimpse at his 
choices of mics and preamps on Cryptic 
Writings, as well as the current produc-
tion. "Por guitar, there's one preamp 
that, to me, is just the meat-and-pota-
toes preamp for guitar, especially in the 
power guitar stuff: vintage Neve, like a 
1073," reveals Balding. He's the owner of 
a rack that includes Neve preamps, 
EQs, and compressors, GML EQ and lim-
iters, LA-2A's, a Fairchild, and even 
some old Moog filter EQs. " For this 
record, I've got a little Neve 10-channel 
line mixer and I bring four or five mics 
into that through the 1073's. I try to put 
one of everything (mics) on the amp. 
Shure SM57's are great. I always have 
one of those on it. I've got a Neumann 
'67 that I'll use further back from the 
amp, a Sennheiser '421, and an Audio-
Technica AT4050 that I'll put up there. 
I may use one that sounds great or blend 
two or three together, depending on the 
song. You just kind of experiment to find 
stuff that works. 

"I don't put them on separate 
tracks. I sometimes use a lot of com-
pression, and, for this record, the 
[Empirical Labs] Distressor has been a 
big compressor. I've been liking the Fo-
cusrite D3, sometimes Fairchild, some-
times Neve. It depends on the song. The 
general flow is a Neve preamp to tape 
with maybe a comp and not a lot of EQ. 
With power guitar sounds, if you over-
EQ, you really get some wacky phasing 
stuff going on," he explains. 

Balding exposed his recording se-
crets for one of the new tracks: "On 
'Crush 'Em,' there's a Strat solo fill part 
in the verses. We wanted a sound to set 
it apart from everything else — some-
thing real skanky with a lot of energy in 
the top. We miked the cabinet with an 
SM57 for one track. For the other track 
we miked a stone iso booth at one end 
of the studio where we normally cut 
drums. But for this guitar part I had an 
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AT4060 in the room and recorded it to a 
separate track. I could pan them left and 
right, and we had a gorgeous sound that 
was delayed naturally because it was far 
enough from the Marshall cabinet." 

Balding is very conscious to try to 
satisfy both Huff and Mustaine's deli-
cate requirements in the studio. "I'm not 
a big fan of the mic in the middle of the 
speaker as a rule, he con-
tends. " It's bright and brittle. 
I feel like the speaker cone is 
there for a purpose. Dann is 
a big fan of warmer guitar 
sounds, the core of the guitar 
sound. To satisfy that, I'll 
mic at the edge of the speak-
er cone, pretty close to the 
speaker, too. Maybe I'll put 
SM57's in that position, 
maybe I'll use one of the 
other mics back a foot or two, 
or maybe I'll put one 15 feet 
back. It depends on how loud 
the amp is." For most of the 
record, Balding didn't mic 
the rear of the cabinet: "The 
only open-back cabinet we 
had was a Matchless for a 
new song called 'Wonder-
lust.' Something basic you 
have to do is flip the phase of 
the rear mic. Sometimes I use 
SM57's or the ' 421's. On 
some of the big sounds we'll 
use a floor mic, which can be 
anything from a ' 441 
Sennheiser to a PZM." 

Generally, you can bet 
that any session involving 
Mustaine is going to be pret-
ty loud. He jokes that, in the 
beginning of this recording 
relationship, both Balding 
and Huff were often found in 
the studio clad with earplugs 
and gun muffs. "I would come in after 
them, and it's like needle point — the 
music was so low it surprised me! The 
sound they get out of a volume that low, 
I would never imagine possible. When 

track, it needs 
to make the hair on my legs move." 
Mustaine jokes. 

But not all of the Megadeth sessions 
are filled with loud guitars. Occasional-

ly, Mustaine will drag out his 12-string 
Alvarez acoustic guitar like he did for the 
song "Almost Honest" on Cryptic Writ-
ings. For this task, Balding most often 
turns to the Audio-Technica AT4051 
(which he also uses overhead on drums). 
"I think that on 'Almost Honest' I did 
use a couple of Neumann mics. They're 
great on acoustic. I used stereo miking 

on that track through API 
mic pres with a couple of 550 
API EQs and a Fairchild com-
pressor," he recalls. 

"Recording the first track 
from Cryptic Writings, 'Trust,' 
was a bit more intricate of a 
process. As Balding explains, 
"We did six tracks at a time for 
a basic Dave power path. The 
last track was a stereo track 
with a real rough-sounding 
stereo chorus. Other passes 
were mono with different 
amps and guitars each time we 
did a pass — like the Peavey 
5150, Marshall, or Peavey Clas-
sic 50. One pass would be a 
Boogie Dual Rectifier with one 
of the Jackson guitars, one 
would be maybe a Les Paul or 
an SG through a Marshall Plexi 
miked with an AKG C414 and 
SM57. I'd use a different mic 
on some passes or maybe 
move the mic around to get a 
different vibe. Two were a 
cleaner-sounding distortion 
and the other two would be 
real heavy, grinding power 
chords with a lot of bottom. I 
used Neve's, and didn't do a 
lot of compression to tape 
last album; I pretty much went 
through just a Pultec EQP IA3," 
he remembers. 

Although all three men 
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Jeff Balding 

respect the gear used on this project, they 
all concede that the creative element of 
the process is more important overall. 
"With all the tools that you have at your 
disposal these days, it's imagination 
that still rules," Huff concludes. " If we 
were in a different studio, the record 
would essentially be the same, but dif-
ferent things affect you in different ways, 

continued on page 133 
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Vernon lief' 

Many of you may know Vernon Reid from 
his monster tone and aggressive guitar 
sounds from his previous band, Living 
Colour. Before and after this very successful 
group, lies a musician who does not limit 
himself integrating sounds offusion, jazz, 
hip-hop, and other worldly elements into 
his records. Recently, I began to work with 
Vernon in his comfortable project studio in 
New York, so filled with gear, new and old, 
I almost didn't know where to begin... 

EQ: What got you into project recording? 
Vernon Reid: My first recorder years ago 
was one of those TASCAM Por-
tastudios — that's how I started 
out. I was like, "Wow, you can ac-
tually do this at home!" They are 
funky little things. That led me to 
an 8-track version of the Portas-
tudio. I think the Latin Playboys 
and Mitchell Froom do a lot of 
work on cassette multitrack ma-
chines. 

I can't neglect to mention 
sampling, which came into play 
back on Living Colour's first 
record, using Akai S-900's and S-
1000's. I started to record direct 
to DAT, submixing all the ele-
ments. I got a Mac Quadra 650, 
and I was in the debate between 
dedicated sequencers and dedi-
cated hard-disk recorders vs. 
software; then I bought an Akai 
DR-4D. That was my first hard-
disk recorder, which got me back 
into multitracicing. 

That eventually led me to 
the Roland VS-880. The people 
at Roland have been pretty great 
and supportive, plus, their 1680 
recorder is amazing. The only 

problem is the learning curve thing, 
where you have to try to be creative 
while bumping up each from each high-
er level of gear. I've always found it im-
portant to work where I am, as opposed 
to waiting for the next "Big Thing." Fi-
nally, I got a Mac 604e. From there I got 
into Cubase, then moved up to a G3. 
What's the Vernon Reid guitar sound? 
I have this setup that's always varied 
through the years. I've been using some 
digital technology, but using tube pow-
er amps for warmth. I work with old 
VHT power amps, wired with Monster 

BY RICH TOZZOLI 

rot studio 

Cable. I use the Roland VG-8 guitar sys-
tem, as well as Dual Rectifier Mesa Boo-
gie amps. Talking to people about the 
VG-8, some people are strongly opin-
ionated about it, but I'm into program-
ming it. I've always been into pro-
gramming my own sounds, and I've 
gotten some sounds that I really like out 
of it. The idea of using computer mod-
ules on guitar is really just the next step. 
The best mark of a technology working 
is it becoming unselfconscious, invisi-
ble. But, still, I have my own personal 
barriers and limits concerning technol-

LIFE AFTER LIVING COLOUR: Vernon Reid may like digital technology, 
but he still passes his guitar through tube power amps for added warmth. 
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ogy. A Martin is a Martin is a Martin, 
hands down. While all this technology is 
here to utilize, you really have to just use 
your good sense of feel. 
What guitars are you using? 
I'm using custom Hamer electric guitars 
with Tom Anderson or EMG pickups. For 
acoustic guitars, I have an amazing Taylor 
koa single cutaway and an Ovation Cus-
tom Legend, which is also outfitted with a 
hex pickup. I have a really cool Parker-Fly 
that's incredibly lightweight. For vintage 
funk, I have a '58 Gibson 345, Gibson L5s, 
and a Howard Roberts Fusion. I also use 
Z-guitars by Harvey Starr, which are these 
radical MIDI controllers I use for my se-
quencing. Instead of strings, they use six 
rows of keys configured for guitar. I actu-
ally worked with Harvey in the develop-
ment of it. There are actual frets on the in-
strument, so, even when I play chords, I 
feel frets, which takes me back to the feel-
ing of playing guitar. It's a tactile thing. I 
think that's the reason knobs and buttons 
are making a big comeback as opposed to 
membrane switches. It's something about 
feeling that resistance. 
What about your new record? 
I'm doing my second solo album for 
Sony. I'm in the process right now of writ-
ing and recording bits and pieces. I'm do-
ing a lot of work here at home, working 
with different vocalists. Also, I have been 
working with drummers using the Roland 
V-Drums, using drum models and sam-
plers to have a live feel in the middle of a 
bunch of tracks and loops. I'm working 
with some wonderful people, and I have 
instrumental material as well as songs. 
Part of what I will do is take some of the 
material and go into an analog room, us-
ing some of the bits and pieces I have as 
guideposts, and just do something com-
pletely live. I may do some of the mixes at 
home and some outside. 
What gear do you really love in your 
studio? 
I have a Groove Tube model lA mic and 
mic pre that's very warm and present, es-
pecially for male vocals, and an Audio-
Technica 4033, which is a good all around 
vocal mic. I just got ART's Pro MPA and 
VIA that sound excellent alongside my 
'FLA tube EQs. I have a couple of wacky old 
devices; a 16-second delay by Electro Har-
monix, an Italian Binson Echo-Rec., and 

a macabre antideluvian Korg guitar synth. 
Akai still has the clearest sampler 

layout, followed by Ensoniq's ASR-X. No 
one has beaten the ergonometry of Lake 
Butler Sound's MIDI Mitigator as a MIDI 
control pedal. For looping guitar phras-
es, I dig the Lexicon JamMan or the 
Boomerang. For more complex layering, 
I like the Oberheim Echoplex. My Even-
tide H3000's still a favorite. The Craziest 
single footpedal has to be my DigiTech 
Space Station. On the software side, I love 
Cubase 4.0/24's plug-in architecture 
combined with Bias Peak V. 2.02 and SFX 
Machine. I love to use Recycle, taking a 
sample, chopping it up, and playing it at 
another tempo while maintaining pitch. 
It becomes another expression alto-
gether. I really like a company called Bit-
heath, which has a software sampler 
called Unity DS- 1, and a software-based 
analog synth called the Retro AS- 1. I've 
also been working with Rebirth by Pro-
pellerheads (who also does Recycle). 
They really opened the architecture to 
users who come up with radical varia-
tions on the basic 303/808/909 scheme 
called Mods that you can download 
from the Internet. And an E-bow. I real-
ly love that. 
Tell me a bit about early Vernon Reid... 
I started playing guitar when I was about 
16. I grew up in Brooklyn, and was large-
ly self-taught, with some lessons. I was 
raised with AM radio, and was quite in-
fluenced by the sound of Motown records 
such as Marvin Gaye and the Stax sound. 
I was also really into Led Zeppelin, the 
Beatles, and James Brown. All that music 
where the guitar is a big part of the 
rhythm. Parliament Funkadelic was the 
first concert I ever went to, when they 
were wearing diapers. It was like a giant 
voodoo ceremony at Madison Square 
Garden. That was wild. Carlos Santana left 
a lasting impression on me. I had heard 
him before Hendrix, and, of course, 
Hendrix blew my mind. I knew that's 
what I wanted to do. 
What was your first professional experi-
ence? 
After a short stint with R8d3 producer 
Kashif, I hooked up with Ronald Shan-
non Jackson, who was playing with both 
Cecil Taylor and Omette Coleman. It 
was another kind of music — a har-

molodic free jazz/blues thing, which I 
had also been listening to even before I 
met him. It was the late '70s, early '80s 
period, during the New York loft jazz 
thing. That was a reaction to the whole 
conservative jazz club mentality, and 
people would take over these spaces in 
old factory buildings in Manhattan. 
Before the loft thing became a huge real 
estate business in the '80s, there were 
clubs in these lofts, and we were doing 
a new kind of jazz in these alternative 
spaces. That's when it really started for 
me. We recorded "Eye On You," the first 
of several records as Ronald Shannon 
Jackson and The Decoding Society, and 
I went to Europe for the first time. There 
I met Branford Marsalis. It was his first 
trip as well, and it was a really magical 
period. I really learned about being on 
the road, saw and heard some amazing 
things, and went through some intense 
experiences. 
Where did Living Colour cut their records, 
and with whom? 
We recorded the basics for Vivid at Skyline 
studios, the overdubs at Sound On Sound, 
and did the mixes at Right Track, all in 
New York. We were the first band to record 
at Sound On Sound at the time. We actu-
ally mixed all the Living Colour records at 
Right Track. I can't say enough about Ed 
Stasium and Paul Hamingson. Ed is a mas-
ter engineer, and when I met him he was 
working with Mick Jagger, and Paul was as-
sisting. When we did those first two 
songs, we did them with Ron St. Germaine, 
who's phenomenal — a sonic guru. He 
had recorded those Ronald Shannon 
Jackson records I played on, as well as the 
duet record I had done with Bill Frissell. He 
was the engineer for the songs Mick pro-
duced. Mick was a really good producer; 
he was realty involved. Ed was mixing Mick 
Jagger's Primitive Cool album at the time, 
but finished the rest of Vivid with the band. 
Ed and Paul worked with us on Time's Up, 
which was recorded at A&M Studios in LA. 
Ron St. Germaine produced and recorded 
Stain, which was the third Living Colour 
album that followed the departure of Muzz 
and the arrival of Doug Wimbish. Doug 
plays unbelievable stuff on Stain. We did 
that one at Longview farm in Massachus-
setts; they treated us the best. Really sweet, 
kind, attentive people. IS 
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Capturing the Trahi 

1 1. 

l 1 I 
Trailside Rangers incorporate a paradox of 
musical styles more difficult to describe 
than Rocky Road ice cream. Their influ-
ences span the musical spectrum from 
Johnny Cash to Hüsker Dü to REM to Neil 
Young. It makes for a very interesting band 
with thoughtful lyrics and a lot of energy. 
After hearing their first two releases (The 
Great Divide and Peacemaker), I was de-
lighted to field a call from Trailside guitarist 
Rowan Bishop to engineer and produce 
their newest release, Promise and Prayer, 
for Jericho Hill Records. Since Trailside 
Rangers are an atypical band, the record-
ing process went down a slightly unusual 
road, especially when it came to the guitars. 

First and foremost to the Trailside Rangers 
sound is getting a good feel. Quite frankly, 
I wasn't going to be concerned with stuff 
like click tracks or spending five days get-
ting a drum sound. It had to be done 
quickly (the project had a modest budget), 
it had to sound great, and it had to have the 
TR vibe. It didn't take much for us all to re-
alize that the band would need to record 
as much as possible while playing live. 

We planned to track at End Result 
Recording in Brooklyn, NY for two reasons: 
they had a D&R Orion console that sound-
ed excellent, and they had the space to ac-
commodate the band comfortably — 
without worry that we'd be stepping all 
over each other. Then we'd proceed to The 
Wood Shop for overdubs and mixing. 
Knowing that the band wanted to track 
live, I initially thought I could take ad-
vantage of the live room and iso booths at 
End Result. I intended to set up drummer 
Jason Byrne in the live room, use the iso 
booths for the guitar and bass amps, and 
maybe bassist Dale Nixon could play in the 
control room. I had it all figured out. 

Yeah right! To preserve the live feel, 
the band wanted to all be in the same 
room with their instruments and amps, so 
my iso booth idea took a leap out of the 
12th floor window. In fact, the band's ini-
tial idea was to record as if they were do-
ing a rehearsal or a live show — no head-
phones, and stage wedges all around for 
monitoring. Now I had to start thinking 
about how to keep leakage to a minimum, 
and how to make sure that any unavoid-
able leakage wouldn't cause massive 
phase cancellation. One factor working in 
my favor was that Dale agreed to play bass 
in the control room — so the one instru-
ment I expected would leak into every mic 
in the room (bass) could easily be isolat-
ed. Complicating technical matters slight-

BY STEVE LA CERRA 

11 guitar techniques 
ly was the fact that both Rowan and TR 
lead vocalist/guitarist Joe Wilford had two 
amps running simultaneously; each was 
set for a different tone, with A/ B pedals for 
switching between crunch and clean 
sounds. 

RACKING UP THE TRACKS 
We started by setting up Jason's drums in 
one corner of the live room. Ever the jazz 
hipster, Jason uses Remo Fibreskyn heads 
on his kit. These are a sort of imitation 
calfskin head that have a very dynamic re-
sponse and are very live. Jason keeps both 
heads on the kick, as well as the other 
drums, and was adamant about not re-
moving the front kick head, not putting a 
hole in it for a mic, and notusing any stuff-
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mg inside the drum — so my options were 
limited in terms of the kick sound. I 
placed an Electro-Voice RE20 on the kick, 
Audio-Technica AT4031 on snare, Neu-
mann KM 84 on hat, Sennheiser '421 for 
rack and floor toms, a beyerdynamic 
MCE 82 stereo mic overhead, and anoth-
er AT4031 for a secondary snare drum. Baf-
fles were placed around Jason to keep gui-
tar amp leakage under control. I placed the 
mics as close to his drums as I possibly 
could, and tried to point them away from 
other sound sources. On the first few run-
throughs, the beyer MCE 82 stereo mic was 
about 7 feet in the air, but the guitar amps 
leaked in way too loud. 
As a result, I pulled the 
MCE 82 down to about 
4 feet in height and 
pointed it slightly to-
wards Jason's seat. 

Processing on the 
drums tracks was very 
minimal: a bit of low-
end rolloff on the kick 
channel and very light 
gating on the rack and 
floor toms. In an effot t 
to keep the hihat out of 
the snare drum mic, I 
used a variation of a 
trick that I believe 
Bruce Swedien devel-
oped: I made a small 
square acoustic baffle 
from a piece of Sonex, 
put a l -inch hole in the 
center, and placed it at 
the back end of the 
snare mic. Since the 
back of this mic point-
ed towards the hihat, 
the baffle reduced the 
amount of hihat leaking into the snare mic. 
I've noticed in the past that some mic 
stands can pick up resonance from the hi-
hat and transmit vibration to the mic via 
the stand, so I wrapped the snare stand 
boom arm in pipe insulation — the kind 
you can get at any hardware store. Call me 
a crackpot (I won't deny it), but I think this 
makes a difference. 

tarists had arranged their parts with dif-
ferent guitar tones in mind. The whole 
idea was for Rowan and Joe to be able to 
play live with the band, yet still get 
"tweaked" sounds for both clean and 
crunch guitar parts. We decided that 
they'd have separate setups for each 
type of sound. Rowan's rig consisted of 
two Marshall 4x12 cabinets. One of these 
was powered by a Marshall JCM800, set up 
for a crunch guitar sound. On this partic-
ular cabinet I placed a Lawson L47MP (set 
for a narrow cardioid pattern) about 4 
inches away from one of the speakers. I 
pointed it directly at the speaker, but 

JCM900 with a Marshall 4 x 12 for a crunch 
sound. But we ran into a couple of snags. 
If you look at fig. 1, you can see that the 
output of Joe's guitar was plugged into a 
DigiTech pedal board for effects. From the 
output of the pedal board, the signal goes 
to an A/B/Y switch so Joe can select either 
or both of the amps. Since Joe needed ef-
fects regardless of which amp was being 
used, the DigiTech pedal had to be 
patched before the A/B/Y switch. 

Unfortunately, every time he 
switched the effects in or out we'd get a 
pop from the amp. Plus, there's a slight 
processor lag in program changes that 

could be heard. After a 
bit of head scratch-
ing, we revamped 
Joe's rig with a new 
signal flow and differ-
ent amplifiers (see fig. 
2). The guitar was now 
plugged directly into 
the A/B/Y switch. One 
output from the A/B/Y 
was plugged into the 
DigiTech pedal board, 
then to the AIMS head, 
which was driving a 
new Marshall 4 x 12 
cabinet. This cabinet 
was miked with a Law-
son L47 close-up and 
towards the center of 
the cone. On the way 
to tape, this signal 
went through a dbx 
160X with a 2:1 com-
pression ratio. 

The other output 
of the A/B/Y went to 
the input of another 
Mesa Boogie head set 

DigiTech 
Footpedal 

ff(uwkill 

A/B/Y Switch 

AIMS 
Head 

Marshall 
4 x12 

Cabinet 

FIGURE 

ART SGE 

In Out 
EFX 

Send Loop Return 
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AN AFFAIR TO REMEMBER 
Handling the guitar setups was a relatively 
complicated affair because both gui-

moved it off-center, about halfway be-
tween the dome and the surround. 
Rowan's second cabinet was powered 
with a Mesa Boogie DC-3 head to produce 
his clean guitar sound. An AKG C414 set 
to cardioid with a 10 dB pad was used to 
mic this cabinet. Neither of the mics re-
ceived any kind of processing to tape. 

Getting Joe's guitar sound proved to 
be quite the challenge. At first, we tried 
Joe's trusty AIMS head plugged into the 
speakers of a Fender Twin Reverb for a 
clean, open-backed sound, and a Marshall 

for a crunch sound, and driving a rather 
old Marshall 4 x 12. A Shure SM57 was 
placed on this cabinet and went to tape 
without any processing. The good news of 
this configuration was that we no longer 
had to worry about the pedal board pop-
ping; the bad news was that we now had 
no effects for the crunch sound — a prob-
lem for Joe since he plays off of his effect 
sounds in certain songs. Of course, this 
part has a happy ending: the Boogie head 
had an effects loop, so I pulled an ART SGE 
Mach II out of my "goodie" rack and wired 
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it into the effects loop. I programmed a 
"reverb with digital delay" patch for Joe, 
popped a footswitch into the rear-panel 
bypass jack, and off he went. 

GETTING A WEDGE IN IT 
With the mics up and the sounds coming 
together, I turned my attention to getting 
monitor mixes happening. Jason wanted 
a headphone mix with bass, guitar, and 
vocal, but no drums. Monitoring for Joe 
proved to be another adventure because 
he wanted to monitor live-style. We 
dragged a JBL stage wedge (one 15 and a 
horn) from one of End Results' rehearsal 
rooms and set it on the floor in the studio. 
Interestingly, powering this wedge was 
easy because of the headphone wiring set-
up at End Result (done a few years earli-
er by yours truly). Headphone cue outs 
from the D&R console are routed to the 
amp room where they go into QSC 

MX1500 power amps. The QSC's provide 
plenty of clean power for multiple sets of 
'phones on a big tracking session. Speak-
er outputs of the QSC amps terminate at 
XLR panels in the live room and the iso 
booths. From there, a standard mic cable 
is typically used to patch in a remote head-
phone box such as a Furman HR-2. I had 
already prepared a cable with an XLR on 
one end and a 1/4-inch plug on the other 
to connect the wedge. Pins 1 and 2 of the 
XLR connector were wired to the sleeve 
and tip (respectively) of the 1/4-inch 
connector. All we had to do was run the ca-
ble between the XLR panel and the wedge. 

With the wedge placed in a comfortable 
spot for Joe, I hung an Audio-Technica 
AT4033 from a heavy-duty boom stand 
above the monitor, perpendicular to the 
floor. The mic went to a channel of the Diklt 
Orion with one side of an ART Pro VLA com-
pressor inserted in the channel's loop. Of 

course, once we fired the whole thing up, 
there was feedback between the wedge and 
the 4033. Backing down the amount of com-
pression helped reduce the feedback, but 
there was still a lot of leakage from the wedge 
into the mic. Moving the monitor about three 
feet away from Joe helped, as did placing a 
moving blanket on the floor below the 
wedge. To further reduce problems, I 
changed the angle of the 4033, moving it to 
about 60 degrees from the floor. Now the null 
point of the 4033's cardioid pattern was fac-
ing the horn of the monitor, which tightened 
up both the feedback and leakage problems. 

Finally, we were ready to cut tracks! 
Since we were going to eventually overdub 
and mix at the Wood Shop, we needed to 
keep everything within 16 tracks, which re-
ally wasn't a problem due to the nature of 
the band. Tracks were allocated for kick, 
snare 1 and snare 2, rack 1, rack 2, floor tom, 

continued on page 139 



That's "beat" as in drum machine, Hip-
Hop, Techno, etc., not "beat" as in peo-
ple from the '50s who wore berets, 
played bongos, and recited poetry. For 
years, dance music seemed ambivalent at 
best about guitars, but now guitar is 
creeping into the mix as well, and not just 
via samples. 

Of course, there's no one way to play 
guitar in an electronic context. This article 
is about my particular approach, which is 
not necessarily intended to serve as a mod-
el, but which will hopefully inspire you to 
come up with your own style. 

A QUESTION OF PHILOSOPHY 
From the dawn of Rock n' Roll to the death 
of Grunge, the guitar has often been the fo-
cus of popular music. With 
dance-oriented music, guitar is 
just one more element of the mix 
being into rhythm guitar will 
probably serve you better than 
being a hot-shot, zillion-notes-
per-millisecond kinda lead play-
er. You also need a really precise 
sense of time (it's never too late 
to start practicing with a drum 
machine). 

While jamming recently, I 
considered it a good sign when 
someone from the audience 
mentioned that the guitar did-
n't seem loud enough. I knew 
the guitar was actually plenty 
loud; but what I played was in-
tended to layer with and rein-
force the mix rather than stand 
out as a traditional lead" in-
strument. Because of this, it 
blended in so completely that it 
was just part of the overall 
sound. However, had it not 

BY CRAIG ANDERTON 
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LIM' 
been there, the difference would have 
been obvious. 

GEAR CONSTRAINTS 
My priorities for processing guitar in this 
context include a tap tempo option for ef-
fects, a post-effect volume pedal for mut-
ing, a headphone jack, and long maxi-
mum delay times (2 seconds or more). 
Optional goodies are the ability to sample 
the processed signal, thereby letting you 
trigger recordings of your own playing, 
and some kind of gate input so other sig-
nals (drum, bass, etc.) can control the gui-
tar's amplitude. 

Tap tempo is essential, because 
Electronica is so rhythm-oriented. Effect 
changes have to fit in seamlessly with the 

song. At the very least, you want tap tem-
po to affect delay; but it's even better if it 
can also specify a rate for LFOs (flanging, 
tremolo, etc.), á la Line 6 POD [see review 
on page 821. 

A compressor is also important for 
two reasons: it can extend sustain when 
playing leads and it can bring up more 
subtle sounds, such as picking above the 
nut as an effect or rapping the guitar with 
your knuckle (it's a cool percussive 
sound). Compression also facilitates cre-
ating controlled feedback, even at rela-
tively low levels. 

The volume pedal allows you to mute 
the guitar while tuning, checking the key, 
changing patches, or anything else you 
don't want the audience to hear. Howev-
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er, you want to hear it, which is why the 
headphones are important for monitoring 
what's going on inside the box. Get ear-
phones with cups that enclose your ear (not 
"open air" types that sit on your ears), as this 
cuts out some of the other sound and allows 
you to use lower headphone levels — you 
don't want to blast your ears. 

THE THREE BASIC FOOD GROUPS 
For what I do, three styles seem to work 
best: extremely percussive effects, languid 
"leads," and sounds for sounds' sake 
(think "Third Stone from the Sun," from 
the first Jimi Hendrix Experience album). 
The model for the first two approaches are 
vocals: the percussive effects mirror the 
rap model, where words are used rhyth-
mically; the leads are more like the divas 
who sing sustained phrases, often repeat-
edly. The sounds are there for texture. 

Percussive effects come naturally to 
guitar (after all, it's a percussive instru-
ment); these effects generally fall under 
one of several categories: 

Muted strings. This is simply a 
"hands" technique — mute the strings 
while you strum. This is good for creating 
staccato, 1 / 8th-note parts. 

Noise gate with high threshold. Set-
ting a high threshold leaves only the gui-
tar signal's peaks, thus making strummed 
guitar more percussive and clipped. 

"Drumcoding" guitar. I've discussed 
this previously, but the basic idea is to use 
a vocoder to modulate guitar, with drums 
serving as the "mic" input. This superim-
poses the drum's rhythmic qualities on the 
guitar. I never mix in any dry guitar in this 
application. 

Working the volume pedal. This is 
great for adding rhythmic "washes" to the 
sound. For example, with a power chord, 
slam the pedal down on the beat, then pull 
back slowly over the course of one or two 
measures. I also use it for tremolo-type ef-
fects — push down on the beat and back 
on the "and" (as in "one-and-two-and-
three-and..."). 

Slides. Guitar slides fit in well with 
dance music, especially because very few 
players seem to use this technique with 
synths. I usually work with tonic-fifth (or 
fourth)-octave combinations. For example, 
a figure that might "loop" every measure is 
to slide down an octave over two beats start-

ing with "one," hit the octave-lower note 
briefly on "three," then rest on "four." To 
add variety, from time to time, on some 
measures, I might slide down from the fifth 
instead of the octave on "one," or slide up 
instead of down. The basic idea is to use the 
slide as an element that is both percussive 
(like a tom with a real long ring) and melod-
ic, because you're fitting in with 
the key. 

Leads are another story. I 
play very few leads in the tra-
ditional sense, but rather, long, 
atmospheric types of effects 
that are more pad-like — there 
are very few notes, lots of 
echo, and plenty of sustain 
(again, the volume pedal is 
great, as you can fade these 
long notes in and out). The ba-
sic lead styles I use are: 

Bent sustained notes 
with lots of whammy bar ac-
tion. In this case, I basically 
take a single note and work 
with it in as many ways possi-
ble — bend, vibrato, whammy 
bar dives, etc. In other words, 
the articulations of that note 
become the lead, rather than 
playing lots of notes. 

Echoed notes with E-
bow. The E-bow, a small, 
handheld device that drives a 
string into continuous sus-
tain, is my "secret weapon." I 
usually throw on a ton of 
echo, so holding the string cre-
ates a sort of pad against 
which I can then layer more 
sounds. The latest E-bow in-
cludes a three-position switch 
— off, standard sustain, and 
octave-higher sustain. It's re-
ally cool, and people always 
remark on it. 

Feedback. If there's a monitor speak-
er nearby, touching the end of the guitar 
neck to the cabinet can often produce ex-
tremely smooth controllable feedback 
effects. This is sort of like a polyphonic E-
bow, although sometimes it can be awk-
ward touching the guitar to the speaker. 
To prevent uncontrolled oscillation, it's 
usually a good idea to roll off the highs on 
the guitar's tone control. 

As to pure sound, that's an "anything 
goes" situation. There are often times that 
the overall mix transforms into something 
more ambient before returning to a strong 
beat Scraping strings with the edge of a pick, 
tapping the body and letting the strings res-
onate, using massive amounts of distortion 
and just hitting open strings to create an al-

most white-noise effect, sliding 
something smooth and hard 
down the strings (if you don't 
have a slide handy — and you 
should—you can probably find 
an empty beer bottle some-
where that will do the job), and 
so on. In other words, let your 
creativity be your guide; re-
member that a guitar can gen-
erate sounds as well as notes. 

A compressor is 

also important for 

two reasons: it can 

extend sustain 

when playing leads 

and it can bring up 

more subtle sounds. 

STRINGING ALONG 
This type of playing can be 
pretty hard on strings. I use 
sets with a 0.010-inch for the 
high E, and unwound G. Extra-
light gauges have a harder 
time putting up with whammy 
bar abuse, and don't sustain as 
long. Also, graphite saddles 
and nuts (or other "slippery" 
materials) really help promote 
longer string life. 

BYE FOR NOW 
If you're really adventurous, in 
the studio you can use a hard-
disk recorder to slice, dice, 
fold, bend, staple, and mutilate 
your part into something even 
more bizarre and/or interest-
ing. It can also be fun to take 
the best guitar "bits," blast 
them into a sampler, and play 
your guitar from a keyboard. 
Set the pitch bend wheel for a 
wide range, and go to town! 

Before signing off, I'd again like to 
emphasize that this is my own personal 
approach, which may or may not have 
anything to do with what other guitarists 
in Techno / Hip-Hop / Dance bands do. 
But Ido know two things: I have lots of fun 
playing in this style, and, fortunately, many 
people like listening to it. Give "Techno 
guitar" a shot, and see what variations you 
can add to this particular theme. Ie 
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P Is túlta";11 
The POD draws on Line 6's expertise in 
guitar amp modeling to create a small, rel-
atively inexpensive box that's billed as the 
ultimate direct recording device for guitar. 
That's quite a claim, so let's investigate. 

POD's appearance is striking: a U-
shaped, rounded, candy-apple red box, 
made from aluminum. The center contains 
readouts and buttons, while controls ring 
the outer perimeter. However, what you see 
is definitely not all you get — this is a deep 
and clever box, with many hidden functions. 

CONTROLS 
The POD stores 36 user programs (called 
"channels," as in "36-
channel amp") in RAM. 
They're accessible with 
program changes, and 
can reset to the factory de-
faults. You program 
sounds with the various 
knobs, but many pro-
gramming options, and 
even entire effects, are 
hidden within POD and 
are accessible only via 
MIDI (more on this later). 

Jacks include input, 
right and left outs, head-
phones, and AC adapter 
jack (the wall wart has a 
separate AC cord so it 
doesn't hog barrier strip 
space). An "Air" switch 
simulates the effect of an 
amp being miked, and is 
recommended for going 
direct. 

The heart of the unit, 
a 16-position rotary 
switch, selects various 
amp models from dean to 

"stack o' Marshalls" sounds. They're all us-
able; although I suspect most guitarists will 
gravitate to a half dozen or so favorites, each 
musician will probably choose a different 
half dozen. I won't attempt to describe the 
sounds, as that gets into wine-tasting land 
("a pert, yet unassuming distortion, with a 
hint of tartness and slight sheen"). Nor will 
I split hairs over whether some things sound 
just like an AC-30 or whatever, because the 
bottom line is there are some great sounds 
that feel extremely tube-like. 

Other controls include Output Lev-
el (not saved as part of a patch; use this to 
set levels to whatever the POD is feeding), 

BY CRAIG ANDERTON 

Ovidforit r"? n 

Drive (distortion amount), Bass, Middle, 
and Treble tone controls, Channel Vol-
ume (basically for matching levels among 
presets), Reverb Amount, Effects Tweak, 
and Effects Selector. The 16 effects include 
compressor, tremolo, two choruses, and 
two flangers; six multieffects that combine 
one of the previous effects with delay; de-
lay only, delay+swell (an attack fade-in ef-
fect); and bypass. An Effect Tweak knob 
changes one selected parameter for each 
effect, such as delay mix, compression ra-
tio, etc. "Tap tempo" editing works for de-
lay time (up to 3 seconds), as well as 
flanger, chorus, and tremolo rate. With the 
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"Incredible price/performance ratio." 

— Game Developer 

"A host of new high-end features add 
more flavor to an already delicious 
cake ... The real-time MIDI effects are 
totally new and very cool... 

—Electronic Musician 

"Those who've used Cakewalk ( Pro 
Audio) for years will appreciate the new 
tools and features and will wonder how 
they got along without them." 

—Maximum PC 

Pro Audio8 

Padkmaitál_a, , dip 
and MID softwgre 

"This product deserves its status as an indus-
try standard, and is highly recommended." 

— The Tapeless Studio 

"Suddenly, features that were the sole 
purview of companies like SADIE and Sonic 
Solutions have become standard issue for 
Cakewalk." 

— AudioMedia 

Pro Audio 8 is available worldwide. 

Et Visit www.cakewalk.com 
or call 888-CAKEWALK. 

ilkIs a registered trademark. and Cakewalk Pro Audio and 
the Cakewalk logo are trademarks ot Twelve Tone Systems. Inc. 
Other trademarks mentioned are held by their respeohre owners. 

"The addition of non-destructive gain 
and pan envelopes, non-destructive 
MIDI effects, flexible mixer console 
and 24-bit/96 kHz sampling rate 
make Cakewalk Pro Audio a bona fide 
production powerhouse." 

— Pro Audio Review Magazine 
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delay + other effect options, tap tempo al-
ways controls delay. 

There are some cool subtleties. For ex-
ample, if the amp being modeled uses 
spring reverb, then the reverb does a 
spring algorithm. If the amp didn't include 
a reverb, you get a room algorithm. Also, 
the tone controls mimic those of the amp 
being modeled. In situations where there's 
not an exact correlation (e.g., the amp had 
no midrange control), POD assigns any un-
used controls to additional tone shaping. 

Also, there are "hidden" tweaks: 
hold down the Tap Tempo button, and by 
twisting the appropriate knobs, you can 
add a volume boost, distortion boost, or 
extra presence. 

MIDI-LAND 
Okay, now forget everything I said about pro-
gramming, because with MIDI, you can go 
way beyond the front panel. For example, 
you can change the spring reverb to room 
and program its tone, density, diffusion, and 
decay. You can also access an additional 12 
amp models (!), alter delay regeneration, flip 
the flanging phase...you get the idea. There's 
even a predistortion wah-wah pedal that you 
can access only through MIDI or the line 6 
Floorboard, and as the owner of an original 
Vox wah-wah, I can attest that the effect is 
uncannily accurate. Best of all, saving a patch 
retains any changes made with MIDI, even 
if the parameters can't be accessed via front-
panel controls. Not all multieffects do this; 
many use MIDI to offset an existing value, 
and saving ignores the offset. 

So how do you access this power? 
There are four options: Emagic's Mac/Wm-
(I ows-compatible SoundDiver POD editor 

(included on CD-ROM), a fader box (e.g., 
Peavey PC1600), a computer sequencer ad-
junct (such as a Cubase Mixermap or Cake-
walk StudioWare panel), or the Line 6 
Floorboard. The Floorboard provides lim-
ited MIDI control, but makes it 
really easy (and fast) to work the 
POD live. Although the custom 
version of SoundDiver is a little 
squirrelly, an update will sup-
posedly be available on the Line 
6 Web site. 

SO WHAT'S THE CATCH? 
I here are really only two 
significant POD limitations: 
changing programs or ef-
fects produces pops, and, 
with lots of delay feedback, 
the pops keep echoing away. 
However, Line 6 is aware of 
this problem and is about to 
release a new EPROM that 
crossfades smoothly between 
patches. Mitigating factor: 
separate delay sections mean 
that echo tails from one pro-
gram continue when you se-
lect another program, which 
is very considerate. Also, as 
you'd expect, some parame-
ters glitch big-time under 
MIDI control. Delay changes, 
or changing amp models 
with very different effects, cause the 
most artifacts; changing level-related 
parameters is less problematic (in fact, 
the volume control sounds downright 
smooth). Even then, fast parameter 
changes can cause zippering. 

Also, with lengthy delay times and lots 
of regeneration, some amp models seem 
to add a subtle crackling that occurs after 
about the first 6-8 repeats. This occurs be-
cause building up enough echoes can in-

crease the amplitude to the 
point of distortion. However, 
any distortion is avoidable by 
lowering the Channel Volume 
setting. 

On a basic level, POD is 
easy to understand — even 
the most technophobic gui-
tarist should be able to get go-
ing with a minimum of head 
scratching. On a deeper level, 
you definitely need to under-
stand MIDI. While the manual 
describes POD's MIDI opera-
tion quite well, it doesn't ex-
plain MIDI basics, which may 
be a drawback for guitarists 
who aren't up on the subject. 

POD is ea sy to un-

derstand — even 

the most technopho-

Ific guitarist should 

he able to get going 

with a in 

head sc 

minion' of 

ratching. 

MANUFACTURER: Line 6, 555 St. Charles Drive, Suite 100, Thousand Oaks, CA 913 
Tel: 805-379-8900. Web: www.line6.com 

eAPPLICATION: Provide vintage guitar amp sounds, plus effects, when recording direct or 
playing live. 

' SUMMARY: The reasonable price and cool packaging are the first things you notice, 
:the depth of programming and versatility also make this package special. 

STRENGTHS: Sound modeling provides a broad, accurate tonal palette; very deep devi 
,when edited with MIDI; several real-time controls; compact and looks cool; floorboard co 
;patibility for real-time foot control; decent selection of effects; on- board tuner. 

WEAKNESSES: Switching programs/effects or changing parameters often creates clicks (n 
crossfading between programs is scheduled for an upcoming ROM upgrade); accessi 
-many functions requires MIDI savvy, or a computer to run an editing program. 

PRICE: $399 EC) FREE LIT. #: 103 .„1 

WHAT ABOUT LIVE? 
Although promoted as more of 
a studio device, I played 
through POD live with the 
group Reissdorf Force in 
Cologne, Germany. POD was 
perfect for traveling techno 
guitar: it's small, using a 220V 
wall wart obviates the need for 
a power converter, and Tap 

Tempo makes it easy to create synchro-
nized effects. Placing a post-POD volume 
pedal allowed pulling back the volume to 
"key-match" and check tuning while lis-
tening on headphones. (The onboard 
tuner is extremely handy, but might be even 
cooler if it muted the output while tuning 
— perhaps by holding the button for more 
than two seconds.) 

THE VERDICT 
Especially for the bucks, POD delivers a 
lot in a small package. It lacks some of the 
flexibility found in processors that cost 
considerably more, but what's amazing 
is the degree of flexibility it does incor-
porate. As always, though, the bottom 
line is sound — and, quite simply, POD 
has got it right. For my live setup, there's 
no turning back: POD has taken over the 
guitar processor slot and shows no signs 
of giving it up. E. 
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We think our customers say it best... 

...."I've now used the A-51s on almost everything including vocal,. 
guitars, and drums. They remind me of very expensive German mics 
I have tracked with before..." 

Adam Kasper, Producer/Engineer, 
(REM, Pearl Jam, Soundgarden, Ozzy Osborn) 

....We tracked all the acoustic guitars on the new Victo 
album with a stereo pair of A-51s because of the way th 
microphone gave a true representation of the guitar: a we 
high end, and an accurate low end. This is a mie we will hL 
reaching for a lot !..." 

Mick Conley (Engineer for Kathy Maltea) and Bel Len 
Wright Studios, Nashville 

....imagine my surprise when I plugged the ADK A-5is into 
TL Audio tube valve prelim') and instantly got a more vihra 
alive sound ..." 

Eliot Bates, M/IQ Productions , Santa Barbara / San I -mile 

....So far I have used this mie on every project I have donc sine 
received it ... I suspect it will become the .work horse of my rnic 
closet..." 

John P. Sexton, Owner, Pegasus Productions , Louisville. KY 

...."These are truly pmfessional microphones that sound 
comparable to mics costing considerably more..." 

Joe I ladlock, Owner, BearCreek Studios,—Wübdinville, WA 

...."I am not inherently generous with praises, but this mie really 
deserves it. I'm looking forward to using this mie on my current 
and future CD projects..." 

/oran Todorovic, leailess Music. Beverly Hills. CA 

just wanted to tell you that the int)re we use them, the 
better we like them. They're great! We find ourselves reaching for 
them or Bost every session we do..." 

Ken Lee, Masterpiece Sound, Lecanto, FL 

...."We love 'cm. These are truly world class..." 
Aaron Blackford and Randy Bradbery, 
D'Coda Blue Studios. Longview, TX 

...."On the recent Pop Concerts I used them on the concert grand 
and the harp with very lavorable results. I !build it especially easy 
to get the full sound of the harp, which is something I don't find 
with other mks..." 

Michael Johnson, ! louse Soundmixer 
Arlene Schnitter Concert I lull, Oregon Symphony 
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Gain the competitive edge 
by offering your clients 

Internet-ready MP3 files 
of their songs 

By Jon Luini and 
Allen Whitman 

Evolve or Die: 
Become a Web-Ready Studio! 

Psst! Want to make your studio more at-
tractive than the one across the street? 
Consider offering your client a CD -R or 
Zip disk of their audio — encoded! Sud-
denly their music is Web-ready and can 
be uploaded onto the server of their 
choice. After all, it's 1999, and chances are 

very good that you already have a com-
puter with a Zip drive and/or a CD burn-
er. When your client walks out of your stu-
dio with their finished standard Red 
Book CD master, they can also be carry-
ing Web-ready audio in two formats: 
downloadable (near-CD quality) and 
streaming. Here's the scoop that puts you 
ahead of the curve in the next wave of dig-
ital distribution. 

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS: 
For PC users, a reasonably fast CPU (233 
MHz or faster preferable, 100 MHz absolute 
minimum) is advised. For Mac users, a 
PowerPC is recommended. Regardless of 
the OS, 128 MB of RAM is preferred, 
though you can get by with a minimum of 
64 MB. Lots of disk space is mandatory. You 
don't want to run out of steam in mid-
stream. The FezGuys suggest trying to keep 
at least 1 GB of disk space free at all times. 
This may require a minimum of 2 GB of disk 
space on your computer (measured after all 

of the applications and OS are loaded). Also 
necessary are the above-mentioned CD 
burner and/or Zip drive. 

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 
You need a fast, stable MP3 encoder and the 
RealProducer from RealNetworks. For the 
MP3 encoder, we recommend Xing's $35 Au-
dioCatalyst MP3 encoder (go to: 
www.xingtech.com/mp3/audiocatalyst/) 

(Mac/PC). The basic RealProducer can be 
downloaded for free from RealNetworIcs' 
Web site (go to: www.real.com/products-
tools/pmduoer/). The FezGuys currently use 
the older RealEncoder 5, which is nice and 
stable. It's also free from RealNetworks' Web 
site, though you have to dig around for it. For 
some reason known only to them, RealNet-
works made it hard to list a simple URL to 
download it. The RealProducer supports 
batch encoding, but the process can be sim-

plified considerably by acquiring any of the 
third-party tools listed on their Web site 
(prices vary). 

THE PROCESS 

After the final mix and mastering, bum a reg-
ular Red Book audio CD for your customer, 
as usual. Now leave that newly burned CD 
in your computer and, with AudioCatalyst 
open, rip all of the tracks to 128 kbps MP3 
files. The FezGuys recommend spending a 
few minutes entering the ID4 data (artist, al-
bum title, and individual song names) pri-
or to encoding to MP3 files. 

Since you're also going to make Re-
alAudio streaming files of the music, now is 
the time to create the WAV files (if you are us-
ing Windows) or AIF files (for Mac users) 

Audiocatdiyst 

Ede GO Jetting: Help 
PIF1 El 

ai,ist: [Pink Floyd e 9 ..... 

Refresh Grabl Settings rr, Norm. I.7 MP3 CDDI3 Exit Album: IThe Dark Side Of The Mo 

nuns I Time Filesize Informahon 1 
Fd Speak To Me • Breathe 04:02 40.80 Mb iTrack F21 On The Run 03:35 36.17Mb 
gif Time 07:08 72.09 Alb 
0  The Great Gig In The Sky 04:46 48.12 Mb 
0  Money 06:34 66.29 Mb 
gj Us And Them 07:42 77.86 Mb 
EZf Any Colour You Lice 0127 34.93 Mb 
[21. Brain Damage 0352 39.12 Mb 
7, 02:04 20.92 Mb 

l J jeJ C3 ke 
[9 Tracks, Playtime 43:13 ITotal time left: 0245:41 I. • • eil » ifi »1 ei. 14 
MAKE YOUR OWN MP3: Xing's AudioCatalyst can be used to encoe MP3 files. 
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d;orta etidro: 

SONICport • 
Analog 20- bit DACs, 1/8 inch stereo 

S/PDIF coaxial 16/24-bit 44.1/48kHz 

SONICport Optical' 
Analog 20- bit DACs, 1/8 inch stereo 

S/PDIF Toslink16/24-bit 44.1/48kHz 

DATporr 
S/PDIF coaxial 16/24-bit 44.1/48kHz 

MIDI InterFaces: 

MIDIport 
2 IN 2 OUT 32 MIDI Channels 

MIDIport 64-
4 IN 6 OUT 64 MIDI Channels 

MIDIport 128 
8 IN 9 OUT 128 MIDI Cl 

"oming Soon! 

STUDIOport AMX'' 
All- in-One USB rackniount digital audio 

& MIDI 204 analog audio, sed, 20- bit 

Philips DACs, 69 MIDI channels, SMPTE 

www.opcode.com 

Dow Shipping! 
Call for exact models 

Plug in Opcode's USB Audio & MIDI Hardware 
And Like Other Modern Miracles — it Works 

I
t's amazing how some things just work 
when you plug them in. For example, it 
used to be a pain to set up a computer for 

music, but Opcode engineers have changed 
all that with our new line of USB* audio and 
MIDI interfaces. Simply plug one in. Don't 
open your computer, you can even leave it 
turned on. 

And with professional specs like bit-for-bit 
digital audio transfers and high-speed MIDI 
for super-accurate timing, your computer 
music system will be the best on the block. 

CIRCLE 44 ON FREE INFO CARD 

4 _ Plug in a phone and contact 
 • your local dealer today or 

visit www.opcode.com and 
browse our complete line of integrated 
hardware and software (and freebies too!). 

The Universal Music Connection" 

Decode Systems, Inc. 650.4292400 fan 650 429 2401 All trademarks are the property of their respective holders. All specifications subject to change without notice 
• The Universal Serial Bus is a new high-speed standard on Mac and Windows for easily connecting devices. no Ins, no DMAs, no I/O addresses yeah! 
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Mediastore: The World's Largest Distributor 
of MediaFORM CD Duplication Equipment 
All drives now oreallaide he 118: spoetx1.! 

The MecliaFORm 
3706 is the most 
itnpressive 
WcliciFORM unt 
ever This 6 drive 

autoloader accomn iodates up lo 2(X) CDs 
 cd duplication as well as features 

Rimage then-nal printing directly to od r media. 

I. 1 
The Medici-0RM 370/ is the 
workhorse of the lot. nis 7 drive 
aublooder accommodates up to 
200 CDs for unattended cd 
duplication. 

The MedbFORM 3704 is a 
speedy and efficient solution This 
4 drive autoloader acconimo-

Jutes to 150 CDs for unattend-
ed cd dtxplication 

L.) 

The MediciFORM 2701 is a cost 
effective intro to automation. This 
single drive adokxider accommo-
dates up b 50 CDs fer unattended 
cd duplication. 

The MediaFORM 59(X) is the industry 
leader kw mukidrive systems. This 8 

drive system boasts of easy one-touch 
operation and options for DAT import. 

Rimage systems allow for r,f,sork 
Ceitiedevity b Vexkws 
NT Share the 
benefits of cd 
publishing and 
printing as 
only Ri 
can pr 
1 to 16 
recorder systems. 

• 

Picasso Rinter! Add the Picasso 50-CD 
Print clun,436 vies,> do' autoioder for unattended 
diredfy (D-R mea' printing CD-R media, 

CDR media CA 
dIscount p ,cest For factory pricing, call 

our Duplication Team at 
As Low As 

W oRE 
; 
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from the master CD-R. Windows AudioCat-
alyst users can easily retain the uncom-
pressed WAV audio files that will be used for 
encoding RealAudio. Macintosh AudioCat-
alyst 1.0 users will need to rip from the CD 
master to AIF files first, and then create their 
MP3 files from the AIF files. These uncom-
pressed AIF audio files are what you will use 
to build RealAudio files. Performing this task 
now will take a little longer, but saves time by 
having the files ready to input into the Real-
Producer (or RealEncoder) later. It also 
makes more sense in our logical brains to 
grab the raw audio first and then encode to 
each format It scales better because you can 
add other formats, or create 30-second 
samples from AIF /WAV files on your desktop 
without reading the data from CD again each 
time — your computer's hard disk is faster 
than your CD-ROM. 

Back to MP3 creation: After filling in the 
1D4 data, from within AudioCatalyst (or 
whichever MP3 encoder you choose), select 
all of the tracks and click "Go!" Or. "Start." Or. 
"Get On With it, Already!" AudbCatalyst users 
can expect each MP3 track to take approxi-
mately one minute of encoding time per 
minute of audio (other MP3 encoders may 
vary considerably). Each MP3 file will take ap-
proximately 1 MB of disk space for each 
minute of audio. A cup of coffee, a load of 
laundry (what self-respecting project record-
ing studio can possibly get by without an in-
dustrial grade, front-loading washer and gas 
dryer?) and some amusing conversation, and 
voila, the MP3-encoded files are now ready 
to copy onto another CD-R or Zip disk. 

Tips and techniques about the use and 
usefulness of the Xing AuclioCatalyst encoder 
are covered in great detail in the FezGuys 
columns #29 (Mar. '99) arid #30 (Apr. '99), 
available anytime on the Web at 
www.fezguys.com and www.eqmag.com. 

Now it's time to create streaming Re-
alAudio versions of the songs. Use your Re-
alProducer (or RealEncoder) with the WAV 
(or AIF for Macintosh users) files as source 
material. The FezGuys recommend that 
streaming files be provided in three handybit 
rates: 28k (mono), 56k (also mono), and 128k 
or ISDN (stereo). This gives a listener the op-
portunity to experience sound quality in pro-
portion to the speed they're connected to the 
Internet The use and abuse of RealAudio en-
coding products is covered in loving detail in 
FezGuys columns #4 (Feb.'97) and #25 (Nov. 

'98), also available anytime at 
www.fezguys.com. 

Your customer may also want 30-sec-
ond song previews. Allow her to choose the 
segment she feels best represents what the 
song is about Make a separate file of that seg-
ment, pulled from the previously saved 
WAV (or AIF) files, using your sound editor 
application (CoolEdit for Windows, 
SoundEdit16 for Macintosh, etc.). Don't 
forget to include fade-ins and fade-outs! It's 
the gloss that makes a Web page shine. Then, 
from within your RealAudio encoder, open 
the file of that segment and encode. Use the 
same three bit-rate settings you created for 
the complete songs earlier. Remember the 
11th commandment: "Be Consistent." 

When encoding for low-steaming bit 
rates (28k and 56k), it's possible to get pass-
able audio quality using your mastered CD 
as the source material. But if you're the type 
who likes to go the extra mile (and create lis-
tenable RealAudio files), then some kind of 
sonic optimization is called for. There are sev-
eral choices. Waves (www.waves.com) is one 
of a variety of high-quality software plug-ins. 
A basic compressor, equalizer, and reverb 
plug-in pack runs about $100. The Cutting 
Edge Omnia.net (www.nogrunge.com), re-
viewed in the March issue, is the Maserati of 
streaming audio optimization hardware. 
But at $3800, it may be just a bit over the top 
for the project studio. A quick fix for im-
proving sonic legibility is the built-in "nor-
maii7P" feature in AudioCatalyst (Note: The 
Macintosh version does not support this yet.) 
When using software plug-ins, open your 
WAV/AIF files and optimize them before cre-
ating RealAudio files. If you use outboard pro-
cessing hardware such as the Ornnia or even 
a basic compressor, you will need to digitize 
all of your audio as the first step, running it 
through the device before building your 
WAV/AIF files. For example, play the CD from 
a stock CD player, route it through your mix-
ing consoles through your hardware proces-
sor, and then send an input into your com-
puter (and sound editor of choice). 

By this point you've got a hard drive full 
of MP3 and RealAudio files. Make sure to or-
ganize them in hierarchical folders in a sen-
sible way. Now double-check their playabil-
ity — there are few things worse than a CD-R 
full of corrupted sound files! Once you're sat-
isfied, bum to CD-R or Zip disks. Your client 

continued on page 138 
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Seutscidelje)AW Masters 
For the Masters, yesterday's best isn't good 
enough. Introducing genuine innovation in 
effects plug- ins with the Pro-FX bundle as 
well as the new TDM Il & NPP Il collections of 
Waves classics representing genuine value.  
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Today's best is a mix of fresh approaches to 
classics and innovation from Waves — 
The Genuine Article. You can rely on us to 
support your efforts and provide the tools 
that you have come to depend on. 
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USA: 1-423-689-5395 III Rest of the World: 972-3-5107667 
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Two monitors are 
better than one when 

working with complicated 
DAW projects 

By Eddie Ciletti 

Computer Desktop 
Clutter Solutions 

Deal audio and sequencing programs not 
only like RAM and fast processors— they also 
need lots of desktop space to display all the 
open windows typical of these programs. For 
example, with a MIDI + digital audio se-
quencer, you'll typically have a track view, a 
window with some digital audio, master tem-
po window, level meters, and maybe even 
some notation. It's enough to make you wish 
for a 35-inch monitor. 

A really large monitor might be beyond 
your budget, but you still have two options 
for a bigger desktop: increase the screen res-
olution or run dual monitors. 

The typical desktop is 640 pixels wide by 
480 pixels high; fig. la shows how 640 x 480 
pixels fills a standard 15-inch (14-inch view-
able) monitor. Increasing the monitor's res-
olution will make everything smaller, thus 
clearing more desktop space. To tweak res-
olution in Windows machines, click the Dis-
play icon in the Windows Control Panel. For 
the Mac, go to the Monitors control panel. 

Fig. lb shows the results of selecting 
1152 x 864 resolution (for a 21-inch monitor). 
Note, however, that increased resolution may 
not be possible with smaller monitors (less 
than 17 inches), or if your video card doesn't 
have enough memory. 

Running dual monitors is fairly new to 
Windows, but has been a mainstay on the 
MacOS for years. Typically, you use the Mac's 
standard video out for one monitor and a 
graphics card for the other monitor. Call up 
the "Monitors" control panel, choose which 
monitor is #1 and which is #2, and you're set. 

Windows 98 makes installing a second 
monitor relatively easy. As with any computer 
tweak, your configuration, as well as the re-
sults after any change, will vary. I "modified" 
a computer with a Pentium II processor and 

STB monitor card (in the AGP slot). Loaded 
with 16 MB of video RAM (V-RAM), this card 
can deliver a resolution of 1600 x 1200 pix-
els and should connect to the better of the 
two displays. 

After shutting down the system, I in-
stalled a no-frills 1 MB Trident card. The 
operating system re-directed the desktop 
to this display, now designated Monitor- 1; 
the SIB-driven monitor was Monitor-2. 
The designations can't be swapped, and 
they may not seem like the optimum 
choice at first, but be patient. Remember 
that the good monitor and AGP card 
should stick together. 

Be sure to check out the System folder 
in the Control Panel. Wm98 will see the PCI 
card first, but may have difficulty correctly 
re-identifying the AGP card. You may even 
have to virtually "remove" the card from the 
system folder, and let Windows try to find it 
again. (Fig. 2 shows both cards being prop-

14-inch 

—Qesktop Area 

Less I— 1 mote 

•4 r .1.41111.• 
640 by 480 pixels 

erly identified. Note the option to "Remove" 
any of the items on the list.) 

Whenever reconfiguring, always reboot 
to make sure things stick, even if you aren't 
prompted to do so. I am always surprised 
when things work, you can only laugh when 
they don't. 

If Windows does correctly identify the 
AGP card during the next reboot, you 
should see basic DOS-style text on the #2 dis-
play. Once the Wm98 desktop is through 
with its gyrations and advertisements (you 
can remove offenders from the Start menu), 
open the Control Panel, click Display, then 
Settings. You should now see two monitor 
icons, labeled #1 and #2, indicating that each 
monitor can be optimized for resolution and 
bit depth (fig. 3). 

While the hardware settings for each 
video card are transparent to the user, the 
operating system may choose a configura-
tion that creates wild psychedelic effects. 

21-inch setting 
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This can be due to an address or mem-
ory allocation conflict. Here's what 
happened to me. 

Settings that worked for Monitor-1 after 
the computer first identified the PCI card may 
(need to) be altered when the Monitor-2 
comes online. For example, I set #1 for 800 x 
600 with 256 colors. Enabling #2 (in the Set-
tings window) sent #1 into a no-color, high-
contrast, B&W mode! (At least I could drag 
windows over to #2 to make changes.) 
Tweaking monitor #1 from 8-bit to 16-bit col-
or mode resolved the conflict, and voila — 
two screens! 

I assigned the lo-res card (and older 
monitor) to desktop duty as Monitor-1. 
Icons require no graphic wizardry. All the pro-
grams that require resolution can be dragged 
onto the hi-res desktop, Monitor-2. Adobe 
Premiere, for example, would not let me drag 
a "maximized" window onto #2 without first 
de-maximizing. (The Windows option be-
tween "maxiinize" and "minimize" is called 
"size.") Keep this idiosyncrasy in mind, be-
cause each program may require a slightly dif-
ferent approach. 
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Note: Keep all your icons on Monitor-1. 
If Monitor-2 fails to boot, the icons will au-
tomatically migrate to #1 and stay there (even 
if the next reboot is glitch-free). 

Unless the two monitors are identical 
(including age), it will be difficult to match the 
"color temperature." Some monitors allow 
global Color Temperature settings. The 
"computer default standard" is 9300 Kelvin 
(a cold blue-white), while the 6500 Kelvin 
"video" standard achieves its warmth by us-
ing less blue. 

I did end up with an error message while 
booting: "either system.ini or registry can't 
find pcilinkvxd." I searched for this file, as 
well as the file seeking it, without success. I 
don't understand registry-speak, so rather 
than live with an error message, I reinstalled 
the operating system by booting from my 
Win98 startup floppy (you have made one, 
haven't you?) and installing a new, clean op-
erating system from the Win98 CD-ROM. 
This is the easiest way to clean up boot-error 
messages 

PIXELS AND RESOLUTION 
Squeezing more on the desktop forces the 
monitor to work harder to produce detail. 
"Dot pitch" is the spacing between the col-
ored-phosphor deposits on the screen, typi-

cally specified from 
0.22 mm to 0.30 
mm, smaller being 

better. But resolution 
goes beyond that. The 
monitor circuitry must 

also run at higher fre-
quencies and scan 

rates. Look for a mon-
itor that con do at least one level beyond your 

target. Most can do 1280 x 1024. A typical 

setting is 1024 x 768. 

A card's bit depth determines the color's dy-
namic range, from the brightest to the darkest. 

The basic minimum is 8 to 10 bits per primary 
color: red, green, and blue. " Photographic" ac-

curacy is stated as either 
24 bits, or millions of col-
ors, or as "True Color." 

With Windows, click 
on the Display icon to set 
bit resolution. The num-

ber of options depends 
On 14 amount of \/-

RAM, or the memory lo-
cated on the video card (fig. 4). At least 8 MB 
is recommended; a couple of MB will work for 

the basic desktop. 

Color Palette Figure 4 
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Wa s to Reduce 
ard Drive Noise 

How to keep 
the PC's noise 

out of your 
recordings 

By David Miles Huber 

A few issues back, a reader wrote in asking 
that we address the issue of excessive hard 
drive and multi-spin CD-ROM noise. It's 
definitely a subject that's been on my mind 
as of late, and I couldn't agree more that 
it's a really big problem for music pro-
duction facilities of all types and sizes. 

It always seemed ironic that we have 
been forced to place our computers smack-
dab in the middle of the soundfield. This 
problem has eased some with the on-
slaught of tower cases, because we've fi-
nally been able to get our workhorses off 
the desk and onto the floor. This has helped 
keep disk and fan noise pollution to a min-
imum. (I always recommend that folks get 
a really big tower with lots-o-bays, so that 
they won't run out of slots and will have 
room to maneuver when doing 
upgrades or repairs.) Even still, 
the problem of noise continues to 
make its presence heard. That 
said, the following are a few so-
lutions that can help reduce or 
eliminate "PC pollution." 

SILENT SYSTEMS 
One of the most effective ways that 
I've found to greatly reduce noise 
for the IBM-compatible PC is the 
Hushkit ($ 114-149.90, depend-
ing upon your PC type) from the 
folks at Silent Systems 
(www.silentsystems.com; 1-888-
HUSHICIT). Hushkit is a noise-
dampening hardware kit com-
prised of a special case that 
mounts into an available 5- 1/4-
inch drive bay to completely en-
close a 3- 1/2-inch drive in a foam 
lined, plastic case. Also included is 

a specially designed CPU fan and AT or 
ATX-style power supply that directly re-
places your PC's current parts. By using a 
special fan and airflow design, this 230-watt, 
line-conditioned supply can greatly reduce 
component and hard drive noise. 

I've had a Hushkit in my PC for sev-
eral years, and it's reduced my PC's 
noise to the point that you can hardly tell 
the computer's on. [See the Hushkit review 
on page 98.1 I was an instant convert from 
the moment I installed it. The only catch 
is that you have to make sure that you 
have enough open 5- 1/4-inch bays to 
handle both your hard- and CD-ROM dri-
ves (i.e., a big tower). Although Hushkits 
aren't available for Macs, those of you who 
have systems containing 5- 1/4-inch dri-

ve bays can still install a SilentDrive hard 
drive case into your 'puter for $29.95). 

MORE SILENCE 
Another way to eliminate your computer 
noise problems is to remove the PC from 
your production room altogether. This is 
the approach taken by the Exitenedit line 
of devices from Gefen Systems 
(www.Gefen.com; 1-800-545-6900). 

Ex•teredit acts like a super-extension 
cord, letting you place your monitor, key-
board, and PS/2 or RS232 mouse away 
from the CPU. From a setup standpoint, 
this system's theoretically a no-braMer! 
Just plug the peripherals into the sender 
unit and use similar cords to plug the re-
ceiver unit into the PC. The two boxes are 
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Get the 

Full Power 
from your ',AC TO le yes. 

Before you buy software for your DSP Factory, check to 
make sure it supports all of the amazing features of this '14 

powerful card. MxTrax supports all of the features including: • 

-REALTIME mixing using DSP 
-REALTIME 4-band parametric EQ on 24 input channels*0.0•040.4.004.0o- *weep,-
-REALTIME DYNAMICS on 24 input channels-, including compressors, expanders, 

companders, gates, and ducking 
-REALTIME DELAY on 24 input channels* Fa 

-REALTIM[ FADERS on 24 input channels* 'A 
-REALTIME PANNERS on 24 input channels' 
-REALTIME ATTENUATORS on 24 input channels?' 
-REALTIME DSP FX - 2 stereo FX (4 with 2 cards), 

your choice of these 40 effects. 
Reverb Hall, Reverb Room, Reverb Stage, Reverb Plate, Early Ref, Gate Reverb, Reverse Gate, Mono Delay, Stereo Delay, Mod. 
Delay, Delay LCR, Echo, Chorus, Flange, Symphonic, Phaser, Auto Pan, Tremolo, HQ Pitch, Dual Pitch, Rotary, Ring Mod, Mod. 
Filter, Distortion, Amp Simulate, Dyna.Filter, Dyna.Flange, Dyna.Phaser, Rev+Chorus, Rev-> Chorus, Rev+Flange, Rev > Flange, 
Rev+Sympho, Rev->Sympho, Rev+Pan, Delay+ER, Delay .»[ R, Delay+Rev, Delay > Rev, Dist-> Delay 

( 48 input channels with 2 cards) 

Plus these great MxTrax features: 
Create your own mixers with MxTrax's famous drag-and-drop mixer architecture! No kidding, build your own mixer. Create from 1 to 24 
input channels. Drop on EQ's, Compressors, Panners, Aux Sends, Solo/Mute/Automate buttons, Expanders, Attenuators, Phase Inverters, 
Delay. It's as easy as drag-and-drop. Save your mixer to use later in other projects. 

AUTOMATION All mixer controls can be automated! Record movements in Faders, Panners, Compressor and Gate settings, 
EQ parameters, and much more. And updating automation is as easy as grabbing a control during playback and moving it. 

PROJECTS Save your tracks and soundfiles, your custom mixer, your control automation, and your edits, all with a single mouse click! 
The Project file remembers your entire project. You can even load in a previous project, and undo on edit you did lost week! 

EDITING Cut-and- Paste edits are lightning fast. Instantaneous Fades and Gain Change. Unlimited undos! 

iÀ Minnetonka 
AUDIO SOFTWARE INC 

17113 Minnetonka Blvd. • Suite 300 
Minnetonka, MN 55345 • (612) 449-6481 

WwW.rninnetonkaaudio.com 
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QUIET! 
When it comes to keeping the noise 
down, I like the remote PC concept 
the best. If you go that route, it's a 
great idea to keep the computers in 
your coldest room. Some day, you'll 
be able to do this with all your gear. 
When you finally become comfort-
able with the idea of using a con-
troller work surface (and an afford-
able, well-designed one becomes 
available), you can fill the control 
room only with the essentials, keep it 
cooler, and make it a better acoustic 
space. In the meantime, keeping your 
gear "chilled" will improve reliability 
and extend life. 
Heat reduces the life of your gear. 

I've made a point to add extra fans 
to my PC, doing the same kinda mod 
on them as I d 1.-id I've shown in 

these pages — with the DA-88. By 
reversing the power supply fan direc-
tion and installing a filter, cleaner 
air is drawn into the machine. This 
helps the power supply the most, but ! 
it also keeps dust and other non-mu-' 
sical funk from collecting in your 
floppy, Zip, and CD drives. I then 
find another place to put a fan (on 
the front) to improve the airflow from 
rear to front. 

, 
Remember that quieter fans most 

likely reduce airflow, so anything you 
can do to reduce heat helps. Be sure 
there's a fan on your processor (and , 
that it's still spinning), plus take note of 
other heat sources inside your comput-
er — especially DSP chips on the au- i 

mil 
dio and video cards. If necessary, 
add fans nearby. —Eddie Ciletti 

then connected over a distance of up to 
100 feet for the PC PCX100 version, and up 
to 250 feet for the TSE100S/R Mac-based 
unit, by a rather expensive connecting ca-
ble (for example, a 25-foot cable for the 
Mac unit costs an additional $109). Both 

"Ale 

HDD Recording 

Multi- Tracking 

the PC and Mac versions cost $495 with-
out the connecting cables. 

For those of you who like to do things 
your own way, there are several ways to 
skin a cat. For example, you might be sur-
prised how far you can get monitor, 

a series of Digital Audio 

Workstations designed 

for your digital audio 

needs that is in tune 

with your budget. 

The DSR2000 and the 1M12000 are two complete computer-based Digital Audio 
Workstations designed by Interactive Microsystems, Inc. Professional digital 

multi-tracking, digital mastering, CD burning, and CD duplication are no longer out 

of reach. 1M1 has designed the 2000 series to meet the requirements of digital audio 

recording and mastering. Why mess with audio tape when you can edit your 

recordings using non-destructive editing, and insert seamless crossfades? You can 

also take advantage of the digital effects. 1M1 also offers software/hardware 

packages to convert your existing PC into a DAW. You can also check out 1M1's line 

of computers designed for those who want to upgrade their existing PC. 1M1 gives 

you Digital Audio Solutions and it's about time. 

Interactive Microsystems Inc. ',t1';,'4,.2.i1d1r.. 

mouse, and keyboard cables away from the 
CPU. This would let you place it away from 
your workspace or in a nearby closet. Al-
ternatively, you could reduce noise by de-
signing a corner gobo or sonic iso-box that 
could house your computer. 

To build the latter, all that's needed is 
for you (or your favorite woodworker) to 
design a sturdy wooden box that's been 
lined with a medium-density foam. You 
could leave the rear open, or enclose it and 
design in several low-noise fans that are 
quiet enough to keep the noise down yet 
large enough to prevent heat buildup. (I'd 
recommend using "at least" one fan to 
blow air directly into the case and one to 
vent air out at the top of the case.) 

For the front, you might want to de-
sign a Plexiglas door that can be easily 
opened and possibly even locked. When 
closed, it's important that the door let you 
see all the drive and system activity lights. 
Pay special care to the proper ventilation 
of your computer. You don't need to 
have problems crop up due to excessive 
heat buildup.IS 

-41 
Les Claypool has agreed to 
read this little card for us: 

'14ello there, I'm Lee Claypool 
and! play in a band called 

Primus, believe It or not, and 
the folks at 1-1.6.A.k. have 

always done some pretty 

wonderful Wile— go I've 
agreed to read elk little card 

for them and it says, 'Are your ears ring-
ing? Are sounds muffled after a shore If 
so, find out what you need to know about 
protecting your hearing. Contact I-I.E.A.R. 
on the world wide web at 
www.hearnet.corn." Not Chine!' 

H• E•A• R 
wear your damn earplugs! 

1-1.E.A.R. is a non profit 501(c)(3) 
organization. For an info pack on 
hearing loss end protection send g10 
to 1-1.E.A.R. P.O. 46047 S.F., 
CA 9414.6 or call 415.773-9590 

www.hearnpt.corn 
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P LIRE CONVERS 
We concentrated first on the quality of conversion with the AUDI/Om 
series. Then we added the proféssional features you need to get the job done 
right. Nothing fancr just great sound and ease ()fuse. 24 bits is our standard, 
as always. ADAT ightpipes provide co_mpatibili4,, low cost, ease of use, and 
freedom from ground loops and EMI/RH. Check them out at your favorite 
music/pro audio store. Full specifications and suggested list prices available on 
our website. 

AD/24 
DA/24 

Eight channels in a standard half rack package. Mix and match octets of conversion. 
Balanced XLRs (+4/-10) and 117dB S/N ratio make sure your audio is pure. Features word 
clock, activity/peak LEDs, 48KHz/44.1KHz sample rates. 

AD/9624 
DA/9624 

Mastering quality converters run at 96KHz/88.2KHz switchable to 48KHz/44.1KHz. Eight 
channels made them great for DVD/surround. Can also be used as an AES/EBU interface. 
Connects to STUDI/0 via the S/MUXTAI system. Features +4dBu balanced XLR, switchable 
dither, bit splitting, precision analog level trims, LED indicators for status and signal level. 

MOMMIMMIMM AES/S 
Designed for video post, to connect AES/EBU, SPDIF, and TDIF equipment to your DAW via 
STUDY°. Features word/video lock, source switching per channel (AES/TDIF), input sample 
rate tracking (asytw. sample rate conversion), pull-up/pull-down locked to NTSC/PAL video, 
activity LED's on each input and output channel, illuminated buttons, switchable SPDIF/AES 
output format, full 24-bit signal path (20-bit sample rate conversion). 

STUDI/0 
Of course, the Award Winning DAW interface which 
gives you everything you need (pristine 24-bit audio, 
compatibility, expandability) without everything you 
don't need (high price). Just about every audio editor 
around - Mac and PC - is compatible (check our website 
for up to date compatibility info and application notes), 
and with the new the S/MUXTm system you can now use 
your favorite application for 96KIlz projects. 

Sonorus, Inc., 111 E. 12th St., NY, NY 10003, USA Phone: + 1-212-253-7700 Fax + 1-212-253-7701 
http://www.sonorus.com info@sonorus.com 
utradernaduregisteredbytheirrespectiveconlimilics.csonomorm. 
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Computers should be seen and not heard 
(at least when they're not supposed to 

make noise). Here's a way to quiet down 
those noisy PCs. 

By David Miles Huber 

Silent Systems 
HushKit and SilentDrive 

Noise! Noise! Noise! It's everywhere. In the 
streets, in the car, and even in our studios. 
It seems like we spend all those bucks get-
ting the best sound possible, only to gunk 
it all up by placing this big computer box 
that's full of noisy fans and whirring hard 
drives right between our speakers. Well, 
folks, someone's finally come up with a 
cost-effective solution for substantially 
quieting the PC down to levels that have to 
be experienced to be believed. 

Yup. It's true. The folks at Silent Sys-
tems, Inc. have tackled the problem of PC 
noise pollution by coming up with simple 
hardware solutions: SilentDrive and 
HushKit. 

SILENTD RIVE 
SilentDrive reduces up to 98 percent of a 
3 1/2-inch hard drive's noise by sealing the 
drive in a suspended plastic container that 
fits into a standard 5 1/4-inch half-height 
drive bay. The container's innards are 
lined with sound-dampening foam, while 
upper and lower metal plates safely con-
duct heat away from the drive to the com-
puter's outside drive bay casing. Pretty 
simple! 

HUMUS 
The HushKit lets you totally re-vamp 
your PC's noise specs by packaging a sin-
gle SilentDrive (those of you with dual-chi-
ve systems should buy an extra Silent-
Drive), along with a specially designed 
CPU fan and power supply. 

The Eldorado CPU fan (so named be-
cause the fan blades look like the fins on 
the Caddy) reduces noise by using a qui-
eter motor and lighter fan blades (which 
cut down on air drag, thereby reducing 

noise.) It's meant as a simple snap-on re-
placement to PCs with standard Pentium 
CPU fans. The SilentPower power supply 
acts as a direct replacement for your PC's 
current supply. By using a special fan and 
airflow design, this 230-watt, line-condi-
tioned supply can reduce component 
noise by up to 90 percent! 

It should be pointed out that PCs 
make use of two different types of power 
supplies: AT and ATX. The easiest way to 
tell if you have an AT is to look at the back 
of the PC. If 
you can see 
fan blades di-
rectly behind 
the air exit 
hole, then you 
have an AT. If 
no fan blades 
are visible, you 
probably have 
an ATX supply 
(which is a dif-
ferent unit 
type and costs 
a few extra 
bucks). 

MAC WOES 
Unfortunately, 
SilentPower is-
n't available 
for the Mac at 
this time. This 
is due to the 
wide range of 
power supply 
formats that 
exist among 
Macintosh 

NOISES CARRY By using Hushkit. you can cut down the noise 
your computer makes. 

computers. However, on the brighter 
side, some Macs are fitted with 5 1/4-inch 
drive bays, which would at least allow you 
to reduce drive noise by installing one or 
more SilentDrives into the system. 

THE ROAD TEST 
Installing the AT version of HushKit into 
my PC took only about 45 minutes, with-
out exchanging a single swear word (my 
basic benchmark these days). I have to tell 
you that my PC's original chassis started 
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out its life as a 12 MHz/286. I just kept up-
grading it to ils present muscle-man 
state. This has a few advantages and mi-
nor disadvantage over present-day PC sys-
tems. First, I really like the fact that my old-
er chassis includes two, 5- 1/4-inch hard 
drive bays. This means that I could easily 
install both of my drives into two Silent 
Drive containers without having to sacri-
fice any of my front-accessible bays 
(which are all filled). Newer mini-towers 
only have internal bay space for two 3- 1/2-
inch drives and, as such, most folks will 
have to free up one or two empty 5- 1/2-
inch bays for the SilentDrive containers. 
For all you serious hardware junkies that 
don't have any real estate to spare, I'd sug-
gest that you transfer your PC's innards 
into a full-height tower case. There's not 
much that I can say about the Eldorado 
CPU fan, except that the old fan snapped 
off and the Eldorado snapped into its place 
without ans' hitch at all. 

ir• 
MANUFACTURER: Silent Systems, Inc., 2 
Commerce Way, Woburn, MA 01801. Tel: 
781-932-8444, sales. 888-HUSF-IKITR 
487-4548). Web: www.silentsystems.com. 

APPUCATION: A hardware retrofit that sig-
nificantly reduces the noise output of any! 
IBM-compatible PC, allowing you to hear 
your music, not the computer. 

STRENGTHS: Simple, easy- to- install hard-
ware kit that is foolproof. in nature. 

WEAKNESSES: No Mac version is avail-
able. 

MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: 
SilentDrive: One available 5 1/4-inch bay 
per drive; HusWit• AT or ATX IBM PC-com-
patible computer (that includes just about 
all of them.) 

PRICE: SilentDrive, $49; HushKit, $149.1 
EQ FREE LIT. #: 104 

Due to the age of my case, I had to re-
move my old power supply and then bolt 
the SilentPower supply down to the PC's 
chassis in a non-standard fashion. Such a 
situation is rare, since most newer com-
puters have standard power supply fittings 
that'll easily accommodate the Silent. 
Power supply. However, even with this 
small hitch, installing the new power 
supply took only about 10 minutes. 

Then came the moment of truth. I 
turned on the computer and was struck by 
an awesome silence! I estimated the noise 
to be about a quarter as loud as it had orig-
inally been just moments earlier. At last, I 
won't have to turn up the monitors to 
drown out the PC noise. Q: Would I rec-
ommend your installing or having your PC 
dealer install a HushiCit? A: In an absolute 
heartbeat (which I can now hear...). MO 

Ultimate Music Production 
Audio Card 

• 20 I/O PCI Card 
• 4 powerful SHARC DSPs 
• 24-bit / 96k audio 
• 32-bit realtime DSP suite 
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Need Analog Synths? 
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• FM Synths! 
• Akai compatible Sample Players 
• Massive Modular Synth! 
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Coming 
Soon... Ail New 

Editorial 
Sections So who is Generation EQ? Well, you 

are — our readers. And we are 
aware that, to meet your diversified 
recording and sound needs, Generation EQ is demanding more from their 
favorite magazine (that would be us). As a result, we are preparing a major 
roll-out of several new sections to provide the most timely and authoritative 
buying information to you. 

We'll always be delivering the 
same tips, techniques, and ex-
pert columnists that Genera-
tion EQ has relied on every 
month for ten years. But now 
there's even more: 

EQ NewS 
The type of late-breaking, cutting 
edge industry and technology in-
formation that will make our 
readers the most savvy profes-
sionals in the business. We're 
not talking the typical trade re-
ports. We're talking about news 
that will impact your businesses 
and creative lives. What's up 
with MP3? Any cutting edge re-
ports on data storage? Any news 
about DVD-Audio and surround? 

Drive! 
As recording continues its em-
brace of computerized hard disk 
storage, how can you integrate 
these new technologies with your studio systems. 
Drive! will offer computer systems integration advice 
so that you can make your existing project studios 
even more productive and creative with PC-based 
cards, plug-ins, DSP, storage, and networking. 

Groove 
Yes, we know 
that you re per-
forming with 

your studios. 
too. Generation 

EQ is breaking 
out of the studio 
and out onto 
stage, finding 
work in today's 
dance scene. 
This new sec-
tion will encour-
age you to 
adapt your 
mastery of stu-
dio technology 
into live per-
forming in clubs 

and stages, as 
well as record-
ing this new 
kind of music 

EQ Multimedia 
Games, video. 
the Internet. and 
DVD are all 
demanding more 
from today's 
project audio-tor-
video profes-
sional Project 

post is itself 
taking over the 
commercial 

postproduction 
scene, the way 
that project 

recording did the 
same to com-
mercial record-
ing over the past 

ten years And 
with a greater 
number of visual 

projects to work 
on. you require 
audio-for-video 
information 

from EQ every 
single month. 

and bit-rate setting support at all. To get 
around these problems, special software 
routines had to be programmed into the 
interface. As a result of the quirkiness of 
USB, you must press the "Set" button in 
the Configuration Software window before 
changing to a new rate or bit setting. If you 
don't, nothing will happen, and you'll be 
as confused as I was when I first tried to 
change between rates. 

For starters, it's almost an under-
statement to say that USB lives up to its 
promises of easy installation. There were 
no IRQs, DMAs, or I/O addresses to set, and 
no cases to open. It was basically a wel-
come no-brainer. Each time you plug the 
DATport into the PC, it automatically 
configures itself (even with the power 
turned on). In addition, it gets its power 
from the USB (so you don't have to worry 
about any batteries or pesky wall warts). 

The best part by far is the sound. 
Since your DAT or S/PDIF-equipped de-
vice provides the conversion, the sound is 
absolutely top-notch. For a while now, I've 
predicted that USB was going to revolu-
tionize pro sound on both the laptop and 
desktop PC (no matter which platform). 
The DATport will definitely help lead the 
way towards making this a reality. Viva la 
USB revolution! 

eANUFACTURER: Opcode SysteMI 
mess East Middlefield Road, Mountain' 
View, CA 94043. Tel: 650-429-2400. 
Web: www.opcode.com. 

APPLICATION: Provides a simple, straight-
forward 32 kHz, 44.1 kHz, and 48 kHz 
S/PDIF digital audio interface to any IBM 
PC that's equipped with a USB port. (Sup-
port for any Mac with USB should be avail-
able by the time you read this.) 

SUMMARY: DATport creates a high-
quality, 2-channel digital link between any 
external digital S/PDIF audio device and 
any USB-compatible computer that's run-
ning under Windows 98. 

STRENGTHS: Easy to install and just as 
easy to use. Finally, laptop and other USB-
equipped PCs can be used to edit pro-qual-
ity audio! 

WEAKNESSES: Besides a slightly quirky 
configuration interface, there really aren't 
any. 

MANUAL.: Simple, well-written manual that 
got me up and running in no time. It could 
include a bit more info on the "Instant Play-
back" option and the need to press "Set" 
when changing between rates. 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: Pentium 133 or 
faster, with Win 98 installed USB port or 
USB hub Windows 98 CD (for driver in-
sta(lation). 

PRICE: $249.95 
EQ FREE LIT. #: 105 
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Creative control at your fingertips! Motor 
Mix by CM Automation is the world's 
first dedicated worksurface for mixing 
digital audio. It is capable of operating 
any DAW software on any computer 
platform. Slightly larger than a sheet of 
notebook paper, Motor Mix has controls 
that are laid out like a traditional mixing 
console channel strip. Operating this 
worksurface is quick, intuitive and easy. 
You are in complete control of your 
digital audio mixing software. When 
inspiration hits, let the music be first 
. . . not the mouse. 

Use the 100mm motorized faders to make 
perfect mixes every time. View switches 
allow you to navigate any number of 
channels. 8 high resolution rotary knobs 
control panning, EQ, dynamics, effect 
send levels and more. When addressing 
DSP plug- ins, you can power through 8 
parameters at a time. Backlit LCD panel 
displays the channel labels, rotary knob 
settings, routing and meters. So if the 
mouse is cramping your style or you are 
tired of searching for controls on your 
monitor - consider the power and 
simplicity of Motor Mix. 

(71 Creative Tools for New Technologies 
Automation 20621 Plummer Street • Chatsworth, CA 91311 USA • (888) 588-6434 • CMAUTOMATION.com 
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Here's a good 
read while 
waiting for 

those large files 
to process 

By Craig Anderton 

HQ Book Review 
Top 30 Music Shareware Windows 

Published by Wizoo 

134 pages, softcover; with Win 3.1/95 com-
patible mixed-mode CD 

Author René Algesheimer surfed the ' Net 
and returned with a collection of 30 cool 
shareware programs. This 134-page book 
not only describes 
them, but also in-
cludes them on an 
accompanying 
mixed-mode CD-
ROM (there are 
also some audio 
examples on the 
CD). 

Program cat-
egories consist of 
software synthe-
sizers and groove 
tools, audio edi-
tors and convert-
ers, trackers (these 
generate MOD 
files), sequencers, 
audio players, au-
dio CD-to-WAV 
"rippers," and 
some miscella-
neous programs. 
There's also a chapter on shareware, the 
Internet, and downloading (the CD even 
includes WinZip if you decide to do some 
surfing and don't have a suitable ZIP file 
converter). 

Each program description has a sim-
ilar format: name, specs (author, date, size, 
system requirements, registration proce-
dures, etc.), and a short description (often 
with a few useful tips). Also included is a 
summary that reads like a magazine mini-
review — a paragraph or two, and a rating 
of documentation, interface, functionali-

ty, stability, vibe, value, and bottom line. 
This helps you decide whether the pro-
gram is worth taking the time to learn (and 
whether it justifies the hard-drive space). 

The book is put together really well, 
but what about the programs? The author 
claims that hundreds of programs were 
evaluated; I believe it, as I've spent quite 

a bit of time check-
ing out shareware 
programs and def-
initely agree with 
the choices. Over-
all, the selection 
and quality are ex-
cellent. 

Of course, It's 
not surprising that 
this software does-
n't always measure 
up to commercial 
versions; what is 
surprising is how 
great some of 
these programs 
are. They're noth-
ing if not cost-ef-
fective; with typi-
cal registration 
costs under $50 
(sometimes way 

under), these programs are quite a deal. 
Simply stated, Top 30 Shareware Windows 
is the fastest, easiest, and best way to find 
out about them. 

Available from Wizoo, do Music 
Trade Center, 495 Lorimer St., Brook-
lyn, NY 11211. Tel. (718) 963-2777; 
fax (718)302-4890, or from unvw.wiz-
oo.com. 
PRICE: $27.90 
EQ FREE LIT. #: 106 
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DIGITAL RECORDING STATION 

Turn your PC into an 
affordable digital recording studio 
Now from Peavey and Cakewalk comes StudioMix, the integrated multitrack recording 

software and mixing console for PCs. StudioMix combines the best of both worlds—fast, 

flexible multitrack software and professional, customizable mixing hardware—all in one 

seamlessly integrated system. What more would you expect from the industry's leaders? 

Record it. 
• 8 tracks of digital audio 
• 256 tracks of MIDI 

• Non-linear track editing 
z" 

M4. 
• 9 Motorized faders 

/ • 8 independent control modules, 
assignable to MIDI or audio tracks 
• Assignable faders, knobs and 
command macro buttons 
• Transport controls 
• Fader and knob movements 
captured in software for instant 
scene recall 
• Built-in audio mixer for 

mic. stereo line input, mix-out and 

line- level monitoring 

Expand it. 
• Upgrade the multitrack sdie for 
the latest feature enhancements 

Add DirectX audio plug-ins as 
needed 

featuring 

motorized 
faders 
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registered trademarks Cakewalk is a registere mark of Twee'‘:-Systents• Inc 
Studioltil,r is a reg s;e7e ' ' eavey El= 

Test drive this recording breakthrough at your nearest Cakewalk or Peavey dealer. 

cakewalk 
VISIT US ON THE WEB 

www.peavey.corn and WWW. cakewalk. corn 
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Generalmusic's Falcon is a digital mixer 
that works like an analog mixer. Its intuitive 
interface is so easy to use, you can pick one 
up on the way to your next gig. If you're 
comfortable with an analog mixer, the Falcon 
will be a snap. And, at a list price of only 
$1,495, the Falcon provides processing 
power that rivals digital mixers costing 
several times more, Equally at home in 
live sound and recording applications, 
the feature-packed Falcon is a real value, 
delivering the performance you would 
expect from Generalmusic, the industry's 
most innovative manufacturer. 
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RED 208 Proprietary DSP wl 
40-bit Internal Processing 

20-bit ADs & DAs w/ 64x Oversampling 

Internal Reverb & Multi FX on Auxes, Plus 
Up to 12 Additional Insert Effects, Included 
Standard 

128 Snap Shots, EQ & Effects Library 

ES/EBU & S/PDIF Ins & Outs 

ynamic Automation From Channel 
nobs 

Optional AES/EBU & ADAT Interface cards 

$1,495 MSRP 
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TOURED AND TESTED 

HOW TO SOUNDCHECK 

WITHOUT THE BAND 

(AND MAYBE EVEN GET 

A LIVE CD OUT OF 

THE DEAL) 

By Steve 

La Cerra 

On a recent Bad Religion tour, 
Ronnie Kimball experienced a 
problem that many engineers deal 
with at one point or another: the 
soundcheck crunch. This is what 
happens when a band either does-
n't want to, or, for some practical 
reason, cannot attend the day's 
soundcheck Maybe they have to 
do an in-store at the same time, 
maybe they're delayed while flying 
in to meet the crew, or maybe they 
just don't care to do it. In any case, 
the result is the same: the crew and 
sound engineer have their normal 
responsibility of setting up the gear 
and making sure It works, but then 
(after setting up the bacIdine); also 
have to emulate the playing style of the 
band as closely as possible. 

Kimball explains the roots of his idea: 
"In early 1995, during the start of the Gray 
Race tour, we were on a really tight sched-
ule, doing a lot of festivals where there was 
no time for a soundcheck. On parts of the 
tour we were carrying production, but 
there were other times we couldn't carry 
production because of where the shows 
were. So tuning the PA was a bit of a prob-
lem. I came across a deal on some ADATs, 
and I thought, 'Why not put the sounds of 
the band's instruments on tape?' The next 
day I could tune the PA using the sounds I 
had on tape. I'd have all of the signals from 
the stage, channel for channel. I put to-
gether a flight case with three ADATs and a 

• 

41\ 

The quality st die tapes that 
r 

engineer Ronnie Kimball 

made of Bad Religion's nightly 

perfOrniatices for soundcheck 

muffles were of such high 

qualit.y that they became tlw 

band's CD, c ed Tested. 

tok 

second small shock-mounted rack with a 
16-channel mixer, an Eventide H3000SE, 
and a patchbay. Everywhere I went, these 
ADATs went along with me — including 
the hotel room." 

THE ZERO TOLERANCE LAW 
Since the tour brought Bad Religion to 
places as remote as Estonia, one of Ron-
nie's concerns was supply voltage. Fortu-
nately, all of his gear was "voltage-tolerant, 
so I didn't have to worry about transform-
ers or any of that nonsense. I just needed 
the physical cable to mate with the AC re-
ceptacles wherever we were working. In 
the back of my rack, I had a Cannon P-4 
connector for the AC input. I made a 
bunch of AC cables with different connec-

tors (for different countries) on one side, 
and P-4's on the other. The Cannon end 
plugged into the back of my rack and the 
other end plugged into the AC receptacle. 
It was small, it was sturdy, it changed the 
connector voltage, and I didn't have to 
deal with transformers." Ronnie feels that 
this arrangement was paramount to relia-
bility of the rig. "I cannot stress enough 
how much better it is using voltage-toler-
ant equipment rather than using trans-
formen. Transformers are always wired 
wrong, they're always a pain in the ass, al-
ways breaking down, they're noisy, blah, 
blah, blah! The long arm of the !Ohm's] 
law states something like: more voltage, 
less current, and vice versa...blah, blah. 
This can work for or against you." 
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P Ot a The incredible new Protéa Digital Equalizer from ASHLY is like nothing 
II 11111 I you've ever experienced for live sound, permanent installations, or 

even recording. It completely redefines the possibilities of equalization with four independent channels of 
28-band, 1/3-octave equalization, accomplished in full 24- bit digital resolution. Its simple, push-button 

interface is as close to analog as you can get, while maintaining 
unprecedented control over all parameters via a high-resolution 

LCD display which provides immediate visual 
representation of all functions. Need to adiust a 
frequency? Press the button and watch the fader move in 
real-time on the LCD display. Plus, it provides built-in 

Optional 4.24RD Full- Function full-function compressor/limiters, time-delay alignment 
functions, high and low pass filters, and much more, all fully 

programmable and storable. Whether you operate it from the front- panel, from the available full-function 
remote (which works from up to 1000 feet away with an ordinary mic cable or snake), or via the free 
Protéa System Software for Windows , you won't 
believe the control and quality the Protéa affords 
you. We've even designed it to grow with you, it?  

with 2- and 4-channel digital equalization slave 
units available for expansion of up to sixteen 
channels of precise, reliable digital equalization. Optional Slave Units in Two ( 2.2405) or four ( 4.2405) Channel Versions, 

Which Can Operate Independently, ore Controllable From The Master, Remote, or 
Never has digital equalization been so easy to use. a Computer to Greatly Expand Your Possibilities 

Remote Control with Display 

SFIVI 

j-lin 

Power Amplifiers • Graphic Equalizers • Parametric Equalizers • Crossovers • Remote-Controllers • Mixers • Signal Processors 

ASHLY  Ashly Audio, Inc. • 847 Holt Road, Webster, NY 14580-9103 
Toll Free: 800-828-6308 • Tel: 716-872-0010 • Fax: 716-812-0739 • http://ww.ashly.com 

International Agents: C&E Exports, Inc., 17922 Sky Park Circle, Sude P, Irvine, CA 92714 • Tel: 714-440-0760 • Fax: 714-440-0766 
In Canada: Gerraudio Distribution Inc • Toll- Free Tel: 888-462-8346 • In Mexico: Comercializadora Gonher S.A. de C.V. • Tel: 52117116-82-00 
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THE FATHER OF INVENTION 
While Kimball's concept was 
relatively straightforward, ac-
tually making the connections 
on any given day could be considerably 
more challenging. Unfortunately, Ronnie 
couldn't just have made a single wiring 
harness to use every day for connecting the 
ADATs — since the band wasn't always 
carrying production, the front-of-house 
console varied to the ends of the spectrum. 
The main problem was that some live con-
soles have direct outputs on every input 
channel and some don't. Some consoles 
have TRS inserts where the tip is the send, 
while others use the tip for return. Still oth-
er designs have the send and the returns 
on separate jacks. That's not to mention 
the concern of whether these inserts are 
pre- or postfader/EQ — and getting the 
signals to tape without any processing was 
paramount because with equipment 
changing everyday, Ronnie needed an ac-
curate representation of the signals at the 

EQ 
Z. V 

CABLE GUY: Ronnie Kimball used homemade cables to enhance the board recordings. 

mics. Needless to say, it took a bit of exper-
imentation. 

"It was a strange progression," reveals 
Ronnie. "At first, I had some 1/4-inch ca-
bles I would connect to the direct outputs 
of the console. The problem is that the di-
rect output on most desks is postfader and 
postdynamics. So any time you'd make a 
move in the house, the direct out would 
also change, and the signal would go to 
tape that way. So using the direct output 
turned out to be a bad idea. 

"Then I started taking signal from 
the insert points. Many consoles have 
the insert wired pre-EQ, right off the pre-
amp. That worked well for a while, until I 

noticed that there really wasn't 
enough signal going to tape 
most of the time. At that point I 
was using the +4 I/0 on the 

ADAT with ELCO-to-TRS cables. It was 
quick and easy to hook up, but most in-
serts are at -10. That's when I realized 
that I really should be using the -10 in-
puts to the ADATs. 

"Eventually, I made a patchbay that 
would allow me to connect any console to 
the ADATs, either with or without dynam-
ics. One end of the bay was wired to the 
console with connectors for each channel. 
The signal would come out of the insert 

separate jacks for the insert send and 
return (such as a Yamaha PM3000), 
Ronnie simply used the 1 /4-to- 1/4 
lines of the snake to connect the desk 
to the bay. For consoles that had the 
inserts on a single 1/4-inch TRS con-
nector, he carried breakout adapters 
with 1/4-inch 'FRS male at one end, 
and two 1/4-inch TS female connec-
tors at the other. The tip of the male 
TRS was hot for one of the females 
connectors (!), and the ring of the TRS 
was hot for the other (see fig. 2). Sleeve 
(ground) of the TRS went to sleeve on 
both female IS jacks. If the console 

Tip' 

TS Female Connector #1 

Sleeve Contact 

TRS Male Connector 
Ring 
1 

Sleeve 

Tip Contact 

TS Female Connector #2 
Sleeve Contact  

+ MIMI 

TS Connector from Snake 

Tip Contact 

send, go to the patchbay (top row), normal 
through the bottom row to ADAT input. 
Then, in another section of the bay, the 
ADAT output came to the top row and was 
normalled through the patchbay to the in-
sert return. So the ADAT became part of 
the insert chain. This made patching much 
easier, and I had the ability to put the tape 
machine either before or after the patch 
(see fig. 1)." 

As far as making the physical connec-
tions between his patchbay and whatever 
console turned up at the gig, Kimball came 
up with two snakes to cover just about all 
of his needs. His main snake was a simple 
TS 1/4-inch-to- 1/4-inch. If a console had 

was (for example) a Mackie 
8•Bus, the TRS part of the 
adapter was plugged into the 
channel insert. Then the fe-
male jacks at the other end 
of the adapter would accept 
the separate 1/4-inch male 
ends from the snake, with 
tip=send and rineretum. 
Since the 1/4-inch snake was 
not permanently wired to a 
TRS, the system could ac-
commodate a console (such 
as a Soundcraft) where 
tip=retum and send=ring 
simply by reversing the 1/4-
inch female jacks. Ronnie 
also had a snake built for 
certain consoles that used 
XLR connectors on the con-
sole end for the inserts (be-
lieve it or not there are a 
couple out there). 

Wherever possible, 
recordings were made without EQ, 
but this was dependent upon the con-
sole's insert or direct out being pre-
EQ. If it was post-EQ, then EQ had to 
be printed. Kimball tried to extract the 
signal pre-EQ, "so I could roll those 
tapes the next day and know that, bar-
ring the limitations of digital, you're 
basically getting the signal that was at 
the mic. The first recordings were also 
postdynamic, but eventually I went to 
a stage where there were absolutely no 
dynamics going to tape. In the latter 
stages of the tour, I limited only the 
bass guitar to keep it more constant. I 
didn't need to limit the lead vocal be-
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"Sound Forge single-handedly made Windows a respectable 

audio editing platform:" ism \, icicograpm 

This innovative editing program for Windows allows you to bring audio and 

multimedia projects to life. With an extensive set of processes, tools and 

effects, you're able to record, edit, and enhance any project with ease. Sound 

Forge's intuitive interface and familiar Windows environment lets  ou start 

creating audio excitement immediately. With support for many file formats, 

and the ability to create streaming media content for the Internet, it's the 

one program that keeps you on the leading edge! 

Version 4.5 now incorporates our Batch Converter and Spectrum Analysis 

Plug- Ins, in addition to advanced loop editing and support for Sonic 

Foundry's ACID. 
Now includes streaming media file support for: 

real 
r— 
VVbilows 

Media 

RealSystem G2 

C72 
Free,update at ww-w.sonicfoundry.com 

for registered users. 

4 

d!` 

digital audio editing for multimedia and internet content creation 

Also available from Sonic Foundry - DirectX Audio Plug-Ins 
Expand the real-time power of Sonic Foundry's Sound Forge and other DirectX host programs, including Sonic 

Foundry's ACID, with these easy-to- integrate plug-in tools from Sonic Foundry. 

Sonic Foundry Nrise Reduction" 

Three plug-ins in one! Removes broadband noise, clicks, pops, and even restores vinyl for optimum sonic quality. 

Sonic Foundry Acoustic MirrorT" 

Process your audio with unique, acoustical ambiences such as large and small indoor/outdoor environments, in 

addition to vintage studio mics. 

Soni- Foundry XFX" 1, XFX' 2, XFX"' 3 

This outstanding series of high-quality effects gives you advanced real-time tools to produce perfect audio results, 

including enhanced Reverb, Pitch Shift, Noise Gate, Multiband Dynamics, Vibrato, and Distortion. 

FOR W7— — ORMATION, VISIT OUR 1,1,!uSrry AT WINVIJ SONICFOUNDRY,COM, CALL 1 RIO 57 SONIC OR VISIT YO1 1P Mr ? Inesfl' FR 

Sonic Foundry and Sound Forge are registered trademarks of Sonic Foundry, Inc. Other products are trademarks of their respective manufacturers. 

CIRCLE 99 ON FREE INFO CARD 
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The new Electro-Voice 
MS3000 wireless microphone 
system targets the broadcast 
and live sound markets. Deliv-
ering a signal-to-noise ratio of 
104 dB, the system operates in 
the UHF frequency range of 
690 to 720 MHz (TV channels 
50-55) on single custom-tuned 
frequencies and employs EV's 
patented Secure-Phase diver-
sity technology for optimum 
signal reception and range. 
The MS3000 system combines 
the MR3000 receiver with a 
choice of handheld and body-
pack transmitters that offer a 
wide range of microphone 
choices, including the Electro-
Voice N/D767 N/DYM dynam-
ic and the BK-1 condenser. For 
superior reception, the system 

EQ 
Rom) GEAR 

offers specially 
tuned quarter-
wave antennas 
with TNC-type 
connectors. The 
all-metal enclo-
sure features a 
five-segment LED 
audio level meter, 
a five-segment 
LED output level 
meter, two LEDs 
to indicate the ac-
tion of the diversi-
ty circuitry, and a 

rear-pane squelch adjustment 
control. For more details, call 
Electro-Voice, Inc. at 616-695-
6831 or fax them at 616-695-
1304. Circle EQ free lit. #127. 

RIGHT EO N 
JBL Professional's JBL EON1500 
delivers high-quality audio us-
ing a 15-inch 2-way speaker 
system with a molded one-
piece baffle and 60- x 90-degree 
constant directivity horn. In ad-
dition to many other classic 
EON features, the EON1500 
also boasts a liq-
uid-cooled titani-
um-diaphragm 
compression dri-
ver and JBL's 
patented Sonic-
Guard circuitry 
that protects the 

driver from 
overpower-
ing. Featur-
ing an enclo-
sure and baffle molded 
from durable co-polymer 
material and a perforated 
metal grille to protect the 
woofer. The unit comes in 
a black enclosure, and, 
because of its multi-angle 
design, it can be used as a 
main PA speaker or as a 
floor monitor. For more 
information, call JBL Pro-
fessional at 818-894-8850, 
fax them at 818-830-7802, 
or visit www.jblpro.com. 
Circle EQ free lit. # 128. 

PERSONAL 
TASTE 

Designed for touring appli-
cations, Shure's PSM700 
wireless personal   
monitor is a fre-
quency-agile sys-
tem with two 
groups of 16 se-
lectable UHF fre-
quencies (32 to-
tal). Up to 16 
PSM700 systems, 
each providing a 
separate stereo 
mix, may be op-
erated simultaneously. Fea-
turing Shure's E5 dual-dri-
ver universal-fit earphones, 
the system has a minimum 
operating range of 300 feet, 
is fully frequency compati-
ble with all other Shure 
wireless systems, and offers 
users the option of stereo, 
mono, or MixMode opera-
tion. The MixMode feature 
provides users the choice of 
sending and receiving a pair 

fered. For more informa-
tion, call Shure Brothers, 
Inc. at 847-866-2200 or fax 
them at 847-866-2279. Cir-
cle EQ free lit. # 129. 

of monaural mixes rather 
than just a single stereo mix. 
When this function is active, 
the balance control on the 
PSM receiver can be used to 
adjust the relative volumes 
of these two mixes to facili-
tate individual performance 
needs. The system includes 
the Shure P7T Transmitter, 
P7R Body-pack Receiver, 
and E5 Earphones. The sug-
gested price begins at 
$1800. A full range of op-
tional accessories is also of-

BOOGIE BOARD 
Yamaha's M3000 sound re-
inforcement mixing console 
is designed for use in a 
broad range of applications 
in a variety of venues, such 
as nightclubs, concert halls, 
and tours. The M3000 con-
sists of 24 mono and 4 
stereo inputs and a 4-band 
EQ with sweepable and 

modifiable Q for high-
mid and low-mid fre-
quency ranges. Its 16-
channel bus 
configuration features 
the Yamaha Group/Aux 
Diversity System (GADi-
versity) and the system's 
flexibility allows users to 
group up to 8 outputs 
with the other 8 outputs 
functioning as auxiliary 

outs, 6 group outputs, and 
10 aux, or all 16 as aux out-
puts. The M3000 features 
eight VGA groups, 128 MIDI 
mute groups, and Yamaha's 
VGA design, which provides 
a clean audio path without 
added noise, distortion, or 
crosstalk. The M3000 has a 
retail price of $ 10,995. For 
more information, contact 
Yamaha at 714-522-9011 or 
visit their Web site at 
www.yamaha.com. Circle 
EQ free lit. # 130. LIO 
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Big amps aren't. 

Convention*"Amps PLUM 
3816 70IbsI 2RU,21b$ At 3460 watts total power, 2RU and only 21 lbs, the PLX3402 delivers big power in a 

small, light-weight package. No more large racks and aching backs caused by 

lugging around old-fashioned, conventional amplifiers. Using our exclusive PowerWaveTM 

high-frequency switching technology, this 21-pound amplifier pumps out more power in less space than a 70-pound 

conventional amplifier. The stiffer PowerWave power supply also delivers chest-pounding bass and crystal-clear highs. And with 30 years 

Model Watts per channel 

PLX 2i2 412 8i2 
1202 600 325 200 

16 2 800 500 300 

2402 1200 700 425 

3002 1500 900 550 

3402 1700 1100 700 
In nt.rouk, CC) "KJ 

25 C 55 ,C 

of experience building amplifiers for the worlds most demanding professionals, you can count on PLX3402 

to perform all night, every night. So check out a PLX3402 and see for yourself why big power is cool 

and big amps aren't. For more information call (800) 854-4079 or visit www.qscaudio.com. 

PLX. High Impact Power. 

CIRCLE 45 ON FREE INFO CARD 

.5 models from 
200 to 1700 ma 

• All models 2RU, 2 

HEAR THE POWER OF TECHNOLOGY. 
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BIAIVIP MSP22 

M ULTI-FUNCTION SYSTEM 
PROCESSOR 

By WADE MCGREGOR 

Loudspeakers require signal conditioning 
to achieve their optimal performance. 
This conditioning traditionally has come 
via a rack of equipment that included lim-
iters, equalizers, and crossovers. Over the 
past ten years, this rack has been reduced 
to a single box with a DSP chip performing 
all the functions. Unfortunately, the cost 
of these DSP-based system processors 
was, until now, beyond the reach of many 
clubs and local and regional sound rein-
forcement users. 

The Biamp MSP22 includes the 
comprehensive processing at a price that 
makes analog alternatives look expen-
sive. While the design of the MSP22 is fo-
cused on installed sound applications, 
this is a processor that could easily fit 
into the rack of a sound reinforce-
ment rental company, gigging 
band, or small church. The 
two-input and two-out-
put audio path will 
not suit every 
sound system 
application, 
but the 

flexible 
range of 

processing can 
meet the needs of 

many common loud-
speaker systems. Inside 

the unit are 48 kHz/24-bit 
A/D and DIA converters. Be-

tween these ports is a complete 
chain of loudspeaker signal process-

ing: compressor/limiters; noise gates; 
parametric and 1/3-octave equaliza-
tion; crossover filters; signal delays; 
and level adjustments. The digital na-
ture of this unit also provides for pre-
set configurations that can be recalled 
with a simple switch contact. An up-
dated version, the MSP22e (shipping 
Q3 '99), will allow the user to rearrange 
the processing modules to suit their 
application. 

The unit offers no controls on the 
front or rear panel. All adjustments for the 
MSP22 are handled from a Windows 9X-
based computer connected to the unit's 
serial port. While this may at first seem 
daunting to those familiar only with ana-
log processors, there are many advan-
tages to this "blank panel" format. 
The setup software provides 
parameter adjustments 
that can easily be stored 
(in the unit's non-
volatile memory) 
or copied to 
other 
units. 
All 

the 
adjust-

ments can 
be saved in a 

relatively small 
computer file. Should 

a unit need to be serviced, 
the disk file is downloaded 

into the replacement unit, mak-
ing their setup identical (try that 

with a rack of analog processors). You 
will, however, always need a computer to 
set up or monitor 
the signals within 
the unit. Once the 
computer is re-
moved, unautho-
rized persons are 
prevented from 
making adjust-
ments that could 
damage or disable 
the sound system. 
Anyone who has 
precisely setup an 
analog equalizer 
and then had an-
other "expert" 
make inappropri-
ate (smile curve) 
adjustments can 
appreciate this se-
curity. 

The setup 
software (v2.3 at 
time of writing) of-

fers a 
graphic 

inter-
face that 

allows clear 
and precise ad-

justment of each 
stage of processing. The 

initial screen for the MSP22 
(see fig. 1) includes input and 

output gain sliders, level metering 
throughout each processing stage, 
preset recall buttons, logic input indi-
cators, and buttons to access the Gain 
Matrices, Gain Manager, EQ, 
Crossover, and Delay functions. Click-
ing on the process buttons opens up 
the controls (only one process at a 
time, though) to adjust each of these 
functions. 

The Gain Matrix allows the lev-
els in each channel to be adjusted 
and to mix the signal between chan-
nels, such as a two-way crossover 
where one input channel is fed to 
both output channels. The Gain Ma-

ROADAIPPL 
MANUFACTURER: Biamp Systems, 10074 S.W. Arcti 
Drive, Beaverton, OR 97005. Tel: 503-641-7287. Web: www. 
biamp.corn 

APPLICATIONS: A 2-channel sound reinforcement system 
processor for fixed and portable applications. 

SUMMARY: A fully featured, two-input/two-output, DSP-based 
loudspeaker processor that offers great flexibility to those who 
need to tweak their sound reinforcement system. 

STRENGTHS: Easy configuration; lots of choice in EQ and 
crossover filtering; quiet 24-bit converters; affordable. 

WEAKNESSES: Must be configured with a Windows-based 
computer ( not included); available only through Biamp deal-
ers ( not music stores); no pre-built presets for specific loud-
speakers. 

PRICE: $922, including software; $614 for the MSP11 sin-
gle-channel version. EQ FREE LIT. #: 107 
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For a greattundii how, atyou need 
is talent... We can supply the rest! 

CAR VIN 

GIG MAGAZINE'S ROAD TES 

The club held about 200 
people „Set-up was veo' quick 
and easy. The system itself 
sounded great We had more 
clean power and overall head-
room than we would ever need 
fora gig this size or twice this size. 
Jamie Rio 
Gig Mailazine, November 1998 

700 watts! 1. 
24 bit stereo effects 
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Call B00-854-mmediate 

2235 tor i delivery tram our tactory USA 

For over 52 years. Carvin has been delivering the high-

est quality gear at the most affordable prices. The 872-
832 & 1272-832 systems are prime examples. These 

versatile mixer & speaker packages are ideal for both 
rehearsal & live performances. The heart of the system 
is the 700-watt CX872 or CX1272 stereo power mixer. 
They offer 8 or 12 channels with XLR mic & line inputs. 

3 band ch EQ, effects & monitor sends with stereo pan 
level controls. The master section features two 9 band 

graphic EQs which can be spilt with the dual 350 watt 
power amps to drive four 8 ohm main speakers & four 

8 ohm monitor speakers. The onboard stereo 24bit DSP 
processor offers 16 premium effects from extended echos 

to lush reverbs. The 832 high power 15" speakers are 
made from lightweight poplar plywood covered in 
Duratuff IITM. Deep bass puriCh with crystal clarity is what 
you'll get from these tuned ported enclosures! The 

system package also includes two quality CM50 mics 

with 20' XLR & two 50' speaker cables. 
The 7222 monitor package comes with two 722 12" 

monitors featuring light-weight poplar plywood & two 
50' cables that hook right into the mixer. Add a couple 
of SS20 speaker & MS12 mic stands & you're ready to 
tackle the big jobs with plenty of power and superb sound. 

'sur door,-call 800-854-2235 & give t 

system a real workout under our money-back trial period 
or visit one of our California stores. As always, our prod-
uct consultants are available to help with any questions. 

esitVR 

CARVIN eun 
Wen 

.r lb. — 

1›. ••••••;• 
• 

CARVIlsi .4 

872-832 System q5 
• CX872 700W 8 Ch mixer • Two 832 400W 
15" 2-way speakers • Two CM50 mics with 
20 XLII cables • Two 50' PH50 speaker cables 

1272-832 System 
• CX1272 700W 12 Ch mixer • Two 832 400W 
15" 2-way speakers • Two CM50 mics with 20' 
XLR cables • Two 50' PH50 speaker cables 

7222 Monitor Sys 
• Two 722 300 watt 12" 2-way monitors 
• Two 50' PH50 speaker cables 

SS20 Speaker Stands 
MS12 Boom Mic Stands 
lb x 24 cnannei systems also asaiat  

cee 

cee 
Ciumiv 
The Professional's Choice 

www.caryin.com 
USA, Alaska, Hawaii, Canada 

800-854-2235 R-F 6:30-6, SAT 9-4 PST 
MUM FACTORY DIRECT or al the following Garvin Mies: 
• San Diego CA 619-487-8700 S Hollywood, CA 323-851-4200 

• Santa Ana CA 714-558-0655 • Covina, CA 626-815-8787 

FREE Garvin catalog 

Name —_ 

Address _ Apr 

City  ,;t1rP Zip 

CAR VIN. 12340 World Trade Dr., San Diego, CA 92128 CX72 

CIRCLE 11 ON FREE INFO CARD 
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trix can also be a conve-
nient place to reduce a 
stereo mix to mono. This 
module also includes polarity 
switches to flip the electrical polarity of 
the inputs and/or outputs. 

The Gain Manager includes a Lev-
eler (automatic gain adjustment), com-
pressor, limiter, and soft gate. The Lev-
eler is tricky to setup, as it interacts 
with the compressor and limiter, and is 
best used in fixed installations where 
the threshold of feedback will not vary 
dramatically. The compressor automat-
ically sets the ratio depending on the 
timing and amount the signal exceeds 
the threshold set with an on-screen 
slider. A hard limiter is provided for 
system protection from excessive 
peaks. The Soft Gate is a downward ex-

IL. la V 

pander that can be adjusted to 
reduce noise through the sys-
tem, such as the noise from 
band gear between sets. An 

advanced mode (call Biamp technical 
support for details) provides additional 
parameters, such as attack and release 
times. All of the gain management can 
be bypassed with a single switch. 

The EQ provides 28 bands of para-
metric or 1/3-octave graphic equalization. 
Unlike many processors, both EQ formats 
can be in use simultaneously. The para-
metric EQ (see fig. 2) offers filters that can 
be adjusted graphically (with your com-
puter mouse) or using the drop-down dia-
log boxes. The filters are in stepped incre-
ments, but with sufficient resolution for all 
reasonable equalization settings, such as 
bandwidths between four octaves and 

1/48th octave and 
level in 0.25 dB 
Steps. In addition, 
there are high- and 
low-pass filters 
with 6-dB-to-24-
dB-per-octave 
slopes. You can 
copy/paste equal-
ization settings be-
tween the two 
channels from a 
menu accessed 
with the right-
mouse button. 

The Crossover 
module offers both 
Linkwitz-Riley and 
Butterworth filters 
between 6 dB/oc-
tave and 24 dB/oc-
tave. Similar to the 
equalization, these 
filters can be ad-
justed graphically. 
In addition, the 
two filters can be 
symmetrical 
(linked) or com-
pletely different, 
for those with 
more sophisticated 
requirements. The 
unit only provides 
for two-way 
crossover func-
tions, with Output 
One always the 
high-frequency out-
put (the MSP22e 
will allow much 
greater flexibility, 
including up to 
four-way crossovers 
with two units 
linked together). In 
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FIGURE 1: The main screen of the MSP22 control software 
indicates the signal flow through the unit. Outputs can be 
muted and the remote control port ( Logic Inputs) can be 

monitored for activity. 
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FIGURE 2: The equalization screen of the Biamp MSP22 
control software provides a choice of drop-down menus or 
graphic adjustment for up to 28 bands (per channel) of 

equalization filters. On the upper graph. blue dots indicate 
level/frequency adjustment control points, while green 
circles indicate bandwidth adjustment points. The lower 

graph displays the combined response of the active filters. 
An alternate screen (graphic EQ mode) offers a classic 1/3-

octave graphic EQ display for voicing a system. 

full-range applications, the crossover 
functions are simply bypassed. Once the 
crossover filters are engaged, the soft-
ware will warn the user repeatedly that 
bypassing the filters could cause loud-
speaker damage. This is mildly annoying 
during setup, but a good idea if the sys-
tem is passing audio. 

Signal delay is the final stage of 
processing before the output of each 
channel. Delays can be adjusted in in-
crements of inches, feet, centimeters, 
meters, or milliseconds. The inherent 
latency of the unit ( 1.333 ms) is the 
lowest value allowed, and steps up in 
as little as 21 microsecond increments 
to a maximum of 1.359979 seconds. 

Audio connections are through 
detachable screw terminal blocks that 
are inexpensive to terminate and can 
be disconnected quickly when remov-
ing the unit from a rack. The computer 
connection is via a null-modem female 
9-pin sub-D connector (cable supplied) 
compatible with notebook computer 
serial ports. The control and setup of 
the unit is via the Biamp Win software 
that runs under Win9X and is available 
on the Biamp Web site (in addition to 
shipping with the unit). A 25-pin sub-D 
connector offers logic Inputs that can 
recall preset functions within the unit. 

The 16 presets can provide very 
flexible operation. For example, a rental 
company may have 16 different loud-
speaker configurations in their invento-
ry. A simple switch panel (hidden inside 
the rack or simply connected during set-
up and removed before shipping) re-
calls the setup for each system configu-
ration. This can allow one processor to 
be used in any system without requiring 
tedious calibration for each rental. In 
the club environment, presets can allow 
the system to be optimized for each dif-
ferent type of act the venue hosts. Set-
ting up presets is as simple as making 
the adjustments, pressing the Store but-
ton, and selecting a Preset number. 

The MSP22 may only have two 
channels, but it provides nearly every 
feature you really need to process two-
way loudspeaker systems, full-range sys-
tems, or ancillary loudspeakers. The up-
dated MSP22e will be available in late 
spring (same price) with enhanced capa-
bilities, including digital linking between 
two units. Don't let the installation-style 
package fool you, the MSP22 can be a 
solid performer on the road, too. 

Wade McGregor is a principal con-
sultant for Mc2 System Design Group, 
an acoustical consultingfinn based in 
North Vancouver, BC. Visit their 
home page at www.mrsquared.com. 
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The Birth 01 A Legend 

All GT Electronics AM Series mics use a 
super-thin 3- micron, gold-evaporated 
mylar diaphragm for the ultimate in 
sensitivity and transparent response. 
Over 1" in diameter, the extra-large 
diaphragm is precisely tensioned by 
hand to ensure perfect accuracy. 

The GT AM61 and AM62 maintain an 
all-tube signal path for preamplification  
The tube, a military- spec GT5840M, is 
the most advanced audio vacuum tube 
ever made. It offers incredibly low self 
noise, a long life and nearly non-existent 
microphonics. The result...classic, warm, 
rich tone that you demand from a 
legendary tube mic. 
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What turns a studio microphone 

into a legend? 

Natural warmth. Rich character. 

Crystalline clarity that perfectly 

captures the fine details of every 

nuance. Most importantly, it 

provides an indescribable intimacy 

that makes listening a deeply 

emotional experience. 

Legendary mics are made by 

people who share a passion for 

the art of sound. So we gathered 

together some of the most 

passionate designers in the 

world to create GT Electronics, a 

new division of Alesis that's dedicated 

to the qualities of legendary 

audio equipment design. It all starts 

with the AM Series large diaphragm 

studio condenser microphones, which 

offer everything you'd expect 

from o legendary mic except the 

legendor y 

GT. The new legend has arrived. 

the new legend 
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GALAXY CORE PA5X140 

POWERED M ONITOR 

By MIKE SOKOL 

Galaxy Audio has made a powered 
monitor that really works. This thing is 
just so darn cute, and what's not to love 
about being able to pick up your whole 
vocal monitor package in one hand? But 
I wasn't a quick and easy convert to the 
idea. I've tried to use powered "spot" 
monitors in the past, but they never had 
enough juice to get the job done. You 
can't expect a 30- or 40-watt amplifier 
to cut through the roar of the stage in-
struments. But the CORE PA5X140 has 
got the juice. With a legit 140-watt am-
plifier (75 watts to the internal speaker) 
on-board and a built-in limiter, this 
thing can get significantly loud. 

Built like a brick ( 13.5 lbs.), the 
PA5X has a full heat sink on the front 
panel for cooling and a small, but 
comprehensive, control panel. Two in-
put channels are included — one an 
XLR with 24-volt phantom power and 
the other a 1/4-inch TRS jack. Both in-
puts will accept mic or line-level sig-
nals without complaining. A 3-band 
equalizer is also included, with fre-
quencies at 300 Hz, 2 kHz, and 16 kHz. 

While these are 
standard fre-
quency centers 
for music, I wish 
they had set the 
centers to maybe 
100 Hz, 1 kHz, 
and 4 kHz, which 
are more in the 
problem areas I 
typically have to 
cut to correct 
feedback due to 
microphone 
proximity or 
presence boost. 
(But, for bigger 
applications, you 
would use an ex-
ternal 1/3-octave 
EQ anyway.) 

The back 
panel includes 
an RCA jack with 
line-level output 
and a 1/4-inch 
speaker jack for 

an external cabinet. Unlike previ-
ous models, plugging in 

an external speaker 
does not mute the in-
ternal speaker. This 
allows you to plug in 
one or two passive 
hot spot monitors 
from a single pow-
ered PA5X140 unit. 
All in all, this is a 
very nicely designed 
package. 

A quick caveat 
here: Corrective 
monitor equalization 
should be mostly 
cuts as opposed to 
boosts. If you find 
that you're adding 
more than a few deci-
bels of boost to any fre-
quency band, you're 

probably asking for trou-
ble. It's possible to cause 
any speaker driver to fail if 

ROAD 
MANUFACTURER: Galaxy Audio, 601 East Pawnee Ave, 
Wichita, KS 67211. Tel: 800-369-7768. 

APPLICATION: Vocal monitoring for live sound and small 
sound reinforcement applications. 

SUMMARY: Powered monitor with a single 5- inch driver, in-
tegrated 140-watt amplifier, 2-channel mixer, and 3-band EQ. 

STRENGTHS: Lots of power in a small package; phantom pow-
ered XLR and 1/4- inch TRS inputs allow each musician to ad-
just the me/them mix; built-in limiter with clip light lets you go 
to the edge without falling off; stand mount permits raising the 
monitor, or it works pretty well as a tiny floor monitor. 

WEAKNESSES: Frequency points of the 3- band EQ could be 
better placed for vocal applications, but were fine for stan-
dard music monitoring; could use a loop-through XLR output, 
which would pass your mic signal unaffected back to the main 
mixing console without an external splitter cable. 

PRICE: $399 EQ FREE LIT. #: 108 
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• PEAVEY HAS MANUFACTURED QUALITY SOUND 
EQUIPMENT FOR OVER 33 YEARS 

• PEAVEY MAKES COMPLETE SOUND SYSTEMS 
We make every link in the audio chain. 

• PEAVEY PRODUCTS SHARE TREND-SETTING TECHNOLOGIES 
?erinn teams work together, and so does our equipment. 

• PEAVEY EQUIPMENT PROVIDES GREAT QUALITY & PERFORMANCE 
. Ve ve been the number one seller of amps and enclosures for 

• PEAVEY DEALERS OFFER ONE-STOP SHOPPING 
orients tor your system at me same place, at the same time. 

• PEAVEY OFFERS EXTENDED WARRANTIES FOR UP TO FIVE YEARS 
nore peace Of mind and confidence in Peavey. 

Two 115 TES PA Enclosures 

Two 112 TIM Floor Monitors 

Two NM 22 Diamond Mics 

KR 600F Mixer/Amp 

Two S2 Mic Stands 

Four 25' 16-Gauge S/S Speaker Cables 

Two 25' HIP LO I Cables 

VISIT US ON THE WEB www.peavey.com 
`.0 Peavey Electronics Corporation • 711 A Street • Meridian, MS 39301 • U.S.A. • (601) 483-5365 • Fax ( 601) 486-1278 

Peavey Europe • Greot Folds Road • Oakley Hay • CORBY • Northants NN18 9ET • England 
Tel: .44 (0) 1536 461234 • Fox . 44 ( 0) 1536 747222 • e11998 
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you ask it to do the impos-
sible. So don't try to make 
this (or any other) 5-inch 
driver put out mondo bass. 
You can't rewrite the laws of physics, 
but you can break the machinery — 
and you'll probably end up with a 
wrecked speaker. 

I got to try out the PA5X in a vari-
ety of studio and live applications, 
with lots of surprised artists and engi-
neers. First, in my studio, I had to do 
some electric guitar tracking without 
an instrument amplifier. The artist 
brought his effects pedals along, 
which sounded fine, but he couldn't 

Egb 
Z. V 

get used to headphones. So I 
set up a PA5X for him with a 
DI box looping through the 
line-level 1/4-inch output 

from his pedals to the input on the 
PA5X140. I let the DI box send a mic-
level XLR signal to my console while I 
returned a feed from my monitor 
group on the console to the XLR input 
on the PAX5. This allowed him to mix 
together as much music cue and direct 
guitar as he wanted. It was a very sim-
ple solution that worked perfectly. 

Next up I was asked to speak on 
live sound reinforcement theory at a 
harp convention in Baltimore. Not har-

o 

o 

MICROPHONE PREAMPLIFIER 

B 

(ACTUAL SIZE) 
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Gloria Estefan, Dolly Parton, Neil Young, Lou Reed, Laurie Anderson, Bob 
Dylan, Madonna, Eric Clapton, George Harrison, Paul McCartney, Paul 
Simon, Joe Henderson, James Carter, Ernie Watts, Bill Hollman, Saturday 
Night Live, The Muppets and many others have done great work with the M- I. 
The M-1 is clearly superior, satisfaction guaranteed. Here's why: 

The Jensen IT-16-B Input Transformer. The world's best mic-input trans-
former. If you thought transformers were a compromise, you haven't heard the JT-16-13! 

The 990 Discrete Op-Amp. The 990 discrete op-amp is superior to the monolithic 
op-amps found in other equipment. 

NO Coupling Capacitors in the Signal Path. DC servo circuitry and input 
bias current compensation circuitry eliminate all coupling capacitors and the degradation 
they cause. 

Standard features: LED-illuminated push-buttons; phantom power switch; polarity reverse 
switch; conductive plastic gain pot and high-gain switch; shielded toroidal power transformer 
with 6-position voltage selector switch; gold plated XLRs; ground-lift switches. 

Options: VU- 1 meter (shown); PK-1 meter; Jensen JT- 1 1-BM output transformer; 

THE JOHN HARDY COMPANY 

Phone: 847-864-8060 

Adwej5,1,._ 
ekbeirsivs 

P.O. Box AA631 
Evanston, IL 60204 Fax: 847-864-8076 

monica-type harps, mind you, but real 
Concert and Celtic harps with strings. 
I took along a Barcus Berry piano pick-
up, a Crown CM-700 mic, and a Shure 
Beta 57 mic. Oh, and I brought a PA5X 
as well. Since a harp is built a lot like a 
piano, the Barcus piano pickup works 
great for sound reinforcement applica-
tions. After demonstrating mic and 
pickup techniques on a much larger 
sound system, I plugged in the PA5X 
alone and pointed it towards the 
room. Playing to a room of some 50 
listeners, many of them couldn't be-
lieve that all the sound was coming 
from the little speaker on a stand. I 
had to let them listen at the bigger sys-
tem to be sure it was turned off and 
there was no smoke and mirrors in-
volved. The phantom power on the 
XLR input was handy, since it could 
power a condenser mic without bat-
teries and I could put up a second mic 
for them to talk into. For sound aug-
mentation in a small room, like a book 
store or coffeehouse, the PA5X alone 
would work as FOH speakers. But, of 
course, it can't make any bass from its 
small 5-inch driver. I did try plugging 
the speaker output into an 8-ohm, 15-
inch sub, and the little PA5X drove the 
"stack" to really loud, surprisingly 
good-sounding levels. 

Finally, I loaned a pair of the 
PA5X's to a musician friend who typi-
cally uses floor wedges. He liked the 
idea of tweaking his own vocal levels 
in the monitor, so he sent a monitor 
mix from his console to the 1/4-inch 
TRS input and made a "Y" XLR cable 
for the mic channel, which allowed 
him to pass through the mic signal to 
the console. This configuration al-
lowed him to add in as much of his 
vocal mic as he liked through the XLR 
input and fold-back some of the regu-
lar monitor feed in the other channel. 
He was able to place the PA5X right on 
the corner of the stage console and 
get a nice cross feed of the mix. And 
he was able to leave his monitor am-
plifier and floor wedges home since 
he felt he had more than ample vol-
ume from the PA5X. Result? One hap-
py camper (whatever that means). 

Now, I'm not going to get rid of 
my dedicated amplifier rig for most 
applications, since it's a little hard to 
convince professional artists to give 
up their big wedges. And the PA5X140 
simply can't sonically compete with a 
large pro monitor system. But for the 
rest of the weekend warrior applica-
tions and special situations, it will do 
the job with quite serious authority. 
You need to check it out. 
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The best IMF wireless 
microphone is missing 

just one thing. 

Your microphone. 

It used to be that making the switch to UHF wireless 

meant switching your microphone. Now you can keep your 

favorite microphone and get the clear, interfeienLe-fiee 

performance of UHF wireless. The UT- 12' Universal 

Plug-On Transmitter from Telex Communications converts 

any metal- body, three- pin microphone into a UHF wireless 

microphone. And you can do it for far less than must UHF 

wireless microphone systems on the market. Just snap the 

UT- 12 in place on your microphone and you're ready to go. 

With the UT- 12 from Telex, the best UHF 

wireless microphone is the 

one you already love. 

Call Telex today 1-800-392-3497 
or visit our Web site at www.telex.com. 
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Alesis Ml Active Monitors 
Switching power 

supplies set these 

monitors apart from 

their peers 

BY BOBBY OWSINSKI 

Time marches on, and, although speak-
er technology has remained basically 
unchanged for the last 75 or so years, 
some of the accompanying science on 
the periphery of loudspeakers continues 
to evolve. Case in point, the new Alesis 
MI Active monitors that bring loud-
speakers into the 
age of digital by 
employing switch-
ing power supplies 
in the internal am-
plifiers. 

The Alesis MI 
Active speaker is a 
powered two-way 
monitor utilizing a 
6.5- inch woofer 
featuring a propri-
etary carbon fiber 
cone that is 25 per-
cent lighter than 
the more com-
monly used poly-
propylene (for bet-
ter damping and 
transient re - 
sponse), and a 1-
inch Japanese silk 
dome tweeter 
that's Ferrofluid 
cooled. Both dri-
vers use a dual-
magnet structure, 
with the tweeter 
also employing an 
additional carbon 
steel cup to maxi-
mize magnetic 
shielding. A 75-
watt amplifier 
feeds the LF driver, 
while a separate 
25-watt amp 

crossed over at a rather low 1500 Hz 
thanks to an unusually steep 48-dB-per-
octave electronic crossover — amplifies 
the tweeter. 

The internal amplifiers are some-
what different from those normally 
used in powered monitors in that they 
use switching power supplies. Although 
common in digital equipment, a switch-
ing power supply is used in only a few 
pieces of current analog gear despite 
some impressive attributes, including 
virtually no 60 Hz hum, since the sup-
ply works at a frequency of 130 kHz. 
Also, there are no large transformers re-
quired, so there's a reduction in weight, 
an increase in dynamic range, and less 
clipping under heavy load conditions. 

The MI Active cabinets are mirror 
imaged with dual front-mounted ports 

and offset tweeters, and are made up of 
.625-inch medium density fiberboard 
for the four sides and rear, with the 
front baffle using 1-inch MDF. To com-
plete the finish, a vinyl composite ma-
terial is laminated to all sides of the cab-
inet except the front baffle, which is 
painted. The cabinet measures at 15 by 
8.5 by 9.75 inches and weighs only 19.5 
lbs. — incredibly light for a powered 
monitor. Alesis states that the MI has a 
frequency response of 50 Hz to 20 
kHz, ±2 dB with a maximum peak SPL 
of 118 dB at 1 meter. 

The rear panel has only a center 
detented input level control and a dual 
1/4-inch/XLR input connector. There 
are no EQ adjustments, although Alesis 
recommends that either or both of the 
front ports be plugged in order to adjust 
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NEW VLZ PRO. THE FIRST COMPACT 1 
WITH ESOTERIC MIC PREAMP - 
SPECS AND SOUND QUALITY. 

You won't find any other mixer 
manufacturer admitting this dirty 

little truth: For years, expensive 

outboard mic preamplifiers have 
yielded better sound than the 

preamps in any size mixing console 
including "status mega-consoles." In 

fact, if you happen to have numerous 
extra thousands in cash lying around, 

we urge you buy an esoteric mic 
preamp or two or three right now. 
• But if your equipment budget is 

slightly more down-to-earth, we'd 
like you to enjoy the benefits of the 

MS1402-V1.1. PRO 
6 XDR' mic preamps 
14x2 • 4 stereo line 
inputs • 6 mono 
mic/line inputs • 

extra ALT 3-4 stereo bus 

CR1604-V11 PRO 
16 XDR -micpreamps 
16x4x2 • 16 mono 

— — ",•,th"'.N mid line inputs 
%%%%% % • • 4 sub groups 

• • rotatable I/O pod 

91999 Mackie 
/esigns. All rights 
esereed. "Mackie 
sod the "Running 
dan" figure are re-
stxred trademark, 
if Mackie Designs 
nc. " YU" and 1DR" 
de trademarks of 
da(kic Design; 

MS1202-1111 PRO 
4 XDR . mic preamps 
12x2 • 4 stereo line 
inputs • 4 mono 
mic/line inputs • 

extra ALT 3-4 stereo bus 

CYNIC'S CORNER. Did we just slap a 
new buzzword on our "old" Vil mixers? 
Emphatically NO! We spent two years 
and a quarter of a million dollars to 
produce the first no-compromise mixer 
microphone preamplifier design. XDR' 
is a quantum leap ahead of anything 
but the most expensive outboard mic 
preamps. Plug a high-quality condenser 
mic into a VLZ Pro compact mixer and 
you'll hear the difference. Run a side-
by-side comparison with a 51000- per-
channel esoteric mic preamp and you'll 
be blown away. 

most extensive analog 
engineering project in 
Mackie's history: The new XDR." 
Extended Dynamic Range mic 

preamplifier. 
• Now for the first time, you can 
realize the full potential of the 

world's finest condenser 

microphones with an 
affordable compact mixer: 
Room ambiance so 
detailed you can practi-

cally hear the carpet 
pattern...high frequency 
resolution that defines 
cymbals, triangles and 
bells down to the 

molecular level... 
midrange that's as gentle 
and fluid as a warm 

bath...and tight, authori-
tative bass with 

intoxicatingly rich 
harmonic texture. In 

short, you can now 
achieve an aural 
panorama that's breath-
takingly realistic, excitingly 
vivid and truly 3-dimensional. 

• You probably think we're laying 
it on a little thick— until you hear 

the XDR'"mic preamplifier in 
person. It really does have... 

• The lowest harmonic distortion 
of any compact mixer mic preamp in 

existence (for example, ten times less 
THD than our previous VLZ' series). 

• Lower Equivalent Input Noise in 
the critical +20-+30dB operating 
range than most '2000 preamps. 

• Over 130dB of dynamic range to 
handle hot 24-bit/196kHz outputs 

from digital audio workstations. 
• Astonishing bandwidth 
without RFI side 

effects. Not only 
are XDR" mic 

CIRCIE 30 ON FREE INFO CARD 

Warm, natural sound 
0.0007% THD 

130dB dynamic range 
to handle 24-bit/196k 
digital input sources 
Lowest E.I.N. at real 
world gain settings 

Impedance independent 
Near DC-to-light 

bandwidth 
The best RFI rejection 
of any compact mixers 

in the world 

_ . 

_ 

preamps flat within Vioth of 
a dB across the bandwidth of any known 
microphone but they're only 3dB down 

at 1Hz and 192kHz! 
• Controlled Impedance 
Interface. Use the XDR" 
mic preamp with mic/ 
cable impedance 
combinations anywhere 
from 50 to 600 ohms and 
get the same ruler-flat 
frequency response. 
• There are also XDR" 
benefits you won't hear: 
• The best RFI (radio 
frequency interference) 
rejection of any 
compact mixer... without 

attenuating high 

frequency response. 
• Comprehensive 
protection against "hot 
patching" and short 

circuit damage — a 

critical feature even some high-end mic 
preamps lack. 
• The mixers are pretty cool, too. 

XDR" mic preamps are the latest 
major enhancement to our 
industry- standard CR1604, 

M51402 and MS1202. For more 
information, call toll-free, log 
onto our web site or visit 

your nearest Mackie Dealer 

and hear the new VLZ ' PRO 
Series. Think of them as '2000 
mic preamps with superb 
mixers attached. 

www.mackie.com 

MAUL IN INUUOINVILLf 

WASHINUI UN USA UY 

888/227-0829 GENUINE MUNOZ 
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the low-end response to the room 
acoustics. 

The manual for the MI is rather ex-
tensive, with sections on installation, 
placement, and surround sound, along 
with the expected general description of 
the monitors. I found the section on sur-
round somewhat curious in that much 
of it referred to Dolby Pro Logic and 
home theater, which are situations that 
MI owners are unlikely to encounter 
since these monitors are more targeted 
to the studio than the living room. 

In the manual, Alesis also recom-
mends that the tweeters be placed to the 
inside, not outside, of the listening tri-
angle because any comb filtering is re-
duced due to the built-in time alignment 
of the drivers. This is certainly counter 
to both what other manufacturers and 
conventional wisdom suggests, but I did, 
in fact, find that the MI Actives gave a 
better stereo image in this position. 

I used the MI Actives to mix a tune 
intended as a theme song for the up-
coming movie Perfect Little Man. The 
song had a lot of different textures — 
from acoustic guitars and pianos to 

synths and samples to Blues guitar to 
Hammond B3 — all of which had to be 
sculpted and molded into a cohesive 
stereo mix. 

My first impression of the MI was 
that any instrument with lots of natur-
al high end (cymbals, percussion), when 
played back through the speaker, 
seemed well-defined, if not a bit on the 
bright side. Instruments with a lot of 
natural low end such as bass guitar and 
kick reproduced well off the bat — a lit-
de too well in fact. My feelings were con-
firmed as my mix ended up a bit dull 
sounding on the top and a bit light on 
the bottom. 

A quick look at the frequency re-
sponse chart in the manual showed that 
there's about a 2-dB bump in the re-
sponse from about 80 to 110 Hz and 
again at about 12 kHz, which once more 
confirmed what I was hearing. After 
learning the particular characteristics of 
the Mrs, I was able to go back and com-
plete the mix without any additional 
problems. I don't consider the fre-
quency bumps to be a big deal, since, all 
things being equal, it's a lot better to 

have mixes come out slightly lacking at 
certain frequencies than the opposite. 
After all, it's easier to dial frequencies 
back in during mastering than to try to 
take excessive amounts out. 

At a retail of only $649 per pair, the M1 
Actives give you a tremendous bang for the 
buck. Only a very few years ago, it would 
have been unheard of to find a pair of pow-
ered monitors at this price, let alone ones 
that were fully biamped. They might not 
make you want to throw away your $2000 
monitors, but you'd be hard pressed to find 
this level of technology anywhere else in 
this price range. You can tell there's been 
a lot of thought and effort put into the de-
sign of these monitors, and Alesis should 
be applauded for trying to push the enve-
lope of a rather staid technology. 

MANUFACTURER: Alesis Corpora-
tion, 1633 26th Street, Santa Monica, 
CA 90404. Tel. 800-5-ALESISI 
310-255-3400. E-mail: alecorp@ 
alesisl.usa.com. Web: www. 
alesis.com. PRICE: $649 per pair. 
EQ FREE LIT. #: 109 
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RP520 Studio Tube Mic Preamp 
• Smooth, warm sound 
• 30 dB Input and Output Padding 
• Phase Reversal 
• Analog Metering 

RP583 Studio Tube Compressor/Limiter 
• Designed for Subtle compression applications such as: 

Vocals - Program Material - Soft Instruments 
• Side Chain for direct detector circuit access 
• Smooth, natural tube compression 
• All Tube Gain Circuitry 

RP562 Studio Sonic Exciter 
• Restores Signal Clarity 
• Adds Life and animation to the Sound 
• Automatic Sound Separation 
• Adjustable 18dB/Octave Subwoofer 
• Subwoofer Clip Indication 

Check out our new LA120 Tube Compressor/Limiter with the 
same great features of the RP583 in a single channel unit 

Bellari products have the sound you've been look-

ing for. They maintain plate voltages ranging from 

150 volts in the smaller units, to 250 volts in the 

rack-mount preamps and processors. What that 

means to you is warm vocals and instrument tracks 

that subtly make their presence known in a mix. 

All Bellari tube compressors use light/photocell el-

ements in their gain cell for smooth, distortion-free 

compression. 

RP533 Studio Tube Multi-Processor 
• ALL THE GREAT FEATURES INCLUDED IN THE RP520, 
RP583, AND THE RP562 IN ONE MONO UNIT 

[0110•11,011011.4MIlef 

00000,,00‘; 
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tre • 

ellerefeBellari  is a division of 
Rolls Corporation 

5143 South Main Street 
Salt Lake City, UT 84107 

(801) 263-9053 • FAX (801) 263-9068 
email: bellari@rolls.com 

www.rolls.com 
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Audix cx-series 

TRUE CONDENSERS 

Other microphones claim to be " large 

diaphragm condensers" when they 

are no more than 1/2" or 3/4" 

electrets. Their performance simply 

does not compare to the sound 

produced by the Audix CX Series 

which employs a full 1" gold vapor 

diaphragm requiring a minimum of 

48 volts phantom power. 

HEAR THE DIFFERENCE 

A frequency response of 20Hz-20kHz, 

a low noise floor of 17dBA, and SPL 

levels up to 145dB ensure an 

incredibly rich, full and accurate 

sound with the CX-101 or CX-111. 

Use them to record vocals and other 

instruments such as piano, sax, 

drums and guitar the way they should 

be recorded. 

WHY COMPROMISE? 

The CX Series offer the type of sound 

you would expect from mics costing 

two, three or four times as much 

without compromising the quality 

and purity uf your sound. 

The only compromise we made was the 

price! 

IX 

• 

CX SERIES 
CAR: 503-682-6933 FAX: 503-682-7114 
www.audixusa.com 

IT'S A QUESTION 
OF SOUND 

AUDIX 
Audio Corporation PO Box 4010, Wilsonville, OR 97070 In Canada, Cabletek Electronics LTD, 604-942-1001 fa, 604-942-1010 

Audio Corporation 199E. All rights reserved. Audix and the Audix logo are trademarks of Audio Corporation. 
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Otani RADAR II 
Digital Audio Recorder 

The sequel lo Otarits popular 

hard-disk recorder arrives with a 

few new tricks 

BY MIKE SOKOL 

An update to its highly successful 
predecessor RADAR, RADAR H acts 
like a high-performance 24-track 
tape deck without the tape, and has 
the added bonus of random access. 
Housed in a 3U chassis, the front 
panel is devoid of any controls or in-
dicators except for a power switch 
and hard-drive lock. Every control is 
placed on the remote, which resem-
bles a slightly enlarged computer key-
board with an additional 24-channel 
meter bridge. A 9-pin cable hooks it 
all together, so you can easily put the 
main box back in a rack in the ma-
chine closet, and keep the remote out 
at your console. A single remote will 
run a pair of RADAR II's, which is a 

Fe--te-Q•el,i..,?_ II 

pretty cool (and cost-effective) way 
of getting a 48-track digital recorder 
you can easily take on live recording 
gigs. (More on that later.) 

Hard drive size is no longer a 
limitation to disk-based recorders, 
since the RADAR II comes with a re-
movable 9-GB drive built-in. If you 
need more recording time, just pop 
in another drive and go. Or, if you're 
really concerned, you can hook up 
an external RAID hard drive array 
with as many hot-swappable (and re-
dundant) drives as you like. RAID ar-
rays are very cool in that your data is 
redundantly spread across multiple 
drives, so you can pull a drive while 
it's working and destroy it without 
losing any of your recorded audio. 
It's a standard technology for big 

network servers. So you don't have to 
fear drive failure on important 
recording. (In fact, this year's Gram-
my awards were recorded on a pair 
of RADAR II's with 27 GB of hard disk 
space.) An optional Exabyte 8-mm 
tape drive can selectively back up 
your sessions, or perform an image 
backup of the whole hard drive. 

DOWN IN BACK 
On the back are connections for 
Linear Time Code (LTC), as well as 
AES/EBU, SP/DIF, and MIDI ports. A 
Sync Reference I/O is included for in-
terfacing with the world of video and 
film work. There's a 15-pin connec-
tion for an SVGA monitor, which al-
lows you to name the individual 
tracks as well as get a visual display 
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of all recording and looping functions. 
Also included are ten levels of undo and 
more single-function keys than the 
previous model. RADAR does include 
some basic track editing and looping 
functions, but don't expect it to replace 
your workstation any time soon. There's 
no waveform view, and you can't install 
software plug-ins for compressors or 
guitar amplifier emulators. 

RADAR isn't just a Windows- or 
Mac-based computer with a big drive. 
It was designed from the ground up to 
get the tracks recorded and survive, no 
matter what. In fact, Otani rep John 
Spencer showed me how to enable the 
auto-save function for the EDL, then 
killed the power to the system in the 
middle of an edit. It automatically re-
covered the file in a few seconds after 
power-up, and I was back in business. 
(Otani still recommends a good quality 
UPS power supply, though.) With that 
demonstration in mind, EQ and I 
agreed to use the RADAR II on the road 
for a series of 5.1 multichannel mixing 
seminars dubbed "The EQ Surround 
Sound Road Tour." 

I used the three TDIF connec-
tions to hook RADAR II up to a Pana-
sonic DA7 console, and literally trucked 
this thing around the country. I started 
in Baltimore, drove to Middle Ten-
nessee State University near Nashville, 
then continued on to Full Sail Record-
ing near Orlando, FL. Then I put it on a 
truck and shipped it to The Conserva-
tory of Recording Arts & Sciences in 
Tempe, AZ, ending the West Coast 
swing with a drive to Citrus College out-

side L.A. We then put it all back on a 
truck where it finally arrived back in 
Funkstown, MD. There wasn't a single 
failure of any kind even after that trip. 
When I turned it on, it just worked' 
That's the kind of reliability I need for 
field recording. 

The random access was a big help 
in my seminars since I was able to load 
in a bunch of session and premixed 
tracks that I could recall with a few key-
strokes. There wasn't any rewinding or 
tape searching involved, I just punched 
in the number of the song I wanted, and 
it was there in a few milliseconds. Tr) 
that with a tape drive. (One of the in-
structors at The Conservatory told me 
he's seen studios put in RADAR 
recorders and justified the cost from the 
savings in rewind time alone.) 

Still, I think the RADAR 11 reall 
shines for remote recording. Having 24 
tracks of ultra-dependable and great 
sounding (24-bit by 48-kHz) audio at 
your fingertips is a wonderful thing 
And you can ship it in a small road case 
I have a few really important on-site 
recording sessions coming up later 
this summer, and guess what I'm spec-
ifying for the gigs? You guessed it: a 
RADAR II. 

Mike Sokol is either a technical 
writer who's an audio engineer, 
or an audio engineer who writes 
about his work, depending on 
what day you ask him. Visit his 
Web site at www.soundamcom 
for more details. 

a [AB REPORT 
MANUFACTURER: Otan i Manufacturing Corporation, 8236 Remmet Ave, Canoga Park, 
CA 91304. Tel: 818-598-1200. E-mail: sales@otari.com 

APPLICATION: A 24-channel hard-disk- based digital audio recorder for studio and live 
recording applications. 

SUMMARY: A tapeless 24- track tape deck with 24-bit/48 kHz recording. Anything you 
can do with a 24-track tape deck you can do with a RADAR II ( or link a pair together 
for 48 tracks). Plus you never have to wait for rewind. 

STRENGTHS: Robust UNIX-type operating system ( no more WinTel blue screen of death); 
three TDIF ports and 24 AID converters are included, all using DB-25 connectors; com-
prehensive remote with meter bridge hooks up with a DB-9 cable; did I say you don't 
have to rewind? 

WEAKNESSES: The fan and drive noise won't allow you to track in the same room with 
it ( this is a problem common to hard drive recorders in general, and you can get a muf-
fler for these things); no waveforms on screen, but the scrub works well. 

PRICE: $25,000 EQ FREE LIT. #: 110 
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HHB CDR-850 CD Recorder 

Is this stand-alone 

CD recorder what you 

need to keep your 

clients happy? 

BY ROGER MAYCOCK 

Compact disc recorders are all the rage 
these days — with good reason. They en-
able you to deliver your creative efforts in 
a medium that is widely available. While 
DAT is still the preferred rnixdown tool 
and is likely to remain that way for some 
time, its failure as a widespread consumer 
medium meant that you couldn't count 
on a DAT machine being readily accessi-
ble to the managers, agents, and others 
you intended to shop your recordings to. 
This situation forced many creative peo-
ple to dupe their material to the trusty old 
(and I do mean old) compact cassette. So 
before your artistic efforts even made it 
out the front door, your precious mater-
ial was compromised. 

CD-R and CD-RW have changed all 
that. Nowadays, the biggest challenge 

when purchasing a CD recorder is de-
termining whether a dedicated unit 
such as the HHB CDR-850 reviewed here 
or one for your computer represents the 
best choice. 

The purple-faced CDR-850 is a 2U 
rackmountable device weighing in at a 
substantial 15.4 lbs. The unit is supplied 
with an owner's manual, a wireless re-
mote, power cord, a pair of stereo RCA 
terminated audio cables for analog 

I/O, a supplemental sheet on the 
proper handling of CDs, a very 
useful guide to digital audio 
recording media, and one HHB 
(you were expecting otherwise?) 
CDR74 CD-R disc. 

The CDR-850's rear panel pro-
vides everything necessary for in-
tegrating the recorder into a pro-
fessional environment. For analog 
I/O, you'll find XLR balanced and 
RCA unbalanced connectors. Dig-
ital connections include an XLR 
AES/EBU input and both optical 
and coaxial S/PDIF inputs and 
outputs. There is also an 8-pin DIN 
connector for parallel remote con-
trol. The manual provides the 
pinouts for the jack, enabling a stu-
dio tech to easily access the unit. 
The port's implementation, how-
ever, lacks support for Play tally, 
Pause tally, Rec-Pause tally, Rec-
Play tally, and Stop tally. A 15-Pin D-
sub connector would have been a 

better choice, as the additional pins could 
make tally information accessible. The 8-
pin DIN connector takes priority over the 
wireless remote. If desired, the recorder's 
infrared capability can be disabled. 

The unit's front panel has a clean, 
straightforward layout. The most note-
worthy item here is the Input Selector, 
which offers the following choices: 
AES/EBU, optical or coaxial (S/PDIF) dig-
ital input, XLR +4 dBu, XLR -8 dBu, or line 

LAB REPORT 
MANUFACTURER: HHB Communications USA LLC 1410 Centinela Avenue, Los 
Angeles, CA 90025. Tel: 310-319-1 1 1 1. 

I APPLICATION: Production of audio CDs for the professional studio environment. 

SUMMARY: A well-made, good sounding CD recorder with straightforward, intuitive 
operation. 

STRENGTHS: Easy to operate; flexible I/O architecture for both digital and analog con-
nections; handy Skip ID function for use with recordable media; automatic sample rate 
conversion to 44.1 kHz CD standard; comprehensive feature set. 

WEAKNESSES: The 8- pin DIN connector for parallel remote control is inadequate for 
providing any tally information; unit ships with a small consumer-style infrared remote 
as opposed to the more professional wired variety. 

PRICE: $1249 EQ FREE LIT. #: 1 11 
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With many of today's digital recorders, 

the placement of Start IDs and, hence, 

track numbers can be a challenge to set 

accurately if you are re-recording a col-

lection of programs. With analog 

sources, you may need to adjust the 

destination recorder's Auto Detect (level 

detection) parameter. While the default 

settings are usually fine for many types 

of material, programs with widely vary-

ing signal levels can cause the recorder 

to misplace and, as a result, "misnum-

ber" the tracks. 

For this reason, CD recorders provide 

the option of manual or automatic num-

bering. Unlike a DAT recorder, howev-

er, a CD recorder can't just renumber 

the disc after the fact. With CD-R, you 

PLACING START IDS 
throw the disc away and start again. 

With CD-RW, you clear the entire disc 

and start over. 

Digital source recording is typically 

less susceptible to the " misnumbering" 

condition as Start IDs are read automati-

cally as part of the subcode information 

being received at the digital input. 

Copying a DAT isn't always foolproof, 

however, and can yield the same results 

as described earlier. This is because the 

Auto ID function on many DAT 

recorders actually places the Start ID 

slightly after the beginning of each 

track. By manually renumbering the 

tape so that the Start IDs occur prior to 

the first frame of audio, this situation 

can easily be avoided. 

level analog input. Interestingly, if the de-
sired input selection is already set to that po-
sition, it must first be changed to another 
setting and then returned in order to activate 
the Input Monitor facility. 

Throughout my work with the CDR-
850, all the controls felt solid and the disc tray 
opened and closed with a smooth motion— 
thus inspiring professional confidence. 

At power on, the unit's display cycles 
through a series of "CD?, CD-R?, and CD-
RW?" messages as it seeks to determine 
what form of media is in the drive. After rec-
ognizing that the drive is empty, it settles 
into a conventional display. Upon inserting 
a disc, the unit once again cycles through the 
aforementioned messages before recog-
nizing the media, at which point it reads the 
disc's Table of Contents or identifies it as a 
new disc and then enters standby. 

Playing a CD on the machine is like us-
ing any standard CD player. The unit pro-
vides all of the expected consumer playback 
features, several of which must be ac-
cessed via the remote. I could execute dig-
ital synchro recording with my DAT ma-
chine, search for specific tracks, have one 
track (or all tracks on the disc) repeat, pro-
gram upwards of 24 tracks in any order, 
modify or clear the program and fade into 
or out of a track. 

In a broadcast environment, the CDR-
850's Auto Pause mode enables the opera-
tor to play a single track, at which point the 
unit stops. There's also a thoughtful touch 
whereby the digital outputs can be disabled. 
This feature is useful for preventing signal 
loops. The unit supports Selectable Copy ID, 

facilitating free copying, a single copy, or no 
copies of a disc. With a recordable disc, the 
CDR-850 also provides a Skip ID function 
that is essentially identical to that of a DAT 
recorder. When recording from a digital 
source other than 44.1 kHz, the CDR-850 
provides automatic sample-rate conversion 
to the 44.1 kHz CD reference standard. 

I recorded to the CDR-850 both digi-
tally and via analog in order to get a good 
sampling of its capabilities. Some material 
was from a commercially available CD, 
while other tracks were produced in my 
own studio. 

Analog source recording frequently re-
quires attention not only to the placement 
of Start IDs, but also to the unit's Auto De-
tect level. The CDR-850 provides settings of 
-66 dB, -60 dB, -54 dB, -48 dB, -42 dB, and 
-36 dB. The default is -60 dB. The challenge 
can occur if a program has dramatically 
fluctuating levels — perhaps a pianissimo 
string passage at the opening or close of the 
selection. If the Auto Detect setting isn't 
sensitive to these levels, the Start ID can be 
misplaced, causing the track numbers to be 
incorrectly written. For this reason, the 
CDR-850 provides both Manual and Au-
tomatic numbering. (See the sidebar on 
Start IDs.) 

I recorded via the unbalanced line in-
puts using my DAT as the source. After se-
lecting line on the CDR-850's Input Selec-
tor and pressing the Record key to place the 
machine into Record-Pause and Input 
Monitor, I adjusted my signal level. When 
I was satisfied, I pressed Play and the unit 
immediately entered Record mode as in-

dicated by the red LED over the tray. I then 
pressed Play on the DAT machine. Upon 
completion of the program, I pressed Stop 
on the CDR-850. Playback (indicated by a 
green LED over the tray) was perfect. The 
unit's converters sound very good il-bit A/D 
converter on input side; multi-level Delta-
Sigma D/A on output side]. There is ab-
solutely no reason for avoiding the analog 
inputs if a digital path isn't an option. 

I automated the mix of two small pro-
jects in Steinberg's Cubase VST and mixed 
them digitally to the CDR-850 using my 
sound card's optical S/PDIF output. The en-
tire process could not have been easier. Af-
ter correctly identifying a new CD-R disc, I 
pressed the Record button, which again 
placed the unit into Input Monitor. Since my 
levels were carefully set in Cubase, I checked 
to see if the CDR-850 was accurately re-
flecting them — it was. At this point, I 
pressed Play, and immediately thereafter, 
commenced playback in Cubase. The re-
sults were excellent. 

When I was ready to mix my second pro-
ject, I placed the same disc into the unit and 
pressed the Record key. The CDR-850 was 
ready to create track #2, and after checking all 
my levels while in Input Monitor, I pressed 
Play on the CDR-850, followed by Play in 
Cubase. Again, my recording was perfect, and 
each of the two programs on the disc was cor-
rectly identified as tracks #1 and #2. 

Finalization is a function whereby a 
CD-R disc is processed in order to make it 
compatible with standard CD players. With 
my disc in the tray, I pressed the Finalize key. 
The CDR-850 informed me the process 
would take just over 4 minutes, at which 
point I pressed the Pause key. The recorder 
displayed remaining time as it processed the 
disc, and, upon completion, my CD-R disc 
became a regular CD. It is important to note 
that while CD recorders like the CDR-850 
work with CD-RW media, these discs are not 
compatible with conventional CD players. 

HHB's CDR-850 is a well-made, good 
sounding recorder that has most of the fea-
tures you're likely to need. Operation is quite 
intuitive, and, for the few functions that you 
can't quite grasp, the manual is perfectly ad-
equate. The unit's tepid support for remote 
parallel control is its biggest shortcoming, 
and this is only an issue if you require tally 
information as part of a larger system envi-
ronment. While I would certainly prefer a 
wired remote as opposed to the consumer-
style infrared variety, the unit functions well 
— but it feels rather "dinky" in your hand. 
All in all, the HHB CDR-850 is a fine 
recorder that will serve the overwhelming 
majority of facilities very well. IQ 
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DA7 TECH TIPS 
continued from page 34 

Enter. This will put the data in a buffer. Scroll 
up to the Sheet Edit area, select Copy, press 
Enter, then select Paste, and hit Enter. You 
have now put an identical event next to the 
event you selected to copy. You can now go 
into the individual parameters of the event, 
changing the Parameter field to whichever 
aux you would like to work on. In the CH 
field, select the Channel where the aux re-
sides. In the Data field, input • (infinity) us-
ing the Jog Dial. In the Time field, input the 
time you wish this event to occur. (Note: As 
you change the fields, you must press En-
ter to record the change.) You can now re-
turn to automation, play back your mix, and, 
when the aux that you set to infinity in the 
Event Editor hits that tirnecode location, it 
will instantaneously turn off. The soon-to-
be-released MAX outboard Mixing Au-
tomation & eXpansion software will make 
quick work of this as well. 

Bobby Frasier is the sales and market-
ing development specialist for Pana-
sonic Professional Audio. He currently 
resides in North Hollywood, CA, next to 
a Starbucks. But doesn't everybody? 

MEGADETH 
continued from page 68 

so you have to react to that. That's what 
I like about doing records here in 
Nashville — it's a breath of fresh air. We 
have to keep reminding ourselves that we 
got into this because we wanted to break 
the rules. The second you start setting 
rules up for yourself and start saying ' it 
can't be done,' having preconceived 
ideas, then you're boxing yourself in and 
you start getting old!" 

Balding agrees that even he has lim-
itations in what he can do to the sound. 
"In talking about tone and guitar play-
ers, I think it's all about the touch that 
a guitar player has. With Dave, that's the 
whole sound of Megadeth. That touch 
and the sound that comes out of his fin-
gers." Mustaine, who believes the ulti-
mate Rock sound has yet to be captured, 
shares this final anecdotal thought, "I 
had a girlfriend when I was a kid that 
told me it didn't matter how big my pen-
cil was, it was how I wrote my name. I 
think that has a lot to do with using the 
same gear as someone else. You can 
have the same exact pencil, but it's how 
you write with it." 

What's industry 
saying about 
audio education? 
'Students need to concentrate on the basics of audio... 
cultivating a strong ethic for hard work and attention to detail... 
developing appropriate attitudes to deal tactfully with people 
and gain real experience in a pressure environment.' 

What can you expect from OIART? 
A solid foundation in theory reinforced with the most hands-on 
time available in Canada. An environment that promotes positive 
work habits and fosters people skills. Lots of time to express your own 
creativity. An immersion-style integrated curriculum completed in 1 year 
instead of 2-3 years in less streamlined programs - without cutting 
corners - so you can get at it sooner. 

Compare before you choose. 

Ontario Institute of 
Audio Recording Technology 
502 Nèwbbld Street, London, ON 
CANADA N6E 1K6 
Telephone: 519.686.5010 
Fax: 519.686.0162 www.otartorg 
E-mail: inquiry@oiart.org 
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Additional technical information pro-
vided by Mark Hagen, assistant engineer 
for the Megadeth studio project. Also, 
Doug Brooks, who is the band assistant, 
can be reached at DBrooks@lasercon-
nect.net with additional Megadeth tech-
nical questions. 

STUDIOMIX 
continued from page 60 

there's some audible latency on digital 
audio tracks (but not with MIDI) — 
move a fader quickly and the change in 
audio may lag a bit. Fortunately, this oc-
curs only while recording; during play-
back, the audio comes in and out as in-
tended. More memory and a faster 
processor speed minimize latency. 

The software allows recording up 
to a theoretical maximum of 256 
tracks of MIDI and digital audio, and 
playback of eight simultaneous tracks 
of audio, Your mileage may vary, de-
pending on your computer; if you start 
loading several DirectX plug-ins into 
Cakewalk, though, you'll definitely 
need a faster processor. Cakewalk 
also allows MIDI plug- ins, which 
process MIDI data. le 
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Stream a Little Stream of Me 

A report from Spring 

Internet World 

BY JON LUINI AND 

ALLEN WHITMAN 

"It's difficult to predict the future without 
history." —Charlie Gilreath 

In the yawning chasm of the Los An - 
geles Convention Center, hordes of fresh-
ly minted e-business warriors descend 
upon each other, stoking a feeding frenzy 
of commerce, cash, and control. The usu-
al suspects are represented: Intel, MCI, Mi-
crosoft, AT&T, and even the hoary old 
United States Postal Service (using Steve 
Miller's "Fly Like An Eagle" as their ad-line, 
proving how music suffuses life at every 
level). From the eight Ti lines to the 35 
miles of Category 5 copper cable strung 
throughout the buildings, the truly stu-
pendous level of resources and energy 
dwarfs the annual budget of all the public 
schools in South Central Los Angeles. 

"Excellent sales pitch. Not what I 
asked for, but..." —Michael Tchong 

Long lines of humanity snake in tor-
tuous trails as Street Blimp trucks waste 
tanker loads of gasoline driving the streets 
around and around the gigantic halls, dis-
playing orange and yellow placards that 

tout products with names that can't be 
pronounced, let alone spelled. It's the 
business of the Internet and it's business 
as usual, but with an edge. Everybody, 
from gray-suited corporate stiffs to promo 
flacks fresh out of junior college, speaks in 
the language of " Internet Time." History 
teaches that as soon as the big corpora-
tions start picking up the vernacular of the 
street, meanings of words devolve into 
mere sounds. Your FezGuys are there, to 
separate vapor from verity. We used the 
sharpest, longest blade we could lay our 
hands on. And we went snicker-snack. 

Statistics flew fast and furious, and 
Ronald Reagan made it all too clear just 
how stupid facts can be when stuck in a 
feedback loop. Try these: the business of 
music is worth $38 billion. Over 75 percent 
of Internet-based music companies didn't 
exist a couple of years ago. Sixty-five per-
cent of music buyers have access to the In-
ternet. There are over 200 million e-mail ad-
dresses. And the brilliant observation that, 
at this stage of Web audio, we are playing 

"Pong." All this mess to ask the question: 
"How the hell can we make money using 
(and we mean 'using') the INTERNET 
(acronym: Incredible Notion To Entertain 
Really New E-business Techniques)?" 

"The great thing about music is it's re-
ally complimentary." —Mark Wachen 

Spinner.com, an Internet radio station 
offering genre- specific music streams, 
stunned themselves by experiencing a 700 
percent increase in traffic since July of last 
summer. They reported the recent news that 
"MP3" was the most popular word entered 
into search engines, displacing, if it can be 
believed, "SEX." Human nature must be 
headed towards extinction. The 
Spinner.com kids went so far as to hint at fu-
ture interactivity. Ground breaking! People 
could potentially be their own DJ by pro-
gramming personalized streaming audio 
content from a wide variety of musical styles. 

"MP3.com sucks balls." —A 19-year-
old geek quoted in Rolling Stone magazine 

Of course, the current hero of Every-
man was there. Michael Robertson, chair-

WHAT'S NEW 
Headspace, Inc., of San Mateo, CA, announces 
their groovy new Beatnik 2.0 release, an up-
grade for the powerful, great-sounding Beatnik 
suite of audio tools. The new version supports 

MP3 compression. MIDI users rejoice! Now you 
can use MP3 compression for RMF MIDI-con-
trolled samples. Boasting 64 voice polyphony 

(up from 32) and doubling the simultaneous au-
dio instances from 8 to 16, a body no longer 

has to be a brain surgeon to have a bunch of 

sonic stuff all happening at once! Content devel-
opers can create " sonified" Web pages once 
and have them work seamlessly within MSIE or 

Netscape. Four new reverbs are available. The 

Pro version (at $ 19) offers a fat, 6 MB sound 
bank and 44.1 kHz, 16-bit CD-quality audio. 
The package is now available for Mac or Win-

dows. Hooray! 

Microsoft Windows 

Media Technologies 4.0: 

Mentioned elsewhere in this column, this new 

technology brags FM-quality stereo streaming at 

28.8k bit rates (!) and MP3-quality audio at half 
the stream size (64 kbps near-CD quality) using 

three new advanced proprietary codeas (music 

audio, video, and voice audio). Also included 
are rights management, pay-per-view capability, 

and a host of other features. 
Initial FezGuy at-a-glance analysis shows that, 

without delving too deeply into the inner work-

ings of the technology, the audio does indeed 
sound far superior to their previous offering. Per-
haps even better than the new Real G2 (Cook) 
codec, making it potentially the best-sounding 
low-bit-rate codec. Of course, you can trust us to 
get under the hood with a more detailed report 

very soon. Our FezPop always said: " If it's true, 
it ain't bragging." 

Also, in the continuing trend towards Web 
conglomeration, RealNetworks has announced 

they are purchasing Xing Streamworks. This 
should be a good thing for consumers and con-
tent producers alike. The FezGuys trust that this 

will result in more tightly integrating MP3 technol-

ogy into RealNetworks' enormous user base. The 
downside is that Digital Bitcasting, which have 
been providing MPEG plug-ins for RealNetworks 
technologies, may be left out of the loop. Digital 

Bitcasting is a small company that provides a 
great service, and we're hoping they'll find an 
appropriate arena for their obvious talents. 
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man/CEO of battered, but still valiant, 
MP3.com sat patiently, awaiting his turn to 
rant the good rant. He looked pre-occupied, 
staring out into the crowd as if challenging 
them to a duel. A true rock star without a 
guitar (he claims he has no experience in 
music, except for some clarinet in high 
school), Mr. Robertson fired his insistent 
tirade right down the throats of the atten-
dees. "Ten thousand artists are currently 
represented on the site, with 125 new artists 
being added every day." "250,000 visitors to 
MP3.com every day." "MP3.com represents 
a change in the model of the record indus-
try from ownership of music into a service-
oriented business." "The Internet has made 
the consumer more powerful then the cor-
poration." He went on to announce that 
artists can receive daily statistics on sales 
and downloads, unlike the major labels, 
which typically take 18 months to reveal 
stats. Also unlike the majors, artists can 
leave the partnership at any time and take 
everything with them. Mr. Robertson of-
fered this caveat: "MP3.com is a meritoc-
racy." That means: "A system in which the 
talented are chosen and moved ahead on 
the basis of their achievement." The 
FezGuys know that because we looked it up. 

"The software hides all that yucky 
stuff." —Michael Robertson 

But something is slightly off-color 
here. Michael Robertson has the power of 
righteousness in him. And though he is 
right about so many things relating to how 
record companies treat artists, there is a 
touch of the born-again Fundamentalist to 
his message. Mr. Robertson might just be 
the Internet audio equivalent of the young 
Annakin Skywalker, poised on the knife-
edge of decision. Will he go to the Dark 
Side and become Darth Vader? Will we be 
hearing soon that MP3.com is now a 
wholly owned subsidiary of America On-
line, in a stock swap worth billions? 

Probably not. But after his talk, he is 
mobbed by eager business card traders. 

In other rooms, various new tech-
nologies were announced with much 
hoopla. Microsoft unveiled its new Win-
dows Media Technology 4.0 suite in a 
blowout at the House of Blues on Sunset 
Blvd. There was much rejoicing, sort of. 
Elsewhere, IBM and RealNetworks an-
nounced an unsurprising partnership to de-
velop a secure digital download system that 
they hope will be adopted by the major la-
bels. A yawn was heard throughout the mu-
sic community as listeners pondered yet an-
other offering in the bewildering array of 
overly complex, totalitarian Internet audio 
software. Open standards? Major labels 

don't need no steenkin' open standards. 
They're not interested in anyone's rights. 
They're interested in control. God bless 'em. 

"You don't need any bait with a net." 
—Andy Abramson 

In the licensing session "Navigating 
the Licensing Minefield," complex issues 
surrounding legally incorporating music 
online were covered in a succinct fashion. 
An actual lawyer strongly recommended 
that musicians keep control of their pub-
lishing and master recording rights. The 
FezGuys are grateful this formerly inside 

information is making it into the main-
stream conference agenda. 

"The emerging dilemma is do you take 
a traditional label deal?" —Brad Biddle 

If the FezGuys have learned anything 
over the past few years, the answer is prob-
ably no. 

LETTERS TO FEZOUYS 
I am experimenting for the first time with 
downloading sound files from the Internet. 
I need to take a downloaded RealAudio file 

continued on page 138 

ROYER M ODERN RIBBONS 
"Definitely the best mic I've ever used for recording electric guitar." 

— Sean Beavan (Marilyn Manson, Nine Inch Nails) 

"I'm absolutely thrilled. The high 
frequency response of this 
microphone is extremely smooth 
and s00000 sweet!" 
— Bruce Swedien 

"With Royer's, I just record flat 
and get amazing tracks." 
— Matt Hyde 
(No Doubt, Mighty Mighty 
Bosstolies, Soul Asylum, 
Porno For Pyros) 

• High SPL Handling 

• Flat Frequency Response 

• Wide Panoramic Soundfield 

e Absence Of High Frequency 

Phase Distortion 

• Rugged And Reliable 

R-121 Mono 

RoyerlSpeiden SF- 12 Stereo 

"A very rich, clear tonal 

characteristic." 

— Ed Cherney 
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WORKSHOP MAINTENANCE 

Pultec EC/ 101 
Going deep inside 

and fixing the classic 

equalizer 

BY EDDIE CILETTI 

Who doesn't love Pultec equalizers? 
Their reliability and versatility, even af-
ter 35+ years, is an inspiration to all. 
Would you believe I once saw them be-
ing sold as "surplus" on New York's Canal 
Street for $95! Apparently one of the 
broadcast networks was decommission-
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ing a room and just tossed 'ern out. 
When you think about an equaliz-

er, the ability to boost and cut is pre-
sumed. But it wasn't always so. Where 
does the "boost" come from? Electron-
ic sleight-of-hand requires that the sig-
nal first be attenuated; only then can 
boost be a possibility. Both Pultec and 
Lang equalizers are passive, meaning 
the frequency-manipulating circuitry re-
quires no help from the active world 
(tubes and transistors), but there is a se-
rious amount of signal loss — more than 
the total amount of boost — hence the 
need for "make-up" gain. 

Many people e-mail me requesting 
Pultec schematics. The basic amplifier sans 
power supply is shown in fig. 1. It's funny 
to compare then and now. Then, "the Black 
box" was the equalizer circuitry— patent-
ed by Western Electric, licensed by Pulse 
Techniques, the latter company specializ-
ing in "amplifier technology." The secret in-
gredients are "potted" in wax to make it 
hard to reverse-engineer the magic. 

RAISING THE DEAD 
Sometimes the frequency selectors will 
develop a "dead" position. If you are 
lucky, the cause of signalis interruptus 
is a dirty switch or a broken wire. To 
gain entry into the device, it will be nec-
essary to melt the above-mentioned 
wax. It's a messy job. 

Amplifier problems are more easi-
ly solved. While still connected, re-

move the tube shields and tap those 
valves with a finger to check for micro-
phonics and interconnect problems. 
Tube sockets get crusty over time, so I've 
been using toothpicks moistened with 
anhydrous alcohol to clean them. (For 
safety turn the power off and unplug!) 

MIRROR IMAGE 
With the big noises gone, I then con-
nected two oscilloscope probes, one to 
each of the plates of the first stage (pins 
1 and 6 of the 12AX7). Using a sine wave 
oscillator for the basic tests, you'll find the 
circuit easy to troubleshoot. The trans-
former-coupled design is naturally bal-
anced — the signal at each plate should 
be a perfect mirror image. If not, look on 
the other side of the coupling capacitors 
(highlighted in reverse-video). If the sig-
nal is even worse, especially at low fre-
quencies, change the capacitors. (One of 
the caps on my unit was completely dead. 
The other was half its printed value.) 

New caps solved the frequency re-
sponse error and improved the symmetry, 
but I did ultimately hand-select a few tubes 
for an even better match. I then switched 
to a square wave oscillator to check all of 
the frequency options, cut, and boost. 

SURFING THE SQUARE 
In order to confirm the frequency re-
sponse of the amplifier and the perfor-
mance of the various equalizers it is nec-
essary to have some test equipment. 
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Cut Boost 

fig -c 

Boost 

fig - b HF 

Un-
terminated 

f g-d 
Output 

terminated 

Loading 

MAKING THE MOST OF THE OSCILLOSCOPE PICTURES 
Figure Connect 

'scope to 

12AX7, 
pins 1 and 6 

-b 

Output* 

Output 

Output 

(see note) 

Left Pane 

Description 

Asymmetrical amplitude at 
the Plates (output) of the first 
stage indicates loading 
problem by the next stage. 
High Frequency Boost 

spikes the " rise-time" 
of the square wave. 
Low Frequency Boost 

produces this signature 
"tilt" of the square  wave. 
Pultec Unterminated: 
transformer ringing looks 

Right Pane 

Description 

Improvement after changing 
interstage caps and the 
next stage of amplification, 

thel2AU7. 
High Frequency Cut softens 
the sharp "rise-time" edges 

Low Frequency Cut produces 
this characteristic "droop" 
of the square wave.  
Pultec Terminated with 600-
ohm resistor. Square 

similar to HF Boost, wave looks nearly perfect 
* Note: Equipment from the tronsformPr-cc-xpled era was designed for maximum pow-

er transfer, operating at 600 ohms impedance. All gear had the same input and output 
impedance, not "bridging" as is the norm today (Hi-Z input, low-Z output). If you are 

connecting a Pultec or similar device at the insert point of a modern console, a 600-
ohm terminating resistor should be installed at the output. 

There are many alternatives, starting 
with a sine wave oscillator and a volt-
meter. A spectrum analyzer is handy for 
checking those EQ curves, and a so-
phisticated all-in-one test set makes nice 
printouts, but... 

Applying a 1-kHz square wave is a 
quick and easy way to get a quick snap-
shot of the audio spectrum, viewed on an 
oscilloscope. Unlike a sine wave, which is 
a single pure tone, a square wave is a 
complex combination of fundamental 
and odd harmonics that extend ten times 

that of the fundamental. With this one sig-
nal, you can immediately determine if ter-
mination is required, capacitors have 
failed, and, especially in this case, if all of 
the equalizer options are responding. 

Figures -a through -d show the 
'scope traces. Table 1 has the explana-
tions. Each image is divided in half to 
conserve space yet reveal the differ-
ences. Happy viewing. 

For more information on Vacuum Tube 
gear, visit: www.tangible-technology.com 
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El 
COMING UP 

IN 
JUNE 

COMPANY MAN. 
Nile Rodgers discusses his 
latest role — that of record 
company executive. Learn 
how an independent record 
company — run by an active 
record producer — does 
business. And maybe if we're 
nice, Nile will offer some 
recording techniques as we 

MIC AUDITIONS. 
With all of the new 
microphone introductions of 
late, it's hard to keep 
track. EQ presents auditions 
of several new mics, including 
those from CAD, Royer, 
Korby, ADK, and Alesis. 

To be a part of this 
exciting issue, contact: 
Andy Myers, Associate Publisher 
(ext. 457); Christine Cali, 

11 Manager of Specialty Sales 
(ext.454); Albert Margolis, 
Midwest Sales (949-582-5951); 
Dan Brown, West Coast Sales 
(650-345-7199) 

Tel: 212-378-0400 
Fax: 212-378-215 

MP3 FOR STUDIOS 
continued from page 90 

has Internet-ready audio, and all she needs 
is a page to place it. 

Should you charge for this service? 
The FezGuys struggled with that one. 
Even batch-encoding audio files can be 
time consuming (potentially adding as 
much as one or more days to your work). 
The process and the payoff (or lack of it) 
may seem overly complex. Once up and 
running though, the process becomes 
merely a couple of clicks on your desktop 
and some downtime on your computer. 
Maybe the appropriate way to go is to of-
fer the basic complete song MP3 and Re-
alAudio files for free, and charge a small fee 
to provide the 30-second streaming song 
samples. Optimizations of RealAudio low-
bit-rate-encoded streaming files could be 
another add-on. This freebie might make 
your studio stand out from your competi-
tors. If you find that your studio starts do-
ing a lot of this kind of work (and you can't 
spare the processing power or the time), it's 
possible to outsource your encoding to a 
company like encoding.com (www.en-
coding.com). It's as simple as FedEx'ing 
them a CD and appropriate instructions 
(including track information and how 
you'd like to receive the encoded files). 

The FezGuys invite you to consider that 
this process will soon become commonplace 
among studios for hire. So get cracking. Good 
luck, and may the Fez be with you! le 

BAD RELIGION LIVE 
continued from page 113 

is another story. "That was a big thing," 
Ronnie admits. "Compression, and reamp-
ing the vocal through a tube pre if I 
thought it was a little thin. We used the Fo-
cusrite Red 3 on kick drum and the lead vo-
cal, as well as a Red 2 on vocal. I used an 
Aphex compressor for the bass guitar ex-
clusively. That was pretty much it. I tried 
to stay away from gates, but I used them 
where I had to. On the kick and snare, I had 
Drawmer DS201's — which I still think are 
the best ever made. The vocal mic was not 
turned off when Greg wasn't singing, so 
every once in a while you'll hear Greg walk 
over to the drum kit. But it's a live record, 
so we left it in. Greg will do that to get your 
attention if he thinks you're not paying at-
tention at FOH — he'll put his mic under 
a crash cymbal!" 

When asked if there were any 
strange or unexpected noises that made 
their way onto Tested, which was the 

name given to the live CD, Ronnie relates 
a quick story about one of their shows. 
"We were playing in Estonia. Greg told the 
crowd that he was hungry for a hot dog, 
but didn't have any local currency. All of 
a sudden, the stage got pelted with about 
seven dollars worth of change — which is 
a lot of the local currency raining on the 
stage. We left it in..." 

Ronnie Kimball has erns to record an-
other live record in San Diego, this time 
for The Cadillac Tramps. He may be 
reached online at: lonkimbar@aoLcorn 

FEIGUYS 
continued from page 135 

and convert it into Sound Designer II or AIF 
format for importing into Pro Tools software. 
Digidesign tech support initially said that 
Pro Tools v4.3 can convert RealAudio files 
into SDI!. When this proved untrue, Prod-
uct Support told me to call WAVES, to see if 
Waveconvert software would convert Re-
alAudio files. WAVES said no, and that they 
don't know of any software that does. Then 
someone on the Pro Tools users conference 
said Barbabatch software would do the con-
version...but Barbabatch said no. So, my 
question is: Can RealAudio files be re-
tained and converted? If no4 how do I down-
load an audio file in a format that can be 
converted to SDII? Thank you very much for 
your help. —Deb Driscoll 

Good question! People are often ask-
ing for tools to convert a RealAudio file to 
a WAV or AIF file. Alas, RealNetworks 
doesn't currently provide one. There are 
some hacker-type programs floating 
around the Internet which are reported to 
do this, but the most straightforward 
(though admittedly unpleasant) solution 
we've come across is to take a line-out from 
your sound card into another audio input 
(be it traditional analog/digital device or an-
other computer). Then it can be encoded. 
Remember that unless it's a high-bit-rate 
RealAudio file, the quality of the resulting 
AIF/WAV file is going to be rather poor. One 
other detail to note is that when you have 
a Jam file on your desktop, it's typically the 
"metafile," which contains onlythe point-
er to the actual audio file, and not the au-
dio file itself (which is named either .ra or 
.rm). Your other options are to limit your 
downloads to formats that are currently 
supported by Sound Designer II. If the 
sound file of your choice is not available in 
a format you can use, you might try e-mail-
ing the site's creators with your request. 

Good luck and happy converting! — 
The FezGuys 
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TRAILSIDE RANGERS 
continued from page 77 

hat, and L/R overhead. Dale played an Epi-
phone Beatle Bass, which we patched into 
the console via SansAmp Bass DI. At the 
channel, an ART Pro VIA was patched into 
the insert, with a 4:1 ratio and threshold set 
to give us about 10 dB of compression. 

Each guitar amp was given its own 
track, so we'd have clean and crunch tracks 
for both Rowan and Joe. Since there were a 
total of four amplifiers being recorded, our 
tapes ultimately had tracks for "Rowan gui-
tar, crunch," "Rowan, guitar clean," "Joe gui-
tar clean," and "Joe guitar, crunch." There 
was good news and bad news about record-
ing the guitars in this manner: first and fore-
most, we were able to get the tones we want-
ed for both crunch and clean without any 
compromise for either. Also, I liked the idea 
that during mixdown, we'd have these 
sounds on separate tracks — so we would-
n't have to start messing around with dif-
ferent EQs for different sections of the songs 
(we'd be mixing without automation). 

The drawback was that there would 
be a lot of leakage on the tracks that 
weren't being used. In other words, if 
Rowan was playing a clean sound during 

the session, the crunch track was still in 
record, picking up the room sound, drums, 
and ambient guitars and vocals (I didn't 
know the songs well enough to punch the 
clean and crunch tracks in and out during 
the tracking session). An obvious quick fix 
would be gating the tracks, but I decided 
on a different approach: after a day or two 
of working on the project, I'd know the 
songs and guitar parts and I could spend 
some time erasing the spaces in those 
tracks when one guitar sound or the oth-
er wasn't active (this worked out very well). 

The day after tracking, we went into 
The Wood Shop to start overdubs. On that 
day, Joe and Rowan sang their lead vocal 
parts for all 10 songs, including "Unfurl My 
Soul" — an acoustic song entirely record-
ed that second day. On "Unfurl..." Joe 
started with a 12-string acoustic that I 
rniked with a Neumann KM 84 through a 
Demeter VTMP2a mic pre, then to a Val-
ley Audio Commander, and then to DA-88. 
We placed the rnic's capsule on the tail end 
of the guitar, about halfway between the 
end of the bridge and the top of the guitar, 
angled slightly downwards. When Joe 
completed the 12-string track, we both had 
that gleam in our eye and decided to dou-
ble the part with a 6-string acoustic that 
was miked in a similar manner. 

Probably the most adventurous sound 
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of the CD came in the song "Gun Hill Min-
ing Disaster," where Rowan had to play a 
screaming feedback note for the duration 
of the first verse. His Gibson ES-335 was 
plugged into a RealTube pedal and then 
into the Boogie head. To say that we 
cranked up the gain a little would be like 
saying Clinton fools around a bit. Even with 
Rowan standing near the control room 
door (the studio door open), the amp would 
wail when he opened the guitar's volume 
pot. I recall that, while playing this part, 
Rowan had one hand on the guitar neck 
and one hand over each ear I this guy must 
be pretty dexterous—Ed.]. Lucky for both of 
us he quickly figured how to get the requi-
site notes. We rolled tape and laid it down 
(BTW: the amp was rniked with a '57). 

Much to the credit of the Trailside 
Rangers, we tracked, overdubbed, and 
mixed ten complete songs in eight work 
days over a period of only two weeks. We 
did go a bit over budget, but the time was 
well spent — especially since the guitar 
tones on tape are true to the band. 

Trailside Rangers may be reached 
through Jericho Hill Records, P.O. Box 
71, Swisher, IA 52338-0071, or you can 
check out their Web site at www. 
jerichohillrecords.com 

(610) 793-2526 
P.O. Box 57 • Pocopson, PA • 19366 • Fax (610) 793-1479 
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Sound Inc. 
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"With NE 
you're in 

aural heaven." 
MUM. IIIId OlapiIt 

"Increases intelligibility, 
restores harmonics, and 
improves clarity. .. an 

indispensible tool for the 
audio professional" 

huff® 
Sound Inc. 
Huntington Beach, CA 

Mix Magaziit, 

17141 897-6766 

www.bliesound.com 

ASK YOUR DEALER 
FOR A DEMO TODAY 

-à 
HE 

gives your 
music the sound 

it deserves. 
"As close as we've Seen 
to a magic black box." 

Guitar Player Magazil, 

17141 897-6768 
Wilw.likesuund com 

ASK YOL R DI \LER 
FOR A DEMO TODAY 

Th 

° 

DOE puts 
a professional edge 

on your home recordings. 
This is powerful stuff . . . 

maybe it's voodoo. 
Recording Magaznh 

Sound Inc. 
Huntington Beach, CA 

[7141 897-6766 
www.hh es ound.com 

ASK 101_,R DEALER 
FOR A DEMO TODAY 

ACROSS THE BOARD 
continued from page 162 

where they were before they left the dig-
ital tape. The interface boxes or digital 
console that gets the audio into the work-
station delays the digital audio, the pro-
cessing of signals through plug-ins delays 
the digital audio, and the interface box or 
digital console that passes the digital au-
dio back out to the digital tape delays the 
digital audio. The easiest place to com-
pensate for this delay is inside Pro Tools, 
or whatever workstation you are using. 
Here is how to do it. 

1. Identify a percussive track to use 
for alignment purposes. A click, a snare, 
guitar chinks, or any other track that 
contains percussive attacks. 

2. Make sure the workstation is 
chasing the tape machine in sync. 

3. Record the track into the work-
station though the chain of boxes you 
plan to use. 

4. Without sliding the audio track, 
assign it to an empty track on the digi-
tal tape machine. 

5. Record the track in sync from the 
workstation to the digital tape 
machine. 

6. Delete the audio track in the 
workstation to avoid confusion during 
the next step. 

7. Make sure the workstation is 
chasing the tape machine in sync. 

8. Set up to transfer the original per-
cussive track and the track you just 
transferred to tape. They must be trans-
ferred together. 

9. Record both tracks into the 
workstation. 

10. Zoom in to the sample level and 
measure the distance between the at-
tacks of the two different tracks. This is 
the round-trip delay in samples. 

In my setup, this turns out to be 
about 42 samples, which is about one 
millisecond. I make the compensations 
right after recording into Pro Tools. I 
record the audio, then slide the tracks 
over 42 samples earlier. I can then cut 
up tracks, copy them from place to 
place, and, when it comes time to copy 
the tracks back to digital tape, all of the 
compensation is already done. 

The amount of delay will vary from 
setup to setup. ADAT to Pro Tools and 
back will be different from DA-88 to Log-
ic Audio and back. If you are going 
through a digital console, the delay will 
be different than through an Apogee 
AD-8000. Most digital consoles have a 
delay of around three milliseconds. 

Because timecode is the usual 

synchronizing reference, the resolu-
tion of the lockup can be off by a few 
samples here and there. When I transfer 
additional tracks from the digital tape to 
Pro Tools, I always digitally bounce a 
second of the click track (or some oth-
er percussive reference) onto the track 
I am going to transfer. After the track is 
in Pro Tools, I slide the track earlier un-
til the click piece lines up with the mas-
ter click reference that is already in Pro 
Tools (from the initial transfer). Because 
of sync slippage, the amount of delay 
may wander from 42 to 48 samples. 

The one time I didn't take time to 
put some click on the track to be trans-
ferred was during a horn session with six 
drooling horn players getting triple-
scale weekend overtime (the equivalent 
of about one Porsche per three hours of 
session). I needed to transfer the three 
passes ( 18 tracks) into Pro Tools to make 
room on the Sony 48-track for three 
more passes (we then take the best parts 
of the six passes to make the master 
horn track). Everything had been going 
fine in transfer land, so I just transferred 
the 18 tracks, slid them earlier by 42 
samples, and went back to recording. 

We recorded two more passes and 
then recorded just the tag of the song 
one more time on the third set of 
tracks. "Great, I think we've got it in 
there somewhere." The remaining 18 
tracks were transferred to Pro Tools, but 
this time the horn players were gone 
(they were out of the studio before I let 
go of the talkback button). I trans-
ferred some click to one of the 18 
tracks, transferred the horns to Pro 
Tools, and slid the tracks over until the 
clicks lined up — exactly 42 samples. 

While listening back to the horns, I 
found that the first 18 tracks were horribly 
out of sync by about 27 milliseconds. It 
turned out that there was some sync burp 
during the transfer, the horns were way off, 
and there was no reference click. The client 
asked, "Everything's going to be alright, is-
n't it?" I smiled and said, "Uh, sure!" 

Luckily, I didn't record the whole 
song the second time on the third set of 
tracks, so there were some horns left 
from pass three. Pass three had been 
transferred into the computer on the first 
pass of 18 tracks. I now had a common 
piece of audio on both the first set of 18 
tracks and the second set of 18 tracks. I 
used a horn stab in the second chorus to 
line up the first set of 18 tracks. Saved by 
the bell (of the trumpet). 

I just got a new Mexican digital audio 
workstation that has so much internal de-
lay that the audio signal won't come out 
until tomorrow. It's made by a company 
called Mañana Digital Audio. Cool. Ile 
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EQ Shopper 

The Audio Toolbox 
" The Audio Toolbox is a DSP-powered, 

wunderbox packing dozens of functions 

At $899, every audio pro needs one" 

- George Petersen, Mix Magazine 

RTA, SPL, ETC, MIDI data monitor. 
SMPTE read/gen, dB meter, 

signal generator. S/N, cable tester, 
phantom power checker, guitar tuner... 

and a lot more for 

$899.00 , U.S. MSFœr 

TerraSonde 

For a dealer near you call: 
303 545 5848 or 

888 433 2821 ( U.S. toll free) 
For more info, visit us at 
www.terrasonde£om 
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Malcolm Taft "...el.» 
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Introducing 

- 24 Bus 
act ' In-Line' 

- itchable Phantom Power 
- Phase Reverse 
- Four Band Sweep EQ & 
High Pass Filter on Inputs 

-8 Auxiliary Sends w/Mulles 
- Alps K Series 100mm Faders 
- In-Line Monitoring with High 
& Low Shelving EQ 

-4 Effects Returns nith I 
& 8 .tiox Sends 
- Built in Oscillator 

Integral Meter Bridge Standard 
- Optional ( % animation 

Channel Expander 

- Semi-Modular Designm  - Frame Si: 24.12, & 40 Inputs 

- 68, & 84 Inputs on Mixdom 

- Starting at UNDER $114,000 

ree, Americo Inc, 
716.589.2100 Toft.co.uk 
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Geoffrey Pakirs & CO., Inc. 
302.658.7003 

Discrete/Transformer Couplet: 
1355 "A" Audio Products 

ALE, PLUS-FREE 
a ADHESIVE! 

MARKERFOAW ACOUSTIC FOAM 
GIANT 54" x 54" 
Immediate Shipping 

. 

2 Reg. $29.95 Now $19.99 • 3" Reg. 
$39,99 Now $29.99. KILL NOISE LOCK! 
High performance, super high dentity 

Harkerkfam. EZ mount Illue or gray. Super-effective sound absorp-
tion proven in studios worldwide. Markerfoam offers superb value & 
looks professional. Request Foam Buyers Guide, specs & free samples today. 

. MARKERTEK JUMBO 
‘ t , ., SOUND ABSORB BLANKETS 

Heavy dut'y i2 x80 paddeu bianK,:ts absorb 
sound wherever they're hung or draped. 

Fabulous for stage, studio and field use, lop profession-
al quality at a super saver price! Weight: 6 lbs. Black. $19.99 

MARKERTEK BLADE TILES"' 
HIGH PERFORMANCE — LOW, LOW COST!!! 
America 's best acoustic tile value 
only from Matiterfekl 
$3.49 per tile, 16x16"x2", charcoal or blue 
$4.49 per tile, 16"x16"x3", charcoal or blue 
$5.49 per tile, 16"x16"x4, charcoal. 

MARKERSTIr FOAM ADHESIVE  
FREE with any foam purchase in this ad! 
Limited offer. A $4.00 per tube value. 

../.- SON EX - ., ,....- . All the colors, styles and sizes 
plus great prices! 

FREE 16.000 

America's most unique catalog featuring 328 pages of over 
exclusive and hard-to-find supplies for Pro Audio, 

Broadcast Video, Audio Visual 8 Multimedia production. 

8 

IIIIARIÇEIFITEIC 
VIDEO SUPPLY 

4 High St., Box 397, saugedies, NY (USA) 12477 
800-522-2025 • Fax: 914-246-1757 • www.martenek.com 
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GIANT 
INVENTORY 
BEST PRICES 
CALL NOW 

04cle4 f 800 785 3099 
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READERS 
IN THE 
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Contact 

Christine Cali 

(212) 378-015,1 
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FOR ORDERS CALL: OR FAX 

800-947-5518 800-947-9003 
212-444-6688 212-444-5001 

Store & Mail Order Hours: 
Sunday 10-5 

Monday thru Thursday 9-7 
_Friday 9-1 • Saturday Closed  

On the Web: http://www.bhphotovideo.com 

For All Your Photo, Video, 
Digital Photography 
and Pro-Audio Needs 

FOR A FREE MOIMILY CATALOG CALL 11184174OSS, 212-4444113 AR IRITI 
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MUM VIDEO and PRO AUDIO 
TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER: 

800 221-57443 • 212 239-7765 
OR FAX 24 HOURS: 

800 947-2215 • 212 239-7549 

4.D.D. 

New Address: 
420 Ninth Ave. (Bet. 33rd & 34th St.) 

New York, N.Y. 10001 PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

DIGITAL MIXERS 

Digital 8 Bus mixing console 
.erything you've been waiting for and more!!! The new digital 8 bus from Mackie features great sound quality, 

I i•ecording and mixdown capabilities, moterized faders and an array of digital features geared to take you 
• • •J into the rii-xt century. See for yourself what the entire industry is raving about. 

FEATURES-
• 48 channels of automated compression, gating, ED and delay 
• Built in 3-way meter display keeps you on top of your mix. 
• Built-in meter bridge, 
• Ultramix II automation for complete control, hook up an S-VGA moni-
tor and you'll feel like you spent a lot more money. 
• All functions can be automated, not just levels and mutes. 
Store ED, reverb, compression, gating and even Aux send 
information. 
• Fast SCENE automation allows you to change parameter 
snapshots on every beat. 
• Reads Standard MIDI tempo maps, displaying clock info 
on the built-in position counter. 
• Truly the cuffing edge of mixing technology. 

• monitor, mouse a keyboard sold separately 

Panasonic. 
IAIR-DA7 Digital mixing console 

Stop dreaming about your digital future, it's here! The Panasonic WR-DA7 digital mixer fea-
Mures 32-bit internal processing combined with 24-bit AID and D/A converters as well as moving faders. 
instant recall, surround sound capabilities, and much more. Best of all, it's from Panasonic. 

FEATURES-
• 32 Inputs/6 AUX send/returns 
• 24-bd converters 
• Large backlit LCD screen displays E0, bus and aux 
assignments, and dynamic/delay settings. 
• 4-band parametric ED 
• Choice of Gate/Compressor/Limiter or Expander on 
each channel 
• 5 1 channel surround sound in three modes on the 
bus outputs 
• Output MMC 
• Optional MIDI joystick 

• meter bnage. optional 

TASCAM TMD1000 
Digital Mixing Console 

Vou want to see what all the digital mixing buzz is about? The NEW TMD100 from lascars will have you snit in' 
& automatirt in no time. It features fully automated ED, levels, muting, pan-

ning and more in an attractive digital board with an analog leer 
Your digital future never looked, or sounded, so clear. 

FEATURES-
• 4 XLR mic inputs, 8 1/4" balanced IRS inputs. 
• 20-bit AID D/A conversion, 64x oversampling on input, 
128x on output. 
• Store all settings, fully MIDI compatible. 
• Optional IF-T01000 adds another 8 channels of TDIF and a ?-
channel sample rate converter. 
• Optional nef000 Fo board adds another 4 dynamic processois and 
another pair of stereo effects. 

DIGITAL RECORDING 

lexicon 
Lexicon Studio 

Recording System 

The Lexicon Studio System interfaces with your 
favorite digital audio software for a complete hard 

disk recording package. Supporting both PC and Mac, 
Lexicon Studio can be expanded up to 32 voices from a 
variety of I/O options. For recording, editing, mixing and 
DSP, Lexicon Studio is here. 

FEArunts— 
• The Core-32 System PCI-Card is capable of supporting 
32 audio streams simultaneously. It can also be used 
as a time code or clock master or slave. 
• The PC-90 Digital Reverb daughterboard attaches to 
the Core-32 providing 2 discrete stereo reverbs. 
• The LDI-12T delivers up to 12 channels of simuttane-
Me I/O supporting analog 44 XLR and -10 RCA1. 
s/pdif. and ADAT. 
• Direct support of Steinberg Cubase VST and many 
other software programs 

OPTIONS— 
• The LDI-16S provides 8 channels of +4 XLR balanced 
analog I/O, and 8 channels digitally through TDIF. 
3 option packages are: 
AES-8, 8 channels of AES/EBU digital I/O 
ADT-8, 8 channels of ADAT digital I/O and sync 
STC-1. Post option including read and write of LTC, 
read and generate of VITC, Window-burn, House 
Sync and a General Purpose Interlace for triggering 
external devices from the system) 

FEATURES— 
• 24-bit resolution ND & D/A converters 
• 16 & 20 bit dithering 
• IC's unique Multiband Comp & Limiter Algorithms 
• Boost and cut over three bands with the Spectral 
Balance Controls 
• Soft Clipping and Look Ahead Delay. 
• Finalize Matrix for 25 variations in style and rate 

EFFECTS PROCESSING 

taco electronic 
11-1 TIMIAT MC" LO I 1,11 

IFInallzer Express 

- • ' 

The Finalizer Express is a fast and efficient way to tors your mix into a Professional Master! Based upon IC's 
Multi-Award winning Finalizer Mastering Technology, it delivers the finishing touches of clarity, warmth and punch 

to your mixes, putting the world of professional mastering within your reach.. 
• Optimize overall level with the Automatic Make-Up Gain 
• Extra compression in each band using Emphasis keys 
• Record fades from the built-in Digital Fader or the 
optional IC Master Fader via MIDI. 
• Connections include AES/EBU, S/PDIF, Optical Toslink 
& MIDI I/0's. 
• High Res LED Metering of I/O & multi-band gain 
reduction 

M3000 Professional Reverb 

ncorporating IC Electronic's new VSS-3 technology, the M3000 is a great sounding, versatile reverb that is easy to 
I use. Combining ultimate control of early reflections with a transparent reverb tail, the art of reverberation is brought 
to a new level. Whether it's a phone booth, cave or concert hall. the M3000 delivers high-quality ambience. 
FEATURES— • Up to 300 user presets in internal RAM and 300 more 
• VSS-3, VSS-3 Gate, CORE. & REV-3 reverbs as well using an optional PCMCIA card. 
as Delay, Pitch, E0, Chorus, Flanger, Tremolo, Phaser, • Dual engine configuration featuring 24-bit A/D/D/As. 
Expander/Gate, Compressor and De-Esser • Connections include AES/EBLI, Coaxial S/PDIF, Optical 
• 300 high-grade factory presets including Halls, Rooms, Tos-Link/ADAT & analog XLR I/0s, MIDI IN/OUT/THRU, 
Plates. Ambience, Gated Reverbs. and more Clock Sync and External Control. 

lexicon MPX1 Multi-Effects Processor 

r. 

" IBM la • 

The MPX-1 is truly an outstanding multi-effects device. Using Lexicon's Lexchip, it offers outstanding reverb or 
ambience as well as a separate processor for effects for awesome power in the studio or on the road. 

FEATURES— 
• Intuitive user interface for easy editing, built-in help. 
• Balanced Analog I/O we 6 XLR) 
• 56 effect algorithms 
• Digital Inputs & Outputs (S/PDIF ® 44.1KHz) 

• 18 Bit AID; 20 Bit D/A Conversion. 32-bit processing 
• >90dB of Dynamic Range 
• Intelligent Sorting by Name, Number, Application, etc. 
• Parameter Morphine 
• Dynamic MIDI® patching & MIDI automation 

COMPRESSORS 

PreSonus ACP88 
8 Channel Compressor 

St:lamr nAiiÊ1%:' their 

comprises eight channels of 
compression, limiting and 
noise gating for a variety of 
studio applications. It fea-
tures individual side chain for each channel and it's attractive blue anodized finished lets you 
show your true sonic colors. 

FEATURES-
• 8 separate compressors/gates with individual con-
trols. 
• Servo balanced or unbalanced inputs & floating bal-
anced or unbalanced outputs. 
• Individual side chain jacks for spectral compression 
and a separate sidechain jack for gate processing. 

• Each channel boasts full gain reduction metering, 
compression threshold indication & gate open/close. 
• Front panel buttons include hard/soft knee compres-
sion, peak/auto compression, bypass, gate range 
and link. 
• Link feature uses a unique summing bus for multiple 
combinations of master/slave link setups. 

db 
The new Silver Series intro-
 duces a 2 vacuum tube cir-

cuit design making the 566 no 
ordinary compressor. Loaded 
with features including custom 
designed analog VU meters 
that monitor tube level, gain reduction, or output levels. Full sidechain functionality, including sidechain monitor. Contour 
function allows low frequency material to pass through the threshold without triggering un-musical compression effects. 

FEATURES- • PeakPlus limiter on each channel 
• Hand selected Premium 12AU7 vacuum tubes • Complete sidechain, OverEasy, and Auto function 
• .4/-10 operation • Optional TYPE IV Conversion System outputs 
• Drive control for a wide variety of great tube effects • Separate 1/4 sidechain insert send and return 

Model 566 
X "Silver Series" Compressor 

ID 

'tar 4'et 

• 

• 

O el") fins , 
-14‘ 

1 

SEVEN DAY CUSTOMER SATISFACTION GUARANTEE 
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RH 
PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE FOR PHOTO, 
FOR ORDERS CALL: 

800-947-5518 
212-444-6688 

up FAX ( 2.1¡loups): 

800-947-9003 
212-444-5001 

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED 
WITHIN 24 HOURS 

OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE 

On the Web: http://www.bhphotovideo.com 

HARD DISK RECORDERS 

vs1680 Digital Production Studio 
The new VS- 169r, r,rrnr nr.P.• 
I plate 16 track. 24- bit recording, editing, mining and 

effects processing system in a compact tabletop work-
station. With its advanced features, amazing sound qual-
ity and intuitive new user interface, the VS-1680 can sat-
isfy your wanderlust. 

FEATURES— 
• 16 tracks of hard disk recording, 256 virtual tracks. 
• 24-bit MT Pro Recording Mode for massive headroom 
and dynamic range. 
• Large 320 x 240 dot graphic LCD provides simultane-
ous level meters, playlist, Er] curves, EFX settings, 
waveforms and more. 
• 20-bit A/D D/A converters 
• 2 optional 24- bit stereo effects processors (VS8F-2) 
provide up to 8 channels of independent effects pro-
cessing. 

• New EZ routing function allows users to create and 
save various recording, mixing, track bouncing, and 
other comprehensive mixer templates for instant recall. 
• 10 audio inputs: 2 balanced XLR-type inputs w/ phan-
tom power, 6 balanced 1/4" inputs, and 1 stereo digital 
input (optical/coaxial) 
• 12 audio outs: 8x RCA, 2x stereo digital & phones. 
• Direct audio CD recording and data backup using 
optional VS-CDR-16 CO recorder. 

DIGITAL MULTI-TIFLAC, liECQRDL 

TASCAM 
DA-88 Modular Digital Multitrack 

The standard digital multitrack for post-production and 
winner of the Emmy award for technical excellence, 

the DA-88 delivers the best of Tascam's Hi-8 digital for-
mat. Its Shuttle/Jog wheel and track delay function 
error, foi precise cueing and 3yrichronization end the 
modular (lesion allows for easy Servicing and perfor-
mance enhancements with third-party options. 

FEATURES— 
• 1:48 minutes record time on a single 120 min tape 
• Expandable up to 128 Tracks using 16 machines 
• User-definable track delay & crossfade 
• Shuttle & Jog capability 
• Auto punch with rehearsal 

• SMPTE, MIDI and Sony 9-Pin sync capability 
• Options include RC-808/848 Remote Controllers, IF-
88AE/IF-8850 digital interfaces, MU-Series meter 
bridge, MMC-88 MIDI machine control interface, SY-
138 Sync Card 

DA-38 Digital Multitrack for Musicians 
Designed especially for musicians, the DA-38 is an 
8 track digital recorder that puts performance at 

an affordable price. It features an extremely fast 
transport, Hi-8 compatibility: rugged conotiuclion, 
ergonomic design and sync compatibility with DA 98s. 

ALESIS 
ADAT M20 20-bit Digital Audio Recorder 

The M20 represents Alesis oommitmont to meeting 
I the high-standards of world-class audio engineers, 

producers, studio owners and high-end video and 
film post production studios. A new professional 
digital multi-track. the M20 records 20-bit for out-
standing sound quality. Combined with a host of 
production features like SMPTE/EBU, the M20 is a 
powerful tool. 

FEATURES— 
• SVHS Recording format - up to 67 minutes recording. 
• 18-XLR connections (9 in and 9 out) as well as a 56-
pin ELCO connection. 

ADAT XT20 
The New ADAT-XT20 provides a new standard in audio 

quality for affordable professional recorders while 
remaining completely compatible with over 100,000 
ADATs in use worldwide. The XT20 uses the latest ultra-
high fidelity 20- bit oversampling digital converters for 
sonic excellence, it could change the world. 

FEATURES— 
• 10-point autolocate system 
• Dynamic Braking software lets the transport quickly 
wind to locate points while gently treating the tape 

• 24-bit, 64x oversampling recording, 20-bit, 128X over-
sampling playback 
• Digital I/O 
• Includes LRC remote and a digital cable. 

Digital Audio Recorder 

• Remote control 
-Servo-balanced 56-pin ELCO connector . 
• Built-in electronic patchbay 
• Copy/paste digital edits between machines. 

ADAT LX20 Digital Audio Recorder 
The most affordable ADAT ever made, the new LX20 features true 20- bit recording at a price you won't 

believe. Compatibility with all other ADATO and digital consoles. the LZ20 provides the same sync options 
and digital inputs as the big brother XT20 at a lower price point. 

CD RECORDERS 

Fostex 
CR200 Professional CD Recorder 

The Foston name is not all this CD Recorder has in 
offer. The CR200 features Ms, balanced 

XLR analog input, 5 record modes as well as a full 
function remote. A great choice for burning CDs in 
any studio or home recording environment. 

FEATURES-
• Converts any input signal to CD 44.1kHz standard 
• Uses both Professional and Consumer CD formats 
• S/PDIF Inputs and Outputs for versatile interfacing. 
• AES/EBU In, XLR Balanced Ins, Unbalanced Ins & Outs 
• 5 Record Modes. Records To Red-Book Standards 

• IDs Recorded Automatically 
• Durable Platter Mechanism Resists vibrations 
• Full-function Remote Included 

STUDIO DAT-RECORDERS 

TASCAM 
DA-45HR Master DAT Recorder 

The new DA-45HR master DAT recorder provides true 
24-bit resolution plus standard 16-bit recording capa-

bility for backward compatibility-making this the most 
versatile and great sounding DAT recorder available. With 
support for both major digital I/O protocols plus the abili-
ty to integrate the machine into virtually any analog envi-
ronment, the DA-45HR is the ideal production tool for 
the audio professional. 

FEATURES— 
• Word Clock 
• 24- bit A/O and 20-bit D/A with dither 
• XLR balanced and RCA unbalanced analog I/O 
• ArS/FBIJ and S/PDIF digital I/O 

• Word Sync ln/Thru 
• Alphanumeric data entry for naming programs 
• Independent input level adjustment capability 
• Output trim for XLR balanced analog output 
• Optional RC-045 Remote Controller 

Panasonic, Sv-3800 
The SV-3800 & SV-4100 feature highly accurate and reli-

able transport mechanisms with search speeds of up to 
400X normal. Both use 20-bit D/A converters to satisfy 
even the highest professional expectations. The SV-4100 
adds features such as instant start, program & cue assign-
ment, enhanced system diagnostics, multiple digital inter-
faces and more. Panasonic DATs are found in studios throughout the world and are widely recognized as the most 
reliable DAT machines available on the market today. 

FEATURES— 
• 64, OveramplIng AM converter for outstanding 
phase characteristics 
Search by start ID or program number 
• Single program play, handy for post. 

• Adjustable analog input attenuation. +4/-10dBu 
• MCl/Indent record levels 
• Front panel hour meter display 
• 8-pin parallel remote terminal 
• 250s normal speed search 

Fostex 
D-15 Pro Studio DAT Recorder 

The new Fostex D-15 features built in 8Mbit of RAM 
for instant start and scrubbing as well as a host of 

new features aimed at audio post production and 
recording studio environments. Optional expansion 
boards can be added to include SMPTE and RS-422 
compatibility, allowing the D-15 to grow as you do. 

FEATURES— 
• Hold the peak reading on the digital bargraphs with a 
choice of 5 different settings 
• Set cue levels and cue times 
• Supports all frame rates including 30df 
• Newly designed, 4-motor transport is faster and more 
efficient ( 120 minute tape shuttles in about 60 sec.) 
• Parallel interface • Front panel trim pots in addition to 
the level inputs 

D-15TC IL D-15TCR 
The D-151C comes with the addition of optional 
I chase and sync capability installed. It also includes 

timecode reading and output. The D-15TCR comes 
with the further addition of an optional RS-422 port 
installed, adding timecode and serial control (Sony 
protocol except earl-speed) 

SONY PCM-R500 
I ncorporafing Sony's legendary high- reliability 40.0. 
Mechanism, the PCM-R500 sets a new standard for 

professional DAT recorders. The Jog/Shuttle wheel 
offers outstanding operational ease while extensive 
interface options and multiple menu modes meet a 
wide range of application needs. 

FEATURES— 
• Set-up menu for preference selection. Use this menu 
for setting 106, level sync threshold. date & more. 
Also selects error indicator. 
• Includes 8-pin parallel & wireless remote contro,' 

• SBM recording for improved S/N (Sounds like 20bit) 
• Independent UR recording levels 
• Equipped with auto head cleaning for improved 
sound quality. 
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VIDEO and PRO AUDIO 
TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER: 

800 221-5743 * 212 239-7765 
OR FAX 24 HOURS: 

800 947-2215 • 212 239-7549 

TUBE MICROPHONES 

SOLIDTUBE 
TUBE MICROPHONE 

tube technology to provide a 
.'warm" Sounding microphone 
suitable for professional 
recording applications. 

FEATURES— 
• Large diaphragm condenser 
• Integrated pop screen sur-
rounds the capsule, reducing 
excessive pop noise 
• ECC 83 ( 12A)(7) vacuum tube 
which provides perfect transfer 
characteristics 
• Includes elastic shock mount 
• Low-cut switch, Ground lift switch 

audiolechnica. 
AT4060 

Combing premium 40 series 
engineering and vintage tube 

technology, the AT4060 delivers 
a versatile and competent studio 
microphone. Low-noise and 
high SPL capabilities make the 
AT4060 a premier vocal mic as 
well as strings guitars and other 
demanding applications 

FEATURES-
= 20 20,000 Hz hey response 
• Dual gold-vaporized large 
diaphragm elements 
• Includes the AT8560 power supply, A18447 shock 
mount, rack mount adapters and case 

MICROPHONES 

SHURE 
KSM-32 

The new KSM32 side-
address microphone fea-

tures an extended frequency 
response for open, natural 
sound reproduction. Suitable 
for critical studio recording 
and live sound production, 
Shure steps up to the plate 
with another classic. 

FEATURES-
• Class A, transformerless preamplifier circuitry for 
improved linearity across the full frequency range. 
• Exceptionally low self-nolse and increased dynamic 
range necessary for highly critical studio recording. 
• 15 dB attenuation switch for handling high SPLs. 
• Switchable low-frequency filter to reduce vibration 
noise or to counteract proximity effect. 
• Great for vocals, acoustic instruments, ensembles and 
overhead miking of drums and percussion. 
• SL model also features an elastic shock mount which 
greatly reduces external vibrations. 

BPM 
CR10 

Hand-crafted in East Berlin. the BPM 
MO Ste(' Condenser Mic features 

a full frequency response for competi-
tion against the best of the best. 

FEATURES-
• 1" Gold diaphragm 
• Suitable for most guitar and vocal 
recording applications. 
• Includes Custom Aluminum Road 
Case, XLR-cable. wind screen and 
elastic suspension. 

New Address: 
420 Ninth Ave. (Bet. 33rd & 34th St.) 

New York, N.Y. 10001 

SAMPLING 

AKAI 
S5000 II S6000 Studio Samplers 

A kai is proud to 
Mannounce its next gen-
eration of Samplers with 
the introduction of the 
26000 and the 86000. 
Building UPOn Akai's leg-
endary strengths, both 
machines feature up-to 
128-voice polyphony and 
up-to 256 MB of RAM. They use the DOS disk format and .WAV files as the native sample format allowing stan 
dard PC .WAV files to be loaded directly for instant playback - even samples downloaded from the Internet into 
your PC may be used.And of course, both the S6000 and S5000 will read sounds from the S3000 library. 

FEATURES— 
• OS runs on easily upgradeable flash ROM. 
• 2x MIDI In/Out/Thru ports for 32 MIDI channels 
• Stereo digital I/0 and up to 16 analog outputs. 
• 2x SCSI ports standard 
• Wordclock connection 
• Optional ADAT interface provides 16 digital outs 
• .WAV files as native sample format 

E-MU 

S6000 ONLY FEATURES— 
• Removable front panel display 
• User Keys 
• Audio inputs on both the front and rear panel allow 
you to wire the S6000 directly into a patchbay from 
the back and override this connection simply by 
plugging into the front. 

E-mu Systems, Inc. 
E6400 Professional Sampler 

The e-6400 from EMU features an easy interface that makes 
sampling easy. Automated features like looping, normaliz-

ing and more allow you to fle.ribly cfeafe your own sound 
palettes Or access any of the 400 sounds provided on 2 ron 
for unlimited sound creation. It is upgradeable to 128MB of 
RAM (4M0 standard) and features 64 voice polyphony, 8 bal-
ance] analog outputs, SCSI. stereo phase-locked time com-
pression, digital re-sampling and more A dream machine 

MIC PREAiV1PS 

Focusrite Green 3 
"Voicebox MKII" 

The Voicebox MKII provides a signal path of exceptional clarity and smoothness for mic recording, combining 
I an ultra-high quality mic amp, an all new Focusrite EO section optimized for voice, and full Focusrite dynam-

ics. The new MKII now includes a line input for recording and mixdown applications. 

FEATURES-
• +48V Phantom power, phase reverse, and a 75Hz 
high-pass filter. 
• Mute control and a true-VU response LED bargraph 
are also provided 
• Includes a Mid-Parametric band with controls espe-

db 
The DBX 586 Vacuum 

Tube Dual Mic Preamp 
uses hand selected and 
matched premium 12AU7 
vacuum tubes ensure 
ideal characteristics for a 
warm, distortion free signal path. Custom designed analog VU meters monitor tube level insert path or output 
levels well Line/Instrument and mic inputs make the 586 versatile enough to use with virtually any input source. 

FEATURES-
• Mic or line/instrument inputs on each channel. • 3-Band EO with sweepable frequency 
+4/-10 operation. • Optional TYPE IV Conversion System outputs 
• Drive control for a wide variety of great tube effects • Separate ve insert send/return on each channel 

cially designed to enhance vocal characteristics. 
• Single balanced Class A VCA delivers low distortion 
and a S/N ratio as low as -96dBu 
• Dynamics section offers important voice processing 
functions such as compression and de-essing com-
bined with a noise reducing expander. 

X 586 Vacuum Tube Mic Pre 

JOE MEEK vci Studio Channel 
The Joe Meek Studio 
I Çhannel otters three 

pieces of studio gear in 
one. It leatures a trans-
former coupled mic pre, 
compression and a pro-
fessional enhancer together in a sleek 2U rackmount design! 

FEATURES-
• 48V phantom power, Fully balanced operation 
• Mic/Line input switch 
• High pass filter for use with large diaphragm mico 

• Extra XLR input on front makes for easy patching 
• Compression In/Out 8 VU/Compression meter 
• Enhancer In/Out switch and enhance indicator 
• Internal power supply 115/230V AC 

The SOL1DTUBE combines 
the best of aolid ulule and 

MONITORS 

KRI‘ 
SY I lvb INK 

M6000/S 
Studio Monitors 

The KRK m600gis are 
designed for close field 

monitoring A smooth fre-
quency responso in a com-
pact size make these units 
portable and efficient. 

FEATURES-
• High power handling 
• 62Hz - 20kHz, x3dB. 
• Compact and portable 
• Low distortion 
• Smooth frequency 
response 
• Custom Gray finish. 

Hafler 
TRM-8 

Powered Studio Monitors 

Winner of Pro Audio Review's PAR Excellence Amu 
in 1997, Hailer's 

TRM8s provide sonic clari-
ty previously found only vu 
mUch more expensive 
spoakers. They feature 
built-in power, an active 
crossover, and Hatlert 
patented Trans•nova power 
amp circuitry. 

FEATURES-
• 45Hz - 21kHz, ±2dB 
• 75W HF, 150W LF 
• Electronically 8 
Acoustically matched 

HR824 
These new close-field 
I monitors from Mackie 

have made a big stir. 
They sound great, they're 
affordable, they're inter-
nally bi-amped. "What's 
the catch?" Let us know if 
you find one. 

FEATURES-
• 150W Bass amp, 100W 
Treble amp 
• Full space, half space 
and quarter space place-
ment compensation 
• Frequency Response 
39Hz to 22kHz, :1.5dB 

TAIWC3Y 
Reveal 

The latest playback monitor 
from Tannoy, the 

Reveal has an extremely 
detailed, dynamic sound 
with a wide, flat frequen-
cy response. 

FEATURES-
• 1" eon dome high fre-
quency unit 
• Long throw 6.5" bass 
driver 
• Magnetic shielding for 
close use to video mon-
itors 
• Hard-wired, low-loss crossover 
• Wide, flat frequency response 
• Gold plated 5-way binding post connectors 

Minimum Shipping USA (Except AK & HI) $595, up to 1 lb. Add 756 foe each additional lb. For ins, add 50c per $11111.01998 BAH Photo • Video. Not responsible for typing {dike' mots. Prices valid subject to supplier prices. 
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CAREER MARKETPLACE 

1-00-
etwater: spuivolivc 

Are you an expert on 

music technology and 

pro-audio equipment? 

Would you like to 

work with an excel-

lent team of knowl-

edgable, friendly 

people? Do you want 

to earn an excellent 

wage and live in a 

great community with 

a low cost of living? 

Call gl.: t, 

(800) 22 
5335 Bass Road • Fort Wayne, IN 46808 • (219) 432-8176 
FAX (219) 432-1758 • careenksweetwatercom • www.sweenvaterrom 

tvtusi Equipment Salc-, 
le— Technical Support 

Service 
Ilbo— Graphic Design 

career? 
If so. we want you! You 

belong here. Thanks 

to our exceptional 

growth we can offer 

you an exceptional 

career. Want to 

make the best move 

,,,. lui yuui career and 

your family? If you love 

i music technology and 

!know your stuff this is 

; your move! 
i „ 

Do you wane 
Positions 
Avale 

Music Sales, Desktop/Web Design, 
Sales & Administrative Assistant, Tech. ,,,%er 
Support e, More! Contact Kristine! 

Sej4 ee'alte SOUND liVC 

TRAINING/TUTORIALS 

BE RECORDING ENGINEER 
* TRAIN AT HOME w; 
asy Home-Study practocal trarrung 

Recordong. Jorn our successful 
working graduates or burld your own studio 

FREE INFORMATION  

UAW Institute of imerica 
814 46th Ave Salle AN San Fr8110SCO, CA 94121 

rr, Or v10 us et viivw.audloInsfflu, cor 

crew pubnce 
Dponu 

VOCALS 

SINGERS I REMOVE { e VOCALS 
Unlimited, Low Cost. InstartK At ailable 

Background Music from Original Standard 
Recordings! Does Everything Karaoke t 
does... Better and gives you the 

Free&_pson Vocal Eliminator"' ochgre & Demo Tape 
LT Sound Dept EQ-I 
7980 I.TParkwa) Lithonia.GA 300-5,8 4 
Internet-http: Itsound.com >. • 
24Hour Defoe /into Request Line ( 770)482-2485-Ext 28 
When You Want Somothiri Better Than Karaoke: 

Woodland Studios is now expanding it's engineering training program to 
prospective students interested in a "Full Sail" type education. 

• Our specialized program is limited to (4) four students per year. 

• This program has been in effect over a four year period and 100% of the 

graduates are either independent or staff engineers at major facilities and all 
are working on major label projects. 
• This is an intense hands on program working day to day in the studio on 
actual sessions combined with classroom instruction and lectures. 

Call us for alternatives and information @ (615) 262-2222 

MICROPHONES 

gilt(Iles 4C3S 
The Best in the World 
Matched Pairs & Stereo Bars 

111)1)4 11 Mii 
Sales, Parts & Service 

Ctles 41( 11 
The BBC " lip mic" used by 

ABC BBC CBS CNN NBC 
NO Voice Booth Needed 

WES DOOLEY 
(800) 798-9127 FAX ( 626) 798-2318 
1029 N. Allen Ave., Pasadena, CA 91104 

TRAINING/TUTORIALS 

Recording 
Engineer 
Broadcasting  
Multimedia/Digital/Video/Film 
Radio/TV/Sports/News/DJ/Talk Show 

No experience required! 

On-the-job-training 
in local major Recording Studios & Ftadinali Stations 
Part-time, nights. weekends 
Call rererded info line for FREE video 

1-800/295-4433 mnidioronnection owl 
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REPAIR SERVICES 

TRorsitin 
Call us for fast, expert 

repair service. 

Authorized ADAT, DA-88, 
Focusrite service center. 

Also specialize in: 
• AKG 
• API 
• Neumann 
• Otan 
• SSL 
• Tube-Tech 

• Ampex 
• Fairchild 
• Neve 
• Pultec 
• Studer 
• Urei 

A/actronics 
Boston, MA (781) 239-0000 

www.alactronics.com 

DAT TECHNIQUES 
Be smart. Get the service and turn-
around you can't get anywhere 
else! Let us rebuild that old reliable 
deck at a fraction of the cost of 
new. Over 50 models serviced. 

1-800-203-2151/1-941-275-0757 

AUDIO UPGRADES 

.1>+ 41> + II> •> 111, 

LA.2A LA4A OWNERS 
Before you by a new T4B optical 

• atienuator, have it rebuilt at a fraction • 
of the cost. Also stock OPTO's. 

; ANTHONY DEMARIA LABS ; 
; 914-256-0032 

CATALOG 

FREE CATALOGS! 
MUSIC * MIDI * GUITAR 
SOFTWARE BOOKS VIDEOS 

DIGITAL HD RECORDING! 
CALL PEBBER BROWN (B00)962.5526 
wwwangelfire.com/ca2/pebber 

Reserve Ad Space 

Ili IN e 
()IN Sled '— 

cali@psn.com 

COVERS/CASES 41 RACKS 

OMNIRA)(  
STUDIO FURNITURE 
MixStation/O2R 

Also available for 
Mackie 
13•Bus mixers 

Custom Design 
and 
Modifications Available 

800.332.3393 
FAX 415.332.2607 
Outside U.S. 115.332.3312 
VIVAY.OMNIRAX.COM P.0.11ox 1792 Sausalito, CA 94988 

INFORMATION GUIDE 

n the o. creike iStud 
FREE Guide 

Saves You Time and Money! 

Contact Us Today: 

1 -800-468-93 5 3 
www.discmakers.com 

info,Aiscmakers.com/eq 

DISC mEXPisele 
EQUIPMENT DEALERS 

Sound 
thinkim 

The Best Prices, 
The Best Service 

you'll ever find on... 

digidesign 

and elated products 

541-386-2682 

Studio Maintenance Center 
'If you are serious about sound 

you need to know SMC' 

Fast, expert ADAT, DA-88, and DAT 
repair. Factory authorized warranty sta-
tion for Alesis, Tascam, Fostex, Sony 

Pro, Panasonic and most other brands 
of pro audio gear. Free return shipping. 

Call 1-800-918-3300 
655 Dubois Street, San Rafael CA 94901 

http://www.studio-maint.com 
email: repairostudio-maint.com 

'Alesis service center of' the year' 

EQUIPMENT DEALERS 

Don't Get Beat 
Whcoy‘oial ,td ,all POWER HOUSING 

Sth Street Music. 1023 Arch St. 
Philadelphia. PA 19107  

8,TH STREET MUSIC 

Philadelphia's argest Musical 
(800) 878-882 L 

Instrument Dealer!!! 
www.8thstreet.com YOUR Mirv'e 8B 

How BIG is Yours? 
HARD DRIVES Digital Audio 

CD RECORDERS Specialists' 

MEMORY CHIPS 
ERG MSC SOUND CARDS 
1954)7-19-0555 MIDI SOFTWARE 

http://www.bigdisc.corn 

Every major brand of everything. 
Millions of dollars of musical gear in stock. 

ALTO MUSIC 
Wars, recording, keyboards, amplifiers, drums, pro sound, 
new & used. One of the largest selections in the country. 

Nie ship everywhere. 
(914) 692.6922 é Fax: (914) 692.5551 

680 Route 211 East, Middletown, NY 10940 
Ask for Uncle Freddy — He loves Ya! 

SAVE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS 
BUYING YOUR NEW & USED 

EQUIPMENT FROM US 

STUDIO FURNISHINGS 

(800)427-5698 (573)346-8549 
argosyconsoie.com 

94 STATE STREET • NEW LONDON, (T 06320 

800.264.6614 • 860.442.9600 
carusomusi@aol.com • http://www.caruso.net 
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ACOUSTICAL PRODUCTS 

ACOUSTIC FOAM 
Diffusors • Bass Traps•Sound Barrier•Broadband Absorbers & More! 

vr- - 
Ask About 
Our New 
Shapes & 
Colors! 

If So Many Famous Users Trust Us To Help Them Sound Their 
Best, Just Imagine What We Can Do For You! 

Famous artists, motion picture companies, studios & networks choose Auralex 
time & time again because we make the world's best sound control products 
regardless of orice We otter free, no-pressure consulting & can solve virtually 
any sound problem. Call us, hit our website or see your favorite dealer today! 
USt ild . . . . . . . • . . 3. 

Chnstopher -Cross, Mrke Wanchic (John ›Mellencamp). Ross %tanner'', Slud Row. Mark LIndsay (Paul Revere & The Raiders). Norbert Stovall ( L) Parlor. 
Gatlin Bros., K. Rogers, E Rabbit. etc.). Mark Earner (Grand Funk Rarlroad), Sushi Iseda. The Bellamy Bros . Wayman Tisdale, Nona Hendry,. John 
Border (Re-Fle,), Disney. MUMFORD (A Lawrence Kasdanfrouchstone Fi(m(, Bose, Harpo Studios, LucasAr Is, SIlmon Graphics (SG!), Todd . A0. JBL, 
Oualcomm, Time Warner Cable. Shure, Pelonn Acouslms (FulureDisc. K. Loins. Skywalker Sound). Steven Kim, Fmr Sr Eng (cp. Criteria Studros 
E. Clapton, Bee Gees, A W B.18 Studio Designer ( Don Was, Kenny G. Tab Alum Entertainment, Larrabee). Sear Sound (N. Merchant. S Corm), 

jostle Oaks Prod. (Titanic. Tremors. Wings, 21 Jump Street, S. Mendes, J. Felicrano), Sound Kitchen (PFramplon. Petra), Digital Insrght. AT&T, NASA, Sony, CBS Sports. 
NBC Sports ABC TV A Radio, ESPN, MSNBC, Discovery Channel. Bill Fullon (I Am Weasel/Carloon Network), Boemg.Editel.Berklee College of Music. the LIncoln Center, 
',error r. Business Daily. Shoe°. Opryland, Music Bakery, Audi,, Ensonig, WhisperRoom, Hitachi, Toshiba, 201h Century Fox. Unrversal Sludros. NPR, Warner Bros., 

r rut Wolfgang P. • ,t ' et the Loom Country Comfort Tour. Manley Audio Labs, Lucent Technologies, 3BTV. Electroplex. Loden, Macromedra. Adaplec, Martin - 
.r. ' rd Post. Kt ' ' V. Proveer, Cobra Golf, Carvin. MTX, Silver Dollar City, the voices of McDonald's. Miller Brewmg A Sports on Fox and more, 

AuraleX 
acoustics 

8851 Hague Road, Indianapolis, IN 46256-1284 
wan.v.auralex.com * auralexeauralex.00m 

(317) 842-2600 * (800) 95-WEDGE * Fax (317) 842-2760 

Vocal Booths 

10 ProFoam" Panels 
for reflection control 

32 ProFoam" Tiles 
for enhanced envelopment 

4 ProCorners" 
for extended low frequency control 

Studienoci 
MSRP STARTS AT 5499" 

Installation is quick and easy, with enough material to 
properly treat project studios up to 14' x x 8'. 
Available in white, white flec, and gray flec Class A 
Melaflex' as well as charcoal gray, blue, and purple 
Class B/C Polyftex": Now with free drop shipping. 

RPG DIFFUSOR SYSTEMS, INC. 
301.249.0044 

info@rpgdiffusors.com 

Control Rooms 

Practice Rooms 

In Broadcast Booths 
SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES 

Ph: 423-585-5827 

E-Mail: whisper@lcs.net 

Fax: 423-585-5831 

Web Site: www.whisperroom.com 

RECORDING SUPPLIES 

Tired of cleaning up the sticky mess left on your 
Mixer/Patchbays/Cables by adhesive tape? 

Try: "NO MORE TAPE"' 
You owe it to yourself and to \ our equipment.' 
RECORDING CONSOLÉ CONCEPTS, 

PO BOX 6268, MINNEAPOLIS, MN, 55406 
PHONE: (612) 588-6430 

E-mail: nomorMape@'uswesinet Mebsite: mmitnomorelaptcom 

NOISE GENERATOR 

Tone 
Plug 

11 FUNCTION TEST GENERATOR 
An 11 Function Test Instrument built in an XLR mic connector. 

5 Sine Wave Test Tones, Amplitude and Frequency Sweeps 
Bursts, VLF Test, Trace Tone, LED Indicator, Phantom Powered 

NOISE PLUG - PINK NOISE GENERATOR 
Precision Pink Noise Generator in an XLI) mic connector. 
True 3db per octave roll oft LED Phantom Power Indicator. 

GTC INDUSIRIES INC. 
(630) 369-9815 weAv.gtclndustries.com 

(CLOAKING DEVICE 
acoustic conditioning systems 
- Quick - Affordable - Easy - 

modular systems start at 130.00 

EXPLORE YOUR SPACE 
770 427 8761 fspace@mindspring.com 

www.mindspring.com/—fspace 
Folded Space Technologies ,) 

ACOUSticsFirStn" 
Toil-Free, i1188-765- 

Full product line for sound control 
and noise elimination. 
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com 

SILEN 117413) 3134-7944 FAX 

INFO 

(413) 534-2377 

58 Nonotuck St, Northampton, MA 01062 

ORDER ( 800) 583-7174 
info@silentsource.com • www.silentsource.com  

Acousticore Fabric Panels • Sound Barrier 
Isolation Hangers • A.S.C. Tube Traps 
Silence Wallcovering - VVhisperVVedge 
Melaflex S.D.G. Systems - Tecnifoam 
R.P.G. Diffusors - Sonex • Sound Quilt 

INSURANCE 

GREAT RATES 

ON INSURANCE! 

FOR EQUIPMENT ONLY 
(Worldwide Coverage) 

$50,1100 of Local' Gear for $600 

$1101,000 of Studio Gear for $750 
$250,000 of Studio Gear for $ 1,625 

OR ENTIRE PACKAGES: 

(For Recording Studios) 
$100,0110 of Studio Equipment 

12 Months Unlimited Loss of Income 
SI .11110,0110 General Liability 

S1,0011,000 Non-Owned Auto Liabilih 
Phis Additional Coverages 

for LESS THAN SI,099!  

(800) 800-5880 

UNITEDAGENCILS I NeCinan nits, 

Pasadena, California 

CA. License # 0252636 

www.UnitedAgencies.Com 

For Advertising Rates 
E-mail Christine at 
calipsnicom 
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DUPLICATION/REPLICATION SERVICES 

VINYL PRESSING SPECIAL RADIO & PROMO PACKAGES 
(under 10 minutes/side). 

100 12 —RECORDS - $630 
500 12 —RECORDS - $1045 

1000 CD's 
with 2- color label, jewel box, 

steed and shrink wrapped: 

$1000.00 

214-741-2027 

ON40$ 
U 12- Vinyl Pressing LI Compact Discs 
Li Cassettes 

Visa/MasterCard Accepted 1-800-527-3472 
OUTSIDE TEXAS 

a+r Record Est Tape Manufacturing 
902 N. Industrial Blvd., Dallas, TX 75207 

Order 250 CDs for S545.00 and we'll add 

50 CDs for free. 
Hurry. We can't do this for long. 

1-888-39PUNCH www.punchmedia.com/50free  

MASTERING • MANUFACTURING - PRINTING 

pier ROM 
CD-AUDIO s CD-ROM 

REAL TIME & HIGH SPEED 
AUDIO CASSETTES  

Compiett FacKc9es CD-ROM ne 
In - House Mastering Studio • Graphic Design & 

Printing • CD-ROM Production & Archiving 
1 to 300 CD-R's Duplicated Overnight 

800.815.3444 
27 2.730.2111 

www.digirom.com 

130 WEST 42ND STREET • NEW YORK, NY 10036 

Mitssicrnft 
1VILJLei —MiErbrA 
THE BEST CD AND CASSETTE PACKAGES IN THE WORLD 

CD MANUFACIIIM, CASSETTE DUPLICAITOS, 
GRIPHICS, PRINTIVG & MORF 

Portland • 1-800-637-9493 e Los Angeles 
A Division of Salon Marketing. Mc. • E-mail: golmatieg.tdarms com 

es* 

MIR 

w.16menlmun 

• Mfg EMT 

• 14337,11/171/16 

• HIM  

• CO • CASSETTE • MO 

APeit4ultimedia 

1100571-7010 

CD & CASSETTE 
MANUFACTURING 

Serving the country with 
over 25 years of experience. 
The Southwest's premiere 

full- service manufacturing facility! 
PRINTING • GRAPHIC DESIGN • BLANK CASSETTES 
DIGITAL MASTERING & EDITING • ONE-OFF CD-RS 
HtIAIL l?tAVY PACKALLS: CALL t tHtt CATALOG! 

e u CRYSTAL CLEAR SOUND 
1-800-880-0073 

mc/visa accepted wwwmystaldearsound.com 

WI BIM piiC N: IBIUCDR'!s 
1000 CD  jirIe•ev PACKAGE e i AA AND GIVE YOU HIGH QUALITY, PERSONAL 

SERVICE AND QUICK TURNAROUND 
LOWEST PRICES,CALL US LAST! 

EARTH DISC 

$ 8 6 .0 0 500 CDs 
package includes: 

full color 2 pogel4panel insert 
colpr on cd printing/egg master, 

jewel boit shrink wrap 

$ 299. °° 500 CDs 
we do it all 
package iixiiidev• 
graphic design/Ph 
full color 2 porApanei insert 
3 cant on cd ()rutting/Om mastcr, 
jewel bat,shnik 

I-800-876-5950 

1-800-TAPE WORLD or 1-800-245-6000 
We'll beat any price 695 SHIPPING • FREE CAT 
SONY 

UT- 120 549 
GAT- 124440 666 
TARN 1 69 
Ltscirt 399 
ST- 190 799 
MEN.» 249 
SICC CD-74 99 

mAXELL 
c..19ci 139 
ZIA 96 1 39 
T 12011DX 199 
T-160 GX 199 
DAT-1240K, 699 
CLIII '4 LIU 349 
UR» 49 

TDK 
CDR- 74 NL 149 
CZA-74 TNN 379 
SA 90 1.40 
SAX-90 160 
SA0-103 209 
1 1200G 2.49 
DAT-120 6.49 

TAPE WORLD ,/,-; SPRING ST EJLEi• • 
FFERENT SAME 1.0 

FUJI 
SV1N-T120 599 

I» 599 
160446 49 
T-120 se 2» 
JVC ST 120 399 
NC T129 1» 
KCOAIRSR74 2» 

COMPACT DISC 
ALL SERVICES AVAILABLE 

Highest Quality • Low Prices 
Superior Service • Est. 1986 

Member Better Business Bureau 

0-

1-802-453-3334 
x 1-802-453-3343 

CD AUDIO • CD ROM 
AUDIO & VIDEO CASSETTE 

PAINTING / PACKAGING 
MASTERING • tiftAPHIC DESIGN 

MASTERCARD • VISA • AMERICAN EXPRESS 

CD 
Quality Copies As AiLbuià 

OUrs we% 

eI 119A I' u 

800-426-0247 
www.princetondisc.com 

Full Service 
OVO, Audio CD, CD-Rom 

Replication 

(888) DVD-WAVE 
WWWTHIRDWAVEMED1A COM 

li 

MOON TOWN 
e-ic4 

I Gies.7 .(1;/:)() 
Uuitcr!fig. Ciritp tics nn 
\rt Dirc(lion Av 

1000 CD'S $69 
100 CD'S $325 

We offer Complete 
Manufacturing and 

Duplication Services. 

CASSETTES, VIDEO, omptqcs 
PRINTING, PACKAGING 

• FREE COLOR CATALOG • 
13 Years Serving The World 

EASED PRO 
ALJrir , Vvleo CorpOrati 

www.eastcopro.com 

6e CD'S?! 
THEM BOYS 

IS 
CRAZY! 

-800-365-827 
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DUPLICATION/REPLICATION SERVICES 

EuropaDisk 
All Manufacturing In-House 

Why deal with brokers when you can 
work direct with our factory and save? 
Major credit cards accepted. 

• CDs in Retail-Ready Packages 

• CDs in Bulk (only 100 CDs minimum!) 

• 7"/45 & 12" Vinyl Records (colors available) 

• Cassettes in Retail-Ready packages 

BEST PRICE... BEST SERVICE... PERIOD. 

EUROPADISK 
http://www.europadisk.com 

Free catalog or quote: 

(800) 455-8555 

Factory-Direct Pricing. 

CD SeoURCE 
CO • CD-ROM • CASSETTE 

1.877.CD PRESS ( tell free) werw.cdeourte.net 

ioftreere 
t 0ir e OU must go to 

ACIFICiv'ORTH 

11 

0 M PACT DISC 
•AL1110 MASTERIN6•6RAPHIC 0E51 

•PRINTINSI•CO REPLICATION* 

D4*, 

00 CO'S FROM $599. 
51 SLPPLIFD PRINTIM, 

0 CO'S FROM $210. 

I816 Fifth Avenue 
Pittsburgh, PA 15219 

DIGITAL DYNANII( A AUDI, 

0 CD Mastering and Replication 
o Cass. Mastering & Replication 
o Digital Audio Post Production 
o CEDAR Sonic Restoration 

or Full >ervice Digital House 
http://vvvente.4driaLcom 1-800-444-De 

NEW LOWER PRICING 

100 CDs 
for only $410! 

manufactured in as little as 

TWO DAYS 

includes. FREE Design & b/w printed insert and tray card 

On-disc printing & Jewel case 

Compact Discs • Cassettes • Digital Mastering 

Other packages available. 

Call for details and information packet. 

(800) 249-1110 (302) 999-111 0 

National Multimedia SOVViC011 
a divi,ion of Ken-1.1e1 Produrtiom 

Serving Mr smi, indietry ‘ ince 1950. 

To Advertise, 
Call Chris Cali 

@ 212-378-0454 
or email 

cali@psn.com 

CD DUPLICATORS 
S, Speedy Duplicating Services 

MediaForm 

Rimage 

Cedar 

Champion 

Super Image 

Fargo 

Aft« 

YOU CAN'T 
BEAT THIS! 
« V Expert Advice 
V Guaranteed 

Lowest Price 
V Best Selection 

Anywhere 

ONLINE CATALOG 
Piww.gomrs.corn 

MRS 
RECORDING Sven» 

800-210-0265 
610/594-1603 fax: 610/594-6199 

MEDIA TECHNOLOGY 
Nlajor Label - Fastest Turnaroun 

Lowest Prices in the industry 
• Proll.,monal Graphic Migo. Lr>out. Pislti,C Film. Full Color 'men.. ltmel 

Caw, Shnnt. Wrap & Pxl.aging Deluxe CD 

• 2 RCferelh..0 (1)'• Irklutlekl. I For 1,1 & I for ('I) Replication. 

DELUXE CD PACKAGES 
I (X) CDs  I r.,} cards $599 
200 CDs  
300 CDs 
500 CDs 
1(XX) CDs 

v. 4/1 Insert,. & Tray curds $755 
 w 4/11 Inserts & Tray cards $850 

w el Inserts & Tray eards $ 1099 
tray card. $ 1535 

135E Chestnut Ave. Retell Monrovia, CR 91016 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-826-3873 
FAX: (626) 358-1860 IN LA (626) 358-1770 
Visit Our Web Site: http://home.earthlink.netl-mediotechl/ 

www.SOUNDEQUIP.com 
Great deals on Sound Equipment! 
• AKG SolidTube—Demo $ 849 
• HHB CDR800—Demo $1499 
• Tascam DA-20—Demo $ 599 

Toll Free 800-747-4944 

AEROMIX MASTERING 

• Digital mastering & editing • CDR dups 
• 24- bit processing • Free demo 

$120 30-inmute master ONLY 
toll free 1 (877) 843-7060 

CD'S IN 2 DAYS! 
Guaranteed!! 

BIG SAVINGS 
(7)\ Just rum anniniUmin I - 10,000 

te Audio Labs, Inc. 

1•800•801•SONG (7664) 
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E Q CLASSIFIEDS . 

DUPLICATION'REPLICATION SERVICES 

aims 
CD PACKAGE: $975 

INCLUDES: 
• ORIGINATION • I-COLOR I - PAGE BOOKLET 
AND TRAY CARD • 1- COLOR CD LABEL' 

• JEWEL BOX 8 SHRINK WRAP • QUICK TURNAROUND 
' from your prim reedy fIlm (in Roinbo's specs) 

IN-HOUSE CD, VINYL I. CASSETTE REPLICATING 8 PACKAGING ef. 

gi ARE' CD PACKAGE: 
OVUM/ $14991 

eorder $1349 

INCLUDES: 
ORIGINATION . 4- PAGE BOOKLET with 4-COLOR COVER, 

1-COLOR BACK and 4- COLOR TRAY CARD • 
CD LABEL FILM 8 7-COLOR LABEL IMPRINTING • 

JEWEL BOX 8 SHRINK WRAP • QUICK TURNAROUND 
• from your print reedy film (in Rainho's specs) 

ORO RE C U I 

Rainbo Records and Cassettes 
738 Berkeley St. • Santa Monica,CA 90404 • (310) 829-3476 • 

Fax: 310 828-8765 won...raj nborecords.corn • info •irainborecords.cons 111111110 

DRT Mastering 
the Analog Specialist 

Your music competes with major-label product. 
Be certain your sound does too. 

Custom gear.. Innovative techniques Guaranteed work 

Call today 800-884-2576 www drtmastenng corn 

500 CD Package $850.00 
I(MO COS. MEISEL 4 IC FOLDER 8, TRAY CARD 

Oil JEWEL CASE INSERTION-WIMP .7 &K ÇQLQR . 
":ere ME vOúk dû ák at MASTER & FILMS READY. 

CD SONIC 
Tull Free 1.888-CD SONIC (237-6642) 

Tel ( 617) 424-0670 Fax: (617)424-0657 
email- cdsorucromeaol.com 

(I) Flux Audio cre 
Short Run CD-R Duplication 

Digital Mastering, Editing & Restoration 
25-$149 50-$249 100-$349 

From your master CD-Includes jewel box and 
direct-on-disc color printing (text, photos and/or logos) 

Mastering, editing & postage/insurance extra 
We can work from virtually any source format 

Visa/Mastercard/Discover accepted Hours: 10a-6p Eastern 
Phone, 1.800.423.FITX or email: lima, hotmaiLeom 

T(FifIDOril FiCCESS mEDiA 
" 10 CD's 4. $65 
50 CD's de $250 

World Class 24 Bit Mastering 

800 684 807'1 

1 
46 PRODUCTIONS 25 CDRs - $100 / 50 CDRs - S175 

100 CDRs - $250 / 200 CDRs - S425 
From co or con master. Includes CDR in eve( box min text 
punting on CO Label Add $19 fox other eel mule $331°' 
anabg master. Orders muet be peeped Stepping not Included. 

42W557 Hawk Circle, St. Charles, IL 60175 
Phone: (800) 850 5423 • E-mail: info@46p.com 

Visit Our Web Page at: http://www.46p.com 

Compact Disc Replication 

100 CDs $250 Prices include jewel box 
50 CDs $150 and printing direct on disc 

25 CDs $100 weals° do design and printing 
10 CDs $50 of fun color and b&w covers_ 

Allen Lowe 207-741-2846 

Mind's Ear'" 
MASTERING 

MASTERING & DIGITAL EDITING 

24 BIT SONIC SOLUTIONS 
CD DUPLICATION 

Call/Email about offer for new mastering clients 

CALE TOLE FREE: 877.236.6615 
www.mindseancom 

Trust your music to our ears 

IT'S Y UR BABY E DELIVER. 
AND W 

$1S0.00 $1,100.00 S4,90.00 

liyidtctro cant 

Padahet KPH.: Ilan essIer, hubr iaiti, teem ill. pIcll,ill, pulen, 

Services: 
• Mastering 
• Design 
-film & Printing 
• Web Development 
• Enhanced GOs 

Doc ,. 
PRODUCTION S 

"OUR 31ST YEAR OF FAST GUARANTEED SERVICE" 

FREE CATALOG teeleepkiel4 13131C 1110 said 
CHECKS ACCEPTED 

E-Mall andolaudi men.com 
tei B] r241 LENGTH 

TYPE 
PANCAKE, MAXELL 

C-O'S XUI 
NORELCO BOXE 
POLY BOXES TDK SA 
TELEX 

HIGH SPEED 
DUPLICATORS 

)\ 

BASF 
CHROME 
PLUS 

C-10 C.50 C-60 C-70 C-00 C.90 

-47-38 -67 .70 .76 

-27.32 _ 37 -Aa -46 Ail 

.271.32 

.60 .65 .70 

.37.41.46 -51 .37 .63 .68 

IN HOUSE DIRECT ON CASSETTE PRINTIN 

CUSTOM PRINTED LABELS & J-CARDS 

800-221-6578 
IN NYC 718-435-7322 - 24 HOUR FAX 718-853-2589 

BULK VIDEO 
JEWEL BOX 
MINI DISC 
CD-R, HI-8 
BETA CAM 
MASTERING 

TAPE 

MUSIC A VOICE a  
TAPE MAMA ELE 

AT troesmer viscomer„/ 

BASF 

) 

EST. 1967 - GAINING THE RECORDING INDUSTRY'S TRUST 1 YEAR ATA TIME 

The fat NY/LA sound 

of custom-budt 
nugh-performance 

Free rio 800-884-2576 MAW drtmastenng corn mastenng gear 

1000 CDs 
with 3 ,, e-pg,-% 

Color Label ,0Ó, 

CD Replication 
Digital Bin 

Tape Duplication 
Graphic Design 

Printing & Packaging 
CD Small Runs 

ru"CD&Tope Packages 
1000 CDs $975 
"Retail Ready" 

with your graphics 

500 Chrome 

Tapes $ 715 

Fleetwood MultiMecno, Inc. 
800-353-1830 (781) 599-2400 wuwiltwood.com 

MEDIAWORKS' 
raià ley INTERNATIONAL. 

1029 Elm Hill Pb 
Nashville, TN 37210 

V V PHONE- (615 15)327-3438 
www.tne Orn 

• Fase Turna 
• Compe 

• De 
Compact Discs • CD ROM 

CD ••• /CD Enhanced 
Digital Bin 

Caçsette Duplication 
Vide, 

Complete Packages Including: 
akAlnePardirw+Dtiew2M•Baltmews,9Wilt 

1-800-211-4689 
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E Q CLASSIFIEDS 

RECORDING SUPPLIES 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 

"THE BEST DEALS ON EARTH" 

Your One-Stop Shop for the Best Gear Deals! Open 24/7 

The internet auction marketplace at www.digibid.com  

PRO AUDIO EQUIPMENT 

AUS3id C ,onverters 
Need to integrate equipment with AES3id 1/0 into a balanced AES system? Prefer to use 

coax for those really long cable rims? Solve these and other digital audio interface 
problems with our AES3id Converters. They perform the necessary impedance, 

level, and balanced/unbalanced conversions to ensure transparent, error-free 
operation. They're surprisingly inexpensive and are available for immediate 

factory-direct shipment. 

GRAHAM-PATTEN 
The sound choice 

1-800-422-6662 
www.gpsys.com 

HEY LOOK! 
WE'RE ON THE WEB! 

Toll Free All Formats! 
800-538-2336   -  Best Prices! 

Nallonol Ilecardno Super Yrrc 

www.nrstapes.com 

MICROPHONES 

Click the two position stage/studio 
switch on the Stedman TRANSONIC -3111 
mic and get two specific EQ responses. 

In the stage position the TRANSONIC 

delivers optimum bass and presence ' ted 
peak, while in the studio position it 
becomes an incredibly accurate libm. 
recording microphone for vocals, RP 
instruments and percussion. 

Check out the affordable 
switchable TRANSONIC, now! 

Only $ 159.00 

STEDMAN 
1-800-873-0544 
Website: www.stedmancorp.c 
Email: info@stedmancorp.com 

FOR SALE 

STUDIO 

o 
The 
Place 

\XC have created the ultimate state-of the-art track 
ing facility. Ideal for Indy label album projects wlb, 
need to make a first class CD at half the usual cost 
Otan i MTR-90 II 24 Track Tape Machine, Neve 
and Tubetech Mic Pre's, Digital Editing and 

Mastering, Lots More Outboard Gear!! 

The Place 
408 W. 14th St. Suite 16 • (212)924-2193 

E0 INSTAN1 ORDER FORM 
CLASSIFIED I EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 7 DUPE/REPLICATION SERVICES 

I DEALERS MISCELLANEOUS 
$115 per column — 1 inch minimum. 7 lines to the inch. 

ALL ADS MUST BE PREPAID 
CLASSIFIEDS/SERVICES (Spee/ Heading( 

PAYMENT: 
AMERICAN EXPRESS 

EXPIRATION DATE _ 

NAME _ 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

PHONE 

AMOUNT S 

VISA MASTERCARD CARD NUMBER 

SIGNATURE 

STATE 

_! CHECK (ENCLOSED) 

_ZIP 

Please supply camera ready art or ad copy on a separate sheet, 
Enclose copy, payment and this Instant Order Form and mail to: 

460 Park Avenue South • 9th Floor • New York, NY 10016, 

Eel Attn: Christine Cali, Speciality Sales Manager 

TEL (212) 378-0454 * FAX (212) 378-2149 
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FAST FORWARD 

The Hobby Studio 
How to handle your 

taxes when you don't 

make a profit   on 

purpose or otherwise 

BY MARTIN POLON 

Today, we will look at the tax issues sur-
rounding the running of an unprof-
itable studio and its related cousin: the 
studio that is purposefully not run for 
profit. Incidentally, several readers of 
this column have questioned why these 
tax tips are run in early or late spring 
rather than at the beginning of the year 
so as to help with April 15 tax filing. The 
answer is a simple ono. The precepts 
that are discussed here have relevancy 
for the entire taxable year and really ap-
ply to the future filing period rather 
than the last few months of the current 
one. Keeping a collection of these 
columns can be very helpful in guiding 
a studio to a survivable long-term tax 
strategy! 

The term hobby studio is a tax con-
cept that refers to a small recording stu-
dio that is run not as a business activ-
ity, but rather as the owner's hobby and 
is essentially unprofitable. The reason 
for the lack of profitability is not nec-
essarily important, i.e., the depreda-
tions of your mother-in-law, inept 
management style, poor choices of 
equipment, and/or the inability to at-
tract musicians to record. It may be just 
plain lack of desire or even intent to be 
profitable. What is important to the U.S. 

Internal Revenue Service (IRS) is basi-
cally two factors: Does the small busi-
ness show a profit at any time in, say, a 
six-year period, and is it the owner's 
only income-producing activity. What 
the IRS does not want to happen is for 
the losses generated by an unprof-
itable small business venture, especially 
in a home studio (home office) setting, 
being used to defray profit from other 
business activities indefinitely. 

The indications that 
an activity is a hobby in-
clude a lack of advertising 
in any publication suit-
able, including the Yellow 
Pages, community phone 
directories, and local/re-
gional/community news-
papers and music publi-
cations. The lack of any 
substantial amounts of 
billable studio time in the 
studio's books, or even 
the presence of the books 
(financial ledgers) them-
selves, also indicates the 
lack of any real commit-
ment to producing in-
come. 

The size and other 
related activities covered 
in the tax return also im-
pact the view taken by the 
IRS. If we are talking 
about a recording studio 
being the only business 
venture and source of in-
come of its ownership 
unit, there are virtually no 
limits to the duration and 
amount of red ink that 
can be generated — other 
than bankruptcy! 

The running of a 
small business out of a 
house, a garage, or other 
attached building that is 
considered part of the 
house is in effect a license 
to steal based on those parts of the tax 
code that are intended to nurture fledg-
ing business that starts in the home. The 
tax laws allow the deduction of all 
equipment purchases up to, say, $25,000 
per year. A substantial portion of the ex-
pense related to the home (including 

mortgage/rent) can be stored up for fu-
ture write-offs when the young business 
turns profitable. The purchase of a per-
sonal computer can be a deduction, as 
can telephone charges, Internet fees, etc. 
The intended model for this activity are 
three young people just out of high 
school who work at a McDonald's burg-
er restaurant and pool their salaries to 
build a studio at one of their homes that 
shows a profit eventually. 

The problem occurs 
with home studios as a 
hobby business that pro-
duce as much as $50,000 
in deductions without any 
profit against a non-music 
or even a music-related 
job that does not require a 
studio and reduces taxes 
from the so-called day job 
by half or more for a 
lengthy time frame. As 
long as a studio eventual-
ly becomes profitable 
against other sources of 
income or takes no de-
ductions, there is no tax 
conccrn about abuse. 

Perhaps the most 
simple way to visualize 
what is obviously a com-
plicated concept is to 
think about a home swim-
ming pool. No matter 
what the cost, the swim-
ming pool will be an ex-
pense that you will not be 
able to write-off directly in 
almost any circumstances 
(except as required for 
health as certified by your 
physician and exceeding a 
given income percentage). 
The owner of a home stu-
dio can write-off similar or 
greater expense yearly 
without concern and ad-
ditionally deduct whatev-
er percentage of the house 

expense the studio is entitled to based 
on its physical footprint. 

Needless to say, this advice is de-
signed to make you think about your tax 
options. You must consult a certified tax 
professional to discuss the particulars 
of your tax situation. I. 

Tb e lac k.of any 

substantial 

amounts of 

billable studio 

time in th( 

studio's books 

indicates II), 

lack of any real 

commitment to 
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Tower of Power. 



MOTI 
Digital Performer 2.6 

Your "command center" for 
sequencing anti recording 

Wales 
Native Power Pack ell 

World-class effects 
processing 

Put your entire recording studio inside this powerful machine. 

Imagine a day when you sit at an uncluttered 

desk with a computer on it. You begin to 

create music. And you do it all —sound design, 

sampling, synthesis, recording, editing, mbring, 

effects processing and mastering — entirely 

in the computer. 

That day is here. 

The computer is Apple's new "Blue" Power 

Macintosh, the fastest personal computer on 

the planet — fast enough to run all of the 

components of a "virtual" recording studio. 

The software is Mark of the Unicorn's Digital 

Performer 2.6, your "command center" for 

Pcrfill7twr 

o 

• 
MTP 

AV 

MOP 
AUDI interfaces 
AU the MIDI I/O 
you'll ever need 

Bitlleadz 
Unity and Retro 
Software sampler 
and analog synth 

Mackiv Designs 
HUl control swface 

Touch senstiveflyingfades 
(if you've gotta have 'em) 

2408 audio intmface 
All the audio PO 
you'll ever need 

MIDI sequencing, hard disk audio t ecording, 

editing, mixing, effects processing & mastering. 

For your virtual sampler and synthesizer, 

there's Unity DS-1 and Retn3AS-1, the powerful 

new software instruments from BitHeadz. 

For effects processing, throw in dozens of 

workl-class plug-ins from today's leading DSP 

developers, including Waves, Antares, DIN, 

Arboretum and more. 

Need I/O? MOTU has a complete line of USB 

MIDI interfaces and the latest breakthrough 

in hard disk recording, the expandable 2408 

audio interface. 

lares 
Auto Tune plug-in 
The 'holy grail' of 
perfect intonation 

OP) Ted) nologieà 
Storage solutions 

Ultimate performance 
and support 

If you've got to have the feel of real faders 

under your fingers, there's Macicie's brilliant 

HUI mixing interface with full automation. 

And it's now seamlessly integrated with the 

complete virtual mixing environment in 

Digital Performer 2.6. 

Store and back up your projects with the mast 

reliable name in storage: Glyph Technologies. 

And to help you bring it all together, talk to 

the experts at Sweetwater Sound, who can 

get you going quickly and efficiently. 

So call Sweetwater today and turn your 

daydream into a dream come true. 

D1,1' 
Native plug-in bundle 
More workl-class 
effects processing 

lia 
Arbonilum 
Ionizer 

"Frequency mmphing" 
and other advanced FX 

twater 
UND INC 

Sweetwata twl 
MUSiCredmology Direct 
Me alerts on all ibis sue 

Call (800) 222-4700 
Music Technology Direct and the Best Value Guaranteed! 

sales a sweetwater.com • www.sweetwater.com 

5335 Bass Rd. • Fort Wayne, IN 46808 

CIRCLE 64 ON FREE INFO CARD 



Orchestral Contemporary 
ROM ROM Sampling 

Option Program 
RAM 

Internal Daughterboard 
Hard Drive 

Fan Kit 
SIMMs External 

SCSI Drive 

0.111111111111111M111011•111111b==abisal 

Sweetwater 
CD-ROMS 

Continuous 
Foot Controller 

Piano-style 
Footswitches 

External 
CD-ROM Drive 

K2Uvu 

Impumumunumer * 
Your music is unique. So why compromise your sound 

with an "off-the-shelf- synthesizer/sampler? Instead of 
accepting the ordinary, consider the Kurzweil K2000 and 

K2500 Series instruments. Yes, it is true that right out of the 
box, your new Kurzweil keyboard or rack module is 

already the most powerful musical instrument ever 

made. But that's just the beginning, because you 
can custom configure your own Kurzweil for 

unprecedented expressive capabilities. 

These charts will give you an idea of the 

powerful options available to you. With the Kurzweil 

K2 Series instruments, you get tremendous value as 

you can select the features you want — without 

paying for the the ones you don't. 

Exactly which options are right for your 
custom Kurzweil? That's were we come in. 

Sweetwater Sound has more experience 

building and supporting customized Kurzweil 

instruments than anyone else in the world. In 
the very first music technology product we ever 

represented was the legendary K250 system from Kurzweil. 

Since then we've been building complete systems. creating 

lush, critically-acclaimed soundware libraries on CD-ROM and 
helping thousands and thousands of musicians get the most 

out. of their Kurzweils. 

* 

Ready for an instrument that transcends the ordinary? 

Ready for an instrument that's built to your specifications for 

your music? Ready for the sonic thrill ride of your life? Then 

you're ready for a custom-configured Kurzweil from Sweetwater. 

ALL OPTIONS 
NOW AVAILABLE! 

• KDFX Digital Multichannel Effects: Add new 

pro quality. 4-Stereo Bus digital effects to your existing 

internal effects. (Available for K2500 only) 

• Sample RAM: Install up to 128 MB ( up to 64 
MB in the K2000) for your Samples. 

• Live Mode: External digital or analog signals 

can now be processed and controlled via 

Kurzweil's Variable Architecture Synthesis 

(V.A.S.T.1 engine. (Available for K2500 only) 

• KB3 Mode: Realtime Drawbars with all the 
features of a real B-3 Organ. (K2500 only) 

• Contemporary ROM: 8 MB of Modern 
sounds and Ethnic Instruments including 

- percussion. 

• Orchestral ROM: 8 MB of superb quality solo and 

ensemble Symphonic Instruments. 

• Daughterboard: Required if you want to add the Contem-
porary or Orchestral ROMs. The K2500 daughterboard comes 

with an outstanding set of Stereo Grand Piano ROM Samples. 



KB3 Drawbar 
Organ Mode KDFX 

Multichannel 
Effects 

DMTi Digital 
Multitrack 
Interface 

Sampling 
Option 

SIMMs 

niuminirmewe nolummumpasurrew nuompor--- -we 

Orchestral Contemporary 
Ronn 

Live Mode 

Program 
PAM 

ROM 

Daughterboard 
w/Stereo Grand 

Internal 
Hard Drive 

• Program RAM: Holds additional Programs and Songs (not Samples) 
even after power off. 

• Internal Hard Drive: Up to 2 GB of internal data storage. so your 

Samples. Programs and Songs are easily accessible. 

• DMTi: Digital Multitrack Interface. Connect your K2500 directly to your 

Alesis or TASCAM multitrack for pristine digital transfer of audio data. 

(Available only for K2500) 

• External Hard or Removable Drives: Virtually limitless storage 

for all your data. 

• Sweetwater CD-ROMs: Push your Kurzweil to the max with Ultimate 

Guitars. Total Stereo Session Drums. Grand Pianos and many more. 

• External CD-ROM Drive: We have the fastest Kurzweil-compatible 

drives available anyv,here' 

• Piano-style Footswitches: Elegant single or dual style. 

• Continuous Foot Controllers: For hands-free contre 

Sweetwater 
OMS 

Continuous 
Foot Controller 

Piano-style 
Footswitches 

External 
CD-ROM Drive 

External 
SCSI Drive 

1 

KURZ Eli. 

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY DIRECT— and the Best value Guaranteed! j 

ffse -x 222-47 -.4) 
and let's discuss your rise to power! 
(219) 432-8176 • FAX ( 219) 432-1758 • sales@sweetwatercom 

5335 BASS ROAD • FORT VVAYNE, INDIANA 46808 

ITS THE 

www.youngchang.com/kurzweil 

All options are in stock now. Also 
available for rackmount Kurzweil 
; K200012500 units. 

etwater 
SOUND IC. 
www.sweetwater.Com 

CIRCLE 95 ON FREE INFO CARD 



What do you get when you combine a Windows computer 

with Mark of the Unicorn's 2408 hard disk recorder? You 

get an astounding, creative tool with a universe of 

powerful options for composing, editing, and recording. 

Add hard drives, backup, and CD burning from Glyp) and 

software from iithti q. Sonic rnundry. BitHece. Waves, 

and for a comprehensive desktop studio! 

We do in' 'ows 
...together 

1411/111/1:01 le ,11: 1241 
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FREE 
MAGNETO 
PLUG-IN 

Spectral Design's FrceFiltor boosts 
30 (that's thiityl) bands ot grfflhir. 
EQ in either linear or logarithmic 
mopes. The really cool thing about 
FreeFilter is that it can actually itt 
the Ec) el laid:lei istk; fibm one 
piece of audio, and apply it to 
another! Don't try that trick with 
any hardware EQ! 

Want the world's hottest PC software for recording. 
producing, mixing, and mastering your music in 
skim iing 24-bit/96kHz resolution? Steinberg's 
Producer Pac / 24 brings together all of these top 
programs at a tremendous discount—over 50% 
off! And if you purchase Producer Pac / 24 from 
Sweetwater by September 1, 1999, you get the 
Magneto analog tape emulator plug-in at no extra 
charge—an additional value of $199, available only 
from Sweetwater Sound! 

MIDI/ 
Audio world. Often copied but 
never duplicated, Cubase 
defines graphic arranging and 
realtimn MIDI effncts, VST / 24 
9, the latest advancement with 

tilt ? il hit capability and 
powerful VST audio 
processing—another 
Meinberg-Created staridai dl 

o 

•r/ Welong 

Far more than a stereo audio editor, 
WaveLab's extraordinary accuracy and 
unmatched plug-in support give you 
tremendous mastering capabilities. One of 
our ulierits traded in their $70,000, 
dedicated mastering "solution" in favor of 
WaveLab. Why? The sound is silky smooth 
with up to 04 bit internal processing (that's 
1024 times the resolution of a 16- bit editor), 
operation is lightning- fast, extensive plug-in 
support gives it more processing power, and 
it fur IS un the same PC as your soquencer. 
Wave! ah also features advanCe0 tile analysis, 
an extensive auo10 database, al id tile ability 
to burn Red Book audio CDs that are ready 
for duplication. 
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MOTU Turn the page to discover more 
wonderful Windows opportunities! 
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The undisputed price 
performance leader 
for multiple output 
Windows audio. 
Why is the 2408 such a 
huge, world-wide hit? Its 24 
channels of simultaneous 
input and output for under 
$1,000 is simply unmatched 
by any other device. You get 
analog I/O, digital I/O and 
tons of advanced features. 

In Glyph We Trust! 
We at Sweetwater Sound have enjoyed 
unrivaled performance from Glyph and give 
them our highest recommendation. 

Put your drives and DigDATTm backup in the same bay 
with Glyph's road-tested rackmounts. 
s esse[nlas u,,nuerstand ',mat not all hard drives are created equal! For the maximum 

number of playback tracks and plug- ins with error-free operation, you need a sei iuus 
drive that has been specifically tested for digital audio with today's advanced audio 
software. While that " budget" drive in the PC catalog may be fine for word processing, 
your music demands bulletproof performance. You'd never trust the cheapest no-name 
tapes. A premium- quality hard drive is just as important. Glyph consistently combines top 
components, heavyweight construction, comprehensive testing, and stellar tech support to 
create the most trustworthy storage devices you can own. Plus, they are available in road-
worthy rackmounts—perfect for your pro audio rig! 

Want Fast, Painless Backup? 
Nownere is resabie backup more essential than with your original music. If you lose your 
files, they're gone forever! Don't like the hassles of backing up? That's why Glyph's 
DigDAT is such a fundamental foundation for your rig. Easily backup large sessions onto a 
single DAT tape. Confidently archive and retrieve your tracks quickly, without headaches or 
days of down time. Backup may not be "sexy," but nothing will win you more creative time 
than avoiding even a single devastating crash. Adding a Glyph DigDAT is perhaps the 
single best favor you can do for your music! 

Which Glyph Drive is Right for You? 
4 Gig? 9 Gig? 18 Gig? Fast & Wide? Ultra-Wide? The choices can be staggering. That's 
why your Sweetwater Sales Engineer will work with you to determine the best approach 
for your personal needs, rather than stick you with a cookie-cutter "solution." 

...store in a cool place. 

www.sweetwater.corn • sales@sweetwater.com 
Music Technology Direct & the Best Value Guaranteed! 

«water 
buUND INC 800) 22241700 

5335 BASS ROAD • FORT WAYNE, IN 46808 • (2' 9) 432-8176 • FAX (219) 432-1758 
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Step 1: Start with a Windows computer. 

Step 2: Add the MOTU 2408 recording system. 

Step 3: Combine with software from Steinberg, 

Sonic Foundry, BitHeadz, Waves, and Antares. 

Step 4: Complete with a robust Glyph hard drive, 

DAT backup, and CD- Burner. 

Step 5: Serve hot and enjoy astonishing power! 

We do Mows 
...together 
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Auto-Tune Pitch Corrector—Now for Windows! 
When Auto-Tune first hit the market as a TDM plug-in just a short while ago, the response 
was truly amazing. Delivering intelligent intonation correction without robotic side- effects, 
Auto-Tune was so good, folks were purchasing $8,000 systems just to run it! Now the full 
version of Auto-Tune is available as a DirectX plug-in to use with your Windows audio rig. 
Correct intonation problems in vocals or solo instruments in realtime, without distortion or 
artifacts, while preserving all of the expressive nuances of the original performance. Auto-
Tune gives you both Automatic and Graphic Modes to fine-tune your fine-tuning! And the 
pros all love Auto-Tune because the only sonic difference between what goes in and what 
comes out is the intonation. 

"Holy Grail of recording"—Recording Magazine 

Sonic Foundry Mastering House 
While Mastering House is an incredible collection of professional mastering tools, that's just the 
beginning. It also brings you brilliant creative capabilites you can use at every stage of the 
recording process. This new bundle saves you a bundle as well! Let's step inside: 

Sound Forge 4.5—Your host? The award-winning Sound Forge Audio Editor of course! It 
slices! It dices! It sets the standard for editing Windows audio. Great with the 2408 or any 
Windows soundcard. MC Sound Forge also serves up steaming loops and DSP effects. 

CD Architect—Who's spinning the tunes? Why it's CD Architect! Design and build your own 
audio CDs with speed and precision. You'll rave about the drag-and-drop playlists. Exacting 
control of crossfades, track markers, EQ, compression, and support for both SCSI and ATAPI 
IDE burners help you perfect your master CD. 

XFX 1 & 2—Take your sound out of bounds with the XFX 1 & 2 collections of amazing audio 
plug-ins. Noise Gate, Multi- band Dynamics, Compression/Expansion, EQ, Reverb, Time 
Compresssion, Pitch Shift and Chorus effects — whew! From tracking to mixing to mastering, 
you'll use these processors day in and day out. 

More Sonic Foundry Software & Plug-ins 
ACID—"The coolest, easiest way to remix," proclaims acclaimed remixer Doug Bec. ¡rue enova'uon, says (, rag Anceiton ,n Ed indgaz,ne. 
Feeling the fervor even further is Jeff Mac of Audio Media magazine who writes, "ACID is an absolute godsend." But Jeff, how do you really feel? 
Electronic Musician magazine took the easy way out and simply awarded it a 1999 Editor's Choice Award. No matter how you try to describe it, 
ACID burns through your preconceptions about creating music with a battery of realtime tools. Seamlessly mix & match tempos and pitch from 
drastically different loops without dropping a beat! 

Noise Reduction—Got 60-cycle nasties, annoying clicks & pops, or horrible hums & rumbles? You could spend the rest of your natural life 
redrawing waveforms by hand. Or you could simply reach for Noise Reduction. It works wonders restoring "damaged" audio. About the only thing 
Noise Reduction can't quiet down is our enthusiasm for it! 

Acoustic Mirror—Tired of the same old Reverb? Acoustic Mirror adds the acoustical coloration of real environments and sound-altering 
devices to your recordings with uncanny realism and stereo imaging. Simulate everything from large concert halls to vintage tube mics, or 
generate new effects. It includes an extensive library of high-quality acoustics "signatures" from a wide variety of environments. 



24 I/O, ADAT, TDIF, S/PDIF, Word Clock and more—under $1,000! 
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tralwe.. Unity & Retro— Superb Sampler & Software Synth! 
e sampling 

d synthesis. Using the power of your Windows computer, Unity and Retro 
mply blow away hardware approaches when it comes to both featur es and 
rice performance. These are some of the most exciting products we've 

,encountered in a long time. And with the multiple high- quality outputs of the 
OTU 2408, you get everything you need to make Unity and Retro really sing! 
0111 are ASIO and Direct Sound compatible. 

Ilnity---The power and convenience of a full-screen software environment 
tombined with awesome 24-bit, phase-locked stereo sampling! Imports 16 or 
4-hit .AIE Akal S-100, CD-Audio, SoundFont 2.0, Sound Designer I/II, 

Sample Celli/Hand more. Cross- switch up to 128 samples per note. Get four 
,ealtinie stereo effecls processors per patch and 16-channel mixer application. Built-in digital audio 

editor. Includes over 250MB of sounds with instruments, loops & GM bank. 
Retro— Transform your computer into perhaps the most powerful analog synthesizer ever devised. You get three 

oscillators per voice (plus LF0s) with any of 9 continuously variable waveforms. That's simply unrivaled flexibility! Use the 2 filters with 
i:er types in series or parallel. Includes Frequency and Cutoff (Poly Mod) modulation. You also get two ¡osen  and two global effects, n 16-
ni  MIDI Processor with splits, layers, and arpeggiator. Enjoy realtime control of every parameter siniultarieuusly with MIDI. You 

1 Of',' analog Patches tg t, laway 

Wi-WP S Native Power Packs 
erne in audio processing pli in ins Dere available only to th@ 

ortunate few, they've brought their delicious line of processors to Windows native audio in 
two great Native Power Pack bundles. Get both for a comprehensive collection of extreme fidelity software processors. 
Compatible with all the top Windows audio progides including Cubase .VS1, Sound I-orge and VVaveLab. 

Native Power Pack t --Legendary Waves processors. 
• , i.,Vefb --virtual spdce rckrb and mtEut:: 
• '!)—Paragraphic Equalizer— the "Swiss- Army knife" EO! 
Cl--Compressor/Gate—frequency specific compression! 
Si --Stereo Imager—for "safe" stereo enhancement! 
Li —Ultramaximizer--industry standar 

Native Power Pack il—acciaimed Renaissance plug-ins: 
•Reiraissdrice Lompressor--vviii sudilo and Strflpie operai.on! 
'Renaissance EQualizel musical. transparent LU! 
•MaxxBass—the ultimate bass enhancer! 

e-esser—dedicated de-essor, high-frequency reducer! 

ulletproof Drives, DAT Backup and 
CD Burners from Glyph! 

.' ydtrtThndows 
Audio system, you need a dedicated, reliable 
drive. Only Glyph tras the dedication to audio 
necessary to earn our highest recommendations. 

tligUATim—A Better Backupl 

MOW ied pro!) 
dentist. But once you use Glyph's 
DigDAT drive, you'll finally sleep better at 
night, knowing your recordings are safe! 

..store in a cool place. 
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So Without Further Delay.. 

Coping with tape 

delays when making 

digital transfers 

or copies 

BY ROGER NICHOLS 

When you hear the words "digital delay," 
you most often think about those little 
one rack high boxés that delay audio on 
purpose. You send the audio signal in 
one end, set the delaytime to match the 
tempo, and one or more copies of the in-
put audio comes out the other end. Well, 
all forms of digital audio incorporate de-
lays, and if we don'tpaY attention,-they 
will nip us in the butt. 

PESKY DELAYS IN DIGITAL MULTITRACKS 
When you are working with one tape 
machine, the internal delays are com-
pensated for so that you don't have to 
worry 'about. the recordings being in 
sync with the playback. For this pur-
pose, a stack,of machines sync'd to get 
you more tracks is effectively one many-
track niachine.4-doesn't matter 
whether the machines are ADATs or DA-
88's or Sony 48-track machines, they all 
work basically the same way. 

When you have to make a digital 

tape copy, here is where the delay rears 
its ugly head. I will use ADAT as an ex-
ample. If you make a copy from one ma-' 
chine to another, there is a delay. If the 
tape copy you made is never going to be 
referenced to the original tape, then it 
doesn't matter how much delay there is. 
All of the copied tapes will only be ref-
erenced to each other, and everything 
will be fine. If, however, you are making 
a backup copy of one tape and you are 
going to sync it up with one of the orig-
inals, you will be in big trouble. If you 
follow the directions in the owner's 
manual, there is a specific mode that the 
machines must be placed in, offsetting 
the source machine to compensate for 
the delay. A tape made cor-
rectly will be a clone and 
can be used in sync with 
the original tapes. Other 
digital multitracks have thi,, 
same type of offset mode 
for making clone copies. 

If yqu don't make the 
clone tapes _properly, the 
instruments on the copy 
will sound slightly out of 
sync, and if there is a stereo 
instrument whose left and 
right channels are on dif-
ferent tapes, there will be 
significant phasing in the 
stereo image. 

MIXED DIGITAL 
MULTITRACKS 
If you have a couple of 
ADATs and your friend has 
a couple of DA-88's, you 
can usually synchronize 
everything without a prob-
lem. There are a bunch of 

ing on one machine, all of the delays are 
taken care of internally so that what you 
record is in sync with what is playing 
back. This still holds true with mixed 
formats synchronized togethet, but 
only while you are going in and out of 
the machines via analog. If you want to 
make your copies via analog, then 
everything will line up. If you do that, 
however, you can never again read one 
of my columns! You know who you are! 
We only make digital copies here at 
Dlgi-Land. 

You can compensate for the digital 
delay manually during these digital 
copies by.advancing the tracks on the 
source machine. You can measure the 

exact delay in your system 
by recording a click to all of 
the tracks of the source 
machine. Bounce them 
digitally to the destination 
machine. Bounce some of 
the tracks digitally back to 
the original source ma-
chine, leaving at least one 
original track for reference. 
Now, take one of the origi-
nal tracks and one of the 
tracks that made the round 
trip bounce and put them 
into a hard-disk editor. It 
doesn't matter which one. 
Zoom in to the sample lev-
el and measure the differ-
ence between the two sig-
nals in samples. This is 
now the amount of ad-
vance that you will have to 
enter into the source ma-
chine before making the 
digital copy. 

If you 

make (1 

copy 

from one 

machine 

to another 

there is a 

delay. 

boxes that will take care of making sure 
everything is copasetic. The problem 
comes when you want to make a digital 
*copy of some tracks from one format to 
the other, and then later decide that you 
want that guitar back on the original 
tape. There are _boxes from many 
sources that will transfer your audio dig-
itally back and forth between ADAT ma-
chines and DA-88 machines. What is not 
taken into account is the "round trip de-
lay." This is the total amount of delay 
going from one format to another, and 
then back again digitally. 

Remember, I said that, for recold-

DAW DELAY 
Most of the time I record onto digital 
tape, either digital multitrack or Sony 
48-track. I then transfer the instru-
ments to Pro Tools for editing, flying 
choruses around, and noise clean-up. 
After all of the juggling, I transfer the 
tracks back to the digital tape. What is 
on the tape is the absolute master. The 
tracks can't accidentally slip around, 
and the wrong guitar solo can't acci-
dentally play. 

After this round trip to the worksta-
tion, I want the tracks to line up exactly 

continued on page 140 
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makes raves 
The Sennheiser HD 600 is, quite simply, 

the finest dynamic headphone ever Created. 

With its exceptionally 'smooth frequency 

response, remarkable clarity, and unparal-

leled comfort, it virtually speaks for itself. 

It's reassuring to know, of course, that 

everyone else seems to agree with what it 

has to say. 
slereophile CLASS -  
RECOMMENDED COMPONENT 

SENNHEISER 

Sennheiser Electronic Corporation, 1 Enterprise Drive, PO Box 987, Old Lyme, CT 06371 
Telephone 860-434-9190* Fax: 860-434-1759 • TTY: 860-434-0509* Web: http://www.sennheiserusa.com 

Sennheiser Mexico: Av. Xola 613, PH6, Col. Del Valle 03100, Mexico, DF. Telephone: 15251639-0956. Fax. 5251 639-9482 
Sennheiser Canada 221 Labrosse Ave., Fje-Glaire, PG H9R 1A3. Telephone: 514-426-3013. Fax 5.14-426-3953 

Manufacturing Plant Am Labor 1, 30900 Wedemark, Germany 
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Interactive audio loop recording — the way it should be... 

...now available only in Digital Performer 2.6 
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